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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation details the development of an advanced real-time cognitive model that 

plays a version of Space Fortress, an arcade-style video game. A new, streamlined 

version of the game, called Pygame Space Fortress was developed, as well as a new 

interface system to connect a cognitive architecture like ACT-R to external simulations 

that run as separate process from the task environment. An experiment was run that 

recorded subjects’ performance in the game over the course of 31 hours, and the data 

from this experiment was used to inform the cognitive model of the high-level strategies 

used by expert players, as well as low-level tactics that the subjects implemented but did 

not report, likely because they were not consciously aware of them. Implications are 

discussed for visual tracking, multitasking, task switching, and theories of cognitive 

control.  
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1. Introduction and Background 

The human brain is the ultimate pattern machine – the most complex device known to 

humanity, capable of an extraordinarily diverse range of abilities. Yet most of these 

abilities are developed slowly – even tasks that become routine, everyday parts of our 

lives may take days, even months, of practice to become proficient. To become 

specialized in a particular field of study can easily take ten years of dedicated study. 

Because of this, it is tempting to assume that any meaningful change only happens at a 

coarse level of detail, say ten seconds to perform a particular task. There are several 

reasons for this belief: until somewhat recently it has been very difficult to measure 

behavior at a level of detail below one second, it is tempting to assume that any 

unexplained variance is due to “noise” or “randomness,” and perhaps most importantly, 

the conscious part of ourselves cannot be self-aware at a fine level of detail, which can 

lead us to believe that anything that happens below the level of consciousness is not 

important. 

This is not the case. Milliseconds matter – indeed, this is the theme of Rensselaer’s 

CogWorks Laboratory, and many publications have shown that changes at a level as 

small as 200 milliseconds (a long time at the neuronal level) have profound effects on 

strategies chosen and actions undertaken (Gray & Boehm-Davis, 2000), (Veksler et al., 

2007), (Gray et al., 2005). Given these results, it only makes sense to try and dig deeper 

– can we ground the problem in this astonishingly dense network of 100 billion neurons, 

and show how the activity of the brain leads to what we call the mind? The past twenty 

years has provided us with a mountain of data about the workings of the brain, and 

neuroscience unlocks new puzzles at an amazingly high rate. 

 Despite this progress, however, it is still not practical to analyze the mind only at 

the finest level of detail possible, because we will lose sight of the large, diverse, and 

complex abilities of the mind at higher levels of analysis. It is important to focus on the 

how, but we must never lose sight of the why – human behavior is largely goal-directed, 

and we need to keep the big picture in mind while studying behavior at the millisecond 

level in order to put the behavior into some context, which makes the behavior 

meaningful. 
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Since we need to study both high-level and low-level behavior of the mind, it is 

appropriate for us to organize our methods in a sensible way. Newell (1990) proposed a 

levels-of-analysis approach that resulted in four “bands” of cognition: the Biological, the 

Cognitive, the Rational, and the Social (See Table 1). Each of these bands contains 

multiple orders of time magnitudes for the metal processes that take place in its relevant 

domain. The Biological Band covers behavior at the level of 10 milliseconds and below, 

the Cognitive Band covers behavior from the 100 millisecond to the 10 second levels, 

the Rational Band covers the 100 second (minutes) to the 105 second (days) levels, and 

the Social Band covers the 106 (weeks) level and higher. 

Scale Time 
Units System Analysis Activities/ 

Processes 
World 

(Theory) 
1000000000 Decades Technology Culture 
100000000 Years System Development 
10000000 Months Design 
1000000 Weeks Task Education 

 Social and 
Organizational 

100000 Days 
10000 Hours 
1000 10 Minutes 

Task 
Traditional 
Task 
Analysis 

Subtasks 

100 Minutes Subtask Unit Task 
Analysis Procedures 

Bounded 
Rationality 

10 10 Seconds Unit Task 
Cognitive 
Task 
Analysis 

Methods 

1 Second Activities Embodied 
Cognition 

Micro-
strategies 

 1/3 Second Embodiment 
Level 

Production 
Rules 

Conflict 
Resolution 

0.1 100 ms Production 
System 

Elements 
(buffers) 

Buffer 
harvesting 

Cognitive 
Band 
(symbolic) 

0.01 10 ms Atomic 
Component 

0.001 1 ms Parameters 
Architectural  

Biological 
Band 
(subsymbolic) 

Table 1: Newell's Bands of Cognition 

By organizing our analytical approach in this manner, Newell created a hierarchy of 

behavior, one that could be studied at the most appropriate level for the research being 

performed. It is important to note, however, that even though the approach appears to be 

neat and tidy, the human brain does not lend itself to such straightforward decomposition 
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so easily. Simon (1996) reminds us that this hierarchy represents a nearly decomposable 

system, an important distinction. There are spillover effects and complex, compounding 

interactions between these imposed layers of the system, and one should always be 

looking at least at the level above and the level below the targeted level, lest one be 

tempted to believe the subsystem they are studying exists independently from the rest of 

the brain, and indeed, the rest of the body. 

Newell believed that theories about how the mind is organized, which he called 

cognitive architectures, were very useful at the unit-task (10-second) level, but that they 

might be only slightly useful when studying learning at the minutes level, and 

completely useless at the Social band, where large-scale educational results are 

measured. Despite this, in 2002 John Anderson issued a challenge to the Cognitive 

Modeling community: build a model that demonstrates that activity at the 10-millisecond 

level (the high end of the Biological Band) can effect learning at the 100-hour level (on 

the border of the Rational and Social Bands), a span of seven (actually 7.5) orders of 

magnitude (Anderson, 2002). To support the claim that this enterprise would be even 

possible, Anderson proffered three theses that he called the Decomposition thesis, the 

Relevance thesis, and the Modeling thesis. To synopsize, the Decomposition thesis 

claims that learning occurring at the Social Band can be reduced to learning occurring at 

lower bands, the Relevance thesis claims that instructional outcomes at the Social Band 

can be improved by paying attention to cognition at the lower bands and the Modeling 

thesis claims that cognitive modeling provides a basis for bridging between events on the 

small scale and desired outcomes on the large scale. Of these, the Decomposition Thesis 

has the most evidence in its favor, since there are studies showing that performance on 

complex problems can be predicted from the performance of individual components 

(Anderson, 1989), going down to studies involving eye-tracking (Gluck, 1999), going 

down to studies showing parallel mechanisms that give rise to the fan effect (Pirolli, 

1985). Given this, Anderson concentrates his efforts on the other two theses. 

The Relevance thesis is more challenging to support over a long span, but there is 

evidence that paying attention to things at the 10-second level enables improvement over 

the long run that would not happen at higher levels. For example, in giving feedback to 

students using an algebra tutor, it has been shown that immediate feedback at the 10-
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second level leads to faster learning than with feedback at a higher “grain size” (Corbett, 

2001). It also matters how specific the feedback is: learning is slower if feedback is 

general about what is right and what is wrong, as opposed to providing specific 

information about what is wrong at the unit-task level (Anderson, 1995). 

Can we go lower? ACT-R theory (Anderson, 2004) certainly extends below the 1/3-

second level, utilizing a collection of equations that operate in parallel upon declarative 

and procedural memory. We know that the probability of retrieving a memory (based on 

activation effects) has large implications in the learning of arithmetical facts such as the 

multiplication table, which take children a long time to master. Still, Anderson thought 

the Relevance (and consequently, the Modeling) theses were still open at this point, with 

it not being clear that these effects need to be considered to explain learning at levels of 

time magnitude several steps higher. 

One year later, Green and Bavelier (2003) bridged that gap. They demonstrated that 

by playing Medal of Honor: Allied Assault (Electronic Arts, 2002) for 10 hours over 10 

days, a player could modify their visual selective attention. Specifically, performance 

increased in standard paradigms of measuring attention effects such as the flanker 

compatibility task, and the number of items a participant could subitize. Why would 

playing a video game for 10 hours have any effect on such a low-level system, especially 

considering how many activities involve that skill? There is a great deal of transfer to be 

found in the improvement of visual selective attention, so this result greatly interested 

the scientific community. The authors theorize that any game that leads to increased 

performance in visual selective attention must “require that attention is distributed and/or 

switched around the field.” To test this, they compared their results to participants who 

played 10 hours of Tetris, and subjected to the same battery of attention tests, to find no 

improvement. Medal of Honor is a fast-paced first-person shooter (FPS) set in a World 

War II environment, with unpredictable demands placed on attention throughout the play 

experience. Tetris on the other hand, while a fast-paced game requiring high workload, 

does not require focus on more than one object at a time, and the player quickly acquires 

skill at learning what object to attend to next. With Medal of Honor, there is a feedback 

loop at work: training with the game leads to increased skill at low-level operations far 

below the level of consciousness, which leads to better performance at the training task. 
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Green and Bavelier showed that Anderson’s Relevance thesis extends to the 10-

millisecond level. 

This leaves Anderson’s Modeling thesis remaining when discussing what he calls 

the “longest bridge” – whether cognitive modeling can provide a basis for this bridge to 

show that subsymbolic processes that control 10-millisecond-level behavior in 

“primitive actions” have significant impact for educational achievement, and this 

represents the cornerstone of this dissertation, which is primarily one of cognitive 

engineering: I have used the latest advances in ACT-R theory and implementation to 

create a real-time cognitive model to play a game that requires the same attentional 

strategies as the game used by Green and Bavelier. The model, informed by the data 

from an experiment that measured the performance of expert action video game players, 

implements behaviors at the 10-millisecond level to implement strategies learned over 

the course of  31 hours of practice; a span of 7.05 orders of magnitude. 

1.1 Outline 

This dissertation will first briefly review some efforts in cognitive modeling, especially 

in the ACT-R framework (Anderson, 1998, 2004), as ACT-R is the cognitive 

architecture that was used to create the cognitive model for this thesis. These modeling 

efforts focus on embodied cognition, and carefully coordinate the activities of the 

perceptual, cognitive, and motor systems of the human information processor. As such, 

this leads to the task on which this work will focus: Space Fortress (Mané, 1989) which 

is a highly dynamic real-time action video game that pushes ACT-R past its limits, 

requiring extensions and modifications to the architecture to exhibit expert performance.  

In order to understand the tactics and strategies that experts exhibit while 

performing this task, we ran a longitudinal study of players gaining expertise in the 

game, and the next section will go into the details of how the experiment was set up and 

carried out. Three computers were involved in a coordinated effort to capture data from 

multiple inputs: the player’s direct inputs into the game, changes in voltage potential 

over the player’s scalp (i.e., EEG), and eye movements via tracking cameras. 

The results of the longitudinal study will be addressed in the next section. A 

tremendous amount of data was collected for the experiment, and not all of it will be 
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analyzed for the purposes of this dissertation (e.g., the EEG data), but rather will be 

useful in further studies. For the purposes of the cognitive model of expert performance, 

the most practical data will center around the reports of the strategies used in the game, 

and a quantified analysis of timing and variables in the game that were used to make 

high-level decisions regarding resource management, and low-level decisions regarding 

motor movements for flight control. 

From there, we move to making a realistic cognitive simulation, or model, of expert 

performance in the game. First, a hybrid model simply called Phase I will be described, 

which although is, strictly speaking, written within ACT-R, relies heavily on algorithms 

that are not part of the architecture in order to perform. Second, we systematically 

replace components within the Phase I model to achieve the Phase II model, which is 

meant to be cognitively plausible through and through. This involves issues such as 

multitasking, visual tracking, and manual control. 

 Finally, we will turn to discussion regarding the performance of the model; 

which techniques worked, which needed to be abandoned, and detailed analysis on the 

strengths and weaknesses of the architecture used for the simulation. Suggestions will be 

made for possible future directions of research, and how the cognitive architecture can 

be improved for future demanding tasks. 

Let us begin our journey by discussing the current state of the art of cognitive 

modeling. 

1.2 Cognitive Modeling 

Cognitive psychology and experimental psychology have tended, usually by necessity, 

to follow a “divide and conquer” strategy. In the past, work was often focused on one 

particular aspect of cognition, such as attention, memory, categorization, fine motor 

control, or visual processing. Cognitive architectures allow these branches of study to 

come together and coordinate their efforts to create a cohesive summary of overall 

behavior by specifying how components from each of these particular domains are 

integrated. 

 ACT-R is one of the dominant, if not the dominant, cognitive architectures in the 

world. ACT-R started out as a theory of memory, but over time shaped itself as more of 
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a general theory of mind. Its core assumptions center around the idea that there are 

different resources available in the mind, but there are restrictions on how and when they 

can be used or accessed. A general framework diagram is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: The organization of information in ACT-R. From "An Integrated Theory of the Mind," 

by Anderson et al., 2004, Psychological Review, 111(4), p. 1037, Figure 1 

ACT-R, both as a theory and a programming-language-like implementation, makes 

many well-supported hypotheses about how the mind works. First and foremost, human 

information processing use separate resources, such as perceptual, motor, and cognitive 

resources (represented as modules in the implementation). The perceptual resources 

allow information from the environment (e.g., sights and sounds) to be acquired by the 

system, and the motor resource allows for action in the environment. Cognition 

comprises two separate resources: declarative and procedural. Declarative resources 

represent static facts (e.g., “George Washington was the first President of the United 

States,” or “3+4=7”) that can be retrieved or forgotten, while procedural resources 

represents skill as a set of production rules in service of a particular goal. In addition, as 
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new tasks are learned, declarative task instructions are gradually transmuted into 

procedural rules through a mechanism called production compilation (Taatgen, 2003). 

 Thus, ACT-R allows for “mental simulations” to take place in virtual 

environments, with implications that range from creating cognitive tutors to software 

that can aid industrial designers and HCI specialists in determining how well humans 

can interface with their technology (Schoelles, 2002), (John, 2005). Much work in ACT-

R focuses on interactive task environments, such as the preferential choice decision-

making task known as Argus Prime (Schoelles, 2001a, 2001b), (Gray, 2002, 2003), in 

which ACT-R acts as an operator that must classify the threat level of incoming aircraft 

while dealing with interruptions within a dynamic setting, with behavior fidelity to the 

level of individual eye movements. 

 In another ACT-R model that benefitted from eye-tracking data, Gluck and 

colleagues (Gluck, 2007) studied a task environment that required a user to pilot a 

remote aircraft.  One of the goals of this project was to implement an appropriate 

strategy to scan instruments, so ACT-R was used over the familiar TacAir-Soar (Jones et 

al., 1993) because the older project did not take enough primitive actions into account 

that the researchers were interested in. Their findings showed that by not interleaving 

perception, cognition, and motor control properly would lead to a disastrously-

performing model, and that having an appropriate cognitive control implementation is a 

prerequisite for achieving higher levels of application validity in cognitive models. 

 These interactive task environments can extend past the paradigm of a human 

sitting at a computer, and into simulated vehicle operation. A well-known modern use of 

ACT-R is to simulate driving a car, and to determine the effects of driver distraction 

(e.g., dialing a mobile phone) on driving performance (Salvucci, 2006). Due to the 

complex, low-level visual demands of driving a car, not all the necessary functionality of 

the model can be formulated purely within the ACT-R implementation. Thus, Salvucci’s 

model is more appropriately referred to as a “hybrid” model, as it incorporates much of 

ACT-R theory, but also some “pure AI” code, so to speak, to manage the angle of the 

steering wheel depending on the curvature of the road. 

 Thus, ACT-R has shown itself to be highly useful in studying interactive task 

environments, and what are video games but specialized forms of interactive task 
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environments? Now that we have the framework, we need to focus on the task (game) 

itself, as we are looking for a task that spans relevant features at the 10-millisecond level 

to educational effects at the 10-hour level. What game can we use that not only has 

source code available to link to the cognitive architecture, but also features the qualities 

of Medal of Honor that lead to modified visual selective attention? Fortunately, not only 

does such an open-source game exist, but also has been studied extensively by cognitive 

scientists over the past twenty years: Space Fortress. 
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2. Space Fortress 

Space Fortress is a video game with a long and distinguished history in cognitive 

science research, and a summary of that history is necessary, as the interface, screen 

layout, and scoring have changed considerably over the years. Space Fortress, based off 

of a 1980 vector-based arcade game by Cinematronics called Star Castle, was developed 

by Mané and Donchin (1989) in the mid-1980’s as part of a large DARPA project to 

study different training methods on a task that required operating under heavy cognitive 

load. The goals of creating the game was to develop a task that was difficult (requiring 

many hours to become expert) and engaging enough that players would be motivated to 

continue practicing after many hours of play. The game was then distributed to an 

international consortium of researchers, each tasked with developing their own “learning 

strategy” (Donchin, 1989) to hasten players’ mastery of the game. Any method used 

outside of letting the players practice the game on their own was considered a learning 

strategy. This history will track the evolution of the game from the original Space 

Fortress (SF), to Space Fortress II (SFII), to Revised Space Fortress (RSF), and finally 

to the current version, Pygame Space Fortress (PSF). 

2.1 Original Rules of Play 

The player, via a joystick in their dominant hand, operates a small spaceship via second-

order (acceleration-based) thrust in frictionless space within a 2D plane, with first-order 

(velocity-based) rotation. If the ship ever exits the world space by flying off the “edge” 

of the world, it immediately reenters on the opposite side, giving the game world the 

topography of a torus. The main game objective is to destroy the fortress in the center of 

the game world by firing missiles at it, while the fortress will fire back if the ship stays 

within a range of angular coordinates in relation to the fortress for too long a time. Thus, 

the core dynamic of the game is to shoot the fortress as often as possible while avoiding 

shells fired from the fortress. However, the fortress cannot be destroyed until its 

“vulnerability” is at least 10, which is accomplished by shooting it with a pacing of at 

least 250 milliseconds between hits. If any two missiles hit the fortress with less time in 

between them, the vulnerability of the fortress will reset back to zero. Once the 
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vulnerability indicator reads at least 10, the player must then fire two shots within 250 

milliseconds in order to destroy the fortress for a large point increase. 

 While this is happening, mines appear every few seconds at a random location 

and actively chase the player ship. An indicator above the fortress displays the 

designation of the mine, which in the case of Figure 2, is “K.” Before each five-minute 

game, the player is asked to memorize three randomly-chosen letters that represent the 

designation of the “foe” mines; any mine that appears during a game with a different 

designation from that session’s “foe” set is a “friend” mine. While a mine is onscreen, 

the fortress is invincible, so it is in the player’s best interest to deal with each mine as 

quickly as possible while keeping the demands of the primary task under consideration. 

If a mine is a “friend,” the player can shoot it right away, and will not only get points for 

destroying the mine, but the fortress’ vulnerability will increase as well. If, however, the 

mine is a “foe,” then it cannot be destroyed until it is “tagged” as an enemy. This is done 

by double-pressing one of three buttons with the non-dominant hand on either a three-

button panel or a three-button mouse. In order for this action to be successful, the two 

button presses must be between 250 and 400 milliseconds apart. Whenever the tagging 

button is double-pressed, the time in milliseconds is displayed under the INTER field in 

the scoring section of the game screen, as shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: The display elements of the original Space Fortress. From "The Space Fortress Game," by 

A. Mané and E. Donchin, 1989, Acta Psychologica, 71, p. 18, Figure 1 

 In addition, symbols appear and disappear below the fortress at regular intervals. 

Whenever two “$” symbols appear one after the other, the player has the option of 

collecting a bonus. If the player presses one of the other buttons on either the button 
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panel or the mouse, the number of available missiles increases (although the number of 

remaining shots is finite, you can continue to fire after you have run out for a penalty 

leveled against your score), or by pressing the third button at this time, a score increase 

is received. Thus, this task requires complex visual scanning, high workload, resource 

management, declarative memory retrievals, decision making, discrete motor responses 

and fine motor control. Space Fortress was very successful at achieving its stated goal, 

as evidenced by the results of the research teams. 

2.2 Prior Research on Play Strategies 

Of all the learning strategies implemented in the original Learning Strategies project, 

two stand out as being the most successful, and it is very interesting to note that these 

two methods are almost completely opposite from each other. The Israeli team (Gopher, 

Weil, & Siegel, 1989) used a whole-learning task they called emphasis change, which 

involved participants being exposed to the full task environment throughout the training 

regiment, but were guided to discover particular sub-strategies by emphasizing different 

aspects of the game. For example, to emphasize ship control, the researchers added some 

extra scoring elements: a “control” score that penalized the player whenever the ship 

“warped” around the screen or bounced into the fortress, and a “velocity” score that 

delivered maximum points whenever the ship was moving below a prescribed speed 

limit, as all researchers on the Learning Strategies project agreed that flying the ship too 

fast resulted in poor performance. The researchers, after explaining the rules of the 

game, instructed participants to focus their attention on controlling the ship while 

attending to other elements as much as was feasible without interfering with ship 

control. Another manipulation was to add a new score that measured how quickly 

players handled both friend and foe mines, and players were given additional 

instructions to prioritize handling mines above other considerations. In both cases, and in 

a third case where both manipulations were used, participants trained on the modified 

version of the game before switching to the standard game, and achieved significantly 

better scores than a control group who trained for the same amount of time just on the 

standard game. 
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 Conversely, the Cambridge, MA team (Frederiksen & White, 1989) took the 

view that the training of a complex task is best accomplished by systematically 

decomposing the full task into relevant and simpler subtasks, training individuals in 

partial-task environments, then building up an understanding of the full set of system 

dynamics by exposing the player to more and more integrated collections of subtasks, 

eventually leading to experiencing the full game. The researchers consulted with expert 

players who, via verbal protocol analysis, explained the strategies used while playing, 

which the researchers then used to identify a set of variables that led to different 

strategies. They enumerated three high-level goals:  

1. Hit the fortress without getting hit. 

2. Detect and destroy mines with as little disruption as possible to the primary 

goal. 

3. Allocate resources to maximize the point score.  

From these goals and the set of variables, the team identified what they considered 

to be the optimal strategy. For example, in terms of flight control, it was determined that 

to minimize control displacement, players should fly the ship in a series of planned, 

straight line trajectories leading past the fort at slow speed. In addition, to minimize 

disruption of this standard flight pattern, players should wait until mines move to a 

convenient place to turn and fire upon them. Once these strategies were selected, 

conceptual and motor skills were then identified that would enable a player to implement 

that strategy, including skills that may not be directly relevant to playing the final game, 

but necessary for the development of other skills. In terms of ship control, an instance of 

this is that a player needs to learn the necessary motor skills to manipulate the joystick to 

aim and accelerate the ship before the player can learn the conceptual skills needed to 

determine the direction and thrust to apply to the ship in order to effect a desired 

trajectory change. As part of the training program, players would start off playing highly 

constrained games that only required a component skill (e.g., the ship remains stationary, 

but can rotate to fire at targets that intermittently appear), and then gradually build up a 

hierarchy of skills from playing games that combined skills together depending on their 

level of connectedness in the task hierarchy. By taking this approach to training, players 
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performed significantly better than the control group that trained on the full game for the 

same amount of time. 

 In comparing the results of these two teams, Fabiani and colleagues (Fabiani et 

al., 1989) found that the hierarchical learning technique of Frederiksen and White 

yielded the best results throughout, measured over the course of up to 30 hours of 

training. This success came with a price, however. While the hierarchical training 

method yielded the best performance at the game, players trained with it were also more 

susceptible to interference from a secondary memory task than players trained with the 

emphasis change method. In other words, training with an emphasis change program 

yielded more robust, but slightly suboptimal performance. 

2.3 Space Fortress evolves 

It was this robustness that led Gopher to study transfer effects of the game a few years 

later (Gopher, Weil, & Bareket, 1994), and this is where the next chapter of Space 

Fortress history comes into play. Gopher and his team were interested in whether skill at 

a video game might transfer to other domains, specifically flying a fighter jet in the 

Israeli Air Force. Given his previous success with the emphasis change study, Gopher 

made a new game, Space Fortress II, based on the same game dynamics as the original 

Space Fortress, but including all the elements from the emphasis change experiments, 

plus one more important factor regarding control. As shown in Figure 3, the display 

elements of the game world are the same, except that the fortress’ vulnerability and mine 

identification letter have been moved “out of the gameworld” and into the scoring space 

now housed at the bottom of the screen. Thus, from left to right, the scoring elements of 

Space Fortress II are as follows: 

1) Points, as calculated from the original game. 

2) Control score, from the “ship control” emphasis change experiment from 1989, 

which punishes “warping” around the screen and bouncing into the fortress. 

3) Velocity score, also from the “ship control” manipulation, which updates once 

per second, and adds points if you’re flying below a particular speed threshold. 

4) Vulnerability of the fortress, as calculated from the original game. 
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5) Identify Friend or Foe, which is the mine identification letter, relocated from 

above the fortress in the original game. 

6) Interval between button clicks when identifying a foe mine, as in the original 

game. 

7) Speed, from the “mine control” manipulation in the emphasis change experiment, 

which gives points based on how quickly mines are handled. 

8)  Shots, the number of missiles left before incurring a point penalty, as in the 

original game.  

The added control elements are the two hexagons: a small one to determine the 

“bounce zone” of the fortress (if you pass its boundaries, you incur a control point 

penalty and your velocity vector reverses), and a large one to encourage the strategy of 

keeping near the fortress. By staying within the boundaries of the large hexagon, you 

gain a small control bonus once per second that you would not otherwise gain. Total 

score is the sum of Points, Control Points, Velocity Score, and Speed Score, and of 

course the goal is to maximize this total score, which, all things being equal, will be 

much higher than comparable Space Fortress scores. Thus, the optimal strategy is to 

always keep flying (but not too fast), shoot the fortress as often as possible (but not too 

often), stay within the hexagons at all times, and deal with mines as quickly as possible. 
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Figure 3: The display elements of Space Fortress II. From "Transfer of Skill from a Computer 

Game Trainer to Flight" by Gopher et al., 1994, Human Factors 36(3), p. 392. 

Gopher found that training in Space Fortress II led to dramatically better 

performance out of the Air Force cadets than the control group when evaluated by a 

flight test involving prescribed maneuvers. He argues the reason this happens is that a 

primary skill of a fighter pilot is attention control, the key construct of which is an 

attention strategy (a vector of attention weights assigned to each covarying element of a 

complex task), and the training program improved this skill. This makes a perfect case 

for why this game fits into the style of game Green and Bavelier identifies as modifying 

visual selective attention, and thus the correct task environment to build a cognitive 

model to operate. 

2.4 Revised Space Fortress 

The next component of Space Fortress history came over ten years later, when 

computing technology had gotten to the point where it was no longer possible to play 

Space Fortress II on modern hardware. Revised Space Fortress (Shebilske et al., 2005), 

or RSF, was created to solve this problem. The development of RSF was an enormous 

software engineering effort to reimplement the original game and provide a plethora of 
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additional feature for researchers to create customized versions of the game and to run 

several participants simultaneously. It offers execution in a distributed environment, 

options for team play, game playback, plug-in APIs for intelligent agents, and a 

centralized database that is updated through its built-in network capabilities. Although 

the joystick control is slightly more sensitive in RSF as it was in Space Fortress II, 

Shebilski et al. (2005) have validated it as an equivalent task environment. 

In summary, Space Fortress has been used for well over twenty years to study 

domains such as skill acquisition and knowledge transfer. Because of its complexity and 

real-time nature, creating a cognitive model to play the game will represent an advance 

in cognitive modeling research. In addition, because of previous findings by Green and 

Bavelier (2003), we believe the game to be exactly the kind of game that modifies visual 

attention, allowing the player to spread attention more than usual to take multiple 

unpredictable game elements into consideration while deciding what to do. The game 

has evolved considerably since the 1989 issue of Acta Psychologica, having passed 

through multiple iterations and leading to a version that runs on contemporary computers 

with extra constraints on what constitutes optimal behavior. 

2.5 Pygame Space Fortress 

Despite the many advantages that RSF features, it was determined that RSF was not 

appropriate to connect to ACT-R. RSF, although written in Java, is unfortunately limited 

to the Windows operating system due to some specialized code written for processing 

joystick input, and in addition, it does not log data to a fine enough temporal resolution 

for our purposes. As it turns out, however, the solution to connecting ACT-R to a 

member of the Space Fortress family brought some technology that the cognitive 

modeling community will surely welcome. 

Pygame Space Fortress is a re-implementation of Revised Space Fortress. In order 

to share in ACT-R’s spirit of platform independence (and because our lab is not 

Windows-only), the task environment has been rewritten from scratch using the popular 

Pygame game engine within the Python programming language, using the exact same 

system dynamics from RSF. Additional benefits of Pygame Space Fortress (PSF) 

include being able to update the visual façade of the game in any way desired while 
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keeping the underlying core mechanics. In other words, the graphics and sounds can be 

updated to suit more modern video game players, but the behavior of the game will 

remain exactly the same ( Figure 4).  

 Figure 4: Pygame Space Fortress. The left image shows the standard display, modeled after the 

original Space Fortress, while the right image shows a sample updated display. 
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Data are also logged to a finer time resolution than RSF permits, allowing micro-

strategies and interactive routines to be analyzed much more reliably then is possible 

using RSF. RSF logs data approximately once per second, which is sufficient to study 

progress at the level of analysis used in prior Space Fortress research, but since this 

model will feature performance improvements at the micro-strategy level and below, it is 

necessary to record the state of the entire game world once per game frame, every 1/46 

of a second, which will also allow possible future synchronization with eye-tracking and 

EEG data. In addition, setting up an experiment in RSF can be a somewhat cumbersome 

process, since there is a server and client that need to be run independently, with 

experimental conditions that need to be set up and users added to an Access database 

before the game can be played, while PSF is streamlined with a single text-based 

configuration file, and can be played immediately. A summary of these changes can be 

found in Table 2. 

 Space Fortress Space Fortress 
II 

Revised Space 
Fortress 

Pygame Space 
Fortress 

PNTS score Yes, as “Score” Yes Yes Yes 
CNTRL score No Yes Yes Yes 
VLCTY score No Yes Yes Yes 
SPEED score No Yes Yes Yes 
SHOTS 
remaining 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

INTRVL Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Mine Indicator Above Fortress IFF tag IFF tag IFF tag 
Fortress 
Vulnerability 

Beside Fortress VLNER VLNER VLNER 

Hexagons No Yes Yes Yes 
Controller Joystick Joystick Joystick Keyboard or 

Joystick 
Temporal 
resolution of 
data log 

Unknown Unknown ~1 second ~30 
milliseconds 

Configurability None None Difficult Simple text file 
Cross-
platform? 

No No No Yes 

Table 2: Summary of features of the Space Fortress family of games 

2.6 Experimental Setup 
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Given that no cognitive architecture allows for virtual joystick control, it was decided to 

write the cognitive model using virtual keyboard control. Because of both this and the 

fact that analysis of micro-strategies requires a fine degree of temporal resolution, new 

experimental data was necessary to validate the cognitive model. Pygame Space 

Fortress was thus used in a longitudinal study to measure the performance of players as 

they progressed from novices to high-scoring experts. Specifically, 15 Rensselaer 

students were recruited using Experimetrix software to play Pygame Space Fortress 

for a total of 31 “hours” each. An “hour” in this case was defined, as in previous Space 

Fortress research, as eight 5-minute games, with arbitrary break times in between each 

game (Space Fortress has never had victory conditions – skill was determined by how 

many points a player could achieve in a fixed amount of time). These “hours” were 

paced such that each subject would come in the lab for the first session of play, and were 

then given a copy of the game that they could play on their own, at their own pace. 

Every fifth session, the home version of the game would lock until a password was 

given. At this time, the subject would return to the lab to play for an additional “hour,” 

while extra data were collected, and a password was administered such that the subject 

could continue playing the game on their laptops. The “home version” of the game 

recorded a detailed log of game events the same way, and at the same temporal 

resolution, that the “lab version” recorded them, and these log files were collected during 

the each lab session to be integrated into the timeline of data for each subject. The 

experimental schedule is shown in Figure 5. Subjects were paid $5 an hour for the first 

thirty “hours” of play, and were given a $160 payment at their final lab session as an 

incentive to participate in the experiment all the way to the end. Payment was thus $310 

per subject. 

 

Figure 5: Experimental Schedule per Subject. Long vertical bars represent lab sessions, and short 

vertical bars represent sessions of the game subjects played on their own. 
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As can be seen in Figure 5, EEG data were recorded on the first, eleventh, twenty-

first, and thirty-first “hour” of play, while eye-tracking data was collected for every 

session that took place in the lab (“hours” 1, 6, 11, 16, 21, 26, and 31). Both these data 

collections would have to be synchronized with the game logs if any integrated data 

analysis was to take place. 

The lab-based experimental setup utilized three computers in one of the CogWorks 

experimental rooms that were connected together via a dedicated sub-network. A high-

level diagram of the setup is illustrated in Figure 6. The three computers were as 

follows: 

1. To capture EEG events, we used Electrical Geodesics Incorporated’s 

conventional EEG system – a Power Mac 2 x 2.66 GHz Dual-Core Intel 

Xeon running Mac OS X 10.5 and EGI’s proprietary Net Station 4.3, which 

captured data via a HydroCel Geodesic Sensor Net. 

2. Running Pygame Space Fortress was a Mac Mini 1.83 GHz Intel Core 2 

Duo running Mac OS X 10.5 and the CogWorks Lab’s MultiWorld 3.0, 

specialized lab software that is typically used to create integrated task 

environments, but was used specifically in this experiment to communicate 

with the eye-tracking computer and record events. 

3. To capture eye-tracking events, we used LC Technologies’ Eyegaze System, 

a Pentium 4 3.6 GHz PC running Windows XP Service Pack 3 and LC 

Technologies’ proprietary EgServer program. Two cameras connected to 

this system were placed under the monitor for the experimental machine. 

Events were passed between computers in TCP/IP packets. The experimental 

machine (running the game) recorded the log of eye-track events that it received 

from the eye-track machine, in addition to recording the log of game events as the 

game was being played. While the game was underway, the experimental computer 

also sent game events over the network to the EEG computer, which integrated 

these incoming events in real-time to the EEG data it was collecting live, and 

recorded an EEG log with game event tags. Timestamps were sent between 

computers so that all data could later be synchronized for multimodal analysis. The 

results from this experiment are discussed in the next chapter. 
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Figure 6: Experimental Setup 
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3. Results 

An enormous amount of data was collected over the course of this experiment, but for 

the purposes of informing the cognitive model developed for this dissertation, we will 

focus on the game itself and expert performance within it, as opposed to event-related 

potential analysis of the EEG data. We will start with some data of player performance, 

followed by a discussion of strategies that were developed over the course of play by the 

subjects, and then delve deeper into the data to find useful trends that were used to 

determine variables and parameters for the cognitive model. 

3.1 Data 

All subjects’ scores improved over time, following a hyperbolic function of the form 

(θ1x / θ2+ x).  A plot of the averages of the total score over time can be found in Figure 

7. Recall that one “hour” of play constituted 8 game sessions of five minutes each, with 

arbitrary break times in between. Since each subject played the game for 31 “hours,” 

each experimental subject played a total of 248 5-minute game sessions. 

 

Figure 7: Average of total scores for all 15 subjects over the course of 248 5-minute games. Bars 

indicate standard error 

The scores started very low (in most cases, below 0, as all the PNTS score can be 

negative), but rose very quickly in the beginning as the fundamental controls and rules 
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were grasped. By the second “hour” of play, (game sessions 9-16), subjects were scoring 

in the neighborhood of 6000 points. The scores continued to rise over the course of the 

study, but at a reduced pace. All subjects at the end of the experiment reported 

confidence that if they were to continue playing, their scores would continue to improve. 

The total score is, again, a sum of four sub-scores in the game, not all of which are 

calculated in simple ways. Figure 8 shows the breakdown of one subjects’ score data 

over the course of the experiment. One can see how the VLCTY and CNTRL scores 

remain steady after their original jump, but the PNTS and SPEED scores continue to 

rise. The VLCTY and CNTRL scores are tallied very simply and have a hard ceiling, 

while there are many factors that go into the PNTS score. 

 

Figure 8: One subjects' score data, with each total score broken down into its four components 

To summarize, the PNTS score is increased by destroying the fortress, destroying 

mines, and taking point bonuses. PNTS is the original score for Space Fortress and the 

one that allowed Fabiani, et al. (1989) to compare the effectiveness of the part-task 

instructional strategy (Frederiksen & White 1989) with Gopher, et al.’s (1989) changing 

priorities strategy. It is decreased by taking damage or by shooting when no shots 

remain. The remaining three scores, CNTRL, VLCTY, and SPEED were added with the 

development of Space Fortress II. The CNTRL score is steadily increased by staying 

within the hexagons, increased only slightly if the ship goes outside the hexagons, and 

decreased if the ship “warps” to the other side of the screen or collides with the inner 
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hexagon. The VLCTY score is increased steadily if the ship moves slowly and decreased 

steadily if the ship moves too quickly. The SPEED score is increased whenever you 

destroy a mine; by an amount inversely proportional to the amount of time the mine has 

been on the screen. The SPEED score is lowered if a mine “times out” by being on the 

screen for too long and disappears. 

Table 3 shows some key values from the ten highest-scoring games recorded, to show 

how well expert players perform while at their best. With the exception of the very 

highest-scoring game, all of the Top 10 high scores were earned during the last 90% of 

the experiment (i.e., hour 28 or higher). The subject designator used here is not the 

actual subject ID, but simply used to quickly indicate that three subjects achieved all of 

the ten highest-scoring games. Indeed, four subjects achieved 95 of the top 100 high-

scoring games. These four subjects will henceforth be labeled as the expert players in 

this experiment, along with a fifth player whose high score was also above 11,000 

points. Note the consistency in the CNTRL and VLCTY scores: as mentioned earlier, 

these scores have an absolute maximum achievable (1758 and 2051, respectively), and 

players quickly optimize both these scores by flying slowly at all times while staying 

within the hexagon boundaries. Note also that in all these cases, the SPEED score is 

above 3000. This will become more important later when discussing strategies that 

subjects used, because less skilled players remained trapped in a strategy of preventing 

mine onset by quickly and continuously destroying the fortress, by which these scores 

were not nearly as high.  

Table 3: Key values for the Top 10 games played. 

Subject 
Session 
(out of 
248) 

PNTS CNTRL VLCTY SPEED Total Fortress 
Kills 

Proportion of 
Friends 

Destroyed 

Proportion 
of Foes 

Destroyed 

Final 3 
Bonus 

Captures 
A 191 4757 1758 2051 3440 12006 37 .931 1.000 3/3 PNTS 

B 226 5024 1758 2051 3170 12003 37 .962 .818 3/3 PNTS 

C 238 4712 1746 2037 3410 11905 39 .967 1.000 3/3 PNTS 

C 244 4569 1752 2044 3540 11905 39 .968 1.000 3/3 PNTS 

B 237 4842 1758 2051 3250 11901 37 .909 .875 3/3 PNTS 

C 227 4704 1758 2051 3350 11863 39 .955 .944 3/3 PNTS 

C 247 4495 1752 2044 3550 11841 40 .958 1.000 3/3 PNTS 

A 231 4878 1758 2051 3140 11827 38 .964 .700 3/3 PNTS 

C 226 4544 1758 2051 3430 11783 39 .970 1.000 3/3 PNTS 

C 239 4323 1758 2051 3650 11782 41 1.000 1.000 3/3 PNTS 
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 Subject Highest Score Average Score during 
final 20% of play 

Average 
hours/week playing 

any video game  

Average hours/week 
playing action video 

games 
A 12006 10776 6 4 
B 12003 10893 20 4 
C 11905 10825 10 10 
D 11755 10992 2 2 

Expert players 

E 11515 10617 1 1 
F 10794 9946 16 5 
G 10658 8914 40 8 
H 10629 9089 40 4 
I 10601 8668 25 10 
J 10387 9246 3 1 

Mid-level players 

K 10332 9335 15 3 
L 10051 7540 15 8 
M 9685 7990 16 10 
N 9613 7985 10 8 

Low performing 
players 

O 9134 8132 0 0 

Table 4: Subjects divided into skill levels 

Table 4 divides the 15 subjects into three tiers of skill level: expert players, mid-

level-players, and low performing players. The subjects are ranked by the highest score 

achieved, but it is worth noting that the average score over the last 20% of time played 

(49 games) would have served equally well, as these two measures are highly correlated 

(r=0.93). In addition, each participant in the study took a questionnaire at the beginning 

of their first session that asked questions regarding their video game experience, to 

determine how prior experience in playing games would impact their performance in 

playing Pygame Space Fortress. At each “hour of play”, correlations were calculated 

between their average score for that “hour” and the number of hours per week they 

reported playing video games of any type. The results can be seen in Figure 9. While 

none of these correlations were strong (never above 0.4 and never below -0.4), the 

correlation of the correlations over the course of the 31 “hours” is very strong: -0.87. 

While this result has no bearing on the cognitive model that was developed to play this 

game, it is interesting to ponder from a learning perspective. Why would this be so? It is 

not the case that the subjects with little game experience are scoring higher in the end 

than the experienced players. Are the players with little game experience more flexible? 

Do the experienced players reach near-optimal performance more quickly?  
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Figure 9: The trend of correlations of average total score against time playing other games 

The picture is further complicated when attempting to analyze this trend by breaking the 

subjects into groups determined by skill level. As shown in Figure 10, all of the group 

correlations were weaker than the correlation featuring all subjects together. This is a 

curious development that warrants further study. 
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Figure 10: Trend of correlations as broken down by player skill level 

As far as results that did wind up having a bearing on the cognitive model, some 

terms will need to be defined. The data of the top-scoring game sessions were analyzed 

to find trends around several factors in the game under certain conditions. Specifically, 

the question was asked whether there any parameters of the game’s tokens that were 

reliably similar when the player decided to start turning the ship, stop turning the ship, 

thrusting the ship, stop thrusting the ship, and firing a shot at the fortress. Several factors 

were investigated, such as how fast the ship was moving, where it was on the screen, and 

how far away from the fortress it was. In the end, the two most relevant parameters were 

what we call “velocity difference” and “orientation difference.” The derivations of these 

parameters are shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11: How the "velocity difference" and "orientation difference" parameters are calculated 

At any given point, the fortress is pointing at or very near the ship, at its own 

orientation, measured counterclockwise from the horizontal. The ship also has its own 

orientation, measured the same way, and this orientation is independent of the vector it is 

currently moving along. Remember, the ship is floating in frictionless space – if the 

thrust button is not being held, the ship’s trajectory never changes, but the ship can be 

pointing in any arbitrary orientation while traveling along that trajectory. The angle of 

that trajectory, which we call the velocity angle, is subtracted from the angle of the ship 

relative to the fortress, giving us, in effect, a measure of “perpendicularity” of the ship’s 

movement. If this “velocity difference” is 270 degrees, the ship is moving along a 

tangent to a circle that surrounds the fortress, which winds up being a determinant of 

whether the ship should thrust or not. The final parameter is the “orientation difference,” 

which is simply the angle that the fortress is pointing subtracted from the angle that the 

ship is pointing. If the ship is pointing directly at the fortress (a moment to consider 

shooting the fortress), then this “orientation difference” is 180 degrees, which winds up 

being a determinant of whether the ship should turn or not. 

Now that we have defined the relevant terms, we return to the data. To help the 

model decide when to thrust the ship and when to turn the ship under normal conditions, 

data was culled from the top-scoring games during the times where there wasn’t a mine 
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on the screen, and these parameters were measured when the player pressed or released 

the thrust, turn right, and fire keys. Because the ship was always moving clockwise, the 

left turn button was virtually never pressed whenever there wasn’t a mine onscreen. 

Histograms can be shown in Figure 12. 

 

 

Figure 12: Orientation differences and velocity differences when flight control buttons were pressed 

and released 

Perhaps the most obvious of these graphs is the upper-left graph, “Most common 

orientation angle differences for firing missile.” As would be expected, when there is no 

mine on the screen, the expert player fires when facing the fortress, when the orientation 

difference is 180 degrees. Sure enough, the mean angle is 179.5, with a standard 

deviation of only 6.56. Past this, however, four of these graphs are crucial for our 

understanding of when the player manipulates the ship. These are the orientation 

difference when the ship starts turning and stops turning, and the velocity difference 

when the ship starts thrusting and stops thrusting. 
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There is a sharp difference in the “orientation difference” parameter for when the 

ship starts and stops turning. The ship starts to turn, on average, when the orientation 

difference is 184.9 degrees, and stops when the difference is 174.5 degrees. In addition, 

there is a sharp difference in the “velocity difference” parameter for when the ship starts 

and stops thrusting. The ship starts to thrust, on average, when the velocity difference is 

276.8 degrees, and stops when the difference is 252.5 degrees. These four values are the 

starting point for the model’s productions that determine the ship’s “standard flight 

pattern” – the movement of the ship in slow, clockwise circles around the fortress while 

firing as often as possible. 

One last trend from the data that will inform the low-level behavior of the model 

can be seen in a timeline of a “typical run” by an expert player of shooting the fortress 

nine times while waiting for a mine to appear (in this case, Subject A from Table 3). The 

timeline can be seen in Figure 13, with time moving downwards from the top of the 

graph. Values for the orientation difference, the velocity difference, and the speed of the 

ship are reported every time a key is pressed or released. The notable feature of this 

graph refers to one of the strategies that all experts of Pygame Space Fortress exhibit: 

frequently changing trajectories. In the span of just under four seconds, the player in this 

case briefly turned the ship six times, briefly thrust the ship four times, and fired a shot 

at the fortress nine times. The player has the ability to hold the thrust and turn buttons 

down for extended periods to dramatically affect the ship’s movement, but instead the 

player chooses to quickly “tap” the buttons to make micro-adjustments to the ship’s 

flight path. This is relevant to understand the motivation for how the model sends 

“keydown” and “keyup” signals to the game while it is playing, and a full description of 

the cognitive model is the focus of the next chapter. Before that, however, there is still 

much information within the data that can inform the high-level strategies that the model 

will employ. 
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Figure 13: A timeline of key presses over approximately 4 seconds of expert play. Horizontal 

gridlines represent 100 milliseconds 
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3.2 Strategies Reported 

This section details strategies that the best players of the game had in common, as 

described in a post-experiment interview. All five expert players implemented these 

successful strategies, and interestingly, three of the mid-level players became “stuck” in 

a stable, sub-optimal strategy regarding handling the mines. 

3.2.1 Flight Pattern 

All subjects developed a pattern of flight around the fortress similar to the strategies 

developed by experimental subjects in Frederiksen and White’s (1989) study of learning 

strategies. Both sets of subjects converged on a strategy of moving slowly around the 

fortress in a clockwise direction. The act of moving slowly has two key advantages and 

one key drawback: it is beneficial to move slowly simply because it allows for greater 

control of the ship, but also because one of the sub-scores that is considered in the final 

score (VLCTY) is maximized by maintaining a low speed. The drawback of moving 

slowly is that it makes it more likely that the fortress will fire upon the ship; the fortress 

scans “sectors” of the space surrounding it that are of a fixed size (in this case, 10 

degrees). These sectors represent a tolerance within which the fortress can remain 

“locked onto” a ship (if the fortress is “locked on” for 1 second, it will fire), and if the 

ship leaves the sector, the fortress must readjust its position to lock on, and its timer 

resets. For a visual representation, please refer to Figure 14. The solution in this case is 

to fly slowly to maximize control of the ship and the VLCTY score, but also fly close to 

the fortress such that the ship never stays within one of the fortress’ sectors long enough 

for the fortress to fire. As far as moving clockwise is concerned, the simplest explanation 

is that the ship starts to the left of the fortress facing upwards, so moving clockwise 

around the fortress is the most efficient way to start moving, and once you’re moving in 

a particular direction around the fortress, there is virtually never any reason to change it. 
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Figure 14: Fortress sectors. Ordinarily invisible, these sectors represent the tolerance for the 

fortress locking onto the ship. Once a ship enters a new sector, the fortress must reacquire its target 

There was, however, one critical difference between the PSF flight patterns and the 

Frederiksen and White flight patterns. The one major difference is that Frederiksen and 

White reported their subjects using a strategy that featured “infrequently changing 

trajectories” – in other words, their experimental subjects adjusted the path their ship 

was flying along much less often then some of their other poorly-performing control 

subjects, as shown in Figure 15. In contrast, expert PSF subjects virtually never stopped 

adjusting the ship’s trajectory. They constantly produced flurries of quick turns and 

quick thrusts during gameplay, as shown in Figure 16. 
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Figure 15: Infrequently changing trajectories. Using a joystick, players thrust along a small number 

of trajectories, while constantly turning to face the fortress 

 

 

Figure 16: Frequently changing trajectories. Using a keyboard, expert players constantly made 

small adjustments to their flight path 
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The most likely explanation for this discrepancy is that the Frederiksen and White 

subjects used a joystick for ship control, while the subjects for this experiment used a 

keyboard. Given the amount one must ply one’s hand to displace the joystick enough to 

get a response, it is very difficult to make small, fine-grained movements. Subjects using 

a joystick thus likely found it easier to thrust infrequently (thrust is a position-to-

acceleration mapping), and spend more of the effort on the joystick turning (a position-

to-velocity mapping, which is easier to control), while keyboard players had the luxury 

of changing their flight path more often by simply holding (or, more frequently, tapping) 

a key, and keeping a relatively short distance from the fortress (Average distance from 

fortress for Top 10 games: 90 pixels). 

3.2.2 Resource Management 

When a bonus symbol (in this case, “$”) appears for the second time in a row, the player 

has a choice to make – should you press one key to get 50 more missiles, or press 

another key to get 100 extra points? Two expert subjects explicitly reported that they 

first set the threshold to when the SHOTS counter read 67. In other words, if they had at 

least 67 shots remaining, they would take the bonus that awarded more points; otherwise 

they would take the bonus that gave them more missiles to fire. Their reasoning, as 

explained in the informal post-experimental interview, was as follows: You lose three 

points per shot if your SHOTS counter reaches zero, therefore shots are worth three 

points each, or approximately 33 shots per 100 points. Thus, the 100-point bonus is only 

more valuable than 50 shots if you have 66 or fewer shots to take. The two subjects that 

used this strategy eventually abandoned it; one in particular (the highest scorer) reported 

lowering the threshold “in the final five hours of play.” The new threshold that subjects 

set for themselves became 50, for the simple reason that you shouldn’t accept 50 

missiles as a bonus if you can’t use all of them; the SHOTS counter tops off at 100, so if 

you take the shots bonus when a bonus is available, you’re throwing away 16 shots if 

your SHOTS counter reads 66, since you will only get 34 shots to bring the counter to 

100. 
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There was one notable exception to this strategy utilized by all five expert subjects, 

and one mid-level player. When the VLCTY was above a certain value (in most cases, 

1700), the subject would take the points option when a bonus was available, no matter 

how many shots they had left. As will be seen shortly, the CNTRL and VLCTY sub-

scores of Pygame Space Fortress “topped off” early in the 31 hours of play. Recall that 

the CNTRL score was updated once per second, and was maximized when the ship 

stayed between the two hexagons, while the VLCTY score was also updated once per 

second, and was maximized if the ship remained below a certain speed. Subject learned 

quickly to move the ship slowly and stay within the hexagon boundaries, so the CNTRL 

score would converge upon 1758 points, and the VLCTY score would converge upon 

2051 points, both the maximum possible scores for those components. Because these 

scores are updated on a regular basis, and subjects knew that they were flying 

“perfectly” as far as these scores were concerned, they were able to use these values as a 

makeshift timer for the five-minute game session. To put it another way, when the 

VLCTY counter reached 1700, the subject knew there was less than a minute’s worth of 

play in the particular game session, and so would seize upon point bonuses instead of 

shot bonuses, because they knew they wouldn’t go through enough shots in those last 

seconds for the shots bonus to be worth it. This strategy is summarized in Figure 17, 

which shows the trend of the final three bonus captures of each game over time, for each 

of three subjects: a typical low performing player, the mid-level player who discovered 

the strategy near the end of the experiment, and a typical expert. The low performing 

player has the highest proportion of blank cells in the diagram, representing a small 

number of bonus captures. If one looks at the bottom row of the mid-level player’s 

graph, it can be seen that the proportion of PNTS bonus captures for the final bonus 

increases dramatically around hour 210. For the expert player, about halfway through the 

experiment, switches exclusively to PNTS bonuses for the final three bonus captures of 

each game. 
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Figure 17: The final three bonus captures from each of three subjects over 248 games 

3.2.3 Waiting for the Mine 

The final, and perhaps most interesting strategy that all five experts (and no others) 

reported involved working around a consequence of the way game timers are handled in 

Pygame Space Fortress. The mines in the game are under the operation of their own 

internal timer, and appear when that timer reaches a particular threshold. This 

“cooldown” timer is reset in one of three ways: either the previous mine is destroyed (by 

being shot or running into the ship), the previous mine “times out” from being on the 

screen too long (and simply disappears), or the fortress is destroyed. Because of this 

third case, it is possible to reset the current mine’s cooldown timer by destroying the 

fortress, and if the player can destroy the fortress quickly and often enough, no mine will 

ever appear. The player can literally prevent a mine from ever appearing by continually 

destroying the fortress in less time than it takes for a mine to ordinarily appear. At first, 

this may seem like an exploit, because by preventing the mine from appearing, the 

player can focus all their attention on destroying the fortress (and destroying it often!) 

and on keeping track of the bonus symbol. In other words, you can eliminate one entire 

subgoal of the game by concentrating on the others. In addition, it is easier to keep the 

ship on its intended flight path, because there are no interruptions or possible disruptions 

of the flight path by the mine appearing in an inconvenient spot on the screen. 

However, this apparent exploit is an illusion, and leads to sub-optimal performance. 

Not only are the mines a significant portion of the PNTS sub-score, but how quickly 

they are destroyed once they appear is the sole component of the SPEED score. Because 
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mines are so valuable, the players are actually doing themselves a disservice by 

preventing their onset, and no amount of fortress destructions and bonuses alone can get 

your total score into the range of the best players. The expert subjects came to realize 

this, and thus they settled on the following strategy:  

1. Shoot the fortress nine times 

2. Wait for a mine to appear 

3. If it is a friendly mine, immediately shoot it, turn to face the fortress, and fire 

a double shot at it 

4. If it’s a foe mine, double-tap the “J” key, then shoot the mine, turn to face 

the fortress, and fire a single shot at it followed by a double shot. 

Recall that shooting a friendly mine increases the VLNER counter of the fortress by 

one, and that VLNER must be at least 10 for the double shot to be effective. Since 

there’s a 70% chance that the next mine will be a friend (this value is never revealed to 

the player, but they intuitively know that more mines are friends than foes), it’s likely 

that you can “kill two birds with one stone,” and use one shot to both destroy the mine 

and get the fortress’ VLNER counter to 10, allowing a double shot. If the mine is a foe, 

then VLNER will still be 9, so a single shot is necessary to bring the counter to 10 before 

the double shot is fired. This is a highly sophisticated strategy, but all five experts 

converged upon it. This strategy is displayed dramatically in Figure 18, which shows the 

average vulnerability of the fortress when the mine appears for an expert player. Over 

time, the VLNER counter converges on 10, then around game 200, 25 hours into the 

experiment, the subject suddenly only allows the counter to reach 9 before the mine 

appears, and maintains this strategy for the rest of the study. This is the implementation 

of the “two birds with one stone” aspect of the strategy.  

Compare Figure 18 with Figure 19, which shows the average vulnerability of the 

fortress when the mine appears for a low-performing player. For the first 70% of the 

experiment, the subject lets the VLNER counter to increase, converging around 8, but 

then dramatically shifts strategy to only allow the fortress to be at an average 

vulnerability of 5 before the mine appears. In these games, the player is deliberately 

trying to prevent the mine from appearing, but this requires destroying the fortress 

extremely often, which is difficult to maintain. Mines will appear sporadically, with the 
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VLNER averaging halfway between 0 and 10, which is full vulnerability. In total, two of 

the low-performing players and one mid-level player explicitly reported that they stayed 

with the strategy of shooting the fortress as often as possible, thus keeping the mine at 

bay for the majority of the time.  

 

 

Figure 18: An expert player converging on the strategy of letting VLNER get to 9 before the mine 

appears 
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Figure 19: A low performing player getting stuck on the sub-optimal strategy of preventing mine 

onset 

The three strategies: maintaining a slow, constantly changing flight path, sub-score 

thresholds for bonus management, and deliberately waiting for the mine to appear are 

what allowed the best players to perform at the levels that they did. Now, with both the 

low-level flight mechanics and high-level strategies investigated, we can now turn to the 

development of a cognitive model capable of playing Pygame Space Fortress. 
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4. Cognitive Model 

This chapter describes the ACT-R model written to play Pygame Space Fortress. 

Emphases will include the interface between the model and the game, assumptions 

regarding the human player, and the motivations for the productions. 

4.1 D-Bus 

Given the real-time demands of the task, it is critical to have an extremely fast way to 

have ACT-R and Pygame Space Fortress communicate with each other – PSF needs to 

send data representing the current state of the world to ACT-R’s visicon, and ACT-R 

needs to send data representing the actions of its manual module to PSF’s event 

manager.  

The idea of sending “raw” data over UDP or TCP/IP was rejected because the 

platform-agnostic nature of both ACT-R and PSF demand a standard method of 

serializing and de-serializing data transmitted over a socket, and it would then be 

necessary to write a custom encoder and decoder for every language incorporated within 

the system. Our solution is D-Bus (see Figure 20 and Figure 21), a lightweight and 

super-fast message bus system specifically designed for inter-process communication 

(IPC). D-Bus is used extensively within the Linux operating system, and thus has been 

widely tested for many years, proving its robustness and reliability. D-Bus, following a 

template provided by the application developer, encodes and decodes data behind the 

scenes, and this data can be transmitted as binary to any application that attaches itself to 

the communication bus, whether it is local or over a network.  

Figure 20: High-level system architecture. The D-Bus daemon is available for 

all major operating systems 
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  Figure 21: A closer look at the D-Bus architecture. From http://dbus.freedesktop.org 

Unfortunately, despite D-Bus having bindings for almost every programming 

language in use today, it has not specifically had bindings for Lisp. Thus, a large portion 

of this effort has been to write the necessary bindings, allowing Lisp to join the large 

collection of programming languages that D-Bus supports. This will be a hugely 

rewarding effort, for it allows ACT-R to be able to communicate rapidly with any 

application to which the researcher has source code (in essentially any language), and in 

some cases, when the researcher only has access to an application’s scripting language. 

By interfacing with ACT-R’s device module, this opens a whole new world of external 

software devices with which cognitive models can interact, including 3D virtual 

environments. From here, we provide a description of how ACT-R can “see” what it 

“sees.” 

4.2 Visicon Updating 

We have established that ACT-R is passing information to Pygame Space Fortress about 

what keys it is pressing and releasing, and that the game is passing information back 
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about what the model can “see,” both with messages being passed via the D-Bus daemon 

running as a background process of the operating system. This section will go into some 

detail on the technique used to maintain ACT-R’s visicon in a way that the architecture 

is accustomed to, even for dynamic objects such as the ones found in this game. 

The cognitive model makes extensive use of ACT-R’s device module, a system 

built into the architecture to allow models to communicate with more than the virtual 

devices that most models utilize. A device is an arbitrary Lisp object for which a certain 

number of specifically named methods must be able to act upon. These methods handle 

issues such as mouse movement, and key presses for manual input, but also must format 

visual information in a way that ACT-R can understand. Visual processing in ACT-R is 

completely symbolic – all visual objects have distinct visual-location chunks that 

determine where they are on the screen (and of what type they are), as well as distinct 

visual-object chunks that list features of the object (color, shape, and other values). 

 There are 13 visual objects in Pygame Space Fortress that ACT-R knows about, 

and they are as follows: 

1. Foe letters. Shown only at the beginning of the game, features are screen 

position and character of the letter. 

2. The ship. Features are screen position, orientation, orientation difference (as 

described in Section 3.1), velocity, velocity difference (as described in 

Section 3.1), angle to the fortress, and distance to the fortress 

3. The Fortress. Features are screen position and orientation 

4. The mine. Features are screen position, angle to the ship, and distance to the 

ship 

5. The bonus symbol. Features are screen position and character of the symbol. 

6. The eight scores along the bottom of the screen. Features are screen position 

and value of the score (this includes the IFF letter when a mine is on screen) 

ACT-R schedules an event at the beginning of the game that “steps” the game one 

frame, upon which it schedules a new event one frame into the future. At each of these 

“steps,” the device is updated with information about all these visual features in the 

game (including whether they’re on screen or not), and the visicon is updated 

accordingly. The way this is done is by the device iterating through each of its 
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components, and checking whether the component is part of the current screen (e.g., is 

there a mine?). It runs a function called build-vis-locs-for that returns a visual-location 

chunk for that particular component (there is a separate function called vis-loc-to-obj 

which returns a visual-object chunk when that visual-location is attended, but for now 

we will concern ourselves just with the locations). The device modifies dedicated visual-

location chunks for each of the components we are interested in, so that the same visual-

location chunk always refers to the same device component, which is the same game 

object. 

As a result of modifying a fixed set of visual-location chunks, ACT-R’s mechanism 

to determine whether a visual location has recently been attended remains functional, 

with a newly appearing item receiving an “attended” tag of “:new”. Unfortunately, this 

capability could not be seized upon because of the way ACT-R handles object tracking; 

this will be explored later when discussing possible improvements to the architecture. 

4.3 Phase I – A “Pre-cognitive” Model of Play 

Once the connection between ACT-R and the game environment was completed, a 

“substitute” for a true collection of productions was developed, as a series of Lisp 

functions that control operation of the ship and firing patterns. Thus Phase I is a hybrid 

model, in the style of Salvucci’s driving model, but with ACT-R commanding less of the 

low-level activity. The core of the model’s behavior derives from the following 

algorithm: 

Given: Ship position, velocity vector and orientation.  

Based on ship position and speed, we look ahead along the velocity 
vector at a distance proportional to the speed of the ship, and then 
calculate the vector that the ship should be traveling along by the time it 
gets to the lookahead point in order to be tangent to a circle of radius 140 
pixels with the fortress at the origin. When the position of the lookahead 
point is more than 140 pixels from the fortress, the angle of this vector is 
simply the sum of the angle from the ship to the fortress (the arctangent 
of Δy/Δx between the ship and fortress) and the angle of the fortress to 
the tangent point with respect to the ship (the arcsin of 140/[distance from 
ship to fortress]). When the position is less than 140 pixels from the 
fortress, the angle of the desired velocity vector starts along the radial line 
in the center of the circle, then eases out towards the tangent angle as the 
distance approaches 140 pixels. In either case, the magnitude of the 
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desired vector is 3 pixels per 46-millisecond frame, a speed fast enough to 
avoid shells fired from the fortress, but slow enough not to incur a 
velocity penalty.  

Now that we have the current velocity vector and the desired velocity 
vector, we want to know the angle the ship should accelerate along in 
order to travel along the desired velocity vector. We cannot directly 
control the velocity of the ship, so we must take the current velocity into 
account when calculating our desired acceleration angle. We add the 
inverse of the current velocity vector to the desired velocity vector, giving 
us a new vector, the angle of which is what the ship should accelerate 
along. If the desired angle is within a tolerable difference to the ship’s 
orientation, it does not turn. Otherwise, the difference between the ship’s 
orientation and the newly calculated desired angle determines in which 
direction the ship will turn. Acceleration is proportional to the magnitude 
of the desired acceleration vector. 

Due to the fact that this algorithm does not take human constraints into account 

(especially motor constraints and time estimation variability), it plays the game more 

effectively than any human ever could. Thus, the final objective was to make the 

operation of the game as cognitively plausible as possible, which begins with making a 

set of assumptions. 

4.4 Parameters for Phase II 

For the development of the full ACT-R model that plays Pygame Space Fortress, the 
global parameters of the architecture were set with the following line of code: 
 
(sgp :esc t :er t :v t :mas 1 :bll 0.5 :ans 0.25 :lf 0.5 
:visual-movement-tolerance 40.0 :trace-detail high :test-
feats nil :motor-feature-prep-time 0 :default-punch-delay 
0.06 :visual-attention-latency 0.05 :do-not-harvest 
imaginal) 
 

These parameters represent the following assumptions: 

• Subsymbolic computations are enabled (:esc t). This allows for ACT-R’s 

sophisticated theory of memory to affect declarative information. This is 

important for when the foe mine designators are recalled, as the probability 

of retrieving a chunk, along with its recall time, are affected by these 

computations. The model encodes each letter at the beginning of each 

session, and rehearses them three times before beginning play. 
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• Randomness is enabled (:er t). This is used to calculate noise for the 

subsymbolic equations. 

• Spreading activation is enabled (:mas 1), which is also used in ACT-R’s 

subsymbolic computations. Maximum associative strength is set to 1. 

• Base-level learning is active and set to a typical value of 0.5 (:bll 0.5). 

This is another parameter in ACT-R’s theory of memory. 

• Instantaneous noise is added to the activation equation, and the noise 

parameter is set to a typical value of 0.25 (:ans 0.25). 

• The latency factor used for calculating retrieval times is set to a typical value 

of 0.5 (:lf 0.5). 

• Tolerance for visual movement is set extremely high so that ACT-R 

understands that if the ship exits one side of the screen and “warps” to the 

other, it is still the same ship object that it was tracking (:visual-

movement-tolerance 40.0). 

• The architecture will not test features between two chunks to determine 

whether they are identical  (:test-feats nil). This is an optimization 

that greatly speeds up the processing time of moving objects.  

• There is no motor preparation time (:motor-feature-prep-time 0). 

The player’s hands never move across the keyboard, as they consistently use 

the same seven fingers to press the same seven keys, and especially in the 

case of ship control, the player is constantly “primed” to press the necessary 

keys (Kieras, 2009). 

• The default punch delay is a parameter in a new “hold-button” system 

implemented by Dan Bothell, which allows for fingers to be controlled 

separately. This parameter sets how long a key is held when “tapped,” and is 

set to the suggested default of 60 milliseconds (:default-punch-

delay 0.06). 

• Visual attention latency, which is the time that a shift in visual attention 

takes, is reduced from 85 milliseconds to 50 (:visual-attention-

latency 0.05). The justification for this change is that after 31 hours of 

play, players know exactly where to look for necessary information such as 
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VLNER, INTRVL, and IFF. The mine is the one game object that is 

unpredictable: its “spawn” location is generated randomly on every onset. 

Sadly, ACT-R does not have a mechanism to specify different visual 

attention latencies for different objects. 

• The imaginal buffer is not harvested (:do-not-harvest imaginal). 

This is not a feature of the model, but rather an engineering solution to get 

around a limitation of the architecture that prevented the exogenous action of 

a mine onset from being noticed by the architecture when it was busy 

tracking the ship’s location. This is a limitation that will be discussed in 

depth in the production development section. 

Outside of the model parameters listed above, the following assumptions were also 

used in the model’s implementation. 

• Players can directly sense the “orientation difference” and “velocity 

difference” parameters as calculated in Figure 11. ACT-R’s visual system is 

not sophisticated enough to extract these features out, and thus they are 

directly manipulated slots in the ship’s visual-object chunk. 

• The player has a sense of timing for both firing upon the fortress and double-

tapping the INRVL key when a “foe” mine appears. This is detailed in the 

next section. 

4.5 Timing 

The nature of Space Fortress, and by extension, Pygame Space Fortress requires the 

player to have a good sense of timing. If any two shots to the fortress are within 250 

milliseconds of each other (before the fortress’ vulnerability reaches 10), then the 

fortress’ vulnerability resets back to zero. To maximize score, however, the player wants 

to shoot the fortress as often as possible, so this requires the ability to shoot as close to 

250 milliseconds after the last shot as possible without going under. In addition, when a 

foe mine appears (one in which the letter in the IFF score slot matches one of the three 

letters memorized at the beginning of the game session), the player must press a button 

twice with anywhere between 250 and 400 milliseconds passing between the button 

presses, which can be verified by reading the INTRVL slot in the scoring area. 
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 ACT-R, in its standard implementation, has no theory as to how humans have or 

learn a sense of timing, which is closely related to the idea of prospective memory: 

telling ourselves to remember something in the future. We are particularly interested in 

prospective time interval estimation, when one knows that an estimate must be made at 

the start of the interval, as opposed to retrospective time interval estimation, in which 

one is asked at the end of the interval how much time he or she estimates to have passed. 

A new integrated theory of prospective time interval estimation has been developed for 

ACT-R as an additional temporal model to the architecture (Taatgen, van Rijn, & 

Anderson, 2007), and this new module is used to handle the timing of firing missiles and 

identifying foe mines in PSF. 

4.5.1 Background 

The basic internal clock of the new temporal module is modeled after the pacemaker-

accumulator model of prospective time estimation (Matell & Meck, 2000), as shown in 

Figure 22. The idea is that there is an internal pacemaker that produces a steady stream 

of pulses, unaffected by external processes. When a start signal is produced (the 

beginning of the interval to be estimated), an internal switch is activated to allow these 

pulses to be accumulated, which are then stored in memory when the interval ends. This 

memory can then be compared to a new interval in comparison experiments. 

 

Figure 22: The pacemaker-accumulator model, which does not use the attentional gate. From "An 

integrated theory of prospective time interval estimation: The role of cognition, attention, and 

learning" by Taatgen et al., 2007, Psychological Review 114(3), p. 578 
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What is the nature of these pulses, and how does it affect the reliability of interval 

estimations? In an experiment (Rakitin et al., 1998), participants were trained on 

intervals of 8, 12, or 21 seconds, and then reproduced 80 estimations, with occasional 

feedback. Each category produced a logistic distribution, peaking at the actual duration 

of the interval, with the variance of the distribution increasing for longer intervals. In 

fact, the standard deviation of the estimates increased approximately linearly with the 

length of the interval, consistent with Weber’s Law. 

 To use the pacemaker-accumulator model and to fit the results from Rakitin’s 

experiment, Taatgen et al. developed a process that would implicitly create a logarithmic 

time scale by increasing the interval between each pulse as time increases from the start 

point, “like a metronome that ticks more and more slowly with time.” This is in stark 

contrast to the process-decay model, in which time is a function that decreases 

logarithmically with time (Staddon & Higa, 1999, 2006). When the interval starts, the 

duration of the first pulse is set to a constant, and each subsequent pulse is separated 

from the prior by an interval proportional (by another constant) to the interval between 

the previous two pulses. Noise from a logistic distribution is added to each pulse, with 

the noise distribution proportional (by a third constant) to the current pulse length. This 

gives us the following equation: 

tn+1 = atn + noise(M = 0, SD – b ⋅ atn) 

 Taatgen et al. were able to easily fit the data from the Rakitin experiment to the 

pacemaker-accumulator model, as there were only three parameters to fit. The end 

results were that the starting pulse is 11ms, a is 1.1, and b is 0.0015. The idea was to find 

the parameters for the “pure” interval estimator, and leave them fixed for other models 

that took interference into account. 

4.5.2 Implementation 

Taatgen et al. implemented this prospective time interval estimator as an ACT-R 

module, and thus it can be treated like any other resource in the cognitive architecture. A 

diagram of the updated architecture is shown in Figure 23. 
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Figure 23: Interval timing as part of the ACT-R architecture. From "An integrated theory of 

prospective time interval estimation: The role of cognition, attention, and learning" by Taatgen et 

al., 2007, Psychological Review 114(3), p. 590 

With this configuration, commands to the new temporal module can be sent via the 

new temporal buffer, which can also have its current value read by the left-hand-side 

(LHS) of an ACT-R production. In other words, productions can be written when certain 

game conditions are met to reset the temporal module’s internal pacemaker, and the 

value of the temporal buffer can be used as a condition to fire other productions. This 

allows for more stringent tests against ACT-R’s pattern-matching algorithm to determine 

cases when a production should fire. 

4.6 Production development 

ACT-R maintains control over the game at all times. Although it is a desired goal in 

cognitive science to have a cognitive model run completely asynchronously from the 

simulation that it’s operating, it was unclear in the beginning whether ACT-R would be 

able to keep up with Pygame Space Fortress, so the decision was made to have the 

model “tick” the game every 0.033 “virtual seconds” so that at least from the point of 
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view of the model, the game would be running at 30 frames per “second.” Fortunately, 

as it turns out, ACT-R can run the game faster than real-time, so asynchronous control is 

definitely possible. However, the interface was kept synchronous for the very reason that 

it could be run faster than real-time, which allowed for more rapid development, 

debugging, and testing. 

Our first task is to memorize the “foe letters” at the beginning of the game. This is 

standard ACT-R fare, and all we have here are a set of productions that search for an 

unattended letter, attend to it, and encode it by setting a slot of a dedicated “foe letters” 

goal chunk to the letter in question. Once all three letters are encoded, the model 

rehearses the retrieval of the memory three times in order to increase its activation, 

which will both make it more likely to be retrieved successfully during play, as well as 

speeding up the actual retrieval time. From there it starts the game, and looks for the ship 

to begin visual tracking. 

ACT-R features a very rough model of visual tracking: the idea is that if you have 

run a production to begin tracking a visual object, ACT-R will keep both the visual 

buffer and the visual-location buffer holding copies of the respective visual-object chunk 

and visual-location chunk of the object that is being tracked. This prevents the model 

from having to repeatedly request the visual-location module to find the particular object 

(in our case, the ship), and subsequently attend to that location. This way, once we start 

tracking the ship, we can assume that the visual-location and visual buffers will always 

have the latest information on the ship’s position, velocity, and other features specific to 

the ship. This approach does what it set out to do, but wound up being insufficient for a 

task as dynamic as PSF, due to the fact that visual tracking is incompatible with the 

ACT-R routine of “buffer stuffing,” which is intended to simulate bottom-up movement 

of attention. We will look at this situation further in the final chapter. 

Once the ship has been found and is being tracked, the model will provide the ship 

with its initial thrust and right turn to get it into its “standard flight pattern.” This is 

virtually the only time during the course of play where the model holds a key down for 

any length of time; once it gets going in the flight pattern, it only taps keys from that 

time forward. The only other time the model holds a key down to be later released by a 
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different set of conditions is when a mine first appears, and the ship needs to turn a great 

deal in order to face the mine. 

Once we get through the set of productions to get into the standard flight pattern, 

there is a large set of productions that could be called to govern the flight of the ship and 

fire upon the fortress. These productions are “free-floating,” or in other words, they are 

not a part of any “chain” of productions, meaning that there are no pre-determined 

interactive routines that take place at this level of play. Of these productions, there are 

two that are called the most during standard flight, and thus it could be said that these 

two productions are the “soul” of the model: the sine qua non by which the ship can fly.  

These productions were based off the information gathered by the analysis 

(illustrated in Figure 12) of when and under what conditions players pressed the thrust 

and turn keys, which resulted in the derivation of the parameters “orientation difference” 

and “velocity difference.” These values were then directly entered into the productions, 

with some adjustment (tuned during debugging) to allow for reaction times. The 

following is pseudocode of these productions: 

IF goal is standard-flight-pattern 
AND ship is moving 
AND velocity difference is less than 275 
AND the ship is less than 175 pixels away from the fortress 
AND manual processor is free 
THEN tap thrust key 

IF goal is standard-flight-pattern 
AND ship is moving 
AND orientation difference is greater than 182 degrees 
AND the ship is less than 175 pixels away from the fortress 
AND manual processor is free 
THEN tap turn right key 

These productions may seem shockingly simple, but they elegantly capture a 

tremendous amount of the activity of playing the game. Certainly there are conditions 

under which adjustments must be made, such as when the ship is over 175 pixels away, 

in which case the model switches to turning and thrusting in such a way as to move in a 

vector that is tangent to an imagined circle around the fortress, much in the same way 

that the “pre-cognitive” Phase I model did. Even so, these two productions carry a great 

deal of weight. These are the sorts of tactics that could only be developed by observing 
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experts playing the game and carefully analyzing a detailed record of their performance 

to find conditions under which certain decisions are made. These tactics are below the 

level of consciousness – no subject revealed any explicit rule that determined when they 

pressed the thrust key or pressed a turn key, and yet these two rules capture the behavior 

of slowly revolving clockwise around the fortress while facing it as often as possible.  

The standard flight pattern can be interrupted by the onset of a mine and a new 

bonus symbol appearing. Ordinarily, we would consider such events in the game to be 

exogenous actions, allowing for a bottom-up shift of attention. However, ACT-R’s 

implementation does not allow this to happen while moving objects are being tracked, so 

a workaround was developed that used the imaginal buffer as a global “scratchpad” for 

the game. The device that handled the behind-the-scenes details of the communication 

between the game and the model would directly update the model’s imaginal buffer with 

information regarding the state of the ship, the mine, and the bonus: specifically, 

whether they existed or not. By doing so, we can now have productions that can be 

called while an object is being tracked; it can check the imaginal buffer to determine, for 

example, whether a mine exists on the screen while the model is currently engaged in the 

standard flight pattern. If so, we can change goals to handle the mine, which is in our 

best interest because the SPEED score is increased (or decreased!) based on how long it 

takes to destroy the mine once it appears. 

Once the model has switched goals to handle the mine, it immediately attends to the 

IFF marker on the bottom of the screen while issuing a retrieval request to the 

declarative chunk that contains the foe designators. While the model waits for the 

memory to be retrieved, it enters a new state of “free-floating” movement productions 

with the intent of having the ship be facing the mine once the memory is retrieved and 

the appropriate classification can be made. Once it has been determined whether or not 

the mine is a foe (and double-tapping the IFF button if it is), the model is once again 

open to a number of possibilities: it continues to face the mine if its not already there, 

and shoots the mine once the mine is close enough and the ship is sufficiently lined up 

with it. 

If a bonus symbol appears, this will interrupt both the standard flight pattern and the 

“shoot the mine” phase of the mine-handling goal. The model stores its current goal (via 
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the imaginal buffer), then runs through a rigid interactive routine of determining whether 

or not it is expecting a bonus, taking the appropriate bonus if available, and returning to 

the goal that it interrupted when the bonus appeared. 

The destruction of the ship and the disappearance of the mine (whether it was 

successfully shot or disappeared by hitting the ship) override any other activity and the 

model then immediately searches for the ship to return to the standard flight pattern. If 

the bonus disappears before the bonus handling routine is finished, the model will return 

to the goal that was interrupted. 

A high-level diagram of the model’s productions is illustrated in Figure 24. The 

light gray boxes represent the different goals the model can be operating under: reading 

the foe letters, flying the ship, handling the mine, and handling the bonus symbol. Black 

arrows represent links in “chains” of productions that are a part of an interactive routine. 

The dark gray boxes represent the “free-floating” productions within the ship and mine 

goals that are not part of a production chain, and can be interrupted by exogenous events. 

Red arrows represent the different ways that objects appearing or disappearing can 

interrupt the model. With the model now constructed, we can run it through several 

iterations of a five-minute game, and compare its performance to that of an expert-level 

player. 
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Figure 24: High-level representation of the productions in the Phase II model 
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4.7 Model Evaluation 

The model was run 100 times in order to get a representative sampling of its 

performance, and the average results are summarized in Table 5, which uses the same 

metrics as the human performance data in Table 3. 
 

PNTS CNTRL VLCTY SPEED Total Fortress 
Kills 

Proportion 
of Friends 
Destroyed 

Proportion 
of Foes 

Destroyed 

Final 3 
Bonus 

Captures 
Mean 88.16 1467.6 2021.74 2086.4 5663.9 8.08 .7173 .5215 3/3 PNTS 

Standard 
Deviation 747.8 36.05 161.87 289.91 1058.04 1.64 .1 .2 - 

Best 
game 1445 1494 2065 2390 7394 9 .81 .5 3/3 PNTS 

Table 5: Average performance of cognitive model 

We’ll begin by comparing the subcomponents of the total score of the average top 

10 games against the average model performance. This is illustrated in Figure 25. 
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Figure 25: Comparison of subscores – Average of Top 10 player games against average model 

performance. Bars represent standard deviation 

Perhaps the most salient feature of this chart is that the model’s performance in the 

PNTS category is wildly below that of the top player’s, with a much higher standard 

deviation (mean player PNTS = 4684.8, st. dev. = 206.4; mean model PNTS = 88.16, st. 

dev. 747.8). In addition, the model’s SPEED score is well below that of the best players, 

and the CNTRL score, although by a lesser degree, is also below that of the best player’s 

performance. Only the VLCTY score has no significant difference between the model’s 

average and the average of the top 10 human scores (p = .1068).  

To decompose the reasons for these discrepancies, we begin by noting that the 

SPEED score and the PNTS score are not fully independent of each other. The player 
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gains 20 PNTS for destroying a friendly mine, 30 PNTS for destroying a foe mine, and 

the SPEED score is adjusted between -50 and +100 points, depending on how long it 

takes for the mine to be destroyed once it appears on screen. Thus, comparing the 

proportion of successful mine destructions for both friends and foes between the best 

players and the model would provide some insight. Figure 26 shows this comparison. 

 

Figure 26: Comparison of mine destructions between Top 10 player and model 

The best players destroy virtually every mine that appears on screen, whether friend 

or foe (player averages: 93.37% foes, 95.84% friends). The model, on the other hand, is 

less successful (model averages: 52.15% foes, 71.73% friends). A reason why this might 

be so is provided by further analysis of two key performance factors: how often the ship 
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is destroyed, and how many times the fortress is destroyed. These comparisons are 

illustrated in Figure 27. 

 

 

Figure 27: Comparison of ship deaths and fortress kills between Top 10 player and model 

The ship was never destroyed in any of the Top 10 games played by the 

experimental participants. However, in the games played by the cognitive model, the 

ship was destroyed an average of 4.07 times. This is especially impactful because the 

game rules stipulate that the player loses 50 points in the PNTS category every time the 

ship is hit, and the player loses 100 points in the PNTS category every time the ship is 

destroyed. Since it takes 4 hits to destroy the ship, the player loses a total of 300 PNTS 
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every time the ship is destroyed. This means the model lost an average of 1221 PNTS 

per game by getting hit so often. In addition, the model destroys the fortress significantly 

less than the best players (player average: 38.6, model average, 8.08). 

We now have the following information:  

• The model has a high CNTRL score, which means that it did a good job of 

maintaining one of the biggest factors of successful ship flight: staying 

within the hexagons the majority of the time. 

• The model has a high VLCTY score, which means that it did a good job of 

maintaining the other big factor of successful ship flight: keeping it’s speed 

down. 

• The model’s ship was destroyed once every 73.71 seconds on average, while 

the top player’s ship was never destroyed 

• The best players destroyed the fortress over 4 times more than on the 

average model’s game 

• The model successfully destroyed significantly fewer friendly mines than the 

best players 

• The model successfully destroyed even fewer foe mines than the player 

This information leads to one inescapable conclusion: the model is too slow. 

Despite shortening visual attention latency, and allowing the bonus symbol to be a 

feature of its visual-location chunk (thereby bypassing the need to explicitly attend to it 

in order to encode its character), the model is too slow. As far as the expert strategies are 

concerned, the model was easily able to use the VLCTY counter to exclusively capture 

PNTS bonuses towards the end of the game (since the VLCTY score was not 

significantly different than the best players), but because the ship could not damage the 

fortress quickly enough, the strategy of allowing the VLNER to reach 9 and then waiting 

for the mine to appear never materialized. The model’s faults do not lie in it’s symbolic 

processing of high-level information and strategies, the faults are in the fundamental 

closed-loop perceptual/action activities that are not processed on a conscious level. 
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5. Discussion 

The Phase II cognitive model brought ACT-R to the limits of its capabilities, and has 

pointed out many paths of future work to expand what cognitive architectures can do.  

5.1 Challenges for ACT-R 

This work has raised some issues in the operation of ACT-R’s implementation, and 

challenges are issued here to expand ACT-R’s capabilities for dynamic task 

environments. 

5.1.1 Closed-loop control with continuous feedback 

ACT-R started out as a theory of memory with corresponding models, and has evolved 

into a cognitive architecture, incorporating more cognitive functions over its 

development history. The declarative and procedural memories that it manipulates carry 

symbolic information, with subsymbolic calculations determining factors such as 

activation (and by extension, likelihood of retrieval) and retrieval time. One of the 

enduring claims from years of memory studies is that there is a cognitive bottleneck 

regarding when a production can fire based on current conditions as sensed by the 

cognitive system. The idea, as shown in ACT-R’s diagram back in Figure 1, is that the 

procedural system, which decides what actions to take, communicates with other 

modules of the cognitive system through single channels of communication called 

buffers. The other modules can act in parallel, and at their own particular pace, but the 

procedural system is the central gatekeeper and runs on a 20 Hz cycle time.  

This theory has provided a consistent explanation for an enormously wide variety of 

cognitive tasks, including decision making, problem solving, language processing, 

categorization, skill acquisition, the Stroop effect, and visual search. However, all 

models thus far that have dealt with closed-loop control, such as driving (Salvucci, 2006) 

or flying a plane (Gluck et al., 2007) have done so by implementing a form of “busy 

waiting” – that is, running through a cyclic interactive routine, with productions in place 

specifically to determine whether conditions have been met in order to perform a certain 

action. Even in the case of the Space Fortress model, which reduces visual latency times 
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and eliminates busy waiting by artificially manipulating the imaginal buffer, the low-

level piloting productions simply aren’t fast enough to achieve expert performance. 

By forcing all action, no matter how low-level, to go through the procedural 

bottleneck, it prevents bottom-up perceptual activity to take place at any finer temporal 

resolution. We know, for example, that movies and games run at a minimum of 24 

frames per second, and that any slower will result in noticeable choppiness. However, as 

it stands, ACT-R would not be able to process such information as smoothly because of 

the 20Hz cognitive bottleneck. There is a subsymbolic aspect to visual processing and 

motor control that is clearly lost at this level of analysis, and will likely require the 

vision and motor systems to communicate directly with each other in certain 

circumstances, bypassing the procedural module, or “central” cognition. 

5.1.2 Interruptible tracking 

ACT-R implements a theory known as buffer stuffing, which is meant to provide a rough 

account of bottom-up visual processing, as opposed to the “usual routine” of productions 

sending requests to the visual-location module. The general idea is that if you’re not 

consciously looking at something, your eyes are going to drift to a salient feature in the 

scene. This is implemented in the ACT-R system by checking to see if the visual buffer 

is empty, and if it is, it automatically moves attention to a visual location according to a 

template that is set within the model. By default, the architecture is primed to 

automatically move attention to objects on the screen that have appeared very recently, 

from left to right, but this pattern can be overridden within the model. 

There is, alas, a compatibility issue with buffer stuffing as it relates to the way 

ACT-R visually tracks objects in the virtual environment. Recall that the way in which 

ACT-R tracks a visual object is to constantly leave the tracked object’s visual-location 

chunk and visual-object chunk within the buffers of the visual-object and visual 

modules, respectively. What this means is that the visual buffer is never empty, and as a 

result buffer stuffing can never take place. As a result, the only way to stop tracking an 

object is to fire a production to explicitly do so. The implication of this is that visual 

tracking is a closed-loop system that cannot be interrupted by any bottom-up activity. 

Intuitively, this rings false, and indeed, this wound up becoming a serious issue with the 
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development of the PSF model. The ship must be constantly attended to access the 

necessary features to determine how it should be manipulated in space, but because the 

ship is being tracked, the model by default would never “notice” that either a mine or a 

bonus symbol have appeared. There are two techniques in ACT-R to “notice” a new 

object: the top-down method is to fire a production that looks for a visual location that is 

new on screen (like asking oneself, “Has a mine appeared?”), and the bottom-up method 

is to allow buffer stuffing to put the visual-location chunk into the visual-location buffer 

(like saying to oneself, “Hey, something just appeared over there.”). Because visual 

tracking prevents buffer stuffing from taking place, the only built-in alternative is to fire 

productions that look for new objects on the screen. This raises a major issue of pacing 

and cognitive coordination: when should such a production fire? It is obvious that such 

productions shouldn’t fire one right after the other as though it were a form of “busy 

waiting” (in other words, like asking oneself, “Has a mine appeared? How about now? 

How about now? Now?”). Thus, at best, such a production should fire intermittently, but 

this defeats the notion of closed-loop control. You would need to build in deliberate 

stopping points in any interactive routine to check to see if a new object appeared, but 

because the interactive routine is such a tight control loop (sense parameters, make 

decision, press keys when appropriate, repeat), building in a production to check for new 

objects winds up being almost equivalent to busy waiting, and is a tremendous waste of 

cognitive resources. The solution is to improve ACT-R’s visual tracking system such 

that it can be interrupted by new objects appearing in its visicon. For the purposes of the 

model used for this dissertation, this limitation was circumvented by using the imaginal 

buffer as a global “scratchpad,” manipulated directly by the device code that allows the 

game and the model to communicate with each other. In doing so, productions could be 

matched in situations where a moving game object was being tracked, and the imaginal 

buffer would then indicate that an event that would ordinarily cause buffer stuffing to 

take place has occurred. There is no claim that this technique is cognitively plausible, it 

was simply used to allow the model to function within ACT-R’s current implementation. 
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5.1.3 Objects disappearing 

When an object first appears onscreen, ACT-R’s visicon is updated with the new 

object’s features, which includes a tag that indicates whether the model has attended to it 

recently. This tag can be “T” if it has been attended recently, “nil” if it has not been 

attended recently, and “:new” if the object has appeared on the screen recently and has 

not yet been attended. This feature allows techniques like buffer stuffing to operate when 

objects retain static positions. However, in video games, sometimes the trigger for an 

interactive routine is an object disappearing, which does not generate any sort of event 

within ACT-R. An example in PSF is when the mine “times out” – if the mine is 

onscreen for more than a few seconds without being destroyed, it will disappear and the 

player’s SPEED score will be decremented. The player’s immediate response to this 

should be to re-enter the standard flight pattern, but there is no quick way to respond to 

this in ACT-R. This problem was circumvented for the purposes of this dissertation’s 

model in the same way that it was for the buffer stuffing problem: the imaginal buffer 

held live-updating information as to whether relevant game objects existed or not. The 

productions that matched the imaginal buffer when a game object of interest suddenly 

disappeared were the set to the highest priority during production conflict resolution. 

5.1.4 Improved Motor System 

ACT-R’s motor system is built to use a virtual keyboard and mouse, with internal 

representations for “hands” and “fingers” that are monitored to determine how long 

certain actions will take (for example, to move the mouse cursor a certain amount, or to 

tap the “R” key if the left index finger is currently hovering over the “F” key.). The 

commands are essentially limited to tapping single keys or moving the hands around in a 

plane parallel to the keyboard. While this is sufficient for many tasks, it was not 

sufficient for playing Pygame Space Fortress, which requires two extra features: the 

ability to hold a key down and then release it, and the ability to press and/or hold 

multiple keys simultaneously. The ACT-R development group has already implemented 

these features; they simply need to become a permanent addition to the code base and be 

released as part of the standard package. 
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5.2 Task Switching vs Threads 

During the early stages of this project, the plan was to use a new theory of cognitive 

coordination, threaded cognition, to interleave the multiple goals that are underway 

during a game of Pygame Space Fortress.  

Threaded Cognition is a theory of multitasking advanced by Salvucci and Taatgen 

(Salvucci & Taatgen, 2008) that takes in many assumptions of ACT-R theory, and 

extends them so the procedural resource can switch between multiple goals, each with its 

own set of productions. The concept in this framework is that the procedural model 

chooses one of multiple active threads, which can be thought of as a particular “stream 

of thought” that is associated with a particular task. The key claims and predictions of 

the theory are as follows: 

• Cognition can maintain and execute multiple active goals, resulting in concurrent 

threads of resource processing.  

• Threads can be characterized as alternating blocks of procedural processing (i.e., 

rule firings that collect information and initiate new resource requests) and processing on 

peripheral resources (including perceptual, motor, and declarative memory resources). 

• Processing interference can arise on the central procedural resource as well as on 

the declarative, perceptual, and motor resources. 

• Threads acquire resources greedily and release resources politely, which arises 

naturally from the characterization of resources as modules and buffers. 

• Cognition balances thread execution by favoring least recently processed threads 

on the procedural resource. 

• With practice, threads become less dependent on retrieval of declarative 

instructions, reducing conflicts for both the declarative and procedural resources. 

• Cognition requires no central or supervisory executive processes; instead, 

multitasking emerges from the interaction of autonomous process threads in conjunction 

with the key claims above. 

An important feature of this theory is that despite the fact that it centers around 

multitasking, a core assumption is that all resources execute processing serially – only 

one thread is processed at a time, and any requests within a thread are also processed one 

at a time, unlike the parallel cognitive processor of EPIC (Meyer & Kieras, 1997a). 
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Threaded Cognition has been applied in many domains in which multitasking is needed 

and demands are made at multiple levels of the cognitive processor. A well-studied 

example is the “tracking and choice” task, also known as Wickens’ task (Martin-

Emerson & Wickens, 1992). In this situation, a participant uses a joystick to keep a 

constantly-moving cursor within a small target area on a computer screen. The cursor’s 

position (before input is considered) is determined by a sum of several sine waves in 

both the x and y direction; the motion is very difficult to predict, and the participant 

essentially needs to keep “fighting” against it in order to keep the cursor within the target 

area. While this is going on, a small arrow will repeatedly appear below it (at various 

distances), and the participant must press a button corresponding to the direction in 

which the arrow is pointing. While the participant is attending to the choice task, less 

attention is paid to the tracking task, and consequently tracking error increases. With 

practice, people can better manage both tasks simultaneously, and reduce tracking error 

overall. In the end, the idea is that suggesting that the mind implements an operating-

system like “time slicing” routine is an elegant solution. Unlike previous models of task-

switching (Chong & Laird, 1997), no specification of task-switching is necessary – 

component models are specified within their own goal-driven structures, and threaded 

cognition manages the execution of all concurrent threads. 

Pygame Space Fortress seemed to be a perfect task to further test this approach to 

cognitive control, especially in light of the fact that players who learn the game by 

systematically building up a hierarchy of skills at the subtask level perform better than 

players who either learn the game via whole-task learning (Fabiani et al., 1989). Given 

this, the most straightforward way to proceed appeared to be to give each of the three 

main goals identified by Frederiksen and White its own thread (hit the fortress without 

getting hit, detect and destroy mines with as little disruption as possible to the primary 

goal, and allocate resources to maximize the point score), and let the resource 

management system determine how processing is interleaved between ACT-R modules.  

 Unfortunately, when the rubber met the road, there were two main problems. 

First, all the goals in the goal stack have equal importance. The mechanism to balance 

attention between the multiple tasks may be parsimonious, but it is not always clear that 

we treat multiple goals with equal importance while multitasking. For example, if the 
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mine is on screen, we are still flying the ship, but it does not make sense to try and 

thread these goals together, for the ship would simple oscillate back and forth between 

facing the mine and facing the appropriate vector to keep itself close to the fortress. One 

could speculate that we could solve this problem by assigning weights to each of the 

goals, such as setting the mind-handling goal to 80% and the standard flight pattern to 

20% when the mine is onscreen. Even this, however, is insufficient, for the simple 

matter that when there are two goals to manage together, there are times when one goal 

is more important, and times when the other goal is more important. Multitasking 

demands flexibility, and there is no shortcut to managing multiple goals of changing 

priorities. 

 The second problem is that threaded cognition was not able to surmount the issue 

of interrupting a closed loop control system. As it turns out, all the models currently 

implemented using threaded cognition that involve continuous tasks (i.e., closed-loop 

control), such as driving, or tracking the cursor in the Wickens task, use the strategy 

mentioned earlier regarding building busy waiting into an interactive routine. There are 

deliberate “stop” productions in these models that free up cognitive resources before 

they’re immediately recaptured for the next iteration of the perception/action cycle (e.g., 

start task  acquire target  move cursor accordingly  finish task  acquire target, 

etc.) One thus needs to ask the following questions:  

1. For what reason would you implement productions in a closed-loop system to 

“pause” and free the resources used by the thread, if not specifically to allow the 

resource to be interrupted, or picked up by another thread? 

2. Why is it any more parsimonious to implement your productions in this way and 

have threaded cognition handle the task switching, then it is to switch tasks 

manually? No “production cycles” are saved – you either intentionally stop 

paying attention to one task and allow another to be picked up “automatically,” 

or you’re simply diverting attention to another task as its own production. 

Both these solutions, manually switching tasks and manually stopping a task to 

allow another to be started, are top-down and insufficient. As mentioned in Section 

5.1.2, the solution is to allow interruptible visual tracking. There simply needs to be 

more bottom-up visual processing in ACT-R’s visual system. 
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5.3 The Future 

Now that we have a functional model of Space Fortress play, our future paths are clear. 

First, we must improve the cognitive architecture to be able to handle complex dynamic 

task environments without “hacking the system,” but from a larger perspective, we must 

focus on how we got here from there. In other words, to quantify how this behavior is 

learned. It is a compound problem, as some elements of the game are learned by 

symbolic insights, but much of it is learned subsymbolically by practicing tasks that 

force our perceptual/actions system to work harder. 

Attempting to span multiple orders of magnitude is always a daunting task, but 

perhaps the trickiest span of all is the symbolic/subsymbolic divide. Symbolic 

processing allows the system to handle “the big tasks” that take more than one second to 

process, but they depend on parameters to determine effects such as how long it takes to 

retrieve a memory and how many items a person can subitize. It has already been 

demonstrated, however, that these parameters are pliable. Green and Bavelier have 

shown that playing a game that requires the constant shifting of attention around the 

field modifies visual attention at a low level of analysis, for which an ACT-R model 

would have to be tuned by altering some of the parameters used to exhibit high-level 

behavior (e.g., the finst number might be four for a non-gamer, but five for someone 

with a great deal of experience in action video games). 

This parameter pliability is a function of learning, and it is learning below the level 

of consciousness, and below the level of individual productions. While there are 

certainly leaps of insight one can achieve in a symbolic system (logical reasoning is an 

obvious example), one must never lose sight of the malleability of the assumptions on 

which the symbolic processing takes place. Einstein famously said, “Everything should 

be made as simple as possible, but not one bit simpler,” and this is an important lesson to 

cognitive modelers. Abstraction is necessary to grasp the functionality of a large system, 

but it is in the details where we find the interesting interactions.  

Perhaps the most relevant comment raised during the course of the experiment was 

when a subject had just finished a lab session after the 11th “hour” of play, and 

spontaneously offered the following insight: “From now on, it’s going to be a game of 

inches." The subject meant that all the high-level strategies were discovered, and the 
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only things left to improve were the low-level functions. The subject did in fact have 

more high-level strategies to discover, but the point remains is that the low-level systems 

can and are improved with practice, and that one improves precisely by improving the 

low-level skills that comprise the larger task. We improve the quality of the “whole” by 

improving the quality of the “parts.” 
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Appendix A: ACT-R Model Code 

;;ACT-R productions and support code 
;;for the Pygame Space Fortress cognitive model 
 
;using module extension key-press-module.lisp 
(load "/Applications/actr6-r723/load-act-r-6.lisp") 
(load "highdbus.lisp") 
(init-bus :session) ;connects to DBus session bus 
     
(defun call-PSF-method (method arg) 
    (call-external-method "edu.rpi.cogsci.destem" 
"/DBus_obj" "edu.rpi.cogsci.destem.Interface" method arg)) 
 
(defparameter *incoming-string* "") 
(defparameter *foe-letters* "") 
(defparameter *PSF* nil) 
(defparameter *delay-time* 0.033) 
 
;device 
(defclass psf () 
    ((subviews :accessor subs :initform nil) 
     (pygame-string :accessor pygame-string :initform 
nil))) 
      
(defclass game-token () 
     ((exist :accessor exist :initform "y") 
      (x :accessor x :initform 0 :initarg :x) 
      (y :accessor y :initform 0 :initarg :y) 
      (color :accessor color :initform 0) 
      (height :accessor height :initform 20) 
      (width :accessor width :initform 20) 
      (kind :accessor kind :initarg :kind) 
      (value :accessor value :initarg :value :initform 0))) 
       
(defclass foe-letter (game-token) 
    () 
    (:default-initargs :kind 'foe-letter)) 
 
(defclass ship (game-token) 
    ((vel-x :accessor vel-x :initform 0) 
    (vel-y :accessor vel-y :initform 0) 
    (vel :accessor vel :initform 0) 
    (vel-angle :accessor vel-angle :initform 0) 
    (vel-accuracy :accessor vel-accuracy :initform 0) 
    (angle-from-fort :accessor angle-from-fort :initform 
181) 
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    (fortress-distance :accessor fortress-distance 
:initform 110) 
    (fortress-exist :accessor fortress-exist :initform 1) 
    (vlner :accessor vlner :initform 0) 
    (des-angle :accessor des-angle :initform 90) 
    (des-diff :accessor des-diff :initform 0) 
    (mine-exist :accessor mine-exist :initform "N") 
    (bonus-track :accessor bonus-track :initform 0) 
;internally keeps track of how long the bonus has been up 
    (bonus-exist :accessor bonus-exist :initform 0) 
    (prev-bonus-exist :accessor prev-bonus-exist :initform 
0)) ;did the bonus exist last frame? Used as replacement 
for attended flag 
    (:default-initargs :kind 'ship)) 
     
(defclass fortress (game-token) 
    () 
    (:default-initargs :kind 'fortress)) 
 
(defclass mine (game-token) 
    ((mine-angle-diff :accessor mine-angle-diff :initform 
nil) 
    (mine-distance :accessor mine-distance :initform nil)) 
    (:default-initargs :kind 'mine)) 
     
(defclass shell (game-token) 
    () 
    (:default-initargs :kind 'shell)) 
 
(defclass bonus (game-token) 
    () 
    (:default-initargs :kind 'bonus :value nil)) 
     
(defclass PNTS (game-token) 
    () 
    (:default-initargs :kind 'PNTS)) 
     
(defclass CNTRL (game-token) 
    () 
    (:default-initargs :kind 'CNTRL)) 
     
(defclass VLCTY (game-token) 
    () 
    (:default-initargs :kind 'VLCTY)) 
     
(defclass VLNER (game-token) 
    () 
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    (:default-initargs :kind 'VLNER)) 
 
(defclass IFF (game-token) 
    () 
    (:default-initargs :kind 'IFF :value "")) 
     
(defclass INTRVL (game-token) 
    () 
    (:default-initargs :kind 'INTRVL)) 
 
(defclass SPD (game-token) ;SPEED is in the Common Lisp 
Package? 
    () 
    (:default-initargs :kind 'SPD)) 
 
(defclass SHOTS (game-token) 
    () 
    (:default-initargs :kind 'SHOTS)) 
 
(defun update-psf-device () 
    (let ((state-of-world (read-from-string (pygame-string 
*PSF*)))) ;converts to uppercase! misinterprets "T"! 
        (dolist (x (subs *PSF*)) 
            (update-token x state-of-world)))) 
 
(defmethod update-token ((obj ship) state-of-world) 
    (setf (exist obj) (elt state-of-world 0)) 
    (setf (x obj) (elt state-of-world 1)) 
    (setf (y obj) (elt state-of-world 2)) 
    (setf (vel-x obj) (elt state-of-world 3)) 
    (setf (vel-y obj) (elt state-of-world 4)) 
    (setf (vel obj) (sqrt (+ (expt (vel-x obj) 2) (expt 
(vel-y obj) 2)))) 
    (setf (value obj) (elt state-of-world 5)) 
    (setf (vel-angle obj) (atan2-deg (vel-y obj) (vel-x 
obj))) 
    (setf (angle-from-fort obj) (angle-to-fortress (x obj) 
(y obj))) 
    (setf (fortress-distance obj) (distance-to-fortress (x 
obj) (y obj))) 
    (setf (fortress-exist obj) (if (string= "Y" (elt state-
of-world 6)) 1 0)) ;1 if fortress exists, 0 if not 
    (setf (vlner obj) (elt state-of-world 19)) 
    (setf (des-angle obj) (desired-angle-deg (x obj) (y 
obj) (fortress-distance obj) (vel-x obj) (vel-y obj))) 
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    (setf (vel-accuracy obj) (mod (abs (- (des-angle obj) 
(vel-angle obj))) 360)) ;closer to 0, the closer the ship 
is moving in the desired direction. Used for speed limit 
    (setf (des-diff obj) (mod (- (des-angle obj) (value 
obj)) 360)) 
    (if (string= "Y" (elt state-of-world 14)) ;there's a 
symbol on screen 
        (progn 
           #| (setf (bonus-track obj) (+ 1 (bonus-track 
obj))) 
           ; (format t "bonus-track ~A" (bonus-track obj)) 
            (if (< (bonus-track obj) 12) ;has the "new" 
symbol existed for less than n frames? 
                (progn (setf (bonus-exist obj) 1) (mod-
buffer-chunk 'imaginal '(bonus-exist 1))) ;tell the ship 
that there's a symbol 
                (progn (setf (bonus-exist obj) 0) (mod-
buffer-chunk 'imaginal '(bonus-exist 0)))))|# 
            (setf (bonus-exist obj) 1) 
            (mod-buffer-chunk 'imaginal '(bonus-exist 1))) 
        (progn ;no symbol on screen 
           ; (setf (bonus-track obj) 0) 
            (setf (bonus-exist obj) 0) 
            (mod-buffer-chunk 'imaginal '(bonus-exist 0)))) 
    (setf (mine-exist obj) (if (string= "Y" (elt state-of-
world 8)) 1 0)) 
    ;update imaginal buffer 
    (if (string= "Y" (elt state-of-world 8)) 
        (mod-buffer-chunk 'imaginal '(mine-exist 1)) 
        (mod-buffer-chunk 'imaginal '(mine-exist 0))) 
    (if (string= "Y" (elt state-of-world 0)) 
        (mod-buffer-chunk 'imaginal '(ship-exist 1)) 
        (mod-buffer-chunk 'imaginal '(ship-exist 0))) 
    (if (and (= (bonus-exist obj) 1) (= (prev-bonus-exist 
obj) 0)) ;if there's a bonus but there wasn't one last 
frame 
        (mod-buffer-chunk 'imaginal '(symbol-attended "not-
attended"))) 
    (setf (prev-bonus-exist obj) (bonus-exist obj))) 
 
(defmethod update-token ((obj fortress) state-of-world) 
    (setf (exist obj) (elt state-of-world 6)) 
    (setf (value obj) (elt state-of-world 7))) 
 
(defmethod update-token ((obj mine) state-of-world) 
    (setf (exist obj) (elt state-of-world 8)) 
    (setf (x obj) (elt state-of-world 9)) 
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    (setf (y obj) (elt state-of-world 10)) 
    ;for angle, reversing subtraction of y component 
because +y is down in the game 
    (setf (mine-angle-diff obj) (if (string= (exist obj) 
"Y") (mod (- (elt state-of-world 5) (atan2-deg (- (elt 
state-of-world 2) (y obj)) (- (x obj) (elt state-of-world 
1)))) 360) nil)) 
    (setf (mine-distance obj) (if (string= (exist obj) "Y") 
(sqrt (+ (expt (- (elt state-of-world 2) (y obj)) 2) (expt 
(- (elt state-of-world 1) (x obj)) 2))) nil))) 
 
(defmethod update-token ((obj shell) state-of-world) 
    (setf (exist obj) (elt state-of-world 11)) 
    (setf (x obj) (elt state-of-world 12)) 
    (setf (y obj) (elt state-of-world 13))) 
 
(defmethod update-token ((obj bonus) state-of-world) 
    (setf (exist obj) (elt state-of-world 14)) 
    (setf (value obj) (if (string= (exist obj) "Y") (format 
nil "~a" (elt state-of-world 15)) nil))) ;read-from-string 
unconverts symbol from string 
 
(defmethod update-token ((obj PNTS) state-of-world) 
    (setf (value obj) (elt state-of-world 16))) 
 
(defmethod update-token ((obj CNTRL) state-of-world) 
    (setf (value obj) (elt state-of-world 17))) 
 
(defmethod update-token ((obj VLCTY) state-of-world) 
    (setf (value obj) (elt state-of-world 18))) 
 
(defmethod update-token ((obj VLNER) state-of-world) 
    (setf (value obj) (elt state-of-world 19))) 
 
(defmethod update-token ((obj IFF) state-of-world) 
    (setf (value obj) (elt state-of-world 20))) 
 
(defmethod update-token ((obj INTRVL) state-of-world) 
    (setf (value obj) (elt state-of-world 21))) 
 
(defmethod update-token ((obj SPD) state-of-world) 
    (setf (value obj) (elt state-of-world 22))) 
 
(defmethod update-token ((obj SHOTS) state-of-world) 
    (setf (value obj) (elt state-of-world 23))) 
 
;return list of chunks of type visual-location 
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;this is what constitutes the visicon 
(defmethod build-vis-locs-for ((device psf) vis-mod)  
    (let ((feats nil)) 
        (remove-if #'not ;if the individual component 
functions return nil, don't include them in the list of 
visual-location chunks 
            (dolist (x (subs device) feats) 
                (push (build-vis-locs-for x vis-mod) 
feats))))) 
             
(defmethod build-vis-locs-for ((obj foe-letter) vis-mod) 
    (if (string= "" (value obj)) 
        nil 
        (let ((vl (car (define-chunks-fct `((isa visual-
location 
                                              color ,(color 
obj) 
                                              screen-x ,(x 
obj) 
                                              screen-y ,(y 
obj) 
                                              height 
,(height obj) 
                                              width ,(width 
obj) 
                                              kind ,(kind 
obj) 
                                              value ,(value 
obj))))))) 
            ;set the visual-object parameter of the chunk 
so that it will be used for the vis-loc-to-obj call 
            (setf (chunk-visual-object vl) obj) 
 
            vl))) 
                 
(defmethod build-vis-locs-for ((obj ship) vis-mod) 
    (if (string= "N" (exist obj)) ;read-from-string 
converts to uppercase 
        nil 
        (progn 
            (setf (chunk-visual-object 'ship-loc) obj) ;how 
do I just do this once? 
            (mod-chunk-fct 'ship-loc `(screen-x ,(x obj) 
screen-y ,(y obj) value ,(value obj) vel ,(vel obj) vel-x 
,(vel-x obj) vel-y ,(vel-y obj) vel-angle ,(vel-angle obj)  
                                       angle-from-fort 
,(angle-from-fort obj) fortress-distance ,(fortress-
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distance obj) fortress-exist ,(fortress-exist obj) vlner 
,(vlner obj) 
                                       vel-accuracy ,(vel-
accuracy obj) 
                                       vel-diff ,(mod (- 
(vel-angle obj) (angle-from-fort obj)) 360) orient-diff 
,(mod (- (value obj) (angle-from-fort obj)) 360) 
                                       des-angle ,(des-
angle obj) des-diff ,(des-diff obj) mine-exist ,(mine-exist 
obj) bonus-exist ,(bonus-exist obj)))))) 
     
(defmethod build-vis-locs-for ((obj fortress) vis-mod) 
    (if (string= "N" (exist obj)) 
        nil 
        (mod-chunk-fct 'fortress-loc `(value ,(value 
obj))))) 
         
 
(defmethod build-vis-locs-for ((obj mine) vis-mod) 
    (if (string= "N" (exist obj)) 
        nil 
        (progn 
            (setf (chunk-visual-object 'mine-loc) obj) ;how 
do I just do this once? 
                (mod-chunk-fct 'mine-loc `(screen-x ,(x 
obj) screen-y ,(y obj) mine-angle-diff ,(mine-angle-diff 
obj) mine-distance ,(mine-distance obj)))))) 
         
(defmethod build-vis-locs-for ((obj shell) vis-mod) 
    (if (string= "N" (exist obj)) 
        nil 
        (mod-chunk-fct 'shell-loc `(screen-x ,(x obj) 
screen-y ,(y obj))))) 
 
(defmethod build-vis-locs-for ((obj bonus) vis-mod) 
    (if (string= "N" (exist obj)) 
        nil 
        (progn 
            (setf (chunk-visual-object 'bonus-loc) obj)  
            (mod-chunk-fct 'bonus-loc `(value ,(value 
obj)))))) 
        
  
(defmethod build-vis-locs-for ((obj PNTS) vis-mod) 
    (setf (chunk-visual-object 'pnts-loc) obj)  
    (mod-chunk-fct 'pnts-loc `(value ,(value obj)))) 
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(defmethod build-vis-locs-for ((obj CNTRL) vis-mod) 
    (setf (chunk-visual-object 'cntrl-loc) obj)  
    (mod-chunk-fct 'cntrl-loc `(value ,(value obj)))) 
     
(defmethod build-vis-locs-for ((obj VLCTY) vis-mod) 
    (setf (chunk-visual-object 'vlcty-loc) obj)  
    (mod-chunk-fct 'vlcty-loc `(value ,(value obj)))) 
 
(defmethod build-vis-locs-for ((obj VLNER) vis-mod) 
    (setf (chunk-visual-object 'vlner-loc) obj)  
    (mod-chunk-fct 'vlner-loc `(value ,(value obj)))) 
         
(defmethod build-vis-locs-for ((obj IFF) vis-mod) 
    (if (string= "-" (value obj)) 
        nil 
        (progn 
            (setf (chunk-visual-object 'iff-loc) obj) 
            (mod-chunk-fct 'iff-loc `(value ,(value 
obj)))))) 
         
(defmethod build-vis-locs-for ((obj INTRVL) vis-mod) 
    (setf (chunk-visual-object 'intrvl-loc) obj)  
    (mod-chunk-fct 'intrvl-loc `(value ,(value obj)))) 
             
(defmethod build-vis-locs-for ((obj SPD) vis-mod) 
    (setf (chunk-visual-object 'speed-loc) obj)  
    (mod-chunk-fct 'speed-loc `(value ,(value obj)))) 
 
(defmethod build-vis-locs-for ((obj SHOTS) vis-mod) 
    (setf (chunk-visual-object 'shots-loc) obj)  
    (mod-chunk-fct 'shots-loc `(value ,(value obj)))) 
                     
;called when model moves attention to a visual feature 
;given the device, and a chunk of type visual-location 
;returns corresponding chunk of type visual-object 
(defmethod vis-loc-to-obj ((obj foe-letter) vis-loc)  ;NOT 
WORKING IF LETTER IS "T" ! 
    (let ((new-object (car (define-chunks-fct `((isa foe-
letter)))))) ;,(chunk-slot-value-fct vis-loc 'kind) 
       (fill-default-vis-obj-slots new-object vis-loc))) 
        
(defmethod vis-loc-to-obj ((obj ship) vis-loc) 
    (fill-default-vis-obj-slots 'ship-obj vis-loc) 
    (mod-chunk-fct 'ship-obj `(vel-x ,(chunk-slot-value-fct 
vis-loc 'vel-x) 
                               vel-y ,(chunk-slot-value-fct 
vis-loc 'vel-y) 
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                               vel ,(chunk-slot-value-fct 
vis-loc 'vel) 
                               vel-angle ,(chunk-slot-
value-fct vis-loc 'vel-angle) 
                               vel-accuracy ,(chunk-slot-
value-fct vis-loc 'vel-accuracy) 
                               angle-from-fort ,(chunk-
slot-value-fct vis-loc 'angle-from-fort) 
                               fortress-distance ,(chunk-
slot-value-fct vis-loc 'fortress-distance) 
                               fortress-exist ,(chunk-slot-
value-fct vis-loc 'fortress-exist) 
                               vlner ,(chunk-slot-value-fct 
vis-loc 'vlner) 
                               vel-diff ,(chunk-slot-value-
fct vis-loc 'vel-diff) 
                               orient-diff ,(chunk-slot-
value-fct vis-loc 'orient-diff) 
                               des-angle ,(chunk-slot-
value-fct vis-loc 'des-angle) 
                               des-diff ,(chunk-slot-value-
fct vis-loc 'des-diff) 
                               mine-exist ,(chunk-slot-
value-fct vis-loc 'mine-exist) 
                               bonus-exist ,(chunk-slot-
value-fct vis-loc 'bonus-exist)))) 
     
(defmethod vis-loc-to-obj ((obj fortress) vis-loc) 
    (fill-default-vis-obj-slots 'fortress-obj vis-loc)) 
     
(defmethod vis-loc-to-obj ((obj mine) vis-loc) 
    (fill-default-vis-obj-slots 'mine-obj vis-loc) 
    (mod-chunk-fct 'mine-obj `(mine-angle-diff ,(chunk-
slot-value-fct vis-loc 'mine-angle-diff) 
                               mine-distance ,(chunk-slot-
value-fct vis-loc 'mine-distance) 
                               kind ,(chunk-slot-value-fct 
vis-loc 'kind)))) 
     
(defmethod vis-loc-to-obj ((obj shell) vis-loc) 
    (fill-default-vis-obj-slots 'shell-obj vis-loc)) 
     
(defmethod vis-loc-to-obj ((obj bonus) vis-loc) 
    (fill-default-vis-obj-slots 'bonus-obj vis-loc)) 
     
(defmethod vis-loc-to-obj ((obj PNTS) vis-loc) 
    (fill-default-vis-obj-slots 'pnts-obj vis-loc)) 
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(defmethod vis-loc-to-obj ((obj CNTRL) vis-loc) 
    (fill-default-vis-obj-slots 'cntrl-obj vis-loc)) 
 
(defmethod vis-loc-to-obj ((obj VLCTY) vis-loc) 
    (fill-default-vis-obj-slots 'vlcty-obj vis-loc)) 
 
(defmethod vis-loc-to-obj ((obj VLNER) vis-loc) 
    (fill-default-vis-obj-slots 'vlner-obj vis-loc)) 
 
(defmethod vis-loc-to-obj ((obj IFF) vis-loc) 
    (fill-default-vis-obj-slots 'iff-obj vis-loc)) 
     
(defmethod vis-loc-to-obj ((obj INTRVL) vis-loc) 
    (fill-default-vis-obj-slots 'intrvl-obj vis-loc)) 
 
(defmethod vis-loc-to-obj ((obj SPD) vis-loc) 
    (fill-default-vis-obj-slots 'speed-obj vis-loc)) 
 
(defmethod vis-loc-to-obj ((obj SHOTS) vis-loc) 
    (fill-default-vis-obj-slots 'shots-obj vis-loc)) 
 
(defmethod device-handle-keypress ((device psf) key) 
  (case key 
    (#\j (call-psf-method "press_key" "j")) 
    (#\k (call-psf-method "press_key" "k")) 
    (#\l (call-psf-method "press_key" "l")) 
    ;PSF takes a "keytap" as two events, a keydown and 
keyup event (so the buttons can be held) 
    ;the following methods schedule a key release 60ms 
after the keypress to simulate a "tap" 
    ;60ms was the average keytap time for thrusting and 
turning in expert play 
    (#\a (progn (call-psf-method "press_key" "a") 
(schedule-event-relative 0.06 'call-psf-method :params 
'("release_key" "a")))) 
    ;we press the 's' key to thrust (sending a "w" to the 
game) to prevent the "hand" from moving 
    (#\s (progn (call-psf-method "press_key" "w") 
(schedule-event-relative 0.06 'call-psf-method :params 
'("release_key" "w")))) 
    (#\d (progn (call-psf-method "press_key" "d") 
(schedule-event-relative 0.06 'call-psf-method :params 
'("release_key" "d")))) 
    (#\Space (call-psf-method "press_key" "space")) 
    (#\Return (call-psf-method "press_key" "return")))) 
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(defmethod device-hold-finger ((device psf) hand finger) 
    (case hand 
        ('left (case finger 
                   ('middle (call-psf-method "press_key" 
"w")) 
                   ('ring (call-psf-method "press_key" 
"a")) 
                   ('index (call-psf-method "press_key" 
"d")) 
                   ('thumb (call-psf-method "press_key" 
"space")))) 
        ('right (case finger 
                   ('index (call-psf-method "press_key" 
"j")) 
                   ('middle (call-psf-method "press_key" 
"k")) 
                   ('ring (call-psf-method "press_key" 
"l")))))) 
 
(defmethod device-release-finger ((device psf) hand finger) 
    (case hand 
        ('left (case finger 
                   ('middle (call-psf-method "release_key" 
"w")) 
                   ('ring (call-psf-method "release_key" 
"a")) 
                   ('index (call-psf-method "release_key" 
"d")) 
                   ('thumb (call-psf-method "release_key" 
"space")))) 
        ('right (case finger 
                   ('index (call-psf-method "release_key" 
"j")) 
                   ('middle (call-psf-method "release_key" 
"k")) 
                   ('ring (call-psf-method "release_key" 
"l")))))) 
     
(defmethod get-mouse-coordinates ((device psf)) 
    (vector 0 0)) 
 
(defmethod device-handle-click ((device psf)) 
    nil) 
     
(defmethod device-speak-string ((device psf) string) 
    nil) 
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(defmethod cursor-to-vis-loc ((device psf)) 
    nil) 
 
(defun visicon-length () 
  (length (visicon-chunks (get-module :vision)))) 
 
(defmethod device-update ((self psf) time) 
    nil) ;device updating is handled by scheduling events 
in ACT-R's meta-processor 
     
(defun desired-vel-angle-by-position-deg (x y)  
    "calculates angle ship should reach to enter orbiting 
circle around fortress using screen coordinates" 
    (let ((distance (sqrt (+ (expt (- x 512) 2) (expt (- y 
318) 2)))) 
          (angle-to-tan (asin (/ 100 (sqrt (+ (expt (- x 
512) 2) (expt (- y 318) 2)))))) 
          (angle-from-x (atan2-rad (- 318 y) (- 512 x)))) 
        (if (< distance 100) 
            (mod (- 120 (/ (* 3 distance) 14) (* angle-
from-x 57.2957795)) 360) ;looking for a reason not to use 
LISP? Go infix! 
            (mod (* 57.2957795 (- angle-to-tan angle-from-
x)) 360)))) 
             
(defun desired-vel-angle-by-position-rad (x y)  
    "calculates angle ship should reach to enter orbiting 
circle around fortress using screen coordinates" 
    (let ((angle-to-tan (asin (/ 92 (sqrt (+ (expt (- x 
512) 2) (expt (- y 318) 2)))))) 
          (angle-from-x (atan2-rad (- 318 y) (- 512 x)))) 
        (- angle-to-tan angle-from-x))) 
         
; (defun desired-angle-deg (x y distance velx vely) ;we 
want the inverse of the vel vector added to the desired 
vector, which is 3 X |v| 
;     (let* ((angle-to-tan (asin (/ 92 (sqrt (+ (expt (- x 
512) 2) (expt (- y 318) 2)))))) 
;           (angle-from-x (atan2-rad (- 318 y) (- 512 x))) 
;           (des-vel-angle (- angle-to-tan angle-from-x)) 
;           (desx (- (* 3 (cos des-vel-angle)) velx)) 
;           (desy (- (* 3 (sin des-vel-angle)) velx))) 
;        (if (< distance 92) 
;            ;180 - ? plus an additional 60 for center, 
scale up by 3x/14 to get to tangent (want to go from 120-? 
to 90-?) 
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;            (mod (- 120 (/ (* 3 distance) 14) (* angle-
from-x 57.2957795)) 360) 
;            (mod (* 57.2957795 (atan2-rad desy desx)) 
360)))) 
 
(defun desired-angle-deg (x y distance velx vely) ;we want 
the inverse of the vel vector added to the desired vector, 
which is 3 X |v| 
    (let* ((vel-angle (atan2-rad vely velx)) 
          (speed (sqrt (+ (expt velx 2) (expt vely 2)))) 
          (ahead-x (+ x (* speed 15 (cos vel-angle)))) 
          (ahead-y (- y (* speed 15 (sin vel-angle)))) 
          (ahead-distance (sqrt (+ (expt (- ahead-x 512) 2) 
(expt (- ahead-y 318) 2)))) 
          (angle-to-tan (asin (/ 92 ahead-distance))) 
          (angle-from-x (atan2-rad (- 318 ahead-y) (- 512 
ahead-x))) 
          (des-vel-angle (- angle-to-tan angle-from-x)) 
          (desx (- (* 3 (cos des-vel-angle)) velx)) 
          (desy (- (* 3 (sin des-vel-angle)) vely))) 
       (if (< ahead-distance 92) 
           ;180 - ? plus an additional 60 for center, scale 
up by 3x/14 to get to tangent (want to go from 120-? to 90-
?) 
           (mod (- 120 (/ (* 3 distance) 14) (* angle-from-
x 57.2957795)) 360) 
           (mod (* 57.2957795 (atan2-rad desy desx)) 
360)))) 
            
(defun distance (x1 y1 x2 y2) 
    (sqrt (+ (expt (- x1 x2) 2) (expt (- y1 y2) 2)))) 
             
(defun distance-to-fortress (x y) 
    (distance x y 512 318)) 
   ; (sqrt (+ (expt (- x 512) 2) (expt (- y 318) 2)))) 
;fortress is always at (355, 313) in world coords, (512, 
318) in screen coords 
     
(defun angle-to-fortress (x y) 
    (mod (* (atan (- 318 y) (- 0 (- 512 x))) 57.2957795) 
360))  
     
(defun atan2-deg (y-vel x-vel) 
    (if (and (= x-vel 0) (= y-vel 0)) 
        0 
        (mod (* (atan y-vel x-vel) 57.2957795) 360))) 
;manual convert to degrees 
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(defun atan2-rad (y-vel x-vel) 
    (if (and (= x-vel 0) (= y-vel 0)) 
        0 
        (atan y-vel x-vel)))  
 
(defun init () 
 
    (reset) 
    (defparameter *PSF* (make-instance 'psf)) 
    ;(setf (pygame-string *PSF*) (make-instance 'incoming-
string)) 
 
    (install-device *PSF*) 
    (setf *foe-letters* (read-from-string (call-psf-method 
"begin" ""))) 
    (push (make-instance 'foe-letter :x 425 :y 375 :value 
(first *foe-letters*)) (subs *PSF*)) 
    (push (make-instance 'foe-letter :x 515 :y 375 :value 
(second *foe-letters*)) (subs *PSF*)) 
    (push (make-instance 'foe-letter :x 605 :y 375 :value 
(third *foe-letters*)) (subs *PSF*)) 
    (proc-display) 
     
    ;(run-until-condition (lambda () nil) :real-time t) 
) 
 
(defun start-sim () 
    (setf (subs *PSF*) nil) 
    (push (make-instance 'ship) (subs *PSF*)) 
    (push (make-instance 'fortress) (subs *PSF*)) 
    (push (make-instance 'mine) (subs *PSF*)) 
    (push (make-instance 'bonus) (subs *PSF*)) 
    (push (make-instance 'shell) (subs *PSF*)) 
    (push (make-instance 'PNTS) (subs *PSF*)) 
    (push (make-instance 'CNTRL) (subs *PSF*)) 
    (push (make-instance 'VLCTY) (subs *PSF*)) 
    (push (make-instance 'VLNER) (subs *PSF*)) 
    (push (make-instance 'IFF) (subs *PSF*)) 
    (push (make-instance 'INTRVL) (subs *PSF*)) 
    (push (make-instance 'SPD) (subs *PSF*)) 
    (push (make-instance 'SHOTS) (subs *PSF*)) 
    (proc-display :clear t) 
    (call-psf-method "reset_timers" "") 
    (schedule-event-relative 0 'step-sim) 
    (set-buffer-chunk 'imaginal 'global-visual)) 
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(defun step-sim () 
    (call-psf-method "process_input" "") 
    (setf (pygame-string *PSF*) (call-psf-method 
"update_world" "")) 
    (call-psf-method "draw_world" "") 
    (update-psf-device) 
    (proc-display) 
    ;(pprint-chunks ship-obj) 
    (schedule-event-relative *delay-time* 'step-sim)) 
     
(defun stat () 
    (pprint-chunks ship-obj)) 
     
(defun reset-psf () 
    (call-psf-method "reset_all" "blank") 
    (step-sim)) 
     
(defun fly (sec) 
    (run sec :real-time t)) 
     
(defun bye () 
    (call-psf-method "exit_game" "")) 
 
(clear-all) 
 
(define-model diss 
 
;:default-punch-delay uses the new delayed-punch technique, 
to send separate keydown and keyup events to the game 
;default is set to 60ms, which reflects average length 
keytaps from expert players 
;:mas set to turn on spreading activation to hasten foe 
letter retrievals 
;:bll increased to speed retrieval times 
;:lf lowered to speed retrieval times 
;:visual-movement-tolerance dramatically increased due to 
mine wrapping around the screen 
;:visual-attention-latency lowered due to well-practiced 
attention shifts to known locations 
;:do-not-harvest imaginal will keep mine appearances always 
available 
(sgp :esc t :er t :v t :mas 1 :bll 0.5 :ans 0.25 :lf .5 
:visual-movement-tolerance 40.0 :trace-detail high :test-
feats nil :motor-feature-prep-time 0 :default-punch-delay 
0.06 :visual-attention-latency 0.05 :do-not-harvest 
imaginal) 
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(chunk-type foe-letters-type letter1 letter2 letter3) 
(chunk-type read-foe-letters-type state) 
(chunk-type handle-mine state iff letter1 letter2 letter3) 
(chunk-type handle-bonus state) 
(chunk-type symbol-record state mine-exist bonus-exist 
ship-exist last-goal symbol-attended) 
(chunk-type fly-ship state posx posy velx vely angle vel-
angle angle-from-fort fortress-distance fortress-exist 
vlner vel-diff orient-diff) 
(chunk-type standard-flight-pattern-type state shipx shipy 
shipangle targetangle) 
(chunk-type (game-object (:include visual-object)) (kind 
nil)) 
(chunk-type (foe-letter (:include game-object))) 
(chunk-type (ship (:include game-object)) (vel-x 0) (vel-y 
0) (vel 0) (vel-angle 0) (vel-accuracy 0) (angle-from-fort 
181) (fortress-distance 110) (fortress-exist 1) (vlner 0) 
(vel-diff 0) (orient-diff 0) (des-angle 0) (des-diff 0) 
(mine-exist 0) (bonus-exist 0))  
(chunk-type (ship-loc-type (:include visual-location)) 
(vel-x 0) (vel-y 0) (vel 0) (vel-angle 0) (vel-accuracy 0) 
(angle-from-fort 181) (fortress-distance 110) (fortress-
exist 1) (vlner 0) (vel-diff 0) (orient-diff 90) (des-angle 
0) (des-diff 0) (mine-exist 0) (bonus-exist 0)) 
(chunk-type (fortress (:include game-object))) 
(chunk-type (shell (:include game-object))) 
(chunk-type (iff (:include game-object))) 
(chunk-type (mine-loc-type (:include visual-location)) 
(mine-angle-diff 0) (mine-distance 0)) 
(chunk-type (mine (:include game-object)) (mine-angle-diff 
0) (mine-distance 0)) 
(chunk-type (bonus (:include game-object))) 
(chunk-type (pnts (:include game-object))) 
(chunk-type (vlcty (:include game-object))) 
(chunk-type (speed (:include game-object))) 
(chunk-type (cntrl (:include game-object))) 
(chunk-type (vlner (:include game-object))) 
(chunk-type (shots (:include game-object))) 
(chunk-type (intrvl (:include game-object))) 
 
(define-chunks (global-visual isa symbol-record state "not-
expecting-bonus" mine-exist 0 bonus-exist 0 ship-exist 0 
last-goal "none" symbol-attended "not-attended")) 
 
(add-dm (read-foe-letters isa read-foe-letters-type state 
"not-reading") 
        (ship-obj isa ship) 
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        (fortress-obj isa fortress) 
        (shell-obj isa shell) 
        (iff-obj isa iff) 
        (mine-obj isa mine) 
        (bonus-obj isa bonus) 
        (pnts-obj isa pnts) 
        (vlcty-obj isa vlcty) 
        (cntrl-obj isa cntrl) 
        (vlner-obj isa vlner) 
        (speed-obj isa speed) 
        (shots-obj isa shots) 
        (intrvl-obj isa intrvl) 
        (ship-loc isa ship-loc-type screen-x 0 screen-y 0 
value 90 kind ship) ;value refers to orientation 
        (fortress-loc isa visual-location screen-x 512 
screen-y 318 value 90 kind fortress) ;value refers to 
orientation 
        (shell-loc isa visual-location screen-x 0 screen-y 
0 kind shell) 
        (mine-loc isa mine-loc-type screen-x 0 screen-y 0 
kind mine) 
        (bonus-loc isa visual-location screen-x 512 screen-
y 395 value "" kind bonus) ;value refers to symbol 
        (pnts-loc isa visual-location screen-x 205 screen-y 
680 value 0 kind pnts) 
        (cntrl-loc isa visual-location screen-x 292 screen-
y 680 value 0 kind cntrl) 
        (vlcty-loc isa visual-location screen-x 379 screen-
y 680 value 0 kind vlcty) 
        (vlner-loc isa visual-location screen-x 465 screen-
y 680 value 0 kind vlner) 
        (iff-loc isa visual-location screen-x 553 screen-y 
680 value "-" kind iff) 
        (intrvl-loc isa visual-location screen-x 641 
screen-y 680 value 0 kind intrvl) 
        (speed-loc isa visual-location screen-x 729 screen-
y 680 value 0 kind speed) 
        (shots-loc isa visual-location screen-x 819 screen-
y 680 value 0 kind shots) 
        (a isa chunk) (b isa chunk) (c isa chunk) (d isa 
chunk) (e isa chunk) (f isa chunk) 
        (g isa chunk) (h isa chunk) (i isa chunk) (j isa 
chunk) (k isa chunk) (l isa chunk) 
        (m isa chunk) (n isa chunk) (o isa chunk) (p isa 
chunk) (q isa chunk) (r isa chunk) 
        (s isa chunk) (t isa chunk) (u isa chunk) (v isa 
chunk) (w isa chunk) (x isa chunk)       
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        (y isa chunk) (z isa chunk))  
         
;try to keep distance between 88 and 96 
;new motor commands allow: 
;              
; +manual> 
;   isa hold-key 
;   hand <left | right> 
;   finger <index | middle |ring | pinkie | thumb> 
;  
; +manual> 
;   isa release-key 
;   hand <left | right> 
;   finger <index | middle |ring | pinkie | thumb> 
;  
; +manual> 
;   isa delayed-punch 
;   hand <left | right> 
;   finger <index | middle |ring | pinkie | thumb>    
(defaults to .06 as reflected in (sgp)) 
; 
;but not specifically "key 'a'" 
 
;new motor query: 
; ?finger-check> 
;   left-middle {busy|free} 
 
;;make sure that the production that hits Enter for 
foe_mines calls (start-sim) 
 
;Based on least-square estimations of fit between model and 
data, Taatgen and Van Rijn estimated the following values 
for three 
;model parameters: 11 ms for startpulse, 1.1 for a, and 
0.015 for b 
;t_n+1 = at_n + noise(M=0, SD = b * at_n) 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
;;READING PRODUCTIONS;; 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
(p start-reading-letters 
    =goal> 
        ISA         read-foe-letters-type 
        state       "not-reading" 
==> 
    =goal> 
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        state       "reading-letter1" 
    +visual-location> 
        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        foe-letter 
        < screen-x  500 ;first letter at (425 375) 
) 
 
(p attend-first-letter 
    =goal> 
        ISA         read-foe-letters-type 
        state       "reading-letter1" 
    =visual-location> 
        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        foe-letter 
    ?visual> 
        state       free 
==> 
    =goal> 
        state       "encoding-letter1" 
    +visual> 
        ISA         move-attention 
        screen-pos  =visual-location 
) 
 
(p encode-first-letter 
    =goal> 
        ISA         read-foe-letters-type 
        state       "encoding-letter1" 
    =visual> 
        ISA         visual-object 
        value       =letter 
==> 
    +imaginal> 
        ISA         foe-letters-type 
        letter1     =letter 
    +visual-location> 
        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        foe-letter 
        > screen-x  500 ;second letter at (515 375) 
        < screen-x  550 
    =goal> 
        state       "reading-letter2" 
) 
 
(p attend-second-letter 
    =goal> 
        ISA         read-foe-letters-type 
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        state       "reading-letter2" 
    =visual-location> 
        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        foe-letter 
    ?visual> 
        state       free 
    =imaginal> 
        ISA         foe-letters-type 
==> 
    =goal> 
        state       "encoding-letter2" 
    =imaginal> 
    +visual> 
        ISA         move-attention 
        screen-pos  =visual-location 
) 
 
(p encode-second-letter 
    =goal> 
        ISA         read-foe-letters-type 
        state       "encoding-letter2" 
    =visual> 
        ISA         visual-object 
        value       =letter 
    =imaginal> 
        ISA         foe-letters-type 
==> 
    =goal> 
        state       "reading-letter3" 
    =imaginal> 
        letter2     =letter 
    +visual-location> 
        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        foe-letter 
        > screen-x  600 ;third letter at (605 375) 
) 
 
(p attend-third-letter 
    =goal> 
        ISA         read-foe-letters-type 
        state       "reading-letter3" 
    =visual-location> 
        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        foe-letter 
    ?visual> 
        state       free 
    =imaginal> 
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        ISA         foe-letters-type 
==> 
    =goal> 
        state       "encoding-letter3" 
    =imaginal> 
    +visual> 
        ISA         move-attention 
        screen-pos  =visual-location 
) 
 
(p encode-third-letter 
    =goal> 
        ISA         read-foe-letters-type 
        state       "encoding-letter3" 
    =visual> 
        ISA         visual-object 
        value       =letter 
    =imaginal> 
        ISA         foe-letters-type 
==> 
    =goal> 
        state       "rehearsal1" 
    =imaginal> 
        letter3     =letter 
    -imaginal> 
) 
 
(p first-rehearsal 
    =goal> 
        ISA         read-foe-letters-type 
        state       "rehearsal1" 
    ?retrieval> 
        state       free 
    ?imaginal> 
        buffer      empty 
==> 
    +retrieval> 
        ISA         foe-letters-type 
    =goal> 
        state       "retrieving1" 
) 
 
(p first-recall 
    =goal> 
        ISA         read-foe-letters-type 
        state       "retrieving1" 
    =retrieval> 
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        ISA         foe-letters-type 
==> 
    =goal> 
        state       "rehearsal2" 
) 
 
(p second-rehearsal 
    =goal> 
        ISA         read-foe-letters-type 
        state       "rehearsal2" 
    ?retrieval> 
        state       free 
==> 
    +retrieval> 
        ISA         foe-letters-type 
    =goal> 
        state       "retrieving2" 
) 
 
(p second-recall 
    =goal> 
        ISA         read-foe-letters-type 
        state       "retrieving2" 
    =retrieval> 
        ISA         foe-letters-type 
==> 
    =goal> 
        state       "rehearsal3" 
) 
 
(p third-rehearsal 
    =goal> 
        ISA         read-foe-letters-type 
        state       "rehearsal3" 
    ?retrieval> 
        state       free 
==> 
    +retrieval> 
        ISA         foe-letters-type 
    =goal> 
        state       "retrieving3" 
) 
 
(p third-recall 
    =goal> 
        ISA         read-foe-letters-type 
        state       "retrieving3" 
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    =retrieval> 
        ISA         foe-letters-type 
==> 
    =goal> 
        state       "done-reading" 
) 
 
(p start-sim 
    =goal> 
        ISA         read-foe-letters-type 
        state       "done-reading" 
==> 
    +goal> 
        ISA         fly-ship 
        state       "begin" 
    !safe-eval!     (start-sim) 
) 
 
(p begin-flying 
    =goal> 
        ISA         fly-ship 
        state       "begin" 
==> 
    =goal> 
        state       "look-for-ship" 
    +visual-location> 
        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        ship   
) 
 
(p find-ship 
    =goal> 
        ISA         fly-ship 
        state       "look-for-ship" 
    =visual-location> 
        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        ship 
        screen-x    =x 
        screen-y    =y 
    ?visual> 
        state       free 
==> 
    =goal> 
        state       "track-the-ship" 
        posx        =x 
        posy        =y 
    +visual> 
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        ISA         move-attention 
        screen-pos  =visual-location 
) 
 
(p track-ship 
    =goal> 
        ISA         fly-ship 
        state       "track-the-ship" 
    =visual> 
        ISA         ship 
==> 
    =goal> 
        state       "standard-flight-pattern" 
 
;Causing vis-loc buffer to always be full, disallowing 
buffer stuffing 
   +visual> 
       ISA         start-tracking 
 
) 
 
#|(p mine-error-visloc 
   =goal> 
       ISA         handle-mine 
   ?visual-location> 
       state       error 
==> 
   -goal> 
   +goal> 
       ISA         fly-ship 
       state       "ship-destroyed" 
   +visual-location> 
       ISA         visual-location 
       kind        ship 
)|# 
 
#|(p mine-error-visual 
   =goal> 
       ISA         handle-mine 
   ?visual> 
       state       error 
==> 
   -goal> 
   +visual> 
       ISA         clear 
   +goal> 
       ISA         fly-ship 
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       state       "ship-destroyed" 
   +visual-location> 
       ISA         visual-location 
       kind        ship 
)|# 
 
#|(p mine-error-visual-2 ;shouldn't happen, but... 
   =goal> 
       ISA         handle-mine 
       state       "track-mine" 
   =visual-location> 
       ISA         visual-location 
       kind        ship 
==> 
   -goal> 
   +visual> 
       ISA         clear 
   +goal> 
       ISA         fly-ship 
       state       "track-the-ship" 
    +visual> 
        ISA         move-attention 
        screen-pos  =visual-location 
)|# 
 
;(p ship-error-visloc 
;   =goal> 
;       ISA         fly-ship 
;   ?visual-location> 
;       state       error 
;==> 
;   =goal> 
;       state       ship-destroyed 
;   +visual-location> 
;       ISA         visual-location 
;       kind        ship 
;) 
 
#|(p ship-error-visual 
   =goal> 
       ISA         fly-ship 
   ?visual> 
       state       error 
==> 
   +visual> 
       ISA         clear 
   =goal> 
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       state       "ship-destroyed" 
   +visual-location> 
       ISA         visual-location 
       kind        ship 
)|# 
 
#|(p should-be-looking-at-ship 
   =goal> 
       ISA        fly-ship 
   =visual-location> 
       ISA        visual-location 
       - kind     ship 
==> 
   +visual> 
       ISA        clear 
   +visual-location> 
       ISA        visual-location 
       kind       ship 
   =goal> 
       state      "ship-destroyed" 
)|# 
 
(p ship-destroyed-during-flight 
   =goal> 
       ISA        fly-ship 
   =imaginal> 
       ISA        symbol-record 
       = ship-exist 0 
==> 
   =goal> 
       state      "ship-destroyed" 
   +visual> 
       ISA        clear 
   +visual-location> 
       ISA        visual-location 
       kind       ship 
) 
 
(p ship-destroyed-during-mine 
   =goal> 
       ISA        handle-mine 
   =imaginal> 
       ISA        symbol-record 
       = ship-exist 0 
==> 
   +goal> 
       ISA        fly-ship 
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       state      "ship-destroyed" 
   +visual> 
       ISA        clear 
   +visual-location> 
       ISA        visual-location 
       kind       ship 
) 
 
(p ship-destroyed-during-bonus 
   =goal> 
       ISA        handle-bonus 
   =imaginal> 
       ISA        symbol-record 
       = ship-exist 0 
==> 
   +goal> 
       ISA        fly-ship 
       state      "ship-destroyed" 
   +visual> 
       ISA        clear 
   +visual-location> 
       ISA        visual-location 
       kind       ship 
) 
 
(p ship-destroyed-keep-looking 
   =goal> 
       ISA        fly-ship 
       state      "ship-destroyed" 
   ?visual-location> 
       state      error 
==> 
   =goal> 
   +visual-location> 
       ISA         visual-location 
       kind        ship 
) 
 
(p ship-destroyed-and-found 
   =goal> 
       ISA        fly-ship 
       state      "ship-destroyed" 
    =visual-location> 
        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        ship 
        screen-x    =x 
        screen-y    =y 
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    ?visual> 
        state       free 
==> 
    =goal> 
        state       "track-the-ship" 
        posx        =x 
        posy        =y 
    +visual> 
        ISA         move-attention 
        screen-pos  =visual-location 
) 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
;;STANDARD-FLIGHT PRODUCTIONS;; 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
;;Depending on position and velocity, turn and thrust ship 
to stay in  circle facing the fortress 
 
; (p find-ship-within-fly-ship-goal 
;     =goal> 
;         ISA         fly-ship 
;     =visual-location> 
;         ISA         visual-location 
;         kind        ship 
;     ?visual> 
;         buffer      empty 
; ==>    
;     =goal> 
;         state       track-the-ship 
;     +visual> 
;         ISA         move-attention 
;         screen-pos  =visual-location  
; ) 
;  
; (p find-ship-within-handle-mine-goal 
;     =goal> 
;         ISA         handle-mine 
;     =visual-location> 
;         ISA         visual-location 
;         kind        ship 
;     ?visual> 
;         buffer      empty 
; ==>    
;     -goal> 
;     +goal> 
;         ISA         fly-ship 
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;         state       track-the-ship 
;     +visual> 
;         ISA         move-attention 
;         screen-pos  =visual-location  
; ) 
;  
; (p find-ship-within-handle-bonus-goal 
;     =goal> 
;         ISA         handle-bonus 
;     =visual-location> 
;         ISA         visual-location 
;         kind        ship 
;     ?visual> 
;         buffer      empty 
; ==>    
;     -goal> 
;     +goal> 
;         ISA         fly-ship 
;         state       track-the-ship 
;     +visual> 
;         ISA         move-attention 
;         screen-pos  =visual-location  
; ) 
 
(p start-initial-thrust 
    =goal> 
        ISA         fly-ship 
        state       "standard-flight-pattern" 
    =visual> 
        ISA         ship 
        = vel       0 
==> 
    +manual> 
        ; ISA         press-key 
        ; key         s ;prevents hand from moving, sends a 
"w" to the game 
        ISA         hold-key 
        hand        left 
        finger      middle 
    +temporal> 
        ISA         time ;start the "counter" for in-
between-shots 
    =goal> 
        state       "initial-thrust" 
) 
 
(p start-initial-thrust-nil 
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    =goal> 
        ISA         fly-ship 
        state       "standard-flight-pattern" 
    =visual> 
        ISA         ship 
        = vel       nil 
==> 
    +manual> 
        ; ISA         press-key 
        ; key         s ;prevents hand from moving, sends a 
"w" to the game 
        ISA         hold-key 
        hand        left 
        finger      middle 
    +temporal> 
        ISA         time ;start the "counter" for in-
between-shots 
    =goal> 
        state       "initial-thrust" 
) 
 
(p stop-initial-thrust 
    =goal> 
        ISA         fly-ship 
        state       "initial-thrust" 
    =temporal> 
        ISA         time 
        > ticks     7 
==> 
    +manual> 
        ISA         release-key 
        hand        left 
        finger      middle 
    +temporal> 
        ISA         time 
    =goal> 
        state       "start-initial-turn" 
) 
 
(p start-initial-turn 
    =goal> 
        ISA         fly-ship 
        state       "start-initial-turn" 
    ?manual> 
        processor   free 
==> 
    =goal> 
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        state       "initial-turn" 
    +manual> 
        ISA         hold-key 
        hand        left 
        finger      index 
    +temporal> 
        ISA         time 
) 
 
(p stop-initial-turn 
    =goal> 
        ISA         fly-ship 
        state       "initial-turn" 
    =temporal> 
        ISA         time 
        > ticks     16 
==> 
    +manual> 
        ISA         release-key 
        hand        left 
        finger      index 
    +temporal> 
        ISA         time 
    =goal> 
        state       "standard-flight-pattern" 
) 
 
(p hold-right-in-circle 
    =goal> 
        ISA         fly-ship 
        state       "standard-flight-pattern" 
    =visual> 
        ISA         ship 
        >= orient-diff   190 
        - vel     0 
        > fortress-distance 95;90 
        < fortress-distance 190;210 
    ?finger-check> 
        left-index  free 
==> 
    +manual> 
        ISA         hold-key 
        hand        left 
        finger      index 
) 
 
(p release-right-in-circle 
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    =goal> 
        ISA         fly-ship 
        state       "standard-flight-pattern" 
    =visual> 
        ISA         ship 
        < orient-diff   190 
        >= orient-diff  182 
        - vel     0 
        > fortress-distance 95;90 
        < fortress-distance 190;210 
    ?finger-check> 
        left-index  busy 
==> 
    +manual> 
        ISA         release-key 
        hand        left 
        finger      index 
) 
 
(p tap-right-in-circle 
    =goal> 
        ISA         fly-ship 
        state       "standard-flight-pattern" 
    =visual> 
        ISA         ship 
        > orient-diff   182; 185 
        <= orient-diff 190 
        - vel     0 
        > fortress-distance 95;90 ;95 ;88 
        < fortress-distance 190;210 ;180 
;     ?manual> 
;        processor       free 
    ?finger-check> 
        left-index  free 
==> 
    +manual> 
        ;ISA         press-key 
        ;key         d 
        ISA         delayed-punch 
        hand        left 
        finger      index 
) 
 
(p turn-left-in-circle 
    =goal> 
        ISA         fly-ship 
        state       "standard-flight-pattern" 
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    =visual> 
        ISA         ship 
        < orient-diff   162; 185 
        - vel     0 
        > fortress-distance 95;90 ;95 ;88 
        < fortress-distance 190;210 ;180 
;     ?manual> 
;        processor       free 
    ?finger-check> 
        left-ring   free 
==> 
    +manual> 
        ;ISA         press-key 
        ;key         a 
        ISA         delayed-punch 
        hand        left 
        finger      ring 
) 
 
(p thrust-in-circle 
    =goal> 
        ISA         fly-ship 
        state       "standard-flight-pattern" 
    =visual> 
        ISA         ship 
        - vel       0 
        ;< vel       2 ;NEW 
        > vel-diff  275 
        > fortress-distance 95;90 ;95  
        < fortress-distance 175;210 ;180 
        > orient-diff 185  
     ;?manual> 
     ;    processor  free 
     ?finger-check> 
        left-middle free 
==> 
    +manual> 
        ;ISA         press-key 
        ;key         s  ;prevents hand from moving - sends 
a "w" to the game 
        ISA         delayed-punch 
        hand        left 
        finger      middle 
) 
 
(p tap-right-outside-circle 
   =goal> 
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     ISA    fly-ship 
     state  "standard-flight-pattern" 
   =visual> 
     ISA    ship 
     - vel  0 
     >= fortress-distance 190;210 ;180 
     >= des-diff 180 
     <= des-diff 355 
   ?finger-check> 
     left-index  free 
==> 
   +manual> 
     ISA         delayed-punch 
     hand        left 
     finger      index 
) 
 
#|(p hold-right-outside-circle 
   =goal> 
     ISA    fly-ship 
     state  "standard-flight-pattern" 
   =visual> 
     ISA    ship 
     - vel  0 
     >= fortress-distance 210 
     > des-diff 225 
     <= des-diff 355 
   ?finger-check> 
     left-index  free 
==> 
   +manual> 
     ISA         hold-key 
     hand        left 
     finger      index 
) 
 
(p release-right-outside-circle 
   =goal> 
     ISA    fly-ship 
     state  "standard-flight-pattern" 
   =visual> 
     ISA    ship 
     - vel  0 
     >= fortress-distance 210 
     <= des-diff 225 
   ?finger-check> 
     left-index  busy 
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==> 
   +manual> 
     ISA         release-key 
     hand        left 
     finger      index 
)|# 
 
(p turn-left-outside-circle 
   =goal> 
     ISA    fly-ship 
     state  "standard-flight-pattern" 
   =visual> 
     ISA    ship 
     - vel  0 
     >= fortress-distance 190;210 ;180 
     < des-diff 180 
     >= des-diff 5 
   ?finger-check> 
     left-ring  free 
==> 
   +manual> 
     ISA         delayed-punch 
     hand        left 
     finger      ring 
) 
 
(p thrust-outside-circle-1 
   =goal> 
     ISA    fly-ship 
     state  "standard-flight-pattern" 
   =visual> 
     ISA    ship 
     - vel  0 
     >= fortress-distance 175;210 ;180 
     < des-diff 360 
     > des-diff 355 
     > vel-accuracy 20 ;acts as speed limit - don't thrust 
if we're moving close enough in the desired direction 
   ?finger-check> 
     left-middle  free 
==> 
   +manual> 
     ISA         delayed-punch 
     hand        left 
     finger      middle 
) 
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(p thrust-outside-circle-2 
   =goal> 
     ISA    fly-ship 
     state  "standard-flight-pattern" 
   =visual> 
     ISA    ship 
     - vel  0 
     >= fortress-distance 175;210 ;180 
     >= des-diff 0 
     < des-diff 5 
     > vel-accuracy 20 
   ?finger-check> 
     left-middle  free 
==> 
   +manual> 
     ISA         delayed-punch 
     hand        left 
     finger      middle 
) 
 
#|(p turn-right-too-close 
    =goal> 
        ISA         fly-ship 
        state       "standard-flight-pattern" 
    =visual> 
        ISA         ship 
        > orient-diff   182; 185 
        - vel     0 
        < fortress-distance 95 ;88 
     ;?manual> 
     ;   processor       free 
    ?finger-check> 
        left-index  free 
==> 
    +manual> 
        ;ISA         press-key 
        ;key         d 
        ISA         delayed-punch 
        hand        left 
        finger      index 
) 
 
(p thrust-too-close 
    =goal> 
        ISA         fly-ship 
        state       "standard-flight-pattern" 
    =visual> 
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        ISA         ship 
        - vel       0 
        > vel-diff  270 ;288 ;276.3 
        < fortress-distance 95 ;70 ;88 
        > orient-diff 195 ;don't want to thrust into the 
fortress 
     ;?manual> 
     ;    processor  free 
     ?finger-check> 
        left-middle free 
==> 
    +manual> 
        ;ISA         press-key 
        ;key         s  ;prevents hand from moving - sends 
a "w" to the game 
        ISA         delayed-punch 
        hand        left 
        finger      middle 
)|# 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
;;FIRE ON FORTRESS;; 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
(p fire 
    =goal> 
        ISA         fly-ship 
        state       "standard-flight-pattern" 
    =visual> 
        ISA         ship 
        > orient-diff 176 
        < orient-diff 184 
        < fortress-distance 180 
        = fortress-exist    1 
        < vlner         10 
    ?finger-check> 
        left-thumb  free 
    =temporal> 
        ISA         time 
        > ticks     16 ;16 works but seems excessively fast 
==> 
    +manual> 
        ISA         delayed-punch 
        hand        left 
        finger      thumb 
    +temporal> 
        ISA         time 
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) 
 
(p fire-first-of-second 
        =goal> 
            ISA         fly-ship 
            state       "standard-flight-pattern" 
        =visual> 
            ISA         ship 
            > orient-diff 176 
            < orient-diff 184 
            < fortress-distance 180 
            = fortress-exist    1 
            >= vlner        10 
        ?finger-check> 
            left-thumb  free 
        =temporal> 
            ISA         time 
            > ticks     12 
    ==> 
        +manual> 
            ISA         delayed-punch 
            hand        left 
            finger      thumb 
        =goal> 
            state       "fire-again" 
) 
 
(p fire-second-of-second 
    =goal> 
        ISA         fly-ship 
        state       "fire-again" 
    ?finger-check> 
        left-thumb  free 
==> 
    +manual> 
        ISA         delayed-punch 
        hand        left 
        finger      thumb 
    =goal> 
        state       "standard-flight-pattern" 
    +temporal> 
        ISA         time 
) 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
;;HANDLE MINE PRODUCTIONS;; 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
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(p see-new-mine 
    =goal> 
        ISA         fly-ship 
        state       "standard-flight-pattern" 
    =imaginal> 
        ISA         symbol-record 
        = mine-exist 1 
;    =visual> 
;        ISA         ship 
;        = mine-exist 1 
    ?finger-check> 
        left-index  free 
        left-middle free 
        left-ring   free 
==> 
    +visual> 
        ISA         clear ;stop tracking 
    +visual-location> 
        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        iff 
    +goal> 
        ISA         handle-mine 
        state       "find-iff" 
    +retrieval> 
        ISA         foe-letters-type 
        - letter1   nil 
        - letter2   nil 
        - letter3   nil 
    !safe-eval! (model-output "Noticed a mine") 
) 
 
(p see-new-mine-release-thrust 
    =goal> 
        ISA         fly-ship 
        state       "standard-flight-pattern" 
    =imaginal> 
        ISA         symbol-record 
        = mine-exist 1 
    ?finger-check> 
        left-middle  busy 
==> 
    +manual> 
        ISA         release-key 
        hand        left 
        finger      middle 
) 
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(p see-new-mine-release-right 
    =goal> 
        ISA         fly-ship 
        state       "standard-flight-pattern" 
    =imaginal> 
        ISA         symbol-record 
        = mine-exist 1 
    ?finger-check> 
        left-index  busy 
==> 
    +manual> 
        ISA         release-key 
        hand        left 
        finger      index 
) 
 
(p see-new-mine-release-left 
    =goal> 
        ISA         fly-ship 
        state       "standard-flight-pattern" 
    =imaginal> 
        ISA         symbol-record 
        = mine-exist 1 
    ?finger-check> 
        left-ring   busy 
==> 
    +manual> 
        ISA         release-key 
        hand        left 
        finger      ring 
) 
 
(p attend-iff 
    =goal> 
       ISA          handle-mine 
       state        "find-iff" 
   =visual-location> 
       ISA          visual-location 
       kind         iff 
==> 
    +visual> 
        ISA         move-attention 
        screen-pos  =visual-location 
    =goal> 
        state       "encode-iff" 
) 
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(p encode-iff 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-mine 
        state       "encode-iff" 
    =visual> 
        ISA         visual-object 
        value       =tag 
==> 
    =goal> 
        iff         =tag 
        state       "set-letters" 
    +visual-location> ;look at mine right away while 
waiting for retrieval 
        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        mine 
) 
 
(p attend-mine-waiting-for-retrieval 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-mine 
        state       "set-letters" 
    ?retrieval> 
        buffer      empty 
    =visual-location> 
        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        mine 
    =visual> 
        ISA         game-object 
        - kind      mine 
==> 
    =goal> 
    +visual> 
        ISA         move-attention 
        screen-pos  =visual-location 
) 
 
(p attend-mine-waiting-for-retrieval-2 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-mine 
        state       "set-letters" 
    ?retrieval> 
        buffer      empty 
    =visual-location> 
        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        mine 
    ?visual> 
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        buffer      empty 
==> 
    =goal> 
    +visual> 
        ISA         move-attention 
        screen-pos  =visual-location 
) 
 
(p hold-left-waiting-for-retrieval 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-mine 
        state       "set-letters" 
    ?retrieval> 
        buffer      empty 
    =visual> 
        ISA         mine 
        > mine-angle-diff 180 
        < mine-angle-diff 315 
    ?finger-check> 
        left-ring   free 
==> 
    =goal> 
    +manual> 
        ISA         hold-key 
        hand        left 
        finger      ring 
) 
 
(p hold-right-waiting-for-retrieval 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-mine 
        state       "set-letters" 
    ?retrieval> 
        buffer      empty 
    =visual> 
        ISA         mine 
        <= mine-angle-diff 180 
        > mine-angle-diff 45 
    ?finger-check> 
        left-index  free 
==> 
    =goal> 
    +manual> 
        ISA         hold-key 
        hand        left 
        finger      index 
) 
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(p release-left-waiting-for-retrieval 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-mine 
        state       "set-letters" 
    =visual> 
        ISA         mine 
        >= mine-angle-diff 315 
    ?finger-check> 
        left-ring   busy 
==> 
    =goal> 
    +manual> 
        ISA         release-key 
        hand        left 
        finger      ring 
) 
 
(p release-right-waiting-for-retrieval 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-mine 
        state       "set-letters" 
    =visual> 
        ISA         mine 
        <= mine-angle-diff 45 
    ?finger-check> 
        left-index  busy 
==> 
    =goal> 
    +manual> 
        ISA         release-key 
        hand        left 
        finger      index 
) 
 
(p tap-left-waiting-for-retrieval 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-mine 
        state       "set-letters" 
    ?retrieval> 
        buffer      empty 
    =visual> 
        ISA         mine 
        >= mine-angle-diff 315 
        < mine-angle-diff 345 
    ?finger-check> 
        left-ring   free 
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==> 
    =goal> 
    +manual> 
        ISA         delayed-punch 
        hand        left 
        finger      ring 
) 
 
(p tap-right-waiting-for-retrieval 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-mine 
        state       "set-letters" 
    ?retrieval> 
        buffer      empty 
    =visual> 
        ISA         mine 
        <= mine-angle-diff 45 
        > mine-angle-diff 15 
    ?finger-check> 
        left-index  free 
==> 
    =goal> 
    +manual> 
        ISA         delayed-punch 
        hand        left 
        finger      index 
) 
 
(p set-mine-letters 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-mine 
        state       "set-letters" 
    =retrieval> 
        ISA         foe-letters-type 
        letter1     =l1 
        letter2     =l2 
        letter3     =l3 
==> 
    =goal> 
        state       "determine-friend-or-foe" 
        letter1     =l1 
        letter2     =l2 
        letter3     =l3 
    +manual> 
        ISA         release-key 
        hand        left 
        finger      index 
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    +manual> 
        ISA         release-key 
        hand        left 
        finger      ring 
) 
 
(p mine-is-a-friend 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-mine 
        state       "determine-friend-or-foe" 
        iff         =tag 
        - letter1   =tag 
        - letter2   =tag 
        - letter3   =tag 
==> 
    !safe-eval!     (model-output "Mine is a friend") 
    =goal> 
        state       "find-mine" 
    +visual-location> 
        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        mine 
) 
 
(p mine-is-a-foe-1 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-mine 
        state       "determine-friend-or-foe" 
        iff         =tag 
        = letter1   =tag 
==> 
    !safe-eval!     (model-output "Mine is a foe") 
    =goal> 
        state       "tag-mine" 
) 
 
(p mine-is-a-foe-2 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-mine 
        state       "determine-friend-or-foe" 
        iff         =tag 
        = letter2   =tag 
==> 
    !safe-eval!     (model-output "Mine is a foe") 
    =goal> 
        state       "tag-mine" 
) 
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(p mine-is-a-foe-3 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-mine 
        state       "determine-friend-or-foe" 
        iff         =tag 
        = letter3   =tag 
==> 
    !safe-eval!     (model-output "Mine is a foe") 
    =goal> 
        state       "tag-mine" 
) 
 
(p first-intrvl-tag 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-mine 
        state       "tag-mine" 
==> 
    +manual> 
        ISA         delayed-punch 
        hand        right 
        finger      index 
    +temporal> 
        ISA         time 
    =goal> 
        state       "intrvl" 
) 
 
(p second-intrvl-tag 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-mine 
        state       "intrvl" 
    =temporal> 
        ISA         time 
        >= ticks     12 
==> 
    +manual> 
        ISA         delayed-punch 
        hand        right 
        finger      index 
    +temporal> 
        ISA         time 
    =goal> 
        state       "find-mine" 
    +visual-location> 
        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        mine 
) 
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(p attend-mine 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-mine 
        state       "find-mine" 
    =visual-location> 
        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        mine 
==> 
    =visual-location> ;sometimes clears visual along with 
itself, preventing track-mine 
    +visual> 
        ISA         move-attention 
        screen-pos  =visual-location 
    =goal> 
        state       "track-mine" 
) 
 
(p track-mine 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-mine 
        state       "track-mine" 
    =visual> 
        ISA         mine 
==> 
    +visual> 
        ISA         start-tracking 
    =goal> 
        state       "shoot-mine" 
) 
 
(p tap-right-to-face-mine 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-mine 
        state       "shoot-mine" 
    =visual> 
        ISA         mine 
         <= mine-angle-diff 180 
         > mine-angle-diff 12 
    ?finger-check> 
        left-index  free 
==> 
    +manual> 
        ISA         delayed-punch 
        hand        left 
        finger      index 
) 
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(p hold-right-to-face-mine 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-mine 
        state       "shoot-mine" 
    =visual> 
        ISA         mine 
         <= mine-angle-diff 180 
         > mine-angle-diff 24 
    ?finger-check> 
        left-index  free 
==> 
    +manual> 
        ISA         hold-key 
        hand        left 
        finger      index 
) 
 
(p release-right-to-face-mine 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-mine 
        state       "shoot-mine" 
    =visual> 
        ISA         mine 
         >= mine-angle-diff 12 
         <= mine-angle-diff 24 
    ?finger-check> 
        left-index  busy 
==> 
    +manual> 
        ISA         release-key 
        hand        left 
        finger      index 
) 
 
(p tap-left-to-face-mine 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-mine 
        state       "shoot-mine" 
    =visual> 
        ISA         mine 
         > mine-angle-diff 180 
         < mine-angle-diff 192 
    ?finger-check> 
        left-ring   free 
==> 
    +manual> 
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        ISA         delayed-punch 
        hand        left 
        finger      ring 
) 
 
(p hold-left-to-face-mine 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-mine 
        state       "shoot-mine" 
    =visual> 
        ISA         mine 
         >= mine-angle-diff 192 
         < mine-angle-diff 348 
    ?finger-check> 
        left-ring   free 
==> 
    +manual> 
        ISA         hold-key 
        hand        left 
        finger      ring 
) 
 
(p release-left-to-face-mine 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-mine 
        state       "shoot-mine" 
    =visual> 
        ISA         mine 
         >= mine-angle-diff 180 
         < mine-angle-diff 192 
    ?finger-check> 
        left-ring   busy 
==> 
    +manual> 
        ISA         release-key 
        hand        left 
        finger      ring 
) 
 
(p shoot-mine-over 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-mine 
        state       "shoot-mine" 
    =visual> 
        ISA         mine 
         > mine-angle-diff 348 
         < mine-distance 180 
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    ?finger-check> 
        left-thumb  free 
==> 
    +manual> 
        ISA         delayed-punch 
        hand        left 
        finger      thumb 
#|    +goal> 
        ISA         fly-ship 
        state       "look-for-ship" 
    +visual> 
        ISA         clear 
    +visual-location> 
        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        ship   
|# 
    =goal> 
        state       "find-mine" 
) 
 
(p shoot-mine-under 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-mine 
        state       "shoot-mine" 
    =visual> 
        ISA         mine 
         < mine-angle-diff 12 
         < mine-distance 180 
    ?finger-check> 
        left-thumb  free 
==> 
    +manual> 
        ISA         delayed-punch 
        hand        left 
        finger      thumb 
#|    +goal> 
        ISA         fly-ship 
        state       "look-for-ship" 
    +visual> 
        ISA         clear 
    +visual-location> 
        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        ship     
|#  
    =goal> 
        state       "find-mine" 
) 
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(p mine-is-gone 
    =goal> 
        ISA          handle-mine 
    =imaginal> 
        ISA          symbol-record 
        = mine-exist 0 
==> 
    +goal> 
        ISA         fly-ship 
        state       "look-for-ship" 
    +visual> 
        ISA         clear 
    +visual-location> 
        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        ship      
) 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
;;HANDLE BONUS SYMBOL PRODUCTIONS;; 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
(p see-new-bonus-during-flight 
     =goal> 
         ISA         fly-ship 
         state       "standard-flight-pattern" 
     =imaginal> 
         ISA         symbol-record 
         = bonus-exist 1 
         = symbol-attended "not-attended" 
     ?finger-check> 
         left-index  free 
         left-middle free 
         left-ring   free 
==> 
     +visual> 
         ISA         clear ;stop tracking 
     +visual-location> 
         ISA         visual-location 
         kind        bonus 
     +goal> 
         ISA         handle-bonus 
         state       "find-bonus" 
     =imaginal> 
         last-goal   "ship" 
         symbol-attended "attended" ;reset in device 
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     !safe-eval! (model-output "Noticed a symbol during 
flight")     
) 
 
(p see-new-bonus-during-flight-release-thrust 
     =goal> 
         ISA         fly-ship 
         state       "standard-flight-pattern" 
     =imaginal> 
         ISA         symbol-record 
         = bonus-exist 1 
         = symbol-attended "not-attended" 
     ?finger-check> 
         left-middle busy 
==> 
     +manual> 
         ISA         release-key 
         hand        left 
         finger      middle 
) 
 
(p see-new-bonus-during-flight-release-right 
     =goal> 
         ISA         fly-ship 
         state       "standard-flight-pattern" 
     =imaginal> 
         ISA         symbol-record 
         = bonus-exist 1 
         = symbol-attended "not-attended" 
     ?finger-check> 
         left-index  busy 
==> 
     +manual> 
         ISA         release-key 
         hand        left 
         finger      index 
) 
 
(p see-new-bonus-during-flight-release-left 
     =goal> 
         ISA         fly-ship 
         state       "standard-flight-pattern" 
     =imaginal> 
         ISA         symbol-record 
         = bonus-exist 1 
         = symbol-attended "not-attended" 
     ?finger-check> 
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         left-ring   busy 
==> 
     +manual> 
         ISA         release-key 
         hand        left 
         finger      ring 
) 
 
(p see-new-bonus-during-mine 
     =goal> 
         ISA         handle-mine 
         state       "shoot-mine" 
     =imaginal> 
         ISA         symbol-record 
         = bonus-exist 1 
         = symbol-attended "not-attended" 
     ?finger-check> 
         left-index  free 
         left-middle free 
         left-ring   free 
==> 
     +visual> 
         ISA         clear ;stop tracking 
     +visual-location> 
         ISA         visual-location 
         kind        bonus 
     +goal> 
         ISA         handle-bonus 
         state       "find-bonus" 
     =imaginal> 
         last-goal   "mine" 
         symbol-attended "attended" ;reset in device 
     !safe-eval! (model-output "Noticed a symbol during 
mine")   
) 
 
(p see-new-bonus-during-mine-release-thrust 
     =goal> 
         ISA         handle-mine 
         state       "shoot-mine" 
     =imaginal> 
         ISA         symbol-record 
         = bonus-exist 1 
         = symbol-attended "not-attended" 
     ?finger-check> 
         left-middle busy 
==> 
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     +manual> 
         ISA         release-key 
         hand        left 
         finger      middle 
) 
 
(p see-new-bonus-during-mine-release-right 
     =goal> 
         ISA         handle-mine 
         state       "shoot-mine" 
     =imaginal> 
         ISA         symbol-record 
         = bonus-exist 1 
         = symbol-attended "not-attended" 
     ?finger-check> 
         left-index  busy 
==> 
     +manual> 
         ISA         release-key 
         hand        left 
         finger      index 
) 
 
(p see-new-bonus-during-mine-release-left 
     =goal> 
         ISA         handle-mine 
         state       "shoot-mine" 
     =imaginal> 
         ISA         symbol-record 
         = bonus-exist 1 
         = symbol-attended "not-attended" 
     ?finger-check> 
         left-ring   busy 
==> 
     +manual> 
         ISA         release-key 
         hand        left 
         finger      ring 
) 
 
#|(p attend-new-bonus 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-bonus 
        state       "find-bonus" 
    =visual-location> 
        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        bonus 
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==> 
    +visual> 
        ISA         move-attention 
        screen-pos  =visual-location 
    =goal> 
        state       "encode-bonus" 
)|# 
 
(p encode-non-bonus-not-expecting 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-bonus 
        state       "find-bonus" 
    =visual-location> 
        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        bonus 
        value       =symbol 
        - value     "$" 
    =imaginal> 
        ISA         symbol-record 
        state       "not-expecting-bonus" 
==> 
    =goal> 
        state       "return" 
    !safe-eval! (model-output "Was ~A, not a bonus" 
=symbol) 
) 
 
(p encode-non-bonus-expecting 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-bonus 
        state       "find-bonus" 
    =visual-location> 
        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        bonus 
        value       =symbol 
        - value     "$" 
    =imaginal> 
        ISA         symbol-record 
        state       "expecting-bonus" 
==> 
    =imaginal> 
        state       "not-expecting-bonus" 
    =goal> 
        state       "return" 
    !safe-eval! (model-output "Symbol was ~A, so longer 
expecting bonus" =symbol) 
) 
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(p encode-bonus-not-expecting 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-bonus 
        state       "find-bonus" 
    =visual-location> 
        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        bonus 
        value       =symbol 
        value       "$" 
    =imaginal> 
        ISA         symbol-record 
        state       "not-expecting-bonus" 
==> 
    =imaginal> 
        state       "expecting-bonus" 
    =goal> 
        state       "return" 
    !safe-eval! (model-output "Now expecting bonus") 
) 
 
(p encode-bonus-expecting 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-bonus 
        state       "find-bonus" 
    =visual-location> 
        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        bonus 
        value       =symbol 
        value       "$" 
    =imaginal> 
        ISA         symbol-record 
        state       "expecting-bonus" 
==> 
    !safe-eval!     (model-output "Bonus available!") 
    =goal> 
        state       "determine-which-bonus" 
    +visual-location> 
        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        vlcty 
) 
 
(p attend-vlcty 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-bonus 
        state       "determine-which-bonus" 
    =visual-location> 
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        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        vlcty 
==> 
    +visual> 
        ISA         move-attention 
        screen-pos  =visual-location 
) 
 
(p vlcty-over-1750 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-bonus 
        state       "determine-which-bonus" 
    =visual> 
        ISA         vlcty 
        >= value    1750 
    =imaginal> 
        ISA         symbol-record 
==> 
    +manual> 
        ISA         delayed-punch 
        hand        right 
        finger      ring ;close to end of game, take points 
    =goal> 
        state       "return" 
    =imaginal> 
        state       "not-expecting-bonus" 
    !safe-eval! (model-output "Taking PNTS because it's 
close to the end") 
) 
 
(p vlcty-under-1750 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-bonus 
        state       "determine-which-bonus" 
    =visual> 
        ISA         vlcty 
        < value     1750 
==> 
    +visual-location> 
        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        shots 
    !safe-eval! (model-output "Not close to end, need to 
base bonus decision on number of shots left") 
) 
 
(p attend-shots 
    =goal> 
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        ISA         handle-bonus 
        state       "determine-which-bonus" 
    =visual-location> 
        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        shots 
==> 
    +visual> 
        ISA         move-attention 
        screen-pos  =visual-location 
) 
 
(p shots-under-50 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-bonus 
        state       "determine-which-bonus" 
    =visual> 
        ISA         shots   
        <= value    50   
    =imaginal> 
        ISA         symbol-record 
==> 
    +manual> 
        ISA         delayed-punch 
        hand        right 
        finger      middle ;low on shots, need more 
missiles 
    =goal> 
        state       "return" 
    =imaginal> 
        state       "not-expecting-bonus" 
    !safe-eval! (model-output "Low on missiles and not near 
end - taking SHOTS") 
) 
 
(p shots-over-50 
    =goal> 
        ISA         handle-bonus 
        state       "determine-which-bonus" 
    =visual> 
        ISA         shots   
        > value     50   
    =imaginal> 
        ISA         symbol-record 
==> 
    +manual> 
        ISA         delayed-punch 
        hand        right 
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        finger      ring ;have enough missiles, take points 
    =goal> 
        state       "return" 
    =imaginal> 
        state       "not-expecting-bonus" 
    !safe-eval! (model-output "Have enough missiles - 
taking PNTS") 
) 
 
(p bonus-return-to-ship 
    =goal> 
        ISA          handle-bonus 
        state        "return" 
    =imaginal> 
        ISA          symbol-record 
        = last-goal  "ship" 
==> 
    +goal> 
        ISA          fly-ship 
        state        "look-for-ship" 
    +visual> 
        ISA          clear 
    +visual-location> 
        ISA          visual-location 
        kind         ship 
) 
 
(p bonus-return-to-mine 
    =goal> 
        ISA          handle-bonus 
        state        "return" 
    =imaginal> 
        ISA          symbol-record 
        = last-goal  "mine" 
==> 
    +goal> 
        ISA          handle-mine 
        state        "find-mine" 
    +visual> 
        ISA          clear 
    +visual-location> 
        ISA          visual-location 
        kind         mine 
) 
 
(p bonus-is-gone 
    =goal> 
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        ISA          handle-bonus 
    =imaginal> 
        ISA          symbol-record 
        = bonus-exist 0 
==> 
    +goal> 
        ISA         fly-ship 
        state       "look-for-ship" 
    +visual> 
        ISA         clear 
    +visual-location> 
        ISA         visual-location 
        kind        ship      
) 
 
;(spp mine-error-visloc :u 3) 
;(spp mine-error-visual :u 3) 
;(spp ship-error-visloc :u 3) 
;(spp ship-error-visual :u 3) 
(spp release-left-waiting-for-retrieval :u 3) 
(spp release-right-waiting-for-retrieval :u 3) 
(spp see-new-bonus-during-flight :u 3) 
(spp see-new-bonus-during-mine :u 3) 
(spp ship-destroyed-during-flight :u 5) 
(spp ship-destroyed-during-mine :u 5) 
(spp ship-destroyed-during-bonus :u 5) 
(spp see-new-mine :u 3) 
(spp mine-is-gone :u 4) ;if mine and ship are destroyed 
together, ship takes precedence 
(goal-focus read-foe-letters) 
(set-visloc-default isa visual-location kind ship); 
:attended new)  
 
) 
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Appendix B: Key-Press Module Code 

 
;;;  -*- mode: LISP; Syntax: COMMON-LISP;  Base: 10 -*- 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
;;;  
 
;;; Author      : Dan Bothell 
 
;;; Copyright   : (c) 2009 Dan Bothell 
 
;;; Availability: Covered by the GNU LGPL, see LGPL.txt 
 
;;; Address     : Department of Psychology  
 
;;;             : Carnegie Mellon University 
 
;;;             : Pittsburgh, PA 15213-3890 
 
;;;             : db30@andrew.cmu.edu 
 
;;;  
 
;;;  
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
;;;  
 
;;; Filename    : key-press-module.lisp 
 
;;; Version     : 0.9a5 
 
;;;  
 
;;; Description : Module which extends the motor module 
with 2 additional 
 
;;;             : actions for the manual buffer isa hold-
key and isa release-key. 
 
;;;  
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;;; Bugs        :  
 
;;; 
 
;;; To do       : [X] Add some real documentation... 
 
;;;  
 
;;; ----- History ----- 
 
;;; 
 
;;; 2009.03.19 Dan 
 
;;;             : * Moved it from a hack in some other code 
to its own file. 
 
;;; 2009.07.15 Dan 
 
;;;             : * Fixed the bug with the queue-output-
event methods not 
 
;;;             :   using the computed execution time to 
schedule the action. 
 
;;; 2009.10.27 Dan [0.9a3] 
 
;;;             : * Changed the style names to match the 
request so that a 
 
;;;             :   prepare looks "right". 
 
;;;             : * Don't use defstyle now and instead 
create the classes directly 
 
;;;             :   so that I can give them the same style-
name to allow for the 
 
;;;             :   features to be shared between a press 
and the following  
 
;;;             :   release.   
 
;;;             : * In fact, that style is going to be 
:punch since that's 
 
;;;             :   the general basis for these actions. 
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;;;             : * Allow the release to be initiated even 
if the hold hasn't 
 
;;;             :   executed yet -- set the held state at 
request time now. 
 
;;;             :   However, the relased state still 
doesn't clear until execution 
 
;;;             :   so a repeated hold must still delay. 
 
;;;             : * Now, the minimun hold time is 100ms vs 
the previous 300ms. 
 
;;; 2009.11.15 Dan [0.9a4] 
 
;;;             : * Adding a buffer to the module so that 
one can test whether 
 
;;;             :   a finger is down through a query. 
 
;;; 2009.12.08 Dan [0.9a5] 
 
;;;             : * Adding a parameter to allow specifying 
a time while the 
 
;;;             :   finger stays busy after the release 
:key-press-busy-lag. 
 
;;;             :   This requires making a "real" structure 
to hold the module 
 
;;;             :   because it needs to store the table and 
the time. 
 
;;; 2009.12.16 Dan 
 
;;;             : * Added a call to randomize-time in the 
scheduling of the 
 
;;;             :   busy lag. 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
;;; 
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;;; General Docs: 
 
;;;  
 
;;; Adds 2 new motor module actions to give a model the 
ability to hold down  
 
;;; and release a key as separate actions.  These are a 
speculative convenience 
 
;;; at this point. 
 
;;; 
 
;;; It's not really based on any research.  It just uses 
the timing for a punch 
 
;;; and assumes that preparation is shared between a press 
and release (they have 
 
;;; the same top-level style). 
 
;;; 
 
;;; It's also not tied into any of the built-in devices nor 
the "real" keyboard  
 
;;; actions that can be generated using some Lisps by 
default.  The interface 
 
;;; methods must be defined by the user. 
 
;;; 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
;;; 
 
;;; Public API: 
 
;;; 
 
;;;  Adds the new motor actions: 
 
;;; 
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;;;   +manual> 
 
;;;     isa hold-key 
 
;;;     hand { left | right } 
 
;;;     finger { index | middle | ring | pinkie | thumb } 
 
;;; 
 
;;; and  
 
;;; 
 
;;;   +manual> 
 
;;;     isa release-key 
 
;;;     hand { left | right } 
 
;;;     finger { index | middle | ring | pinkie | thumb } 
 
;;; 
 
;;; Those actions call the methods device-hold-finger and 
device-release-finger 
 
;;; with the device, hand, and finger as parameters when 
the action is executed. 
 
;;; 
 
;;; There are no default methods provided, and there's also 
no mapping done for  
 
;;; hand&finger -> key.  If that's needed, then the methods 
will have to get  
 
;;; that from the hand position info from the motor module. 
 
;;; 
 
;;; Adds a buffer called finger-check which responds to 
queries of the form: 
 
;;; 
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;;; <hand>-<finger> { busy | free } 
 
;;; 
 
;;; where hand is either left or right and finger is one of 
index, middle, ring, 
 
;;; pinkie, or thumb. 
 
;;;  
 
;;; The query for busy is true from the point of a request 
being accepted for that 
 
;;; finger until the corresponding release request has been 
handled and executed. 
 
;;; Otherwise busy is nil and free is true. 
 
;;; 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
;;; 
 
;;; Design Choices: 
 
;;;  
 
;;; Uses the timing of a punch action to execute (init time 
+ key closure) and 
 
;;; the finishing time is just twice the init time.  The 
assumption being that 
 
;;; continuing to hold a key won't block other actions as 
long as a down&up  
 
;;; action will.  It's not based on any research so that 
should be considered 
 
;;; before using this extension. 
 
;;; 
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
;;;  
 
;;; The code 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
 
 
#+:packaged-actr (in-package :act-r) 
 
#+(and :clean-actr (not :packaged-actr) :ALLEGRO-IDE) (in-
package :cg-user) 
 
#-(or (not :clean-actr) :packaged-actr :ALLEGRO-IDE) (in-
package :cl-user) 
 
 
 
(defstruct key-press-module 
 
  delay table) 
 
 
 
(defun create-key-press-module (model-name) 
 
  (declare (ignore model-name)) 
 
  (make-key-press-module :table (make-hash-table :size 12 
:test #'equalp))) 
 
 
 
 
 
(defun reset-key-press-module (module) 
 
  (clrhash (key-press-module-table module))) 
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(defun key-press-finger-check (instance buffer-name slot 
value) 
 
  (declare (ignore buffer-name)) 
 
  (case slot 
 
    (state (case value 
 
             (free t) 
 
             (busy nil) 
 
             (error nil))) 
 
    (t 
 
     (let ((key (case slot 
 
                  (left-index '(left index)) 
 
                  (left-middle '(left middle)) 
 
                  (left-ring '(left ring)) 
 
                  (left-pinkie '(left pinkie)) 
 
                  (left-thumb '(left thumb)) 
 
                  (right-index '(right index)) 
 
                  (right-middle '(right middle)) 
 
                  (right-ring '(right ring)) 
 
                  (right-pinkie '(right pinkie)) 
 
                  (right-thumb '(right thumb))))) 
 
       (if (and key (or (eq value 'free) (eq value 'busy))) 
 
           (let ((state (gethash key (key-press-module-
table instance)))) 
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             (or (and (eq value 'busy) state) 
 
                 (and (eq value 'free) (null state)))) 
 
         (print-warning "Invalid finger-check request for 
slot: ~S and value: ~S" slot value)))))) 
 
 
 
 
 
(defun print-finger-check-status () 
 
  (let ((module (get-module :key-press))) 
 
     
 
    (dolist (finger '((left index) (left middle) (left 
ring) (left pinkie) (left thumb) 
 
                      (right index) (right middle) (right 
ring) (right pinkie) (right thumb))) 
 
  (command-output "  ~12a free     : ~S" 
 
                  (format nil "~s-~s" (car finger) (second 
finger)) (null (gethash finger (key-press-module-table 
module))))))) 
 
 
 
 
 
(defun handle-key-press-params (instance param) 
 
   (cond ((consp param) 
 
          (case (car param) 
 
            (:key-press-busy-lag  
 
             (setf (key-press-module-delay instance) (cdr 
param))))) 
 
         (t 
 
          (case param 
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            (:key-press-busy-lag 
 
                (key-press-module-delay instance)))))) 
 
 
 
 
 
(define-module-fct :key-press '((finger-check nil nil 
(left-index left-middle left-ring left-pinkie left-thumb 
 
                                                                  
right-index right-middle right-ring right-pinkie right-
thumb) 
 
                                              print-finger-
check-status)) 
 
  (list 
 
    (define-parameter :key-press-busy-lag 
 
      :valid-test #'posnum 
 
      :warning "a number" 
 
      :default-value 0.05 
 
      :documentation "Time from a release action until the 
finger reports free again.")) 
 
   
 
   :version "0.9a5" 
 
   :documentation "Simple module for tracking keys (just 
fingers right now) being held down" 
 
   :creation 'create-key-press-module 
 
  :reset 'reset-key-press-module  
 
  :params 'handle-key-press-params 
 
  :query 'key-press-finger-check 
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) 
 
 
 
 
 
;; Don't use this because I want the "style name" to be the 
same 
 
;; for the pressing and releasing to avoid extra prep time 
between 
 
;; a press and release of the same finger 
 
;; (defstyle hold-key punch hand finger) 
 
 
 
;; Instead just hack the macroexpand of that... 
 
 
 
(defclass hold-key (punch) 
 
  ((hand :accessor hand :initarg :hand :initform nil) 
 
   (finger :accessor finger :initarg :finger :initform 
nil)) 
 
  (:default-initargs :style-name :punch :feature-slots 
'(hand finger))) 
 
 
 
(defmethod hold-key ((module pm-module) &key hand finger) 
 
  (unless (or (check-jam module) (check-specs 'hold-key 
hand finger)) 
 
    (prepare-movement module (make-instance 'hold-key :hand 
hand :finger finger)))) 
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(defmethod compute-exec-time ((mtr-mod motor-module) (self 
hold-key)) 
 
  (+ (init-time mtr-mod) (key-closure-time (current-device-
interface)))) 
 
 
 
 
 
(defmethod compute-finish-time ((mtr-mod motor-module) 
(self hold-key)) 
 
  (* 2 (init-time mtr-mod))) 
 
 
 
 
 
(defmethod queue-output-events ((mtr-mod motor-module) 
(self hold-key)) 
 
  (schedule-event-relative (exec-time self) 'held-key 
:destination :key-press :module :motor  
 
                           :output 'medium   
 
                           :params (list (hand self) 
(finger self)))) 
 
 
 
 
 
;; Same issues as noted above 
 
;; (defstyle release-held-key press-and-hold-key hand 
finger) 
 
 
 
(defclass release-key (hold-key) 
 
  ((hand :accessor hand :initarg :hand :initform nil) 
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   (finger :accessor finger :initarg :finger :initform 
nil)) 
 
  (:default-initargs :style-name :punch :feature-slots 
'(hand finger))) 
 
 
 
(defmethod release-key ((module pm-module) &key hand 
finger) 
 
  (unless (or (check-jam module) (check-specs 'release-key 
hand finger)) 
 
    (prepare-movement module (make-instance 'release-key 
:hand hand :finger finger)))) 
 
 
 
(defmethod queue-output-events ((mtr-mod motor-module) 
(self RELEASE-KEY)) 
 
  (schedule-event-relative (exec-time self) 'released-key 
:destination :key-press :module :motor  
 
                           :output 'medium   
 
                           :params (list (hand self) 
(finger self)))) 
 
 
 
(defun held-key (module hand finger) 
 
  ;(setf (gethash (list hand finger) module) t) 
 
  (device-hold-finger (current-device) hand finger)) 
 
 
 
 
 
(defun released-key (module hand finger) 
 
  (schedule-event-relative (randomize-time (key-press-
module-delay module)) 'free-finger :module :motor 
:destination :key-press :params (list hand finger)) 
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  (device-release-finger (current-device) hand finger)) 
 
 
 
(defun free-finger (module hand finger) 
 
  (setf (gethash (list hand finger) (key-press-module-table 
module)) nil)) 
 
 
 
(defun handle-hold-request (motor chunk-spec) 
 
  (declare (ignore motor)) 
 
  (let* ((hand (if (slot-in-chunk-spec-p chunk-spec 'hand)  
 
                   (verify-single-explicit-value  
 
                    (chunk-spec-slot-spec chunk-spec 'hand)  
 
                    :motor 'hold-key 'hand) 
 
                 nil)) 
 
         (finger (if (slot-in-chunk-spec-p chunk-spec 
'finger) 
 
                     (verify-single-explicit-value  
 
                      (chunk-spec-slot-spec chunk-spec 
'finger) 
 
                      :motor 'hold-key 'finger) 
 
                   nil))) 
 
     
 
    (when (and hand finger) 
 
      (let ((module (get-module :key-press))) 
 
        (if (null (gethash (list hand finger) (key-press-
module-table module))) 
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          (progn 
 
            (setf (gethash (list hand finger) (key-press-
module-table module)) t) 
 
            (schedule-event-relative  
 
             0  
 
             'hold-key 
 
             :destination :motor 
 
             :params (list :hand hand :finger finger) 
 
             :module :motor 
 
             :output 'low)) 
 
        (print-warning "The ~S ~S finger is already being 
held.  No action taken."  hand finger)))))) 
 
 
 
(defun handle-release-request (motor chunk-spec) 
 
  (declare (ignore motor)) 
 
  (let* ((hand (if (slot-in-chunk-spec-p chunk-spec 'hand)  
 
                   (verify-single-explicit-value  
 
                    (chunk-spec-slot-spec chunk-spec 'hand)  
 
                    :motor 'hold-key 'hand) 
 
                 nil)) 
 
         (finger (if (slot-in-chunk-spec-p chunk-spec 
'finger) 
 
                     (verify-single-explicit-value  
 
                      (chunk-spec-slot-spec chunk-spec 
'finger) 
 
                      :motor 'hold-key 'finger) 
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                   nil))) 
 
     
 
    (when (and hand finger) 
 
      (let ((module (get-module :key-press))) 
 
        (if (gethash (list hand finger) (key-press-module-
table module)) 
 
          (schedule-event-relative  
 
           0  
 
           'release-key 
 
           :destination :motor 
 
           :params (list :hand hand :finger finger) 
 
           :module :motor 
 
           :output 'low) 
 
        (print-warning "The ~S ~S finger is not being held.  
No action taken."  hand finger)))))) 
 
 
 
(extend-manual-requests (hold-key hand finger) handle-hold-
request) 
 
(extend-manual-requests (release-key hand finger) handle-
release-request) 
 
 
 
#| 
 
This library is free software; you can redistribute it 
and/or 
 
modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public 
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License as published by the Free Software Foundation; 
either 
 
version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later 
version. 
 
 
 
This library is distributed in the hope that it will be 
useful, 
 
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty 
of 
 
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See 
the GNU 
 
Lesser General Public License for more details. 
 
 
 
You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General 
Public 
 
License along with this library; if not, write to the Free 
Software 
 
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  
02111-1307  USA 
 
|# 
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;;;  -*- mode: LISP; Syntax: COMMON-LISP;  Base: 10 -*- 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
;;;  
 
;;; Author      : Dan Bothell 
 
;;; Copyright   : (c) 2009 Dan Bothell 
 
;;; Availability: Covered by the GNU LGPL, see LGPL.txt 
 
;;; Address     : Department of Psychology  
 
;;;             : Carnegie Mellon University 
 
;;;             : Pittsburgh, PA 15213-3890 
 
;;;             : db30@andrew.cmu.edu 
 
;;;  
 
;;;  
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
;;;  
 
;;; Filename    : delayed-punch.lisp 
 
;;; Version     : 1.0a1 
 
;;;  
 
;;; Description : Module which extends the key-press module 
to add another motor 
 
;;;             : action -- a delayed punch.  The delayed 
punch generates separate 
 
;;;             : hold and release events through the key-
press module's methods 
 
;;;             : and the timing between them is under the 
model's control. 
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;;;  
 
;;; Bugs        :  
 
;;; 
 
;;; To do       : [ ] Abstract things better from key-press 
module code so that 
 
;;;             :     this doesn't directly modify that 
module's instance. 
 
;;;  
 
;;; ----- History ----- 
 
;;; 
 
;;; 2009.12.01 Dan [1.0a1] 
 
;;;             : * Put this together as a full module 
instead of just some 
 
;;;             :   code with the space fortress model so 
that the base times 
 
;;;             :   could be set with parameters. 
 
;;; 2009.12.08 Dan 
 
;;;             : * Had to fix things for the update to 
key-press that adds the 
 
;;;             :   delay after a press. 
 
;;; 2009.12.16 Dan 
 
;;;             : * Fixed the randomize-time call so that 
the delay was 
 
;;;             :   randomized properly. 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
;;; 
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;;; General Docs: 
 
;;;  
 
;;; Adds a new motor module request to give a model the 
ability to hold down  
 
;;; and then release a key as a single action with a time 
that can be specified 
 
;;; by the model. 
 
;;; 
 
;;; Like the key-press module, it's not really based on any 
research.  It just  
 
;;; uses the timing for a punch initiation and execution 
(and shares it's style) 
 
;;; but the finish action only spans 100ms from beginning 
of initiation (which 
 
;;; would put it 40ms after the down with default timing).  
That means that 
 
;;; the module may be freed up before the actual up stroke 
of the finger which 
 
;;; allows for more overlapping of finger usage, but may 
requre more checks in 
 
;;; the module to avoid jamming individual fingers. 
 
;;; 
 
;;; Since it uses the key-press module it's not tied into 
any of the built-in  
 
;;; devices or the "real" keyboard actions that can be 
generated using some  
 
;;; Lisps by default.   
 
;;; 
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;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
;;; 
 
;;; Public API: 
 
;;; 
 
;;;  Adds the new motor actions: 
 
;;; 
 
;;;   +manual> 
 
;;;     isa delayed-punch 
 
;;;     hand [ left | right ] 
 
;;;     finger [ index | middle | ring | pinkie | thumb ] 
 
;;;     {delay [ fast | slow | # ] } 
 
;;; 
 
;;; That action will call the methods device-hold-finger 
and device-release-finger 
 
;;; with the device, hand, and finger as parameters when 
the action is executed 
 
;;; and then released.  The release will come delay seconds 
after hold.  If delay 
 
;;; is not provided then the default delay specified with 
the parameter below is 
 
;;; used.  If delay either fast or slow, then the value is 
taken from the corresponding 
 
;;; parameter and if it is a number then that will be used 
directly as the delay time. 
 
;;; 
 
;;; If :randomize-time is turned on then the delay time 
will go through that 
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;;; randomization. 
 
;;; 
 
;;; There are three parameters for the model which set the 
times for the 
 
;;; non-numeric delays possible.  The default values have 
no particular meaning 
 
;;; i.e. they aren't based on any data.  So you'll probably 
want to set meaningful 
 
;;; values for your task if you use it. 
 
;;; 
 
;;; :default-punch-delay (.075s default) 
 
;;; 
 
;;; This is the delay time when the model doesn't specify a 
delay. 
 
;;; 
 
;;; :fast-punch-delay (.05s default) 
 
;;; 
 
;;; This is the delay time when the model specifies fast. 
 
;;; 
 
;;; :slow-punch-delay (.1s default) 
 
;;; 
 
;;; This is the delay time when the model specifies slow. 
 
;;; 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
;;; 
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;;; Design Choices: 
 
;;;  
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
;;;  
 
;;; The code 
 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
 
 
 
#+:packaged-actr (in-package :act-r) 
 
#+(and :clean-actr (not :packaged-actr) :ALLEGRO-IDE) (in-
package :cg-user) 
 
#-(or (not :clean-actr) :packaged-actr :ALLEGRO-IDE) (in-
package :cl-user) 
 
 
 
 
 
;;; 
 
;;; Code for the module to hold the parameters 
 
;;;  
 
 
 
(defstruct d-punch 
 
  default slow fast) 
 
 
 
(defun handle-delayed-punch-params (instance param) 
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   (cond ((consp param) 
 
          (case (car param) 
 
            (:default-punch-delay  
 
                (setf (d-punch-default instance) (cdr 
param))) 
 
            (:fast-punch-delay 
 
             (setf (d-punch-fast instance) (cdr param))) 
 
            (:slow-punch-delay 
 
             (setf (d-punch-slow instance) (cdr param))))) 
 
         (t 
 
          (case param 
 
            (:default-punch-delay 
 
                (d-punch-default instance)) 
 
            (:fast-punch-delay 
 
             (d-punch-fast instance)) 
 
            (:slow-punch-delay 
 
             (d-punch-slow instance)))))) 
 
 
 
(define-module-fct :delayed-punch nil 
 
   (list 
 
    (define-parameter :default-punch-delay 
 
      :valid-test #'posnum 
 
      :warning "a number" 
 
      :default-value 0.075 
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      :documentation "Defualt time for a delayed-punch 
request.") 
 
    (define-parameter :fast-punch-delay 
 
      :valid-test #'posnum 
 
      :warning "a number" 
 
      :default-value 0.050 
 
      :documentation "Time for a delayed-punch request with 
a delay of fast.") 
 
    (define-parameter :slow-punch-delay 
 
      :valid-test #'posnum 
 
      :warning "a number" 
 
      :default-value 0.1 
 
      :documentation "Time for a delayed-punch request with 
a delay of slow.")) 
 
 
 
  :creation (lambda (name) (declare (ignore name)) (make-d-
punch)) 
 
  :params #'handle-delayed-punch-params 
 
  :version "1.0a1" 
 
  :documentation "A module to support a timed punch motor 
request.") 
 
 
 
 
 
;;; 
 
;;; Code to implement the requst itself 
 
;;; 
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;;; Like with the key-press actions don't use defstyle 
because 
 
;;; I want to share the preparation style name with a punch 
 
 
 
(defclass delayed-punch (punch) 
 
  ((hand :accessor hand :initarg :hand :initform nil) 
 
   (finger :accessor finger :initarg :finger :initform nil) 
 
   (delay :accessor delay :initarg :delay :initform .050)) 
 
  (:default-initargs :style-name :punch :feature-slots 
'(hand finger))) 
 
 
 
(defmethod delayed-punch ((module pm-module) &key hand 
finger delay) 
 
  (unless (or (check-jam module) (check-specs 'hold-key 
hand finger delay)) 
 
    (prepare-movement module (make-instance 'delayed-punch 
:hand hand :finger finger :delay delay)))) 
 
 
 
 
 
(defmethod compute-exec-time ((mtr-mod motor-module) (self 
delayed-punch)) 
 
  (+ (init-time mtr-mod) (key-closure-time (current-device-
interface)))) 
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(defmethod compute-finish-time ((mtr-mod motor-module) 
(self delayed-punch)) 
 
  (* 2 (init-time mtr-mod))) 
 
 
 
 
 
(defmethod queue-output-events ((mtr-mod motor-module) 
(self delayed-punch)) 
 
  (schedule-event-relative (exec-time self) 'held-key 
:module :motor  
 
                           :output 'medium  :destination 
:key-press 
 
                           :params (list (hand self) 
(finger self))) 
 
  (schedule-event-relative (+ (exec-time self) (randomize-
time (delay self))) 'released-key :module :motor  
 
                           :destination :key-press :output 
'medium   
 
                           :params (list (hand self) 
(finger self)))) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(defun parse-delay-time (delay) 
 
  (let ((module (get-module :delayed-punch))) 
 
    (cond ((null delay) (d-punch-default module)) 
 
          ((and (numberp delay) (posnum delay)) 
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               delay) 
 
          ((numberp delay) 
 
           (model-warning "Non-positive delays not allowed 
in a delayed-punch using default.") 
 
           (d-punch-default module)) 
 
          ((eq delay 'slow) (d-punch-slow module)) 
 
          ((eq delay 'fast) (d-punch-fast module))))) 
 
 
 
(defun handle-delayed-punch-request (motor chunk-spec) 
 
  (declare (ignore motor)) 
 
  (let* ((hand (if (slot-in-chunk-spec-p chunk-spec 'hand)  
 
                   (verify-single-explicit-value  
 
                    (chunk-spec-slot-spec chunk-spec 'hand)  
 
                    :motor 'hold-key 'hand) 
 
                 nil)) 
 
         (finger (if (slot-in-chunk-spec-p chunk-spec 
'finger) 
 
                     (verify-single-explicit-value  
 
                      (chunk-spec-slot-spec chunk-spec 
'finger) 
 
                      :motor 'hold-key 'finger) 
 
                   nil)) 
 
         (delay (if (slot-in-chunk-spec-p chunk-spec 
'delay) 
 
                     (verify-single-explicit-value  
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                      (chunk-spec-slot-spec chunk-spec 
'delay) 
 
                      :motor 'delayed-punch 'delay) 
 
                  nil)) 
 
         (key-module (get-module :key-press))) 
 
     
 
    (if (and hand finger 
 
             (or (null delay) 
 
                 (and (numberp delay) (plusp delay)) 
 
                 (eq delay 'slow) 
 
                 (eq delay 'fast))) 
 
        (if (null (gethash (list hand finger) (key-press-
module-table key-module))) 
 
          (progn 
 
            (setf (gethash (list hand finger) (key-press-
module-table key-module)) t) 
 
             
 
             
 
            (schedule-event-relative  
 
             0  
 
             'delayed-punch 
 
             :destination :motor 
 
             :params (list :hand hand :finger finger :delay 
(parse-delay-time delay)) 
 
             :module :motor 
 
             :output 'low)) 
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          (print-warning "The ~S ~S finger is already being 
held so a delayed-punch is ignored."  hand finger)) 
 
      (print-warning "Invalid delayed-punch request with 
chunk-spec ~S" chunk-spec)))) 
 
 
 
 
 
(extend-manual-requests (delayed-punch hand finger delay) 
handle-delayed-punch-request) 
 
 
 
#| 
 
This library is free software; you can redistribute it 
and/or 
 
modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public 
 
License as published by the Free Software Foundation; 
either 
 
version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later 
version. 
 
 
 
This library is distributed in the hope that it will be 
useful, 
 
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty 
of 
 
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See 
the GNU 
 
Lesser General Public License for more details. 
 
 
 
You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General 
Public 
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License along with this library; if not, write to the Free 
Software 
 
Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  
02111-1307  USA 
 
|# 
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Appendix C: Pygame Space Fortress Code 

#PSF.py 
#Version 1.4.2 - Automatic resetting for model runs 
#Version 1.4.1 - Log mine onsets, records first or second 
bonus symbol 
#Version 1.4 - Model hooks 
#Version 1.3 - config file, os dependent pathing (py2app 
nests the CWD three levels in) 
#Version 1.2 - ship doesn't reset, more aggressive 
fortress, faster mines, faster ship turning 
#Pygame Space Fortress 
#Marc Destefano 
#Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
#Fall 2008 
 
from __future__ import division 
import sf_object 
import score 
import frame 
import pygame 
import sounds 
import bonus 
import os 
import math 
import time 
import datetime 
import sys 
import thread 
from timer import Timer as clock_timer 
from timer_by_frame import Timer as frame_timer 
import dbus #installed through Macports with custom 
Portfile to deal with wonky patching 
import dbus.service 
from dbus.mainloop.glib import DBusGMainLoop #threaded 
mainloop that listens for D-Bus events 
import gobject 
#from eeg import * 
release_build = False 
 
pygame.init() 
 
class World(object): 
    """Main game application""" 
     
    def __init__(self): 
        super(World, self).__init__() 
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        if sys.platform == "darwin" and release_build: 
            self.app_path = '../../../' 
        else: 
            self.app_path = '.' 
        self.datapath = os.path.join(self.app_path, 
"data/") 
        self.config = {} 
        configfile = open(os.path.join(self.app_path, 
"config.txt")) 
        configlog = configfile.readlines() 
        for line in configlog: 
            if line[0] in ["#", "\n"]: 
                pass 
            else: 
                command = line.split() 
                if len(command) > 2: 
                    self.config[command[0]] = command[1:] 
                else: 
                    self.config[command[0]] = command[1] 
        configfile.close() 
        #print self.config 
        #if human, clock-based timing. If model, frame-
based timing 
        global Timer 
        if self.config["act-r"] == "t": 
            Timer = frame_timer #why isn't this accessible 
outside? 
        else: 
            Timer = clock_timer 
        self.thrust_key = 
eval("pygame.K_%s"%self.config["thrust_key"]) 
        self.left_turn_key = 
eval("pygame.K_%s"%self.config["left_turn_key"]) 
        self.right_turn_key = 
eval("pygame.K_%s"%self.config["right_turn_key"]) 
        self.fire_key = 
eval("pygame.K_%s"%self.config["fire_key"]) 
        self.IFF_key = 
eval("pygame.K_%s"%self.config["IFF_key"]) 
        self.shots_key = 
eval("pygame.K_%s"%self.config["shots_key"]) 
        self.pnts_key = 
eval("pygame.K_%s"%self.config["pnts_key"]) 
        self.SCREEN_WIDTH = 1024 
        self.SCREEN_HEIGHT = 768 
        self.WORLD_WIDTH = 710 
        self.WORLD_HEIGHT = 626 
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        self.f = pygame.font.Font("fonts/freesansbold.ttf", 
14) 
        self.f24 = 
pygame.font.Font("fonts/freesansbold.ttf", 20) 
        self.f96 = 
pygame.font.Font("fonts/freesansbold.ttf", 72) 
        self.f36 = 
pygame.font.Font("fonts/freesansbold.ttf", 36) 
        self.sounds = sounds.Sounds() 
        self.bonus = bonus.Bonus() 
        self.bonus.probability = 
float(self.config["bonus_probability"]) 
        self.bonus.bonus_symbol = 
self.config["bonus_symbol"] 
        self.bonus.symbols = 
self.config["non_bonus_symbols"] 
        #use pygame.display.list_modes() to get a sorted 
list of tuples. First in the list is maximum fullscreen. 
        #use this to set scales appropriately 
        if self.config["fullscreen"] == "f": 
            self.screen = 
pygame.display.set_mode((self.SCREEN_WIDTH, 
self.SCREEN_HEIGHT)) 
        else: 
            self.screen = 
pygame.display.set_mode((self.SCREEN_WIDTH, 
self.SCREEN_HEIGHT), \ 
            pygame.FULLSCREEN) 
        #setting icon immediately after setting display 
mode 
        
pygame.display.set_icon(pygame.image.load("gfx/psficon.png"
).convert_alpha()) 
        pygame.mouse.set_visible(False) 
        self.frames_per_second = 30 #not tested for 
anything other than 30. Recommend leaving this alone 
        self.game_frame = 0 
        self.keys_held = [False, False, False, False, 
False, False, False] 
 
     
    def setup_world(self): 
        """resets world for next 5-minute session""" 
        self.shell_list = [] 
        self.missile_list = [] 
        self.clock = pygame.time.Clock() 
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        self.worldsurf = pygame.Surface((self.WORLD_WIDTH, 
self.WORLD_HEIGHT)) 
        self.worldrect = self.worldsurf.get_rect() 
        self.worldrect.top = 5 
        self.worldrect.centerx = self.SCREEN_WIDTH/2 
        self.scoresurf = pygame.Surface((self.WORLD_WIDTH, 
64)) 
        self.scorerect = self.scoresurf.get_rect() 
        self.scorerect.top = 634 
        self.scorerect.centerx = self.SCREEN_WIDTH/2 
        self.gameover = False 
        self.fortress = sf_object.fortress.Fortress(self) 
        self.fortress.sector_size = 
int(self.config["fortress_sector_size"]) 
        self.fortress.lock_time = 
int(self.config["fortress_lock_time"]) 
        self.ship = sf_object.ship.Ship(self) 
        self.ship.turn_speed = 
int(self.config["ship_turn_speed"]) 
        self.ship.max_vel = 
int(self.config["ship_max_vel"]) 
        self.ship.acceleration_factor = 
float(self.config["ship_acceleration"]) 
        self.ship.health = 
int(self.config["ship_hit_points"]) 
        self.score = score.Score(self) 
        self.frame = frame.Frame(self) 
        self.bighex = sf_object.hexagon.Hex(self, 
int(self.config["big_hex"])) 
        self.smallhex = 
sf_object.hexagon.Hex(self,int(self.config["small_hex"])) 
        self.mine = sf_object.mine.Mine(self) 
        if self.config["mine_exists"] == "f": 
            self.mine.exists = False 
        
self.mine.generate_foes(int(self.config["num_foes"])) 
        self.mine.speed = int(self.config["mine_speed"]) 
        self.mine.foe_probability = 
float(self.config["mine_probability"]) 
        self.mine.reset_time = 
int(self.config["mine_spawn"]) 
        self.mine.timeout = 
int(self.config["mine_timeout"]) + self.mine.reset_time 
        self.vector_explosion = 
pygame.image.load("gfx/exp.png") 
        self.vector_explosion.set_colorkey((0, 0, 0)) 
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        self.vector_explosion_rect = 
self.vector_explosion.get_rect() 
        self.minetimer = Timer(self) 
        self.fortresstimer = Timer(self) 
        self.fortressdeathtimer = Timer(self) 
        self.intervaltimer = Timer(self) 
        self.intervalflag = False 
        self.updatetimer = Timer(self) 
        self.bonustimer = Timer(self) 
 self.ship_death_timer = Timer(self) 
        self.ship_death_flag = False 
        self.bonus.flag = True 
     
    def display_foe_mines(self): 
        """before game begins, present the list of IFF 
letters to target""" 
        self.screen.fill((0,0,0)) 
        top = self.f24.render("The FOE mines for this 
session are:", True, (255,255,0)) 
        top_rect = top.get_rect() 
        top_rect.centerx = self.SCREEN_WIDTH/2 
        top_rect.centery = 270 
        middle = self.f96.render(", 
".join(self.mine.foe_letters), True, (255,255,255)) 
        middle_rect = middle.get_rect() 
        middle_rect.centerx = self.SCREEN_WIDTH/2 
        middle_rect.centery =self.SCREEN_HEIGHT/2 
        midbot = self.f24.render("Try to memorize them 
before proceeding", True, (255,255,0)) 
        midbot_rect = midbot.get_rect() 
        midbot_rect.centerx = self.SCREEN_WIDTH/2 
        midbot_rect.centery = 500 
        bottom = self.f24.render("Press any key to begin", 
True, (255,255,0)) 
        bottom_rect = bottom.get_rect() 
        bottom_rect.centerx = self.SCREEN_WIDTH/2 
        bottom_rect.centery = 600 
        self.screen.blit(top, top_rect) 
        self.screen.blit(middle, middle_rect) 
        self.screen.blit(midbot, midbot_rect) 
        self.screen.blit(bottom, bottom_rect) 
        pygame.display.flip() 
        self.log.write("# %f %d Foe mines: 
%s\n"%(time.time(), pygame.time.get_ticks(), " 
".join(self.mine.foe_letters))) 
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    def process_input_events(self): 
        """chief function to process keyboard events""" 
        for event in pygame.event.get(): 
            if event.type == pygame.KEYDOWN and 
self.ship.alive: #don't accept key during second while ship 
is dead 
                if event.key == pygame.K_ESCAPE: 
                    self.log.write("# Escaped 
prematurely\n") 
                    self.log.close() 
                    os.rename(os.path.join(self.datapath, 
"%s-%d-%d.dat"%(self.config["id"], self.session_number, 
self.game_number)), \ 
                        os.path.join(self.datapath, "short-
%s-%d-%d.dat"%(self.config["id"], self.session_number, 
self.game_number))) 
                    sys.exit() 
                if event.key == self.right_turn_key: 
                    self.ship.turn_flag = 'right' 
                    self.log.write("# start right turn\n") 
                if event.key == self.left_turn_key: 
                    self.ship.turn_flag = 'left' 
                    self.log.write("# start left turn\n") 
                if event.key == self.thrust_key: 
                    self.ship.thrust_flag = True 
                    self.log.write("# start thrust\n") 
                if event.key == self.fire_key: 
                    
self.missile_list.append(sf_object.missile.Missile(self)) 
                    self.log.write("# fire missile\n") 
                    self.sounds.missile_fired.play() 
                    if self.score.shots > 0: 
                        self.score.shots -= 1 
                    else: 
                        self.score.pnts -= 
int(self.config["missile_penalty"]) 
                if event.key == self.IFF_key: 
                    self.log.write("# press IFF key\n") 
                    if self.intervalflag == False: 
                        self.intervaltimer.reset() 
                        self.intervalflag = True 
                    else: 
                        self.score.intrvl = 
self.intervaltimer.elapsed() 
                        self.intervalflag = False 
                if event.key == self.shots_key: 
                    self.log.write("# press shots key\n") 
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                    if self.bonus.current_symbol == 
self.bonus.bonus_symbol and self.bonus.prior_symbol == 
self.bonus.bonus_symbol and self.bonus.flag: 
                        self.bonus.current_symbol = "Bonus" 
                        self.score.shots += 50 
                        if self.score.shots > 100: 
                            self.score.shots = 100 
                    elif self.bonus.current_symbol == 
self.bonus.bonus_symbol and self.bonus.prior_symbol != 
self.bonus.bonus_symbol: 
                        self.bonus.flag = False 
                if event.key == self.pnts_key: 
                    self.log.write("# press points key\n") 
                    if self.bonus.current_symbol == 
self.bonus.bonus_symbol and self.bonus.prior_symbol == 
self.bonus.bonus_symbol and self.bonus.flag: 
                        self.bonus.current_symbol = "Bonus" 
                        self.score.pnts += 100 
                    elif self.bonus.current_symbol == 
self.bonus.bonus_symbol and self.bonus.prior_symbol != 
self.bonus.bonus_symbol: 
                        self.bonus.flag = False 
            if event.type == pygame.KEYUP: 
                if event.key == self.left_turn_key: 
                    self.log.write("# end left turn\n") 
                    self.ship.turn_flag = False 
                if event.key == self.right_turn_key: 
                    self.log.write("# end right turn\n") 
                    self.ship.turn_flag = False 
                if event.key == self.thrust_key: 
                    self.log.write("# end thrust\n") 
                    self.ship.thrust_flag = False 
                if event.key == self.fire_key: 
                    self.log.write("# release fire key\n") 
                if event.key == self.IFF_key: 
                    self.log.write("# release IFF key\n") 
                if event.key == self.shots_key: 
                    self.log.write("# release shots key\n") 
                if event.key == self.pnts_key: 
                    self.log.write("# release points 
key\n") 
                 
 
 
     
    def update_world(self): 
        """chief function to update the gameworld""" 
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        self.game_frame += 1 
        if self.intervaltimer.elapsed() > 5000: 
            self.score.intrvl = 0 
            self.intervalflag = False 
        if self.updatetimer.elapsed() > 
int(self.config["update_timer"]): 
            self.updatetimer.reset() 
            if (self.ship.velocity.x **2 + 
self.ship.velocity.y **2)**0.5 < 
int(self.config["speed_threshold"]): 
                self.score.vlcty += 
int(self.config["VLCTY_increment"]) 
            else: 
                self.score.vlcty -= 
int(self.config["VLCTY_increment"]) 
            if self.bighex.collide(self.ship): 
                self.score.cntrl += 
int(self.config["CNTRL_increment"]) 
            else: 
                self.score.cntrl += 
int(self.config["CNTRL_increment"])/2 
        if self.fortressdeathtimer.elapsed() > 1000: 
            self.fortress.alive = True 
        self.ship.compute()                                  
#move ship 
        if self.smallhex.collide(self.ship): 
            if self.ship.small_hex_flag == False: #if ship 
hits small hex, bounce it back and subtract 5 points 
                self.log.write("# hit small hex\n") 
                self.ship.small_hex_flag = True 
                self.ship.velocity.x = -
self.ship.velocity.x 
                self.ship.velocity.y = -
self.ship.velocity.y 
                self.score.pnts -= 
int(self.config["small_hex_penalty"]) 
        else: 
            self.ship.small_hex_flag = False 
        self.fortress.compute(self)                     
#point fortress at ship, will fire if still for a short 
time 
        minetimer = self.minetimer.elapsed() 
        if minetimer > self.mine.reset_time and 
self.mine.exists and self.mine.alive == False: 
            self.mine.reset() 
            if self.score.iff in self.mine.letters: #list 
that's not foe_letters 
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                self.log.write("# mine onset %s 
friend\n"%self.score.iff) 
            else: 
                self.log.write("# mine onset %s 
foe\n"%self.score.iff) 
        if minetimer > self.mine.timeout and 
self.mine.exists: 
            self.log.write("# mine timed out\n") 
            self.mine.alive = False 
            self.score.iff = "" 
            self.score.speed -= 
int(self.config["mine_timeout_penalty"]) 
            self.minetimer.reset() 
        if self.mine.alive == True: 
            self.mine.compute()                                  
#move mine, test to see if it hits ship 
            if self.mine.test_collision(self.ship): 
                self.log.write("# mine hit ship\n") 
                self.ship.take_damage() 
                if not self.ship.alive: 
                    self.log.write("# ship destroyed\n") 
                self.mine.alive = False 
                self.minetimer.reset() 
                self.score.pnts -= 
int(self.config["mine_hit_penalty"]) 
                self.score.iff = "" 
        for i, shell in enumerate(self.shell_list):          
#move any shells, delete if offscreen, tests for collision 
with ship 
            shell.compute() 
            if shell.position.x < 0 or shell.position.x > 
self.WORLD_WIDTH or shell.position.y < 0 or 
shell.position.y > self.WORLD_HEIGHT: 
                del self.shell_list[i] 
            if self.ship.alive: 
                if shell.test_collision(self.ship): 
                    self.log.write("# shell hit ship\n") 
                    del self.shell_list[i] 
                    self.score.pnts -= 
int(self.config["shell_hit_penalty"]) 
                    self.ship.take_damage() 
                    if not self.ship.alive: 
                        self.log.write("# ship 
destroyed\n") 
        for i, missile in enumerate(self.missile_list):      
#move any missiles, delete if offscreen 
            missile.compute() 
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            if missile.position.x < 0 or missile.position.x 
> self.WORLD_WIDTH or missile.position.y < 0 or 
missile.position.y > self.WORLD_HEIGHT: 
                del self.missile_list[i] 
            if missile.test_collision(self.mine) and 
self.mine.alive: #missile hits mine? 
                if self.score.iff in self.mine.letters: 
#friendly 
                    if self.intervalflag or 
int(self.config["intrvl_min"]) <= self.score.intrvl <= 
int(self.config["intrvl_max"]): #false tag 
                        self.log.write("# hit falsely 
tagged friend mine\n") 
                        del self.missile_list[i] 
                    else: 
                        self.log.write("# hit friendly 
mine\n") 
                        self.mine.alive = False 
                        self.score.iff = "" 
                        self.score.pnts += 
int(self.config["energize_friend"]) 
                        self.score.vlner += 1 
                        #see how long mine has been alive. 
0-100 points if destroyed within 10 seconds, but timer runs 
for 5 seconds before mine appears 
                        self.score.speed += 100 - 10 * 
(math.floor(minetimer/1000) - 5) 
                        self.minetimer.reset() 
                        del self.missile_list[i] 
                elif self.score.iff in 
self.mine.foe_letters and int(self.config["intrvl_min"]) <= 
self.score.intrvl <= int(self.config["intrvl_max"]): 
#tagged successfully? int value of "" is high 
                    self.log.write("# hit tagged foe 
mine\n") 
                    self.mine.alive = False 
                    self.score.iff = "" 
                    self.score.pnts += 
int(self.config["destroy_foe"]) 
                    #see how long mine has been alive. 0-
100 points if destroyed within 10 seconds 
                    self.score.speed += 100 - 10 * 
(math.floor(minetimer/1000) - 5) 
                    self.minetimer.reset() 
                    del self.missile_list[i] 
                else: #foe mine not tagged 
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                    self.log.write("# hit untagged foe 
mine\n") 
                    del self.missile_list[i] 
        for i, missile in 
enumerate(self.missile_list):#enumerating a second time, so 
that when mine and fortress overlap, we only remove the 
missile once 
            if missile.test_collision(self.fortress) and 
self.fortress.alive: #missile hits fortress? mine needs to 
be dead to hurt it 
                del self.missile_list[i] 
                self.log.write("# hit fortress\n") 
                if not self.mine.alive and 
self.fortresstimer.elapsed() >= 
int(self.config["vlner_time"]): 
                    self.score.vlner += 1 
                    self.log.write("# VLNER++\n") 
                if not self.mine.alive and 
self.fortresstimer.elapsed() < 
int(self.config["vlner_time"]) and self.score.vlner >= 
(int(self.config["vlner_threshold"]) + 1): 
                    self.log.write("# fortress 
destroyed\n") 
                    self.fortress.alive = False 
                    self.score.pnts += 
int(self.config["destroy_fortress"]) 
                    self.score.vlner = 0 
                    self.sounds.explosion.play() 
                    self.minetimer.reset() 
                    self.mine.alive = False 
                    self.score.iff = "" 
                    self.ship.alive = True 
                    self.fortressdeathtimer.reset() 
                    #self.reset_position() 
                if not self.mine.alive and 
self.fortresstimer.elapsed() < 
int(self.config["vlner_time"]) and self.score.vlner < 
(int(self.config["vlner_threshold"]) + 1): 
                    self.log.write("# VLNER reset\n") 
                    self.score.vlner = 0 
                    self.sounds.vlner_reset.play() 
                self.fortresstimer.reset() 
        if (self.bonus.visible == False) and 
(self.bonustimer.elapsed() >= 
int(self.config["symbol_down_time"])): #original span is 25 
frames, time for new symbol 
            self.bonus.visible = True 
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            self.bonustimer.reset() 
            self.bonus.prior_symbol = 
self.bonus.current_symbol 
            self.bonus.get_new_symbol() 
            self.log.write("# new symbol 
%s\n"%self.bonus.current_symbol) 
            if self.bonus.prior_symbol == 
self.bonus.bonus_symbol and self.bonus.current_symbol == 
self.bonus.bonus_symbol: 
                self.log.write("# second appearance of 
bonus symbol\n") 
            if self.bonus.prior_symbol != 
self.bonus.bonus_symbol and self.bonus.current_symbol == 
self.bonus.bonus_symbol: 
                self.log.write("# first appearance of bonus 
symbol\n") 
        elif (self.bonus.visible == True) and 
(self.bonustimer.elapsed() >= 
int(self.config["symbol_up_time"])): #keep symbol visible 
for 75 frames 
            self.bonus.visible = False 
            #self.bonus.current_symbol = '' 
            self.log.write("# symbol disappeared\n") 
            self.bonustimer.reset() 
     
    def reset_position(self): 
        """pauses the game and resets""" 
        self.ship.velocity.x = 0 
        self.ship.velocity.y = 0 
        if self.ship_death_flag == False: 
            self.sounds.explosion.play() 
            self.ship_death_flag = True 
            self.ship_death_timer.reset() 
            self.score.pnts -= 
int(w.config["ship_death_penalty"]) 
        #    print "resetting death timer" 
        if self.ship_death_flag and 
self.ship_death_timer.elapsed() > 1000: 
            #print "reset position" 
            self.ship_death_flag = False 
            self.minetimer.reset() 
            self.mine.alive = False 
            self.score.iff = "" 
            self.ship.alive = True 
            self.fortress.alive = True 
            self.ship.position.x = 245 
            self.ship.position.y = 315 
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            self.ship.velocity.x = 0 
            self.ship.velocity.y = 0 
            self.ship.orientation = 90 
     
     
    def draw_world(self): 
        """chief function to draw the world""" 
        self.screen.fill((0,0,0)) 
        self.worldsurf.fill((0,0,0)) 
        self.scoresurf.fill((0,0,0)) 
        self.frame.draw(self.worldsurf, self.scoresurf) 
        for shell in self.shell_list: 
            shell.draw(self.worldsurf) 
        for missile in self.missile_list: 
            missile.draw(self.worldsurf) 
        #draws a small black circle under the fortress so 
we don't see the shell in the center 
        pygame.draw.circle(self.worldsurf, (0,0,0), 
(355,315), 30) 
        if self.fortress.alive: 
            self.fortress.draw(self.worldsurf) 
        else: 
            self.vector_explosion_rect.center = 
(self.fortress.position.x, self.fortress.position.y) 
            self.worldsurf.blit(self.vector_explosion, 
self.vector_explosion_rect) 
        if self.ship.alive: 
            self.ship.draw(self.worldsurf) 
        else: 
            self.vector_explosion_rect.center = 
(self.ship.position.x, self.ship.position.y) 
            self.worldsurf.blit(self.vector_explosion, 
self.vector_explosion_rect) 
        self.score.draw(self.scoresurf) 
        self.bighex.draw(self.worldsurf) 
        self.smallhex.draw(self.worldsurf) 
        if self.mine.alive: 
            self.mine.draw(self.worldsurf) 
        if self.bonus.visible: 
            self.bonus.draw(self.worldsurf) 
        if self.keys_held[1]: 
            self.screen.blit(self.f.render("Left", 1, 
(0,255,0)), (30,50)) 
        else: 
            self.screen.blit(self.f.render("Left", 1, 
(0,50,0)), (30,50)) 
        if self.keys_held[2]: 
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            self.screen.blit(self.f.render("Right", 1, 
(0,255,0)), (30,70)) 
        else: 
            self.screen.blit(self.f.render("Right", 1, 
(0,50,0)), (30,70)) 
        if self.keys_held[0]: 
            self.screen.blit(self.f.render("Thrust", 1, 
(0,255,0)), (30,90)) 
        else: 
            self.screen.blit(self.f.render("Thrust", 1, 
(0,50,0)), (30,90)) 
        if self.keys_held[6]: 
            self.screen.blit(self.f.render("Fire", 1, 
(0,255,0)), (30,110))  
        else: 
            self.screen.blit(self.f.render("Fire", 1, 
(0,50,0)), (30,110))  
        if self.keys_held[3]: 
            self.screen.blit(self.f.render("IFF", 1, 
(0,255,0)), (30,130)) 
        else: 
            self.screen.blit(self.f.render("IFF", 1, 
(0,50,0)), (30,130)) 
        if self.keys_held[4]: 
            self.screen.blit(self.f.render("SHOTS", 1, 
(0,255,0)), (30,150)) 
        else: 
            self.screen.blit(self.f.render("SHOTS", 1, 
(0,50,0)), (30,150)) 
        if self.keys_held[5]: 
            self.screen.blit(self.f.render("PNTS", 1, 
(0,255,0)), (30,170)) 
        else: 
            self.screen.blit(self.f.render("PNTS", 1, 
(0,50,0)), (30,170)) 
        self.screen.blit(self.worldsurf, self.worldrect) 
        self.screen.blit(self.scoresurf, self.scorerect) 
         
         
     
    def log_world(self): 
        """log current frame's data to text file. Note that 
first line contains foe mine designations 
        format: 
        system_clock game_time ship_alive? ship_x ship_y 
ship_vel_x ship_vel_y ship_orientation mine_alive? mine_x 
mine_y  
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        fortress_alive? fortress_orientation [missile_x 
missile_y ...] [shell_x shell_y ...] bonus_symbol 
        pnts cntrl vlcty vlner iff intervl speed shots 
thrust_key left_key right_key fire_key iff_key shots_key 
pnts_key""" 
        system_clock = time.time() 
        game_time = pygame.time.get_ticks() 
        if self.ship.alive: 
            ship_alive = "y" 
            ship_x = "%.3f"%(self.ship.position.x) 
            ship_y = "%.3f"%(self.ship.position.y) 
            ship_vel_x = "%.3f"%(self.ship.velocity.x) 
            ship_vel_y = "%.3f"%(self.ship.velocity.y) 
            ship_orientation = 
"%.3f"%(self.ship.orientation) 
        else: 
            ship_alive = "n" 
            ship_x = "-" 
            ship_y = "-" 
            ship_vel_x = "-" 
            ship_vel_y = "-" 
            ship_orientation = "-" 
        if self.mine.alive: 
            mine_alive = "y" 
            mine_x = "%.3f"%(self.mine.position.x) 
            mine_y = "%.3f"%(self.mine.position.y) 
        else: 
            mine_alive = "n" 
            mine_x = "-" 
            mine_y = "-" 
        if self.fortress.alive: 
            fortress_alive = "y" 
            fortress_orientation = 
str(self.fortress.orientation) 
        else: 
            fortress_alive = "n" 
            fortress_orientation = "-" 
        missile = '[' 
        for m in self.missile_list: 
            missile += "%.3f %.3f "%(m.position.x, 
m.position.y) 
        missile += ']' 
        shell = '[' 
        for s in self.shell_list: 
            shell += "%.3f %.3f "%(s.position.x, 
s.position.y) 
        shell += ']' 
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        if self.bonus.current_symbol == '': 
            bonus = "-" 
        else: 
            bonus = self.bonus.current_symbol 
        keys = pygame.key.get_pressed() 
        if keys[self.thrust_key]: 
            thrust_key = "y" 
        else: 
            thrust_key = "n" 
        if keys[self.left_turn_key]: 
            left_key = "y" 
        else: 
            left_key = "n" 
        if keys[self.right_turn_key]: 
            right_key = "y" 
        else: 
            right_key = "n" 
        if keys[self.fire_key]: 
            fire_key = "y" 
        else: 
            fire_key = "n" 
        if keys[self.IFF_key]: 
            iff_key = "y" 
        else: 
            iff_key = "n" 
        if keys[self.shots_key]: 
            shots_key = "y" 
        else: 
            shots_key = "n" 
        if keys[self.pnts_key]: 
            pnts_key = "y" 
        else: 
            pnts_key = "n" 
        self.log.write("%f %d %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s 
%s %s %s %s %d %d %d %d %s %d %d %d %s %s %s %s %s %s 
%s\n"%\ 
        (system_clock, game_time, ship_alive, ship_x, 
ship_y, ship_vel_x, ship_vel_y, ship_orientation, 
mine_alive, mine_x, mine_y, fortress_alive, 
fortress_orientation,\ 
        missile, shell, bonus, self.score.pnts, 
self.score.cntrl, self.score.vlcty, self.score.vlner, 
self.score.iff, self.score.intrvl,\ 
        self.score.speed, self.score.shots, thrust_key, 
left_key, right_key, fire_key, iff_key, shots_key, 
pnts_key)) 
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    def find_session(self): 
        """method to determine which session file to open 
next""" 
        if not os.path.exists(self.datapath): 
            os.mkdir(self.datapath) 
        subject_id = self.config["id"] 
        self.session_number = 1 
        self.game_number = 1 
        while True: 
            tempname = os.path.join(self.datapath, "%s-%d-
%d.dat"%(subject_id, self.session_number, 
self.game_number)) 
            #print tempname 
            if os.path.exists(tempname): 
                if self.game_number == 
int(self.config["games_per_session"]): 
                    self.game_number = 1 
                    self.session_number +=1 
                else: 
                    self.game_number += 1 
            else: #We're at the first file that doesn't 
exist. Need to check if *prior* game ended prematurely 
                if not (self.session_number == 1 and 
self.game_number == 1): #is there a prior version at all? 
                    if self.game_number == 1: #need last 
game of previous session 
                        prior_game = 
int(self.config["games_per_session"]) 
                        prior_session = self.session_number 
- 1 
                    else: 
                        prior_game = self.game_number - 1 
                        prior_session = self.session_number 
                    #check priors for last line 
                    lastname = os.path.join(self.datapath, 
"%s-%d-%d.dat"%(subject_id, prior_session, prior_game)) 
                    lastfile = open(lastname).readlines() 
                    if lastfile[-1].split()[1] == 
"Escaped": #last game played ended prematurely! 
                        os.rename(lastname, 
os.path.join(self.datapath, "short-%s-%d-
%d.dat"%(subject_id, prior_session, prior_game))) 
                        tempname = lastname 
                        self.game_number = prior_game 
                        self.session_number = prior_session 
                self.log = open(tempname, "w") 
                self.log.write("# log version 1.4\n") 
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                self.log.write("# non-hashed line 
notation:\n") 
                self.log.write("# system_clock game_time 
ship_alive? ship_x ship_y ship_vel_x ship_vel_y 
ship_orientation mine_alive? mine_x mine_y \ 
fortress_alive? fortress_orientation [missile_x missile_y 
...] [shell_x shell_y ...] bonus_symbol \ 
pnts cntrl vlcty vlner iff intervl speed shots thrust_key 
left_key right_key fire_key iff_key shots_key pnts_key\n") 
                return 
     
    def fade(self): 
        """fade screen to show score""" 
        fadesurf = pygame.Surface((self.SCREEN_WIDTH, 
self.SCREEN_HEIGHT)).convert_alpha() 
        fadesurf.fill((0,0,0,6)) 
        for i in range(100): 
            self.screen.blit(fadesurf, pygame.Rect(0,0, 
self.SCREEN_WIDTH, self.SCREEN_HEIGHT)) 
            pygame.display.flip() 
     
    def show_score(self): 
        """shows score for last game and waits to 
continue""" 
        pygame.event.get() #clear event list? Otherwise it 
skips 
        self.screen.fill((0, 0, 0)) 
        sessionsurf = self.f24.render("Session %d, Game 
%d/%s"%(self.session_number, self.game_number, 
self.config["games_per_session"]), True, (255,255,255)) 
        sessionrect = sessionsurf.get_rect() 
        sessionrect.centerx = self.SCREEN_WIDTH / 2 
        sessionrect.y = 100 
        self.screen.blit(sessionsurf, sessionrect) 
        pntssurf = self.f24.render("PNTS score:", True, 
(255, 255,0)) 
        pntsrect = pntssurf.get_rect() 
        pntsrect.move_ip((250, 200)) 
        self.screen.blit(pntssurf, pntsrect) 
        cntrlsurf = self.f24.render("CNTRL score:", True, 
(255, 255,0)) 
        cntrlrect = cntrlsurf.get_rect() 
        cntrlrect.move_ip((250, 300)) 
        self.screen.blit(cntrlsurf, cntrlrect) 
        vlctysurf = self.f24.render("VLCTY score:", True, 
(255, 255,0)) 
        vlctyrect = vlctysurf.get_rect() 
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        vlctyrect.move_ip((250, 400)) 
        self.screen.blit(vlctysurf, vlctyrect) 
        speedsurf = self.f24.render("SPEED score:", True, 
(255, 255,0)) 
        speedrect = speedsurf.get_rect() 
        speedrect.move_ip((250, 500)) 
        self.screen.blit(speedsurf, speedrect) 
        pntsnsurf = self.f24.render("%d"%self.score.pnts, 
True, (255, 255,255)) 
        pntsnrect = pntsnsurf.get_rect() 
        pntsnrect.right = 700 
        pntsnrect.y = 200 
        self.screen.blit(pntsnsurf, pntsnrect) 
        cntrlnsurf = self.f24.render("%d"%self.score.cntrl, 
True, (255, 255,255)) 
        cntrlnrect = cntrlnsurf.get_rect() 
        cntrlnrect.right = 700 
        cntrlnrect.y = 300 
        self.screen.blit(cntrlnsurf, cntrlnrect) 
        vlctynsurf = self.f24.render("%d"%self.score.vlcty, 
True, (255, 255,255)) 
        vlctynrect = vlctynsurf.get_rect() 
        vlctynrect.right = 700 
        vlctynrect.y = 400 
        self.screen.blit(vlctynsurf, vlctynrect) 
        speednsurf = self.f24.render("%d"%self.score.speed, 
True, (255, 255,255)) 
        speednrect = speednsurf.get_rect() 
        speednrect.right = 700 
        speednrect.y = 500 
        self.screen.blit(speednsurf, speednrect) 
        #draw line 
        pygame.draw.line(self.screen, (255, 255, 255), 
(200, 580), (800, 580)) 
        totalsurf = self.f24.render("Total score for this 
game:", True, (255, 255,0)) 
        totalrect = totalsurf.get_rect() 
        totalrect.move_ip((200, 620)) 
        self.screen.blit(totalsurf, totalrect) 
        totalnsurf = self.f24.render("%d"%(self.score.pnts 
+ self.score.cntrl + self.score.vlcty + self.score.speed), 
True, (255, 255,255)) 
        totalnrect = totalnsurf.get_rect() 
        totalnrect.right = 700 
        totalnrect.y = 620 
        self.screen.blit(totalnsurf, totalnrect) 
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        if self.game_number == 
int(self.config["games_per_session"]): 
            finalsurf = self.f24.render("You're done! Press 
any key to exit", True, (0,255,0)) 
        else: 
            finalsurf = self.f24.render("Press any key to 
continue to next game or ESC to exit", True, (255,255,255)) 
        finalrect = finalsurf.get_rect() 
        finalrect.centerx = self.SCREEN_WIDTH /2 
        finalrect.y = 700 
        self.screen.blit(finalsurf, finalrect) 
        pygame.display.flip() 
        self.log.write("# pnts score %d\n"%self.score.pnts) 
        self.log.write("# cntrl score 
%d\n"%self.score.cntrl) 
        self.log.write("# vlcty score 
%d\n"%self.score.vlcty) 
        self.log.write("# speed score 
%d\n"%self.score.speed) 
        self.log.write("# total score %d"%(self.score.pnts 
+ self.score.cntrl + self.score.vlcty + self.score.speed)) 
        self.log.close() 
        while True: 
            for event in pygame.event.get(): 
                if event.type == pygame.KEYDOWN: 
                    if event.key == pygame.K_ESCAPE: 
                        sys.exit() 
                    else: 
                        return 
     
 
class DBus_obj(dbus.service.Object): 
       
    @dbus.service.method("edu.rpi.cogsci.destem.Interface", 
in_signature='s', out_signature='s') 
    def test(self, hello_message): 
        print "Got the message \'%s\'"%hello_message 
        return "I received your kind message that said 
\'%s\'"%hello_message 
     
    @dbus.service.method("edu.rpi.cogsci.destem.Interface", 
in_signature='s', out_signature='s') 
    def exit_game(self, blank): 
        os._exit(0) 
     
    @dbus.service.method("edu.rpi.cogsci.destem.Interface", 
in_signature='s', out_signature='s') 
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    def begin(self, input_string): 
        self.w.find_session() 
        self.w.setup_world() 
        self.w.display_foe_mines() 
        return "(%s %s %s)"%(self.w.mine.foe_letters[0], 
self.w.mine.foe_letters[1], self.w.mine.foe_letters[2]) 
     
    @dbus.service.method("edu.rpi.cogsci.destem.Interface", 
in_signature='s', out_signature='s') 
    def reset_timers(self, input_string):       
        self.w.minetimer.reset() 
        self.w.updatetimer.reset() 
        self.w.bonustimer.reset() 
        return "Timers reset" 
 
    @dbus.service.method("edu.rpi.cogsci.destem.Interface", 
in_signature='s', out_signature='s') 
    def reset_all(self, blank):   
        self.w.setup_world()     
        self.w.minetimer.reset() 
        self.w.updatetimer.reset() 
        self.w.bonustimer.reset() 
        self.w.draw_world() 
        pygame.display.flip() 
        return "game reset" 
     
    @dbus.service.method("edu.rpi.cogsci.destem.Interface", 
in_signature='s', out_signature='s') 
    def send_pound(self, input_string): 
        return ("(#)") 
     
    @dbus.service.method("edu.rpi.cogsci.destem.Interface", 
in_signature='s', out_signature='s') 
    def update_world(self, blank): 
        self.w.update_world() 
        #format: ship-exist? shipx shipy ship_velx, 
ship_vely, shipangle fortress-exist? fortress-angle mine-
exist? minex miney 
        #shell-exist? shellx shelly bonus-exist? bonus-
symbol PNTS CNTRL VLCTY VLNER IFF INTRVL SPEED SHOTS 
        if w.ship.alive: 
            s_e = "y" 
        else: 
            s_e = "n" 
        if w.fortress.alive: 
            f_e = "y" 
        else: 
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            f_e = "n" 
        if w.mine.alive: 
            m_e = "y" 
        else: 
            m_e = "n" 
        if len(w.shell_list) == 0: 
            sh_e = "n" 
            sh_x = 0 
            sh_y = 0 
        else: 
            sh_e = "y" 
            sh_x = w.shell_list[0].position.x + 157 
            sh_y = w.shell_list[0].position.y + 5 
        if w.bonus.visible: 
            b_e = "y" 
        else: 
            b_e = "n" 
        if w.bonus.current_symbol == "": 
            b_cs = '-' 
        else: 
            b_cs = w.bonus.current_symbol 
        if w.score.iff == "": 
            iff = "-" 
        else: 
            iff = w.score.iff 
             
        self.w.log_world() 
 
        #print  "(%s %f %f %f %f %d %s %d %s %f %f %s %f %f 
%s %s %d %d %d %d %s %s %s %s)"\ 
        #%(s_e, w.ship.position.x + 157, w.ship.position.y 
+ 5, w.ship.velocity.x, w.ship.velocity.y, 
w.ship.orientation, f_e, w.fortress.orientation, \ 
        #m_e, w.mine.position.x + 157, w.mine.position.y + 
5, sh_e, sh_x, sh_y, b_e, b_cs, \ 
        #w.score.pnts, w.score.cntrl, w.score.vlcty, 
w.score.vlner, iff, w.score.intrvl, w.score.speed, 
w.score.shots) 
             
        return "(%s %f %f %f %f %d %s %d %s %f %f %s %f %f 
%s %s %d %d %d %d %s %s %s %s)"\ 
        %(s_e, w.ship.position.x + 157, w.ship.position.y + 
5, w.ship.velocity.x, w.ship.velocity.y, 
w.ship.orientation, f_e, w.fortress.orientation, \ 
        m_e, w.mine.position.x + 157, w.mine.position.y + 
5, sh_e, sh_x, sh_y, b_e, b_cs, \ 
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        w.score.pnts, w.score.cntrl, w.score.vlcty, 
w.score.vlner, iff, w.score.intrvl, w.score.speed, 
w.score.shots) 
        #sending positions in screen coordinates because 
model needs to look outside "world" view 
         
     
    @dbus.service.method("edu.rpi.cogsci.destem.Interface", 
in_signature='s', out_signature='s') 
    def press_key(self, key): 
        """Adds pygame event to queue""" 
        if key=="return": 
            
pygame.event.post(pygame.event.Event(pygame.KEYDOWN, 
{"key":pygame.K_RETURN})) 
        elif key=="w": 
            
pygame.event.post(pygame.event.Event(pygame.KEYDOWN, 
{"key":pygame.K_w})) 
            self.w.keys_held[0] = True 
        elif key=="a": 
            
pygame.event.post(pygame.event.Event(pygame.KEYDOWN, 
{"key":pygame.K_a})) 
            self.w.keys_held[1] = True 
        elif key=="d": 
            
pygame.event.post(pygame.event.Event(pygame.KEYDOWN, 
{"key":pygame.K_d})) 
            self.w.keys_held[2] = True 
        elif key=="j": 
            
pygame.event.post(pygame.event.Event(pygame.KEYDOWN, 
{"key":pygame.K_j})) 
            self.w.keys_held[3] = True 
        elif key=="k": 
            
pygame.event.post(pygame.event.Event(pygame.KEYDOWN, 
{"key":pygame.K_k})) 
            self.w.keys_held[4] = True 
        elif key=="l": 
            
pygame.event.post(pygame.event.Event(pygame.KEYDOWN, 
{"key":pygame.K_l})) 
            self.w.keys_held[5] = True 
        elif key=="space": 
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pygame.event.post(pygame.event.Event(pygame.KEYDOWN, 
{"key":pygame.K_SPACE})) 
            self.w.keys_held[6] = True 
        return "Key pressed" 
     
    @dbus.service.method("edu.rpi.cogsci.destem.Interface", 
in_signature='s', out_signature='s') 
    def release_key(self, key): 
        """Adds pygame event to queue""" 
        if key=="w": 
            
pygame.event.post(pygame.event.Event(pygame.KEYUP, 
{"key":pygame.K_w})) 
            self.w.keys_held[0] = False 
        elif key=="a": 
            
pygame.event.post(pygame.event.Event(pygame.KEYUP, 
{"key":pygame.K_a})) 
            self.w.keys_held[1] = False 
        elif key=="d": 
            
pygame.event.post(pygame.event.Event(pygame.KEYUP, 
{"key":pygame.K_d})) 
            self.w.keys_held[2] = False 
        elif key=="j": 
            self.w.keys_held[3] = False 
        elif key=="k": 
            self.w.keys_held[4] = False 
        elif key=="l": 
            self.w.keys_held[5] = False 
        elif key=="space": 
            self.w.keys_held[6] = False            
        return "Key released" 
     
 
    @dbus.service.method("edu.rpi.cogsci.destem.Interface", 
in_signature='s', out_signature='s') 
    def process_input(self, input_string): 
        self.w.process_input_events() 
        return "Input Processed" 
     
    @dbus.service.method("edu.rpi.cogsci.destem.Interface", 
in_signature='s', out_signature='s') 
    def draw_world(self, input_string): 
        self.w.draw_world() 
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        #pygame.draw.circle(self.w.screen, (255,255,255), 
(512,320), 95, 1) 
        pygame.display.flip() 
        if self.w.ship.alive == False: 
            self.w.reset_position() 
        return "World Drawn" 
   
    @dbus.service.method("edu.rpi.cogsci.destem.Interface", 
in_signature='s', out_signature='s') 
    def end_game(self, input_string): 
        self.w.log.write("# pnts score 
%d\n"%self.w.score.pnts) 
        self.w.log.write("# cntrl score 
%d\n"%self.w.score.cntrl) 
        self.w.log.write("# vlcty score 
%d\n"%self.w.score.vlcty) 
        self.w.log.write("# speed score 
%d\n"%self.w.score.speed) 
        self.w.log.write("# total score 
%d"%(self.w.score.pnts + self.w.score.cntrl + 
self.w.score.vlcty + self.w.score.speed)) 
        self.w.log.close() 
        return "Game ended" 
   
if __name__ == '__main__': 
    w = World() 
    if w.config["act-r"] == 't': 
        DBusGMainLoop(set_as_default=True) #must do this 
before connecting to the bus 
        session_bus = dbus.SessionBus() #creates session 
bus 
        name = 
dbus.service.BusName("edu.rpi.cogsci.destem", session_bus) 
        dbus_object = DBus_obj(session_bus, '/DBus_obj') 
        dbus_object.w = w 
        gloop = gobject.MainLoop() 
        waitmsg = w.f24.render("Waiting for ACT-R to 
connect", 1, (255,255,255)) 
        waitmsg_rect = waitmsg.get_rect() 
        waitmsg_rect.center = (w.SCREEN_WIDTH/2, 
w.SCREEN_HEIGHT/2) 
        w.screen.blit(waitmsg, waitmsg_rect) 
        pygame.display.flip() 
        pygame.event.set_grab(False) 
        gobject.threads_init() #only necessary to capture 
keyboard events before ACT-R connects 
        gloop.run() 
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    else: 
        w.find_session() 
        w.setup_world() 
        w.display_foe_mines() 
        init_setup = False 
        while init_setup == False: 
            for event in pygame.event.get(): 
                if event.type == pygame.KEYDOWN: 
                    init_setup = True 
        w.minetimer.reset() 
        w.updatetimer.reset() 
        w.bonustimer.reset() 
        gameTimer = Timer(w) 
        while w.gameover == False: 
            w.clock.tick(w.frames_per_second) 
            w.process_input_events() 
            w.update_world() 
            w.log_world() 
            w.draw_world() 
            pygame.display.flip() 
            if w.ship.alive == False: 
                w.reset_position() 
            if gameTimer.elapsed() >= 
int(w.config["game_time"]): #300000 milliseconds = five 
minutes per game 
                w.fade() 
                w.show_score() 
                if w.game_number != 
int(w.config["games_per_session"]): 
                    w.find_session() 
                    w.setup_world() 
                    w.display_foe_mines() 
                    while True: 
                        for event in pygame.event.get(): 
                            if event.type == 
pygame.KEYDOWN: 
                                break 
                    gameTimer.reset() 
                    w.minetimer.reset() 
                    w.updatetimer.reset() 
                    w.bonustimer.reset() 
                else: 
                    sys.exit() 
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#bonus.py 
#Pygame Space Fortress 
#Marc Destefano 
#Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
#Fall 2008 
#Class for bonus object, which displays symbols below the 
fortress 
import sf_object 
import pygame 
import random 
 
class Bonus(object): 
    """bonus symbol""" 
    def __init__(self): 
        super(Bonus, self).__init__() 
        self.symbols = ["#", "&", "*", "%", "@"] 
        self.x = 355 
        self.y = 390 
        self.visible = False 
        self.font = 
pygame.font.Font("fonts/freesansbold.ttf", 28) 
        self.bonus_symbol = "$" 
        self.current_symbol = '' 
        self.prior_symbol = '' 
        self.flag = True 
        self.probability = 0.3 
     
         
    def draw(self, worldsurf): 
        """draws bonus symbol to screen""" 
        
worldsurf.blit(self.font.render("%s"%self.current_symbol, 
1, (255, 255, 0)), pygame.Rect(self.x, self.y, 150, 30)) 
     
    def get_new_symbol(self): 
        """assigns new bonus symbol""" 
        if random.random() < self.probability: 
            self.current_symbol = self.bonus_symbol 
        else: 
            self.current_symbol = 
random.sample(self.symbols, 1)[0] 
            self.flag = True 
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#config.txt 
#Space Fortress configuration file for PSF Version 1.4 
#Marc Destefano 
#Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
 
#All lines that begin with '#' are comments 
 
#Will this game be played by a cognitive model instead of a 
human? 
#Set to t to disable human control 
act-r t 
 
#Run at full screen? Set to f to run in a window 
fullscreen f 
 
#Subject ID 
id 1234 
 
#Time in milliseconds for a game. Default is 300000 (5 
minutes) 
#NOTE! If you escape in the middle of a game, the log will 
have 
#"short" prepended to the name 
game_time 300000 
 
#Number of games per "session." Default is 8 
games_per_session 8 
 
#Key bindings - use digits, lowercase letters, or caps for 
special keys 
#(e.g., ESCAPE, RETURN, UP) 
thrust_key w 
left_turn_key a 
right_turn_key d 
fire_key SPACE 
IFF_key j 
shots_key k 
pnts_key l 
 
### SHIP CONSTANTS ### 
 
#Number of hits ship takes before it is destroyed. Default 
is 4 
ship_hit_points 4 
 
#Ship acceleration factor. Default is 0.3 
ship_acceleration 0.3 
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#Ship's turning speed. Default is 6 
ship_turn_speed 6 
 
#Ship's maximum velocity. Default is 6 
ship_max_vel 6 
 
### MISSILE CONSTANTS ### 
 
#Speed of missile fired from ship. Default is 20 
missile_speed 20 
 
#Points lost when you fire a missile when none remain. 
Default is 3 
missile_penalty 3 
 
### MINE CONSTANTS ### 
 
#Do mines exists? Set to f to turn mines off 
mine_exists f 
 
#Mine speed. Default is 5 
mine_speed 5 
 
#Probability that next mine will be a foe. Default is 0.3 
mine_probability 0.3 
 
#Time in milliseconds for a mine to timeout and disappear. 
Default is 10000 (10 sec) 
mine_timeout 10000 
 
#Time in milliseconds for a mine to spawn. Default is 5000 
(5 sec) 
mine_spawn 5000 
 
#Number of foe mines to memorize at the beginning of each 
game. Default is 3 
num_foes 3 
 
#Minimum time between double-clicks to identify foe mine. 
Default is 250 
intrvl_min 250 
 
#Maximum time between double-clicks to identify foe mine. 
Default is 400 
intrvl_max 400 
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### FORTRESS CONSTANTS ### 
 
#Fortress "sector size." Angle of tolerance before fortress 
turns to face ship. 
#Bigger means fortress fires more often. Default is 10 
fortress_sector_size 10 
 
#Time in milliseconds it takes the fortress to lock on to 
the ship before firing. 
#Default is 1000 
fortress_lock_time 1000 
 
#Time in milliseconds that must pass between shots to avoid 
the fortress' 
#vulnerability to reset 
vlner_time 250 
 
#Minimum vulnerability before you can destroy the fortress 
with a double shot. 
#Default is 10 
vlner_threshold 10 
 
### SHELL CONSTANTS ### 
 
#Speed of shell fired from fortress. Default is 6 
shell_speed 6 
 
### HEXAGON CONSTANTS ### 
 
#"Radius" of large hexagon. Default is 200 
big_hex 200 
 
#"Radius" of small hexagon. Default is 40 
small_hex 40 
 
### BONUS SYMBOL CONSTANTS ### 
 
#Bonus symbol. Default is $ 
bonus_symbol $ 
 
#Non-bonus symbols. Defaults are # & * % @. Don't use '-', 
because that's used 
#in the log file to represent no symbol present 
non_bonus_symbols ! & * % @ 
 
#Probability that next symbol will be the bonus symbol. 
Default is 0.3 
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bonus_probability 0.3 
 
#"Blank time" between symbol appearances in milliseconds. 
Default is 833 
#(Seems like a weird number, but it's to sync with the 
frame-based original) 
symbol_down_time 833 
 
#Time in milliseconds each symbol is visible. Default is 
2500 
symbol_up_time 2500 
 
### SCORE CONSTANTS ### 
 
#How often (in milliseconds) the VLCTY and CNTRL scores 
update. Default is 1000 
update_timer 1000 
 
#Speed at which you're considered to be going "too fast", 
resulting in a VLCTY 
#point penalty. Default is 4 
speed_threshold 4 
 
#VLCTY bonus/penalty for going either slow enough or too 
fast. Default is 7 
VLCTY_increment 7 
 
#Number of points added to CNTRL score for staying with the 
hexagons. Default is 6. 
#Note that half this number is added when outside the 
hexagons, so even is recommended. 
CNTRL_increment 6 
 
#Penalty for colliding with the small hexagon. Default is 5 
small_hex_penalty 5 
 
#Penalty for mine timing out. Default is 50 
mine_timeout_penalty 50 
 
#Penalty for mine hitting ship. Default is 50 
mine_hit_penalty 50 
 
#Penalty for shell hitting ship. Default is 50 
shell_hit_penalty 50 
 
#Penalty for ship destruction. Default is 100 
ship_death_penalty 100 
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#Points for "energizing" a friendly mine. Default is 20 
energize_friend 20 
 
#Points for destroying a "foe" mine. Default is 30 
destroy_foe 30 
 
#Points for destroying the fortress. Default is 100 
destroy_fortress 100 
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#frame.py 
#Pygame Space Fortress 
#Marc Destefano 
#Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
#Fall 2008 
import pygame 
 
class Frame(object): 
    """boundaries of game world""" 
    def __init__(self, app): 
        super(Frame, self).__init__() 
        self.app = app 
        #score labels 
        self.f = pygame.font.Font("fonts/freesansbold.ttf", 
14) 
        self.pnts_surf = self.f.render("PNTS",0, (0,255,0)) 
        self.pnts_rect = self.pnts_surf.get_rect() 
        self.pnts_rect.centery = 16 
        self.pnts_rect.centerx = 45 
        self.cntrl_surf = self.f.render("CNTRL",0, 
(0,255,0)) 
        self.cntrl_rect = self.cntrl_surf.get_rect() 
        self.cntrl_rect.centery = 16 
        self.cntrl_rect.centerx = 134 
        self.vlcty_surf = self.f.render("VLCTY",0, 
(0,255,0)) 
        self.vlcty_rect = self.vlcty_surf.get_rect() 
        self.vlcty_rect.centery = 16 
        self.vlcty_rect.centerx = 223 
        self.vlner_surf = self.f.render("VLNER",0, 
(0,255,0)) 
        self.vlner_rect = self.vlner_surf.get_rect() 
        self.vlner_rect.centery = 16 
        self.vlner_rect.centerx = 312 
        self.iff_surf = self.f.render("IFF",0, (0,255,0)) 
        self.iff_rect = self.iff_surf.get_rect() 
        self.iff_rect.centery = 16 
        self.iff_rect.centerx = 401 
        self.intrvl_surf = self.f.render("INTRVL",0, 
(0,255,0)) 
        self.intrvl_rect = self.intrvl_surf.get_rect() 
        self.intrvl_rect.centery = 16 
        self.intrvl_rect.centerx = 490 
        self.speed_surf = self.f.render("SPEED",0, 
(0,255,0)) 
        self.speed_rect = self.speed_surf.get_rect() 
        self.speed_rect.centery = 16 
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        self.speed_rect.centerx = 579 
        self.shots_surf = self.f.render("SHOTS",0, 
(0,255,0)) 
        self.shots_rect = self.shots_surf.get_rect() 
        self.shots_rect.centery = 16 
        self.shots_rect.centerx = 668 
         
         
    def draw(self, worldsurf, scoresurf): 
        """Draws the game boundaries and 'table' to hold 
the scores""" 
        pygame.draw.rect(worldsurf, (0,255,0), (0,0, 710, 
625), 1) #outer 'world' boundary 
        pygame.draw.rect(scoresurf, (0,255,0), (0,0,710, 
63), 1) #bottom box to hold scores 
        pygame.draw.line(scoresurf, (0,255,0), 
(0,32),(709,32)) #divides bottom box horizontally into two 
rows 
        #the following seven lines divides the bottom box 
vertically into 8 columns 
        pygame.draw.line(scoresurf, (0,255,0), (89, 0), 
(89, 64)) 
        pygame.draw.line(scoresurf, (0,255,0), (178, 0), 
(178, 64)) 
        pygame.draw.line(scoresurf, (0,255,0), (267, 0), 
(267, 64)) 
        pygame.draw.line(scoresurf, (0,255,0), (356, 0), 
(356, 64)) 
        pygame.draw.line(scoresurf, (0,255,0), (445, 0), 
(445, 64)) 
        pygame.draw.line(scoresurf, (0,255,0), (534, 0), 
(534, 64)) 
        pygame.draw.line(scoresurf, (0,255,0), (623, 0), 
(623, 64)) 
        #score labels 
        scoresurf.blit(self.pnts_surf, self.pnts_rect) 
        scoresurf.blit(self.cntrl_surf, self.cntrl_rect) 
        scoresurf.blit(self.vlcty_surf, self.vlcty_rect) 
        scoresurf.blit(self.vlner_surf, self.vlner_rect) 
        scoresurf.blit(self.iff_surf, self.iff_rect) 
        scoresurf.blit(self.intrvl_surf, self.intrvl_rect) 
        scoresurf.blit(self.speed_surf, self.speed_rect) 
        scoresurf.blit(self.shots_surf, self.shots_rect) 
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#score.py 
#Pygame Space Fortress 
#Marc Destefano 
#Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
#Fall 2008 
import pygame 
 
class Score(object): 
    """collection of game scores""" 
    def __init__(self, app): 
        super(Score, self).__init__() 
        self.app = app 
        self.f = pygame.font.Font("fonts/freesansbold.ttf", 
14) 
        self.pnts = 0 
        self.cntrl = 0 
        self.vlcty = 0 
        self.vlner = 0 
        self.iff = '' 
        self.intrvl = 0 
        self.speed = 0 
        self.shots = 100 
        
         
         
    def draw(self, scoresurf): 
        """draws all score values to screen"""       
        self.pnts_surf = self.f.render("%d"%self.pnts,0, 
(255,255,0)) 
        self.pnts_rect = self.pnts_surf.get_rect() 
        self.pnts_rect.centery = 48 
        self.pnts_rect.centerx = 45 
        self.cntrl_surf = self.f.render("%d"%self.cntrl,0, 
(255,255,0)) 
        self.cntrl_rect = self.cntrl_surf.get_rect() 
        self.cntrl_rect.centery = 48 
        self.cntrl_rect.centerx = 134 
        self.vlcty_surf = self.f.render("%d"%self.vlcty,0, 
(255,255,0)) 
        self.vlcty_rect = self.vlcty_surf.get_rect() 
        self.vlcty_rect.centery = 48 
        self.vlcty_rect.centerx = 223 
        self.vlner_surf = self.f.render("%d"%self.vlner,0, 
(255,255,0)) 
        self.vlner_rect = self.vlner_surf.get_rect() 
        self.vlner_rect.centery = 48 
        self.vlner_rect.centerx = 312 
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        self.iff_surf = self.f.render("%s"%self.iff,0, 
(255,255,0)) 
        self.iff_rect = self.iff_surf.get_rect() 
        self.iff_rect.centery = 48 
        self.iff_rect.centerx = 401 
        self.intrvl_surf = 
self.f.render("%d"%self.intrvl,0, (255,255,0)) 
        self.intrvl_rect = self.intrvl_surf.get_rect() 
        self.intrvl_rect.centery = 48 
        self.intrvl_rect.centerx = 490 
        self.speed_surf = self.f.render("%d"%self.speed,0, 
(255,255,0)) 
        self.speed_rect = self.speed_surf.get_rect() 
        self.speed_rect.centery = 48 
        self.speed_rect.centerx = 579 
        self.shots_surf = self.f.render("%d"%self.shots,0, 
(255,255,0)) 
        self.shots_rect = self.shots_surf.get_rect() 
        self.shots_rect.centery = 48 
        self.shots_rect.centerx = 668 
         
        scoresurf.blit(self.pnts_surf, self.pnts_rect) 
        scoresurf.blit(self.cntrl_surf, self.cntrl_rect) 
        scoresurf.blit(self.vlcty_surf, self.vlcty_rect) 
        scoresurf.blit(self.vlner_surf, self.vlner_rect) 
        scoresurf.blit(self.iff_surf, self.iff_rect) 
        if self.intrvl != 0: 
            scoresurf.blit(self.intrvl_surf, 
self.intrvl_rect) 
        scoresurf.blit(self.speed_surf, self.speed_rect) 
        scoresurf.blit(self.shots_surf, self.shots_rect) 
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#sounds.py 
#Pygame Space Fortress 
#Marc Destefano 
#Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
#Fall 2008 
import pygame 
 
class Sounds(object): 
    """collection of game sounds""" 
    def __init__(self): 
        super(Sounds, self).__init__() 
        self.shell_fired = 
pygame.mixer.Sound("sounds/ShellFired.wav") 
        self.missile_fired = 
pygame.mixer.Sound("sounds/MissileFired.wav") 
        self.explosion = 
pygame.mixer.Sound("sounds/ExpFort.wav") 
        self.collision = 
pygame.mixer.Sound("sounds/Collision.wav") 
        self.vlner_reset = 
pygame.mixer.Sound("sounds/VulnerZeroed.wav") 
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#timer.py 
#Pygame Space Fortress 
#Marc Destefano 
#Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
#Fall 2008 
import pygame 
 
class Timer(object): 
    """basic game timer""" 
    def __init__(self, app): 
        super(Timer, self).__init__() 
        self.start_time = pygame.time.get_ticks() 
         
    def elapsed(self): 
        """time elapsed since timer created""" 
        return (pygame.time.get_ticks() - self.start_time) 
         
    def reset(self): 
        """resets timer to current time""" 
        self.start_time = pygame.time.get_ticks() 
         
    def check(self): 
        pass 
         
class CountdownTimer(Timer): 
    """timer that does something upon expiration""" 
    def __init__(self, time, function): 
        super(CountdownTimer, self).__init__() 
        self.time = time 
        self.function = function 
         
    def check(self): 
        """determines whether timer triggers yet""" 
        if (pygame.time.get_ticks() - self.start_time) >= 
self.time: 
            self.function() 
            return True 
        else: 
            return False 
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#timer_by_frame.py 
#Pygame Space Fortress 
#Marc Destefano 
#Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
#Fall 2008 
from __future__ import division 
import pygame 
 
class Timer(object): 
    """timer that operates by frame count, and returns 
equivalent 'time'""" 
    def __init__(self, app): 
        super(Timer, self).__init__() 
        self.app = app 
        self.start_time = self.app.game_frame 
        self.frame_factor = 1000/self.app.frames_per_second 
#number of milliseconds per frame 
         
    def elapsed(self): 
        """time elapsed since timer created""" 
        return (self.app.game_frame - self.start_time) * 
self.frame_factor 
         
    def reset(self): 
        """resets timer to current time""" 
        self.start_time = self.app.game_frame 
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#Vector2D.py 
#Pygame Space Fortress 
#Marc Destefano 
#Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
#Fall 2008 
#This class represents a basic 2 dimensional linear algebra 
vector. 
from __future__ import division 
import math 
 
 
class Vector2D(object): 
    def __init__(self, x=0, y=0): 
        object.__init__(self) 
        self.x = x 
        self.y = y 
         
    def norm(self): 
        '''Returns the norm of the vector''' 
        return math.sqrt(self.x**2 + self.y**2) 
       
    def normalize(self): 
        '''Normalizes the current vector''' 
        norm = self.norm() 
        self.x /= norm 
        self.y /= norm 
 
    def normal(self): 
        '''Returns a normalized vector''' 
        norm = self.norm() 
        x = self.x/norm 
        y = self.y/norm 
        return Vector2D(x, y) 
 
    def scalar_product(self, scalar): 
        '''Returns the scalar product''' 
        x = self.x * scalar 
        y = self.y * scalar 
        return Vector2D(x, y) 
 
    def dot_product(self, hVector): 
        '''Returns the dot product''' 
        return (self.x * hVector.x) + (self.y * hVector.y) 
 
    def projection(self, hVector): 
        '''Returns the projection of a vector onto the 
current one''' 
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        return 
self.scalar_product(self.dot_product(hVector)/self.dot_prod
uct(self)) 
 
    @classmethod 
    def parseVector(cls, hSource, hTarget): 
        '''Returns the vector between two points''' 
        X = hTarget.x - hSource.x 
        Y = hTarget.y - hSource.y 
        return  cls(X, Y) 
 
if __name__ == '__main__': 
    v = Vector2D(1, 1) 
    print v 
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#__init__.py 
#this code is to be placed in the "sf_object" subfolder 
#Pygame Space Fortress 
#Marc Destefano 
#Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
#Fall 2008 
import object 
import line 
import fortress 
import ship 
import hexagon 
import shell 
import missile 
import mine 
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#fortress.py 
#this code is to be placed in the "sf_object" subfolder 
#Pygame Space Fortress 
#Marc Destefano 
#Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
#Fall 2008 
from __future__ import division 
from Vector2D import Vector2D 
import math 
import sf_object 
import pygame 
from timer import Timer as clock_timer 
from timer_by_frame import Timer as frame_timer 
 
class Fortress(sf_object.object.Object): 
    """represents the fortress object that typically 
appears in the center of the worldsurf""" 
    def __init__(self, app): 
        super(Fortress, self).__init__() 
        self.app = app 
        self.position.x = 355 
        self.position.y = 315 
        self.start_position.x = 355 
        self.start_position.y = 315 
        self.collision_radius = 18 #I'm making this up 
        self.last_orientation = self.orientation  
        self.shell_alive = False 
        self.automated = True 
        self.fire_lock = 22 
        self.thrust_flag = False #almost guaranteed that we 
won't be using this <mcd> 
        self.turn_flag = False #won't use - just for manual 
fortress control <mcd> 
        self.fire_flag = False #why am I wasting my time 
with these? <mcd> 
        self.target = None 
        self.target_str = "" #java code has two attributes 
called target with Hungarian notation. BAH <mcd> 
        self.turn_threshold = 1 
        self.double_shot_interval = 1 
        self.lock_interval = 1 
        self.thrust_speed = 0.0 
        self.turn_speed = 0 
        self.velocity_ratio = 0.0 #bullocks! The fortress 
doesn't move! <mcd> 
        self.extra_damage_limit = 1000 
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        self.half_size = 30 #I can't find what this is 
supposed to be - it's used heavily in RSF's 
compute_fortess() 
        self.base_line = sf_object.line.Line() 
        self.center_line = sf_object.line.Line() 
        self.l_wing_line = sf_object.line.Line() 
        self.r_wing_line = sf_object.line.Line() 
        if self.app.config["act-r"] == "t": 
            Timer = frame_timer #why isn't this accessible 
outside? 
        else: 
            Timer = clock_timer 
        self.timer = Timer(self.app) 
        self.sector_size = 10 
        self.lock_time = 1000 
         
   
    def compute(self, app): 
        """determines orientation of fortress""" 
        if app.ship.alive: 
            self.orientation = 
self.to_target_orientation(app.ship) // self.sector_size * 
self.sector_size #integer division truncates 
        if self.orientation != self.last_orientation: 
            self.last_orientation = self.orientation 
            self.timer.reset() 
        if self.timer.elapsed() >= self.lock_time and 
app.ship.alive and app.fortress.alive: 
            app.log.write("# fortress fired\n") 
            self.fire(app.ship) 
            self.timer.reset() 
             
    def fire(self, ship): 
        self.app.sounds.shell_fired.play() 
        
self.app.shell_list.append(sf_object.shell.Shell(self.app, 
self.to_target_orientation(ship))) 
         
    def draw(self, worldsurf): 
        """draws fortress to worldsurf""" 
        #photoshop measurement shows 36 pixels long, and 
two wings 18 from center and 18 long 
        #these formulae rotate about the origin. Need to 
translate to origin, rotate, and translate back 
        self.sinphi = 
math.sin(math.radians((self.orientation) % 360)) 
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        self.cosphi = 
math.cos(math.radians((self.orientation) % 360)) 
        x1 = self.position.x 
        y1 = self.position.y 
        x2 = 36 * self.cosphi + self.position.x 
        y2 = -(36 * self.sinphi) + self.position.y 
        #x3, y3 = 18, -18 
        x3 = 18 * self.cosphi - -18 * self.sinphi + 
self.position.x 
        y3 = -(-18 * self.cosphi + 18 * self.sinphi) + 
self.position.y 
        #x4, y4 = 0, -18 
        x4 = -(-18 * self.sinphi) + self.position.x 
        y4 = -(-18 * self.cosphi) + self.position.y 
        #x5, y5 = 18, 18 
        x5 = 18 * self.cosphi - 18 * self.sinphi + 
self.position.x 
        y5 = -(18 * self.cosphi + 18 * self.sinphi) + 
self.position.y 
        #x6, y6 = 0, 18 
        x6 = - (18 * self.sinphi) + self.position.x 
        y6 = -(18 * self.cosphi) + self.position.y 
         
        pygame.draw.line(worldsurf, (255,255,0), (x1,y1), 
(x2, y2)) 
        pygame.draw.line(worldsurf, (255,255,0), (x3,y3), 
(x5, y5)) 
        pygame.draw.line(worldsurf, (255,255,0), (x3,y3), 
(x4, y4)) 
        pygame.draw.line(worldsurf, (255,255,0), (x5,y5), 
(x6, y6)) 
         
        
    def draw2(self, worldsurf): 
        """old function to determine lines based on 
orientation, and draws Fortress to worldsurf""" 
        xfuse = yfuse = 0.0 
        cosphi = math.cos(math.radians(self.orientation)) 
        sinphi = math.sin(math.radians(self.orientation)) 
        #compute body center? 
        xfuse = self.position.x + self.half_size * 0.5 * 
sinphi 
        yfuse = self.position.y - self.half_size * 0.5 * 
cosphi 
         
        self.center_line.x1 = self.position.x 
        self.center_line.y1 = self.position.y 
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        self.center_line.x2 = self.position.x + 
self.half_size * sinphi 
        self.center_line.y2 = self.position.y - 
self.half_size * cosphi 
 
        #the length of the base line is 0.8 * size of 
fortress, and it is at 90 degrees to the center line 
        self.base_line.x1 = xfuse + 0.4 * self.half_size * 
cosphi 
        self.base_line.y1 = yfuse + 0.4 * self.half_size * 
sinphi 
        self.base_line.x2 = xfuse - 0.4 * self.half_size * 
cosphi 
        self.base_line.y2 = yfuse - 0.4 * self.half_size * 
sinphi 
         
        #from the original code, a shift of 0.5,0.5 is 
added for unknown reasons. 
        self.base_line.shift_line(0.5, 0.5) 
 
        self.l_wing_line.x1 = self.base_line.x1 
        self.l_wing_line.y1 = self.base_line.y1 
        self.l_wing_line.x2 = self.l_wing_line.x1 - 
self.half_size * 0.5 * sinphi 
        self.l_wing_line.y2 = self.l_wing_line.y1 + 
self.half_size * 0.5 * cosphi 
 
        self.r_wing_line.x1 = self.base_line.x2; 
        self.r_wing_line.y1 = self.base_line.y2; 
        self.r_wing_line.x2 = self.r_wing_line.x1 - 
self.half_size * 0.5 * sinphi 
        self.r_wing_line.y2 = self.r_wing_line.y1 + 
self.half_size * 0.5 * cosphi 
         
        pygame.draw.line(worldsurf, (255,255,0), 
(self.center_line.x1,self.center_line.y1), \ 
            (self.center_line.x2,self.center_line.y2)) 
        pygame.draw.line(worldsurf, (255,255,0), 
(self.base_line.x1,self.base_line.y1), \ 
            (self.base_line.x2,self.base_line.y2)) 
        pygame.draw.line(worldsurf, (255,255,0), 
(self.l_wing_line.x1,self.l_wing_line.y1), \ 
            (self.l_wing_line.x2,self.l_wing_line.y2)) 
        pygame.draw.line(worldsurf, (255,255,0), 
(self.r_wing_line.x1,self.r_wing_line.y1), \ 
            (self.r_wing_line.x2,self.r_wing_line.y2)) 
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#hexagon.py 
#this code is to be placed in the "sf_object" subfolder 
#Pygame Space Fortress 
#Marc Destefano 
#Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
#Fall 2008 
from __future__ import division 
from Vector2D import Vector2D 
import math 
import sf_object 
import pygame 
 
class Hex(sf_object.object.Object): 
    """represents the hexagons the delineate the 'proper' 
playing space""" 
    def __init__(self, app, radius): 
        super(Hex, self).__init__() 
        self.app = app 
        self.PointX1 = (int) (355 - radius) 
        self.PointX2 = (int) (355 - radius * 0.5) 
        self.PointX3 = (int) (355 + radius * 0.5)  
        self.PointX4 = (int) (355 + radius)  
        self.PointY1 = 315 
        self.PointY2 = (int) (315 - radius * 1.125) 
        self.PointY3 = (int) (315 + radius * 1.125)  
        self.points_x = [0] * 6 
        self.points_y = [0] * 6 
 
        self.points_x[0] = self.PointX1 
        self.points_x[1] = self.PointX2 
        self.points_x[2] = self.PointX3 
        self.points_x[3] = self.PointX4 
        self.points_x[4] = self.PointX3 
        self.points_x[5] = self.PointX2 
 
        self.points_y[0] = self.PointY1 
        self.points_y[1] = self.PointY2 
        self.points_y[2] = self.PointY2 
        self.points_y[3] = self.PointY1 
        self.points_y[4] = self.PointY3 
        self.points_y[5] = self.PointY3 
         
    def draw(self,worldsurf): 
        """draws hex""" 
        for i in range(6): 
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            pygame.draw.line(worldsurf, (0,255,0), 
(self.points_x[i], self.points_y[i]), (self.points_x[(i + 
1) % 6], self.points_y[(i + 1) % 6])) 
             
    def collide(self, ship): 
        """tests if point is within convex polygon""" 
        #Detecting whether a point is inside a convex 
polygon can be determined very easily.  
        #Our first step is to create perpendicular vectors 
for each of the polygon edges and a vector from the test 
point  
        #to the first vertex of each edge. The 
perpendicular of a 2D vector can be created by simply 
creating the vector,  
        #swap the X and Y components, and then negate the 
X. The dot product of two vectors defines the cosine of the 
angle between those vectors.  
        #If the dot product for each of the edges is 
positive, all the angles are less than 90 degrees and the 
point is inside the polygon.  
        #This is exactly analogous to a 2D version of 
backface culling for 3D polygons. 
        self.line1normal = Vector2D(-(self.points_y[1] - 
self.points_y[0]), self.points_x[1] - self.points_x[0]) 
        self.line2normal = Vector2D(-(self.points_y[2] - 
self.points_y[1]), self.points_x[2] - self.points_x[1]) 
        self.line3normal = Vector2D(-(self.points_y[3] - 
self.points_y[2]), self.points_x[3] - self.points_x[2]) 
        self.line4normal = Vector2D(-(self.points_y[4] - 
self.points_y[3]), self.points_x[4] - self.points_x[3]) 
        self.line5normal = Vector2D(-(self.points_y[5] - 
self.points_y[4]), self.points_x[5] - self.points_x[4]) 
        self.line6normal = Vector2D(-(self.points_y[0] - 
self.points_y[5]), self.points_x[0] - self.points_x[5]) 
        self.pointvector1 = Vector2D(ship.position.x - 
self.points_x[0], ship.position.y - self.points_y[0]) 
        self.pointvector2 = Vector2D(ship.position.x - 
self.points_x[1], ship.position.y - self.points_y[1]) 
        self.pointvector3 = Vector2D(ship.position.x - 
self.points_x[2], ship.position.y - self.points_y[2]) 
        self.pointvector4 = Vector2D(ship.position.x - 
self.points_x[3], ship.position.y - self.points_y[3]) 
        self.pointvector5 = Vector2D(ship.position.x - 
self.points_x[4], ship.position.y - self.points_y[4]) 
        self.pointvector6 = Vector2D(ship.position.x - 
self.points_x[5], ship.position.y - self.points_y[5]) 
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        if self.line1normal.dot_product(self.pointvector1) 
< 0: 
            return 0 
        elif 
self.line2normal.dot_product(self.pointvector2) < 0: 
            return 0 
        elif 
self.line3normal.dot_product(self.pointvector3) < 0: 
            return 0 
        elif 
self.line4normal.dot_product(self.pointvector4) < 0: 
            return 0 
        elif 
self.line5normal.dot_product(self.pointvector5) < 0: 
            return 0 
        elif 
self.line6normal.dot_product(self.pointvector6) < 0: 
            return 0 
        else: 
            return 1 
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#line.py 
#this code is to be placed in the "sf_object" subfolder 
#Pygame Space Fortress 
#Marc Destefano 
#Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
#Fall 2008 
from __future__ import division 
 
class Line(object): 
    """A Line. Seriously""" 
    def __init__(self, x1=0, y1=0, x2=0, y2=0): 
        super(Line, self).__init__() 
        self.x1 = x1 
        self.x2 = x2 
        self.y1 = y1 
        self.y2 = y2 
        self._WITHIN_BOUNDS = -10000.0 #below ranges for 
drawing 
         
    def __eq__(self, other): 
        """sets a line equal to another line""" 
        other.x1 = self.x1 
        other.x2 = self.x2 
        other.y1 = self.y1 
        other.y2 = self.y2 
         
    def scale_line(self, xscalefactor, yscalefactor): 
        """scales a line by two dimensional constants""" 
        self.x1 *= xscalefactor 
        self.x2 *= xscalefactor 
        self.y1 *= yscalefactor 
        self.y2 *= yscalefactor 
         
     
    def shift_line(self, xshiftfactor, yshiftfactor): 
        """moves a line by two dimensional constants""" 
        self.x1 += xshiftfactor 
        self.x2 += xshiftfactor 
        self.y1 += yshiftfactor 
        self.y2 += yshiftfactor 
         
    def check_bounds(self, num, lowerbound, upperbound): 
        """Checks the Bounds. This is useful, isn't it?""" 
        if num < lowerbound: 
            return lowerbound 
        if num > upperbound: 
            return upperbound 
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        else: 
            return self._WITHIN_BOUNDS 
             
    def clip_line(self, leftbound, topbound, rightbound, 
botbound): 
        """Doesn't draw the whole line if we're at an edge 
or something""" 
        dy = self.y2 - self.y1 
        dx = self.x2 - self.x1 
        newx1 = self.x1 
        newx2 = self.x2 
        newy1 = self.y1 
        newy2 = self.y2 
        b = 0.0 
        
        if dx != 0: 
            b = self.check_bounds(self.x1, leftbound, 
rightbound) 
            if b != self._WITHIN_BOUNDS: 
                newy1 = self.y2 - (self.x2 -b) * (dy / dx) 
                newx1 = b 
            b = self.check_bounds(self.x2, leftbound, 
rightbound) 
            if b != self._WITHIN_BOUNDS: 
                newy2 = self.y1 - (self.x1 - b) * (dy / dx) 
                newx2 = b 
            
        if dy != 0: 
            b = self.check_bounds(self.y1, topbound, 
botbound) 
            if b != self._WITHIN_BOUNDS: 
                newx1 = self.x2 - (self.y2 - b) * (dx / dy) 
                newy1 = b 
            b = self.check_bounds(self.y2, topbound, 
botbound) 
            if b != self._WITHIN_BOUNDS: 
                newx2 = self.x1 - (self.y1 - b) * (dx / dy) 
                newy2 = b 
         
        self.x1 = newx1 
        self.x2 = newx2 
        self.y1 = newy1 
        self.y2 = newy2 
         
if __name__ == '__main__': 
    l1 = Line(5,3,10,10) 
    l2 = l1 
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    print l1.x1, l2.x1 
    l1.clip_line(0,5,5,0) 
    print l1.x1, l1.y1, l1.x2, l1.y2 
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#mine.py 
#this code is to be placed in the "sf_object" subfolder 
#Pygame Space Fortress 
#Marc Destefano 
#Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
#Fall 2008 
from __future__ import division 
from Vector2D import Vector2D 
import math 
import sf_object 
import string 
import random 
import pygame 
#from frame import Frame 
 
class Mine(sf_object.object.Object): 
    """represents the friend or foe mine object""" 
    def __init__(self, app): 
        super(Mine, self).__init__() 
        self.position.x = 600 
        self.position.y = 400 
        self.app = app 
        self.speed = 10 
        self.health = 1 
        self.timeout = 15000 #milliseconds after 
destruction when mine "gives up" 
        self.reset_time = 5000 #milliseconds after 
destruction when mine "respawns" 
        self.alive = False 
        self.collision_radius = 20 
        self.foe_probability = 0.3 
        self.life_span = 160 
        self.sleep_span = 200 
        self.minimum_spawn_distance = 320 
        self.maximum_spawn_distance = 640 
        self.iff_lower_bound = 100 
        self.iff_upper_bound = 300 
        self.speed = 2 
        self.num_foes = 3 
        self.letters = list(string.letters[26:]) #list of 
uppercase letters 
        self.letters.remove("T") #Screws up Lisp's read-
from-string 
        self.exists = True 
     
    def generate_foes(self, num): 
        """determine which mine designations are 'foes'""" 
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        self.foe_letters = random.sample(self.letters, num) 
        self.foe_letters.sort() 
        for each in self.foe_letters: 
            self.letters.remove(each) 
             
    def generate_new_position(self): 
        """chooses random location to place mine""" 
        self.position.x = random.random() * 
(self.app.WORLD_WIDTH - 40) + 20 
        self.position.y = random.random() * 
(self.app.WORLD_HEIGHT - 40) + 20 
             
    def reset(self): 
        """resets mine - makes alive, places it a distance 
away from the ship, gets IFF tag""" 
        self.alive = True 
        if random.random() < self.foe_probability: 
            self.app.score.iff = 
random.sample(self.foe_letters, 1)[0] 
        else: 
            self.app.score.iff = 
random.sample(self.letters, 1)[0] 
        self.generate_new_position() 
        while self.get_distance_to_object(self.app.ship) < 
400: 
            self.generate_new_position() 
         
    def compute(self): 
        """calculates new position of mine""" 
        self.velocity.x = 
math.cos(math.radians((self.to_target_orientation(self.app.
ship)) % 360)) * self.speed 
        self.velocity.y = -
math.sin(math.radians((self.to_target_orientation(self.app.
ship)) % 360)) * self.speed 
        self.position.x += self.velocity.x 
        self.position.y += self.velocity.y 
         
    def draw(self, worldsurf): 
        """draws mine to worldsurf""" 
        pygame.draw.line(worldsurf, (0,255,255), 
(self.position.x - 16, self.position.y), (self.position.x, 
self.position.y - 24)) 
        pygame.draw.line(worldsurf, (0,255,255), 
(self.position.x, self.position.y - 24), (self.position.x + 
16, self.position.y)) 
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        pygame.draw.line(worldsurf, (0,255,255), 
(self.position.x + 16, self.position.y), (self.position.x, 
self.position.y + 24)) 
        pygame.draw.line(worldsurf, (0,255,255), 
(self.position.x, self.position.y + 24), (self.position.x - 
16, self.position.y)) 
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#missile.py 
#this code is to be placed in the "sf_object" subfolder 
#Pygame Space Fortress 
#Marc Destefano 
#Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
#Fall 2008 
from __future__ import division 
from Vector2D import Vector2D 
import math 
import sf_object 
import pygame 
#from frame import Frame 
 
class Missile(sf_object.object.Object): 
    """represents the weapon fired by the ship""" 
    def __init__(self, app): 
        super(Missile, self).__init__() 
        self.app = app 
        self.orientation = self.app.ship.orientation 
        self.position.x = self.app.ship.position.x 
        self.position.y = self.app.ship.position.y 
        self.collision_radius = 5 
        self.speed = int(app.config["missile_speed"]) 
        self.velocity.x = 
math.cos(math.radians((self.orientation) % 360)) * 
self.speed 
        self.velocity.y = -
math.sin(math.radians((self.orientation) % 360)) * 
self.speed 
         
    def compute(self): 
        """calculates new position of ship's missile""" 
        self.position.x += self.velocity.x 
        self.position.y += self.velocity.y 
         
         
    def draw(self, worldsurf): 
        """draws ship's missile to worldsurf""" 
        #photoshop measurement shows 25 pixels long, and 
two wings at 45 degrees to the left and right, 7 pixels 
long 
        #these formulae rotate about the origin. Need to 
translate to origin, rotate, and translate back 
        self.sinphi = 
math.sin(math.radians((self.orientation) % 360)) 
        self.cosphi = 
math.cos(math.radians((self.orientation) % 360)) 
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        self.x1 = self.position.x 
        self.y1 = self.position.y 
        #x2 is -25 
        self.x2 = -25 * self.cosphi + self.position.x 
        self.y2 = -(-25 * self.sinphi) + self.position.y 
        #x3, y3 is -5, +5 
        self.x3 = (-5 * self.cosphi) - (5 * self.sinphi) + 
self.position.x 
        self.y3 = -((5 * self.cosphi) + (-5 * self.sinphi)) 
+ self.position.y 
        #x4, y4 is -5, -5 
        self.x4 = (-5 * self.cosphi) - (-5 * self.sinphi) + 
self.position.x 
        self.y4 = -((-5 * self.cosphi) + (-5 * 
self.sinphi)) + self.position.y 
         
        pygame.draw.line(worldsurf, (255,0,0), (self.x1, 
self.y1), (self.x2, self.y2)) 
        pygame.draw.line(worldsurf, (255,0,0), (self.x1, 
self.y1), (self.x3, self.y3)) 
        pygame.draw.line(worldsurf, (255,0,0), (self.x1, 
self.y1), (self.x4, self.y4)) 
         
    def collides_with(self, sf_object): 
        """determines if mine is colliding with a 
particular object""" 
        incx = math.cos(math.radians((self.orientation) % 
360)) # "incremental x" - how much it moves with speed = 1 
        incy = -math.sin(math.radians((self.orientation) % 
360)) # "incremental y" - how much it moves with speed = 1 
        for i in range(1, self.speed + 1): 
            tempx = self.position.x + incx * i #test 
position 
            tempy = self.position.y + incy * i 
            tempdist = math.sqrt(((tempx - 
sf_object.position.x) ** 2) + ((tempy - 
sf_object.position.y) ** 2)) 
            if tempdist <= self.collision_radius + 
sf_object.collision_radius: 
                return 1 
        return 0 
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#object.py 
#this code is to be placed in the "sf_object" subfolder 
#Pygame Space Fortress 
#Marc Destefano 
#Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
#Fall 2008 
from __future__ import division 
from Vector2D import Vector2D 
import math 
#from frame import Frame 
 
class Object(object): 
    """Base class for all visible Space Fortress objects""" 
    def __init__(self): 
        super(Object, self).__init__() 
        self.start_position = Vector2D() 
        self.position = Vector2D() 
        self.last_position = Vector2D() 
        self.start_velocity = Vector2D() 
        self.velocity = Vector2D() 
        self.max_velocity = Vector2D() 
        self.start_orientation = 0 
        self.orientation = 0 
        self.update_delay = 0 
        self.velocity_ratio = 1.0 
        self.half_size = 0 
        self.collision_radius = 1 
        self.primary_ID = "" 
        self.secondary_ID = "" 
        self.hostiles = "" 
        self.neutrals = "" 
        self.health = 1 
        self.damage = 0 
        self.operations = {} 
        self.invulnerable = False 
        self.alive = True 
        self.last_born = 0 
        self.last_damaged = 0 
        self.last_updated = -1 
        self.last_died = 0 
        self.enable_position_change = True 
        self.enable_velocity_change = True 
        self.enable_orientation_change = True 
        self.enable_tactical_change = True 
        self.enable_invulnerability_change = True 
        self.all_selections = {} 
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    #state change methods 
     
    def update(self, time): 
        """updates the current state of the generic object. 
Should be called once per frame""" 
        if self.alive == False: 
            return 
        self.last_position = self.position 
        self.position = Vector2D(self.position.x + 
self.velocity.y * time, self.position.y + self.velocity.y * 
time) 
        self.last_updated = GameFrame.clock.get_ticks() 
         
    def take_damage(self, value=1): 
        """damages object""" 
        if value>0: 
            self.damage += value 
        if self.damage >= self.health: 
            self.alive = False 
            self.damage = 0 
             
    #utility methods 
     
    def to_target_orientation(self, target): 
        """find the correct orientation to pursue target""" 
        dx = target.position.x - self.position.x 
        dy = self.position.y - target.position.y 
        return (math.degrees(math.atan2(dy,dx))) % 360 
             
    def get_distance_to_object(self, target): 
        """Finds the distance between to a target object""" 
        distance = (target.position.x - self.position.x)**2 
        distance += (target.position.y - 
self.position.y)**2 
        return math.sqrt(distance) 
         
    def test_collision(self, target): 
        """returns true if two collision_radii are 
overlapping, false otherwise""" 
        if self.get_distance_to_object(target) <= 
self.collision_radius + target.collision_radius: 
            return True 
        else: 
            return False 
         
    def check_world_wrap(self): 
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        """Checks whether the object has exceeded the world 
boundaries. Returns 1 if wrap or 0 if no wrap""" 
        wrap = False 
        if self.position.x > GameFrame.SCREEN_WIDTH: 
            wrap = True 
            self.position.x -= GameFrame.SCREEN_WIDTH 
        elif self.position.x < 0: 
            wrap = True 
            self.position.x += GameFrame.SCREEN_WIDTH 
        if self.position.x > GameFrame.SCREEN_HEIGHT: 
            wrap = True 
            self.position.y -= GameFrame.SCREEN_HEIGHT 
        elif self.position.y < 0: 
            wrap = True 
            self.position.y += GameFrame.SCREEN_HEIGHT 
             
        return wrap 
         
    def FSin(self, value): 
        """takes angle in degrees and returns sin in 
radians""" 
        return math.sin(value * 0.0174527)  #PI/180 
         
       
    def FCos(self, value): 
        """takes angle in degrees and returns cos in 
radians""" 
        return math.cos(value * 0.0174527) 
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#shell.py 
#this code is to be placed in the "sf_object" subfolder 
#Pygame Space Fortress 
#Marc Destefano 
#Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
#Fall 2008 
from __future__ import division 
from Vector2D import Vector2D 
import math 
import sf_object 
import pygame 
#from frame import Frame 
 
class Shell(sf_object.object.Object): 
    """represents the weapon fired from the fortress""" 
    def __init__(self, app, orientation): 
        super(Shell, self).__init__() 
        self.app = app 
        self.orientation = orientation 
        self.position.x = 355 
        self.position.y = 315 
        self.speed = int(app.config["shell_speed"]) 
        self.collision_radius = 3 
        self.velocity.x = 
math.cos(math.radians((self.orientation) % 360)) * 
self.speed 
        self.velocity.y = -
math.sin(math.radians((self.orientation) % 360)) * 
self.speed 
         
    def compute(self): 
        """calculates new position of shell""" 
        self.position.x += self.velocity.x 
        self.position.y += self.velocity.y 
                
    def draw(self, worldsurf): 
        """draws shell to worldsurf"""        
        #photoshop measurement shows, from center, 16 
points ahead, 8 points behind, and 6 points to either side 
        #NewX = (OldX*Cos(Theta)) - (OldY*Sin(Theta)) 
        #NewY = -((OldY*Cos(Theta)) + (OldX*Sin(Theta))) 
flip 'cause +y is down 
        #these formulae rotate about the origin. Need to 
translate to origin, rotate, and translate back 
        self.sinphi = 
math.sin(math.radians((self.orientation) % 360)) 
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        self.cosphi = 
math.cos(math.radians((self.orientation) % 360)) 
         
        x1 = -8 * self.cosphi + self.position.x 
        y1 = -(-8 * self.sinphi) + self.position.y 
        x2 = -(-6 * self.sinphi) + self.position.x 
        y2 = -(-6 * self.cosphi) + self.position.y 
        x3 = 16 * self.cosphi + self.position.x 
        y3 = -(16 * self.sinphi) + self.position.y 
        x4 = -(6 * self.sinphi) + self.position.x 
        y4 = -(6 * self.cosphi) + self.position.y 
         
        pygame.draw.line(worldsurf, (255,0,0), (x1, y1), 
(x2, y2)) 
        pygame.draw.line(worldsurf, (255,0,0), (x2, y2), 
(x3, y3)) 
        pygame.draw.line(worldsurf, (255,0,0), (x3, y3), 
(x4, y4)) 
        pygame.draw.line(worldsurf, (255,0,0), (x4, y4), 
(x1, y1)) 
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#ship.py 
#this code is to be placed in the "sf_object" subfolder 
#Pygame Space Fortress 
#Marc Destefano 
#Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
#Fall 2008from __future__ import division 
from Vector2D import Vector2D 
import math 
import sf_object 
import pygame 
#from frame import Frame 
 
class Ship(sf_object.object.Object): 
    """represents the fortress object that typically 
appears in the center of the worldsurf""" 
    def __init__(self, app): 
        super(Ship, self).__init__() 
        self.app = app 
        self.collision_radius = 10 
        self.position.x = 245 
        self.position.y = 315 
        self.orientation = 90 
        self.start_position.x = 245 
        self.start_position.y = 315 
        self.missile_capacity = 100 
        self.missile_count = 100 
        self.active_missile_limit = 5 
        self.active_missile_count = 0 
        self.last_fired = -100 
        self.last_IFF_value = 0 
        self.notify_mine_IFF = False 
        self.world_wrap_flag = False 
        self.thrust_flag = False 
        self.thrust = 0 
        self.turn_flag = False 
        self.fire_flag = False 
        self.turn_speed = 3 
        self.acceleration = 0 
        self.acceleration_factor = 0.3 
        self.velocity_ratio = 0.65 
        self.fire_interval = 5 
        self.threshold_factor = 0 
        self.autofire = False 
        self.nochange = False 
        self.health = 4 
        self.max_vel = 6 
        self.set_alive = True 
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        self.set_invulnerable = False 
        self.half_size = 30 #??? What IS this about? 
        self.center_line = sf_object.line.Line() 
        self.r_wing_line = sf_object.line.Line() 
        self.l_wing_line = sf_object.line.Line() 
        self.small_hex_flag = False #did we hit the small 
hex? 
         
    def compute(self): 
        """updates ship""" 
        if self.turn_flag == 'right': 
            self.orientation = (self.orientation - 
self.turn_speed) % 360 
        elif self.turn_flag == 'left': 
            self.orientation = (self.orientation + 
self.turn_speed) % 360 
        #thrust is only changed if joystick is engaged. 
Thrust is calculated while processing joystick input 
        #self.acceleration = self.thrust * -0.3 
         
        if self.thrust_flag == True: 
            self.acceleration = self.acceleration_factor 
        else: 
            self.acceleration = 0 
        self.velocity.x += self.acceleration * 
math.cos(math.radians(self.orientation)) 
        if self.velocity.x > self.max_vel: 
            self.velocity.x = self.max_vel 
        elif self.velocity.x < -self.max_vel: 
            self.velocity.x = -self.max_vel 
        self.velocity.y += self.acceleration * 
math.sin(math.radians(self.orientation)) 
        if self.velocity.y > self.max_vel: 
            self.velocity.y = self.max_vel 
        elif self.velocity.y < -self.max_vel: 
            self.velocity.y = -self.max_vel 
        self.position.x += self.velocity.x 
        self.position.y -= self.velocity.y 
        if self.position.x > self.app.WORLD_WIDTH: 
            self.position.x = 0 
            self.app.score.pnts -= 35 
            self.app.log.write("# wrapped right\n") 
        if self.position.x < 0: 
            self.position.x = self.app.WORLD_WIDTH 
            self.app.score.pnts -= 35 
            self.app.log.write("# wrapped left\n") 
        if self.position.y > self.app.WORLD_HEIGHT: 
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            self.position.y = 0 
            self.app.score.pnts -= 35 
            self.app.log.write("# wrapped down\n") 
        if self.position.y < 0: 
            self.position.y = self.app.WORLD_HEIGHT 
            self.app.score.pnts -= 35 
            self.app.log.write("# wrapped up\n") 
             
    def shoot(self): 
        """fires missile""" 
        
self.app.missile_list.append(sf_object.missile.Missile(self
.app)) 
        self.app.sounds.missile_fired.play() 
        if self.app.score.shots > 0: 
            self.app.score.shots -= 1 
        else: 
            self.app.score.pnts -= 3 
             
    def draw(self, worldsurf): 
        """draw ship to worldsurf""" 
        #ship's nose is x+18 to x-18, wings are 18 back and 
18 to the side of 0,0 
        #NewX = (OldX*Cos(Theta)) - (OldY*Sin(Theta)) 
        #NewY = -((OldY*Cos(Theta)) + (OldX*Sin(Theta))) - 
taking inverse because +y is down 
        #these formulae rotate about the origin. Need to 
translate to origin, rotate, and translate back 
        self.sinphi = 
math.sin(math.radians((self.orientation) % 360)) 
        self.cosphi = 
math.cos(math.radians((self.orientation) % 360)) 
        #old x1 = -18 
        x1 = -18 * self.cosphi + self.position.x 
        y1 = -(-18 * self.sinphi) + self.position.y 
        #old x2 = + 18 
        x2 = 18 * self.cosphi + self.position.x 
        y2 = -(18 * self.sinphi) + self.position.y 
        #x3 will be center point 
        x3 = self.position.x 
        y3 = self.position.y 
        #x4, y4 = -18, 18 
        x4 = -18 * self.cosphi - 18 * self.sinphi + 
self.position.x 
        y4 = -((18 * self.cosphi) + (-18 * self.sinphi)) + 
self.position.y 
        #x5, y5 = -18, -18 
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        x5 = -18 * self.cosphi - -18 * self.sinphi + 
self.position.x 
        y5 = -((-18 * self.cosphi) + (-18 * self.sinphi)) + 
self.position.y 
         
        pygame.draw.line(worldsurf, (255,255,0), (x1,y1), 
(x2,y2)) 
        pygame.draw.line(worldsurf, (255,255,0), (x3,y3), 
(x4,y4)) 
        pygame.draw.line(worldsurf, (255,255,0), (x3,y3), 
(x5,y5)) 
         
    def draw2(self,worldsurf): 
        """old function to draw ship to worldsurf""" 
        self.center_line.x1 = self.position.x + 0.5 * 
self.half_size * math.sin(math.radians((self.orientation) % 
360)) 
        self.center_line.y1 = self.position.y - 0.5 * 
self.half_size * math.cos(math.radians((self.orientation) % 
360)) 
        self.center_line.x2 = self.position.x - 0.5 * 
self.half_size * math.sin(math.radians((self.orientation) % 
360)) 
        self.center_line.y2 = self.position.y + 0.5 * 
self.half_size * math.cos(math.radians((self.orientation) % 
360)) 
 
        #Compute Wings 
        self.Rwing_headings = (self.orientation + 135) % 
360 #225 
        self.Lwing_headings = (self.orientation + 225) % 
360 #315 
 
        self.l_wing_line.x1 = self.position.x 
        self.l_wing_line.y1 = self.position.y 
        self.l_wing_line.x2 = self.position.x + 0.707 * 
self.half_size * 
math.sin(math.radians(self.Lwing_headings)) 
        self.l_wing_line.y2 = self.position.y - 0.707 * 
self.half_size * 
math.cos(math.radians(self.Lwing_headings)) 
 
        self.r_wing_line.x1 = self.position.x 
        self.r_wing_line.y1 = self.position.y 
        self.r_wing_line.x2 = self.position.x + 0.707 * 
self.half_size * 
math.sin(math.radians(self.Rwing_headings)) 
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        self.r_wing_line.y2 = self.position.y - 0.707 * 
self.half_size * 
math.cos(math.radians(self.Rwing_headings)) 
         
        pygame.draw.line(worldsurf, (255,255,0), 
(self.center_line.x1,self.center_line.y1), \ 
            (self.center_line.x2,self.center_line.y2)) 
        pygame.draw.line(worldsurf, (255,255,0), 
(self.l_wing_line.x1,self.l_wing_line.y1), \ 
            (self.l_wing_line.x2,self.l_wing_line.y2)) 
        pygame.draw.line(worldsurf, (255,255,0), 
(self.r_wing_line.x1,self.r_wing_line.y1), \ 
            (self.r_wing_line.x2,self.r_wing_line.y2)) 
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Appendix D: Analysis Code 

#analyze.py 
from playback import * 
import os, math 
 
#things we want: Subject #, Hour (1-31), Session (1-8), 
Game # (1-248), Log version, Length of game 
#scores, number of ship deaths, number of fortress kills, 
number of friendly mines, number of friendly mines 
destroyed 
#number of foe mines, number of foe mines destroyed, number 
of bonus opportunities, number of shots bonus taken, number 
of pnts bonus taken 
#average distance from ship to fortress 
 
def distance(x1, y1, x2, y2): 
    return math.sqrt((x2-x1)**2 + (y2-y1)**2) 
 
path = '/Users/destem/Documents/PhD/PSF data/final data/' 
dirtree = os.walk(path) 
outfile = open('/Users/destem/Desktop/final results.txt', 
"w") 
outfile.write("Subject\tHour\tSession\tGame\tVersion\tGamet
ime\tPNTS\tCNTRL\tVLCTY\tSPEED\tTotal\tShipDeaths\tFortress
Kills\tNumMines\tNumFriends\tFriendsDestroyed\tNumFoes\tFoe
sDestroyed\tNumBonuses\tNumShotsBonusTaken\tNumPNTSShotsBon
usTaken\tAvgShipDistance\n") 
for direntry in dirtree: 
    for eachfile in direntry[2]: 
        if eachfile.endswith(".dat"): 
            print eachfile 
            foe_letters = [] 
            log_version = 0 
            log = open(os.path.join(direntry[0], 
eachfile)).readlines() 
            filename = [int(x) for x in 
eachfile.rstrip(".dat").split("-")] #list comprehensions 
rock! 
            if filename[2] == 1: 
                bonus_up = False #carries over!?! First 
game of session starts False 
            log = translate_log(log) 
            if len(log) == 0: 
                outfile.write("%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\n" 
%(filename[0], filename[1], filename[2], ((filename[1] - 1) 
* 8 + filename[2]))) 
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                continue 
            if log[0][0] == "Foe": #early log file, no 
tagged events, double printout per frame 
                log_version = 1.0 
                foe_letters = [log[0][1], log[0][2], 
log[0][3].rstrip()] 
                log = [line for i, line in enumerate(log) 
if (i % 2 == 1) and (type(line[0]) == type(1.1))] 
            else: #log file has event tags 
                #remove tags 
                log_version = 1.2 
                foe_letters = [log[3][5], log[3][6], 
log[3][7].rstrip()] 
                log = [line for line in log if line[0] != 
'#'] 
            distance_to_fortress = 0 
            ship_deaths = 0 
            fortress_kills = 0 
            friend_mines = 0 
            friend_deaths = 0 
            foe_mines = 0 
            foe_deaths = 0 
            bonus_available = 0 
            shots_bonus = 0 
            pnts_bonus = 0 
            bonus_time = log[0][GAME_TIME] 
            curr_symbol = log[0] 
            prev_symbol = log[0] 
            for i, line in enumerate(log): #do all our 
counting of events! 
                if line[SHIP_ALIVE] == 'n' and log[i-
1][SHIP_ALIVE] == 'y':    
                    #ship has restarted 
                    ship_deaths += 1 
                if line[FORTRESS_ALIVE] == 'n' and log[i-
1][FORTRESS_ALIVE] == 'y': 
                    fortress_kills += 1 
                    #print "Fortress", line[GAME_TIME] 
                if line[SHIP_X] != '-': #written when ship 
is destroyed 
                    distance_to_fortress += 
math.sqrt((line[SHIP_X] - 355)**2 + (line[SHIP_Y] - 
315)**2) 
                if log[i-1][MINE_ALIVE] == 'n' and 
line[MINE_ALIVE] == 'y': #new mine 
                    if line[IFF] in foe_letters: 
                        foe_mines += 1 
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                    else: 
                        friend_mines += 1 
                #mine disappears when it's hit, it hits the 
ship, or it times out. To test mine destruction, need to 
see when 
                #mine disappears, and test if a missile was 
close enough to it in the previous frame 
                if i > 0 and line[MINE_ALIVE] == "n" and 
log[i-1][MINE_ALIVE] == "y" and log[i-2][MINE_ALIVE] == 
'y': #apaarently checking both is necessary 
                    #mine disappeared - was it destroyed? 
CD checks if it's *about* to hit, not if they're within the 
radii 
                    #missile speed is 20, missile collision 
radius is 5, mine collision radius is 20 
                     
                    #okay, let's try this: calculate 
missile's and mine's next position, and see if they're 
within 25 pixels 
                    #print log[i-1][MINE_X], log[i-
2][MINE_X], line[GAME_TIME] 
                    mine_next_x = log[i-1][MINE_X] + 
(log[i-1][MINE_X] - log[i-2][MINE_X]) 
                    mine_next_y = log[i-1][MINE_Y] + 
(log[i-1][MINE_Y] - log[i-2][MINE_Y]) 
                    #find missile in list that's closest to 
mine, then the missile in the previous list that's closest 
to the first missile 
                    missile1x = None 
                    missile1y = None 
                    missile2x = None 
                    missile2y = None 
                    tempdist = 10000 
                    for missile in log[i-1][MISSILE_LIST]: 
                        curr_dist = distance(log[i-
1][MINE_X], log[i-1][MINE_Y], missile[0], missile[1]) 
                        if curr_dist < tempdist: 
                            tempdist = curr_dist 
                            missile1x = missile[0] 
                            missile1y = missile[1] 
                    tempdist = 10000 
                    if missile1x is not None: 
                        for missile2 in log[i-
2][MISSILE_LIST]: 
                            curr_dist = distance(missile1x, 
missile1y, missile2[0], missile2[1]) 
                            if curr_dist < tempdist: 
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                                tempdist = curr_dist 
                                missile2x = missile2[0] 
                                missile2y = missile2[1] 
                    if missile1x is not None and missile2x 
is not None: 
                        #we've got our missile! 
                        missile_next_x = missile1x + 
(missile1x - missile2x) 
                        missile_next_y = missile1y + 
(missile1y - missile2y) 
                        if distance(missile_next_x, 
missile_next_y, mine_next_x, mine_next_y) <= 25: 
                            if log[i-1][IFF] in 
foe_letters: 
                                foe_deaths += 1 
                            else: 
                                friend_deaths +=1 
 
                #has a bonus been made avaialble? 
                if i>0 and bonus_up == False: 
                    if (line[GAME_TIME] - bonus_time) >= 
833 or line[BONUS_SYMBOL] != log[i-1][BONUS_SYMBOL]: 
                        prev_symbol = curr_symbol 
                        curr_symbol = line[BONUS_SYMBOL] 
                        bonus_time = line[GAME_TIME] 
                        bonus_up = True 
                        # print "symbol up at", 
line[GAME_TIME] 
                        if (prev_symbol == "$") and 
(curr_symbol == "$"): 
                            bonus_available += 1 
                            # print "Bonus avaialble at", 
line[GAME_TIME] 
                elif bonus_up: 
                    if (line[GAME_TIME] - bonus_time) >= 
2500: 
                        bonus_time = line[GAME_TIME] 
                        bonus_up = False 
                        # print "symbol down at", 
line[GAME_TIME] 
                 
                #has a bonus been caputured? 
                if line[BONUS_SYMBOL] == "Bonus" and log[i-
1][BONUS_SYMBOL] != "Bonus": 
                    #successfully got bonus, which one? 
                    if line[SHOTS_KEY] == "y": 
                        shots_bonus += 1 
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                    else: 
                        pnts_bonus += 1         
             
            gametime = log[-1][GAME_TIME] - 
log[1][GAME_TIME] 
            pnts = log[-1][PNTS] 
            cntrl = log[-1][CNTRL] 
            vlcty = log[-1][VLCTY] 
            speed = log[-1][SPEED] 
            total = pnts + cntrl + vlcty + speed   
            
outfile.write("%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%.1f\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d
\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%.3f\n" % \ 
               (filename[0], filename[1], filename[2], 
((filename[1] - 1) * 8 + filename[2]), log_version, 
gametime, \ 
               pnts, cntrl, vlcty, speed, total, 
ship_deaths, fortress_kills, friend_mines + foe_mines, 
friend_mines, \ 
               friend_deaths, foe_mines, foe_deaths, 
bonus_available, shots_bonus, pnts_bonus, 
distance_to_fortress / len(log)))           
outfile.close() 
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#eeg integration.py 
from __future__ import division 
import os 
from playback import * 
 
os.chdir("/Users/destem/Documents/PhD/PSF data/EEG 
3154/1/") 
 
def translate_time(timestring): 
    """translates EEG wonky time into seconds""" 
    event_time = timestring.lstrip("_").split(":") 
    event_time = float(event_time[0])*3600 + 
float(event_time[1])*60 + float(event_time[2]) 
    return event_time 
 
 
def compare_times(a, b): 
    """compares two log entries""" 
    return cmp(a[1], b[1]) 
 
def foe_check(log): 
    """inserts a # at the end of first line if it's an old 
log file""" 
    if log[0][0] == "Foe": 
        log[0] = ["#", "version1", "spacer2", "Foe"] + 
log[0][1:] 
        #old files have two lines for every event, so we'll 
just use the odd numbered lines (includes first) 
        log = insert_events([line for i, line in 
enumerate(log) if i % 2 == 0]) 
    return log 
 
def insert_events(gamelog): 
    """takes a gamelog and inserts symbol events for 
further processing""" 
    #build an out_list as we go 
    symbol_log = [] 
    curr_symbol = '' 
    prev_symbol = '' 
    bonus_up = False 
    bonus_time = gamelog[0][GAME_TIME] 
    for i, line in enumerate(gamelog): 
        if i>0 and bonus_up == False: 
            if (line[GAME_TIME] - bonus_time) >= 833 or 
line[BONUS_SYMBOL] != log[i-1][BONUS_SYMBOL]: 
                prev_symbol = curr_symbol 
                curr_symbol = line[BONUS_SYMBOL] 
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                bonus_time = line[GAME_TIME] 
                bonus_up = True 
                # print "symbol up at", line[GAME_TIME] 
                symbol_log.append("# new symbol") 
        symbol_log.append(line) 
    return(symbol_log) 
 
#check here if log file is new, and insert events if 
necessary 
gamelog = foe_check(translate_log(open("3154-1-
1.dat").readlines())) + foe_check(translate_log(open("3154-
1-2.dat").readlines())) \ 
+ foe_check(translate_log(open("3154-1-
3.dat").readlines())) + foe_check(translate_log(open("3154-
1-4.dat").readlines())) \ 
+ foe_check(translate_log(open("3154-1-
5.dat").readlines())) + foe_check(translate_log(open("3154-
1-6.dat").readlines())) \ 
+ foe_check(translate_log(open("3154-1-
7.dat").readlines())) + foe_check(translate_log(open("3154-
1-8.dat").readlines())) 
     
#Can't do: 1891, 1965, 6425 and 2237 right now :-( Either 
uses just DINs, or doesn't record foe time on EEG side 
#should now be able to do: 0133, 3154, 3838, 4171, 5754, 
6388, 6547, 7840 and 9106 
eventlog = open("3154 20081111 1633.evt").readlines() 
out = open("3154 20081111 1633 merged.txt", "w") 
eventlog = [line for line in eventlog if 
line.startswith("EVNT")] 
for i, line in enumerate(eventlog): 
    line = line.rstrip().split("\t") 
    line[4] = translate_time(line[4]) 
    eventlog[i] = line 
     
if gamelog[0][1] == "version1": #use "begin game" 
    game_foe_time = float(gamelog[1][1])/1000 
    eeg_foe_time = eventlog[1][4] #CHANGE TO eventlog[0][4] 
FOR 2237! No foe event 
    print game_foe_time, eeg_foe_time 
else: #use foe appearance 
    game_foe_time = float(gamelog[3][2])/1000 
    eeg_foe_time = eventlog[0][4] 
 
newlog =[] 
mineflag = False 
bonusflag = False 
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bonus_available_flag = False 
prev_bonus = "-" 
curr_bonus = '-' 
     
for i, line in enumerate(gamelog): 
    if line[0] != "#": 
        if line[MINE_ALIVE] == "y" and mineflag == False: 
            if line[IFF] in foe_mines: 
                designation = "Foe" 
            else: 
                designation = "Friend" 
            newlog.append(["Mine Onset", 
line[GAME_TIME]/1000 - game_foe_time + eeg_foe_time, 
line[IFF], designation]) 
            mineflag = True 
        if line[MINE_ALIVE] == 'n' and mineflag == True: 
            mineflag = False 
        if line[BONUS_SYMBOL] != "Bonus": 
            bonusflag = False 
        elif line[BONUS_SYMBOL] == "Bonus" and bonusflag == 
False: 
            bonusflag = True 
            if line[SHOTS_KEY] == 'y': 
                newlog.append(["Shots bonus captured", 
line[GAME_TIME]/1000 - game_foe_time + eeg_foe_time]) 
            else: 
                newlog.append(["Points bonus captured", 
line[GAME_TIME]/1000 - game_foe_time + eeg_foe_time]) 
    else: 
        #line starts with # 
        if len(line) == 8: 
            if line[3] == "Foe": 
                foe_mines = line[5:] 
        elif len(line) > 2: #can't access [2] directly 
because of # VLNER++ 
            if line[2] == "symbol": 
                prev_bonus = curr_bonus 
                curr_bonus = gamelog[i+1][BONUS_SYMBOL] 
                if curr_bonus != "$" and prev_bonus != "$": 
                    newlog.append(["Non-bonus appeared", 
gamelog[i+1][GAME_TIME]/1000 - game_foe_time + 
eeg_foe_time, curr_bonus]) 
                elif curr_bonus != "$" and prev_bonus == 
"$" and bonus_available_flag == False: 
                    newlog.append(["Non-bonus appeared 
after bonus symbol", gamelog[i+1][GAME_TIME]/1000 - 
game_foe_time + eeg_foe_time, curr_bonus]) 
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                elif curr_bonus != "$" and prev_bonus == 
"$" and bonus_available_flag == True: 
                    newlog.append(["Non-bonus appeared", 
gamelog[i+1][GAME_TIME]/1000 - game_foe_time + 
eeg_foe_time, curr_bonus]) 
                    bonus_available_flag = False 
                elif curr_bonus == "$" and prev_bonus != 
"$": 
                    newlog.append(["First $ appeared", 
gamelog[i+1][GAME_TIME]/1000 - game_foe_time + 
eeg_foe_time]) 
                elif curr_bonus == "$" and prev_bonus == 
"$" and bonus_available_flag == False: 
                    newlog.append(["Bonus available", 
gamelog[i+1][GAME_TIME]/1000 - game_foe_time + 
eeg_foe_time]) 
                    bonus_available_flag = True 
                else: #two $ symbols, but previous was the 
second of a bonus 
                    newlog.append(["First $ appeared", 
gamelog[i+1][GAME_TIME]/1000 - game_foe_time + 
eeg_foe_time]) 
                    bonus_available_flag = False 
         
             
finallog = [[line[1], line[4]] for line in eventlog] 
finallog += newlog 
finallog.sort(compare_times) 
for i, line in enumerate(finallog): 
    line[1] = str(line[1]) 
    finallog[i] = line 
finallog = ["%s\n"%("\t".join(line)) for line in finallog] 
out.writelines(finallog) 
out.close 
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#PSF Playback 
#Marc Destefano 
#The adventure begins on 12/1/08 
#log 1.2, 1.3 format: 
#system_clock game_time ship_alive? ship_x ship_y 
ship_vel_x ship_vel_y ship_orientation 
#mine_alive? mine_x mine_y fortress_alive? 
fortress_orientation [missile_x missile_y ...] [shell_x 
shell_y ...] 
#bonus_symbol pnts cntrl vlcty vlner iff intrvl speed shots 
thrust_key left_key right_key fire_key iff_key 
#shots_key pnts_key 
#Lisp's get-universal-time is measured from 1900, while 
Python's time.time() is measured from 1970 
#The difference is 2208988800 seconds 
 
from __future__ import division 
import os 
 
SYSTEM_CLOCK = 0 
GAME_TIME = 1 
SHIP_ALIVE = 2 
SHIP_X = 3 
SHIP_Y = 4 
SHIP_VEL_X = 5 
SHIP_VEL_Y = 6 
SHIP_ORIENTATION = 7 
MINE_ALIVE = 8 
MINE_X = 9 
MINE_Y = 10 
FORTRESS_ALIVE = 11 
FORTRESS_ORIENTATION = 12 
MISSILE_LIST = 13 
SHELL_LIST = 14 
BONUS_SYMBOL = 15 
PNTS = 16 
CNTRL = 17 
VLCTY = 18 
VLNER = 19 
IFF = 20 
INTRVL = 21 
SPEED = 22 
SHOTS = 23 
THRUST_KEY = 24 
LEFT_KEY = 25 
RIGHT_KEY = 26 
FIRE_KEY = 27 
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IFF_KEY = 28 
SHOTS_KEY = 29 
PNTS_KEY = 30 
 
def translate_log(log): 
    """translates the log text file into app-readable 
code""" 
    for i, line in enumerate(log): 
        line = line.replace(' ]', ']') 
        line = line.split(' ') 
        if  not line[0].startswith("#") and line[0] != 
"Foe": #in early logs, file starts with "Foe mines: X Y Z" 
            line[SYSTEM_CLOCK] = float(line[SYSTEM_CLOCK]) 
            line[GAME_TIME] = int(line[GAME_TIME]) 
            if line[SHIP_ALIVE] == 'y': 
                line[SHIP_X] = float(line[SHIP_X]) 
                line[SHIP_Y] = float(line[SHIP_Y]) 
                line[SHIP_ORIENTATION] = 
int(float(line[SHIP_ORIENTATION])) #int("90.000") doesn't 
work 
            if line[MINE_ALIVE] == 'y': 
                line[MINE_X] = float(line[MINE_X]) 
                line[MINE_Y] = float(line[MINE_Y]) 
            if line[FORTRESS_ALIVE] == 'y': 
                line[FORTRESS_ORIENTATION] = 
int(float(line[FORTRESS_ORIENTATION])) 
            extracount = 0 
            if line[MISSILE_LIST] == '[]': 
                line[MISSILE_LIST] = [] 
            else: 
                templist = [] 
                
templist.append(float(line[MISSILE_LIST].lstrip('['))) 
                extracount += 1 
                while True: 
                    if line[MISSILE_LIST + extracount][-1] 
== ']': 
                        
templist.append(float(line[MISSILE_LIST + 
extracount].rstrip(']'))) 
                        #the missile list is not paired, so 
this does it by zipping the evens with the odds 
                        line[MISSILE_LIST] = zip([elt for 
j, elt in enumerate(templist) if j%2==0],[elt for j, elt in 
enumerate(templist) if j%2==1]) #templist 
                        break 
                    else: 
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templist.append(float(line[MISSILE_LIST + extracount])) 
                        extracount += 1 
            #shell list 
            if line[SHELL_LIST + extracount] == '[]': 
                line[SHELL_LIST] = [] 
            else: 
                templist = [] 
                templist.append(float(line[SHELL_LIST + 
extracount].lstrip('['))) 
                extracount += 1 
                while True: 
                    if line[SHELL_LIST + extracount][-1] == 
']': 
                        
templist.append(float(line[SHELL_LIST + 
extracount].rstrip(']'))) 
                        line[SHELL_LIST] = templist 
                        break 
                    else: 
                        
templist.append(float(line[SHELL_LIST + extracount])) 
                        extracount += 1 
            line[BONUS_SYMBOL] = line[BONUS_SYMBOL + 
extracount] 
            line[PNTS] = int(line[PNTS + extracount]) 
            line[CNTRL] = int(line[CNTRL + extracount]) 
            line[VLCTY] = int(line[VLCTY + extracount]) 
            line[VLNER] = int(line[VLNER + extracount]) 
            line[IFF] = line[IFF + extracount] 
            line[INTRVL] = int(line[INTRVL + extracount]) 
            line[SPEED] = int(line[SPEED + extracount]) 
            line[SHOTS] = int(line[SHOTS + extracount]) 
            line[THRUST_KEY] = line[THRUST_KEY + 
extracount] 
            line[LEFT_KEY] = line[LEFT_KEY + extracount] 
            line[RIGHT_KEY] = line[RIGHT_KEY + extracount] 
            line[FIRE_KEY] = line[FIRE_KEY + extracount] 
            line[IFF_KEY] = line[IFF_KEY + extracount] 
            line[SHOTS_KEY] = line[SHOTS_KEY + extracount] 
            line[PNTS_KEY] = line[PNTS_KEY + 
extracount].rstrip() 
        log[i] = line 
    return log 
 
 
def translate_eyetrack_log(log): 
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    """translates the MultiWorld eyetrack log into program-
specific readable format""" 
    newlog=[] 
    start_time = 0 #Universal-time should always come 
before EG-DATA, but just in case... 
    for i, line in enumerate(log): 
        line = line.split() 
        if line[4] == '"Universal-time"': 
            start_time = int(line[5]) - int(line[2])/1000 - 
2208988800 #number of seconds between Lisp's epoch and C's 
epoch (used by Python) 
        if line[4] == '"EG-DATA"': 
            newlog.append([int(line[2])/1000 + start_time, 
int(line[5]), int(line[6]), int(line[7]), int(line[8])]) 
#"STATUS", "PUPIL DIAM","GAZE X", "GAZE Y" 
    return newlog 
 
     
if __name__ == '__main__': 
    import pygame 
    import sys 
    import sf_object 
    import frame 
    import score 
    import time 
    import bonus 
     
    pygame.init() 
    SCREEN_WIDTH = 1024 
    SCREEN_HEIGHT = 768 
    WORLD_WIDTH = 710 
    WORLD_HEIGHT = 626 
    screen = pygame.display.set_mode((SCREEN_WIDTH, 
SCREEN_HEIGHT)) 
    f = pygame.font.Font("fonts/freesansbold.ttf", 14) 
    # path = "/Users/destem/Documents/PhD/PSF data/final 
data/" 
    # log = open(path + "7840 final/7840-5-
4.dat").readlines() 
    log = open("3534-31-1.dat").readlines() 
    log = translate_log(log) 
    if log[0][0] == "Foe": #early log file, no tagged 
events, double printout per frame 
        log_version = 1.0 
        foe_letters = [log[0][1], log[0][2], 
log[0][3].rstrip()] 
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        log = [line for i, line in enumerate(log) if (i % 2 
== 1) and (type(line[0]) == type(1.1))] 
    else: #log file has event tags 
        #remove tags 
        log_version = 1.2 
        foe_letters = [log[3][5], log[3][6], 
log[3][7].rstrip()] 
        log = [line for line in log if line[0] != '#'] 
    foe_surf = f.render("Foes: %s %s %s"%(foe_letters[0], 
foe_letters[1], foe_letters[2]), 1, (75,0,0)) 
    eyetrack_log = open("3534-31-eyetrack.dat").readlines() 
    eyetrack_log = translate_eyetrack_log(eyetrack_log) 
    mine = sf_object.mine.Mine(None) 
    ship = sf_object.ship.Ship(None) 
    fortress = sf_object.fortress.Fortress(None) 
    smallhex = sf_object.hexagon.Hex(None, 40) 
    bighex = sf_object.hexagon.Hex(None, 200) 
    score = score.Score(0) #dummy value, don't need to send 
"app" 
    bonus = bonus.Bonus() 
    g_frame = frame.Frame(None) 
    eye_circ_surf = pygame.Surface((20, 
20)).convert_alpha() 
    pygame.draw.circle(eye_circ_surf, (255,0,255), (10, 
10), 5, 2) 
    eye_circ_rect = pygame.Rect(0, 0, 20, 20) 
    clock = pygame.time.Clock() 
    worldsurf = pygame.Surface((WORLD_WIDTH, WORLD_HEIGHT)) 
    worldrect = worldsurf.get_rect() 
    worldrect.top = 5 
    worldrect.centerx = SCREEN_WIDTH/2 
    scoresurf = pygame.Surface((WORLD_WIDTH, 64)) 
    scorerect = scoresurf.get_rect() 
    scorerect.top = 634 
    scorerect.centerx = SCREEN_WIDTH/2 
    frame = 0 
    eyetrack_frame = 0 
    eye_circ_visible = False 
     
    time_diff =  time.time() - log[0][0] 
     
    while True: 
        clock.tick(30) 
        #find closest line in eyetrack log 
        desired_time = time.time() - time_diff 
        while eyetrack_log[eyetrack_frame][0] < 
desired_time: 
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            eyetrack_frame += 1 
        for event in pygame.event.get(): 
            if event.type == pygame.KEYDOWN: 
                if event.key == pygame.K_ESCAPE: 
                    sys.exit() 
        line = log[frame] 
        screen.fill((0,0,0)) 
        worldsurf.fill((0,0,0)) 
        scoresurf.fill((0,0,0)) 
        g_frame.draw(worldsurf, scoresurf) 
        bighex.draw(worldsurf) 
        smallhex.draw(worldsurf) 
        if line[FORTRESS_ALIVE] == "y": 
            fortress.orientation = 
line[FORTRESS_ORIENTATION] 
            fortress.draw(worldsurf) 
        if line[SHIP_ALIVE] == "y": 
            ship.position.x = line[SHIP_X] 
            ship.position.y = line[SHIP_Y] 
            ship.orientation = line[SHIP_ORIENTATION] 
            ship.draw(worldsurf) 
        if line[MINE_ALIVE] == "y": 
            mine.position.x = line[MINE_X] 
            mine.position.y = line[MINE_Y] 
            mine.draw(worldsurf) 
        if line[MISSILE_LIST] != []: 
            for missile in line[MISSILE_LIST]: 
                missileimg = 
sf_object.missile.Missile(None) 
                missileimg.position.x = missile[0] 
                missileimg.position.y = missile[1] 
                missileimg.orientation = 
line[SHIP_ORIENTATION] 
                missileimg.draw(worldsurf) 
        bonus.current_symbol = line[BONUS_SYMBOL] 
        if (frame % 100) <= 26: #fudging this a little 
            bonus.visible = False 
        else: 
            bonus.visible = True 
        if bonus.visible == True: 
            bonus.draw(worldsurf) 
        score.pnts = line[PNTS] 
        score.cntrl = line[CNTRL] 
        score.vlcty = line[VLCTY] 
        score.vlner = line[VLNER] 
        score.iff = line[IFF] 
        score.intrvl = line[INTRVL] 
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        score.speed = line[SPEED] 
        score.shots = line[SHOTS] 
        if line[LEFT_KEY] == "y": 
            screen.blit(f.render("Left", 1, (0,255,0)), 
(30,50)) 
        else: 
            screen.blit(f.render("Left", 1, (0,50,0)), 
(30,50)) 
        if line[RIGHT_KEY] == "y": 
            screen.blit(f.render("Right", 1, (0,255,0)), 
(30,70)) 
        else: 
            screen.blit(f.render("Right", 1, (0,50,0)), 
(30,70)) 
        if line[THRUST_KEY] == "y": 
            screen.blit(f.render("Thrust", 1, (0,255,0)), 
(30,90)) 
        else: 
            screen.blit(f.render("Thrust", 1, (0,50,0)), 
(30,90)) 
        if line[FIRE_KEY] == "y": 
            screen.blit(f.render("Fire", 1, (0,255,0)), 
(30,110))  
        else: 
            screen.blit(f.render("Fire", 1, (0,50,0)), 
(30,110))  
        if line[IFF_KEY] == "y": 
            screen.blit(f.render("IFF", 1, (0,255,0)), 
(30,130)) 
        else: 
            screen.blit(f.render("IFF", 1, (0,50,0)), 
(30,130)) 
        if line[SHOTS_KEY] == "y": 
            screen.blit(f.render("SHOTS", 1, (0,255,0)), 
(30,150)) 
        else: 
            screen.blit(f.render("SHOTS", 1, (0,50,0)), 
(30,150)) 
        if line[PNTS_KEY] == "y": 
            screen.blit(f.render("PNTS", 1, (0,255,0)), 
(30,170)) 
        else: 
            screen.blit(f.render("PNTS", 1, (0,50,0)), 
(30,170)) 
        screen.blit(foe_surf, (30, 210)) 
        score.draw(scoresurf) 
        screen.blit(worldsurf, worldrect) 
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        screen.blit(scoresurf, scorerect) 
        if eyetrack_log[eyetrack_frame][1] == 1: 
            eye_circ_rect.center = 
(eyetrack_log[eyetrack_frame][3] * 0.8, 
eyetrack_log[eyetrack_frame][4] * 0.75) #eyetrack thinks 
1280x1024 
            eye_circ_visible = True 
        else: 
            eye_circ_visible = False 
        if eye_circ_visible == True: 
            screen.blit(eye_circ_surf, eye_circ_rect) 
        pygame.display.flip() 
        frame += 1 
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#report flight pattern no mines.py 
from playback import * 
import math 
 
def closest_line(log,i): 
    """finds closest future line in log""" 
    while True: 
        i += 1 
        try: 
            line = log[i] 
            if line[0] == "#": 
                pass 
            else: 
                return line 
        except IndexError: 
            return False 
 
#angle to fortress = math.degrees(math.atan2(-shipy+313, 
shipx-355))%360 
#angle of vel = math.atan2(self.ship.velocity.y, 
self.ship.velocity.x)%360 
path = "/Users/destem/Documents/PhD/PSF data/final data/" 
loglist = ["6388 final/6388-30-6.dat", "3534 final/3534-24-
7.dat", "1965 final/1965-29-2.dat", "6388 final/6388-31-
4.dat", "1965 final/1965-30-5.dat",\ 
  "6388 final/6388-29-3.dat", "6388 final/6388-31-7.dat", 
"3534 final/3534-29-7.dat", "6388 final/6388-29-2.dat", 
"6388 final/6388-30-7.dat"] 
 
#action_type shipx shipy shipvelx shipvely orientation 
angle_to_fortress angle_of_velocity distance_to_fortress 
vel_diff orient_diff vel 
newlog =[] 
for name in loglist: 
    log = open(path + name).readlines() 
    log = translate_log(log) 
    for i, line in enumerate(log): 
        if line[0] == "#": 
            temp = closest_line(log, i) 
            command = None 
            if len(line) > 2: 
                command = "%s %s"%(line[1], 
line[2].rstrip()) 
            if command == "start right" and 
temp[MINE_ALIVE] == 'n': 
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                angle_to_fortress = 
math.degrees(math.atan2(-temp[SHIP_Y]+313, temp[SHIP_X]-
355))%360 
                angle_of_velocity = 
math.degrees(math.atan2(temp[SHIP_VEL_Y], 
temp[SHIP_VEL_X]))%360 
                distance_to_fortress = 
math.sqrt((temp[SHIP_X]-355)**2 + (temp[SHIP_Y]-313)**2) 
                vel = math.sqrt(temp[SHIP_VEL_X]**2 + 
temp[SHIP_VEL_Y]**2) 
                
newlog.append("startright,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f,%d,%.3f,%.3f,
%.3f,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f"%(temp[SHIP_X], temp[SHIP_Y], 
temp[SHIP_VEL_X], temp[SHIP_VEL_Y], temp[SHIP_ORIENTATION], 
\ 
                  angle_to_fortress, angle_of_velocity, 
distance_to_fortress, (angle_of_velocity - 
angle_to_fortress)%360, (temp[SHIP_ORIENTATION] - 
angle_to_fortress)%360, vel)) 
            elif command == "end right" and 
temp[MINE_ALIVE] == 'n': 
                angle_to_fortress = 
math.degrees(math.atan2(-temp[SHIP_Y]+313, temp[SHIP_X]-
355))%360 
                angle_of_velocity = 
math.degrees(math.atan2(temp[SHIP_VEL_Y], 
temp[SHIP_VEL_X]))%360 
                distance_to_fortress = 
math.sqrt((temp[SHIP_X]-355)**2 + (temp[SHIP_Y]-313)**2) 
                vel = math.sqrt(temp[SHIP_VEL_X]**2 + 
temp[SHIP_VEL_Y]**2) 
                
newlog.append("endright,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f,%d,%.3f,%.3f,%.
3f,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f"%(temp[SHIP_X], temp[SHIP_Y], 
temp[SHIP_VEL_X], temp[SHIP_VEL_Y], temp[SHIP_ORIENTATION], 
\ 
                  angle_to_fortress, angle_of_velocity, 
distance_to_fortress, (angle_of_velocity - 
angle_to_fortress)%360, (temp[SHIP_ORIENTATION] - 
angle_to_fortress)%360, vel)) 
            elif command == "start thrust" and 
temp[MINE_ALIVE] == 'n': 
                angle_to_fortress = 
math.degrees(math.atan2(-temp[SHIP_Y]+313, temp[SHIP_X]-
355))%360 
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                angle_of_velocity = 
math.degrees(math.atan2(temp[SHIP_VEL_Y], 
temp[SHIP_VEL_X]))%360 
                distance_to_fortress = 
math.sqrt((temp[SHIP_X]-355)**2 + (temp[SHIP_Y]-313)**2) 
                vel = math.sqrt(temp[SHIP_VEL_X]**2 + 
temp[SHIP_VEL_Y]**2) 
                
newlog.append("startthrust,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f,%d,%.3f,%.3f
,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f"%(temp[SHIP_X], temp[SHIP_Y], 
temp[SHIP_VEL_X], temp[SHIP_VEL_Y], temp[SHIP_ORIENTATION], 
\ 
                  angle_to_fortress, angle_of_velocity, 
distance_to_fortress, (angle_of_velocity - 
angle_to_fortress)%360, (temp[SHIP_ORIENTATION] - 
angle_to_fortress)%360, vel)) 
            elif command == "end thrust" and 
temp[MINE_ALIVE] == 'n': 
                angle_to_fortress = 
math.degrees(math.atan2(-temp[SHIP_Y]+313, temp[SHIP_X]-
355))%360 
                angle_of_velocity = 
math.degrees(math.atan2(temp[SHIP_VEL_Y], 
temp[SHIP_VEL_X]))%360 
                distance_to_fortress = 
math.sqrt((temp[SHIP_X]-355)**2 + (temp[SHIP_Y]-313)**2) 
                vel = math.sqrt(temp[SHIP_VEL_X]**2 + 
temp[SHIP_VEL_Y]**2) 
                
newlog.append("endthrust,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f,%d,%.3f,%.3f,%
.3f,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f"%(temp[SHIP_X], temp[SHIP_Y], 
temp[SHIP_VEL_X], temp[SHIP_VEL_Y], temp[SHIP_ORIENTATION], 
\ 
                  angle_to_fortress, angle_of_velocity, 
distance_to_fortress, (angle_of_velocity - 
angle_to_fortress)%360, (temp[SHIP_ORIENTATION] - 
angle_to_fortress)%360, vel)) 
            elif line[1] == "fire" and temp[MINE_ALIVE] == 
'n': 
                temp = closest_line(log, i) 
                angle_to_fortress = 
math.degrees(math.atan2(-temp[SHIP_Y]+313, temp[SHIP_X]-
355))%360 
                angle_of_velocity = 
math.degrees(math.atan2(temp[SHIP_VEL_Y], 
temp[SHIP_VEL_X]))%360 
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                distance_to_fortress = 
math.sqrt((temp[SHIP_X]-355)**2 + (temp[SHIP_Y]-313)**2) 
                vel = math.sqrt(temp[SHIP_VEL_X]**2 + 
temp[SHIP_VEL_Y]**2) 
                
newlog.append("fire,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f,%d,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f,%
.3f,%.3f,%.3f"%(temp[SHIP_X], temp[SHIP_Y], 
temp[SHIP_VEL_X], temp[SHIP_VEL_Y], temp[SHIP_ORIENTATION], 
\ 
                  angle_to_fortress, angle_of_velocity, 
distance_to_fortress, (angle_of_velocity - 
angle_to_fortress)%360, (temp[SHIP_ORIENTATION] - 
angle_to_fortress)%360 ,vel)) 
             
#newlog.sort() 
outfile = 
open("/Users/destem/Desktop/flight.pattern.no.mines.unsorte
d.csv", "w") 
outfile.write("action_type,shipx,shipy,shipvelx,shipvely,or
ientation,angle_to_fortress,angle_of_velocity,distance_to_f
ortress,vel_diff,orient_diff,vel\n") 
outfile.write("\n".join(newlog)) 
#print newlog 
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#report keyboard overlap.py 
from __future__ import division 
from playback import * 
import math 
import pygame 
 
#pygame.init() 
 
def closest_line(log,i): 
    """finds closest future line in log""" 
    while True: 
        i += 1 
        try: 
            line = log[i] 
            if line[0] == "#": 
                pass 
            else: 
                return line 
        except IndexError: 
            return False 
             
def new_item(temp, command): 
    """appends a line to newlog regarding the current item 
of interest""" 
    #gametime action_type shipx shipy shipvelx shipvely 
orientation angle_to_fortress angle_of_velocity 
distance_to_fortress vel_diff orient_diff vel 
    angle_to_fortress = math.degrees(math.atan2(-
temp[SHIP_Y]+313, temp[SHIP_X]-355))%360 
    angle_of_velocity = 
math.degrees(math.atan2(temp[SHIP_VEL_Y], 
temp[SHIP_VEL_X]))%360 
    distance_to_fortress = math.sqrt((temp[SHIP_X]-355)**2 
+ (temp[SHIP_Y]-313)**2) 
    vel = math.sqrt(temp[SHIP_VEL_X]**2 + 
temp[SHIP_VEL_Y]**2) 
    # return 
"%d,%s,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f,%d,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f
"%(temp[GAME_TIME], command,temp[SHIP_X], temp[SHIP_Y], 
temp[SHIP_VEL_X], temp[SHIP_VEL_Y], temp[SHIP_ORIENTATION], 
\ 
    #   angle_to_fortress, angle_of_velocity, 
distance_to_fortress, (angle_of_velocity - 
angle_to_fortress)%360, (temp[SHIP_ORIENTATION] - 
angle_to_fortress)%360, vel) 
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    return [temp[GAME_TIME], command,temp[SHIP_X], 
temp[SHIP_Y], temp[SHIP_VEL_X], temp[SHIP_VEL_Y], 
temp[SHIP_ORIENTATION], \ 
        angle_to_fortress, angle_of_velocity, 
distance_to_fortress, (angle_of_velocity - 
angle_to_fortress)%360, (temp[SHIP_ORIENTATION] - 
angle_to_fortress)%360, vel] 
     
 
#angle to fortress = math.degrees(math.atan2(-shipy+313, 
shipx-355))%360 
#angle of vel = math.atan2(self.ship.velocity.y, 
self.ship.velocity.x)%360 
path = "/Users/destem/Documents/PhD/PSF data/final data/" 
loglist = ["6388 final/6388-30-6.dat", "3534 final/3534-24-
7.dat", "1965 final/1965-29-2.dat", "6388 final/6388-31-
4.dat", "1965 final/1965-30-5.dat",\ 
  "6388 final/6388-29-3.dat", "6388 final/6388-31-7.dat", 
"3534 final/3534-29-7.dat", "6388 final/6388-29-2.dat", 
"6388 final/6388-30-7.dat"] 
 
#take the first log for now - iterate through and find 
"runs" of firing upon the fortress to VLNER 10, and until 
the mine appears 
log = open(path + loglist[0]).readlines() 
log = translate_log(log) 
finallog = [] 
newlog = [] 
prev_vlner = 0 
prev_mine = 'n' 
#report when vlner reaches 10. Reset if mine appears or 
vlner reaches 0 
for i, line in enumerate(log): 
    if line[0] == "#": 
        temp = closest_line(log, i) 
        command = None 
        if len(line) > 2: 
            command = "%s %s"%(line[1], line[2].rstrip()) 
        if command in ["fire missile", "start right", "end 
right", "start thrust", "end thrust"]: 
            newlog.append(new_item(temp, command)) 
    else: 
        #normal log line 
        if line[VLNER] == 10 and prev_vlner == 9: 
            finallog.append(newlog) 
            newlog = [] 
        elif line[VLNER] == 0 and prev_vlner != 0: 
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            newlog=[] 
        if line[MINE_ALIVE] == 'y' and prev_mine == 'n': 
            newlog=[] 
        prev_vlner = line[VLNER] 
        prev_mine = line[MINE_ALIVE] 
         
for j, run in enumerate(finallog): 
    starttime = run[0][0] 
    for i, line in enumerate(run): 
        line[0] -= starttime   
        run[i] = 
"%d,%s,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f,%d,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f,%.3f
"%(line[0],line[1],line[2],line[3],line[4],line[5],\ 
            line[6],line[7],line[8],line[9], line[10], 
line[11],line[12])    
    finallog[j] = "\n".join(finallog[j]) 
     
finallog = "\n\n".join(finallog)       
 
outfile = open("/Users/destem/Desktop/keyboardoverlap.csv", 
"w") 
outfile.write("game_time, 
action_type,shipx,shipy,shipvelx,shipvely,orientation,angle
_to_fortress,angle_of_velocity,distance_to_fortress,vel_dif
f,orient_diff,vel\n") 
outfile.write(finallog) 
 
#print finallog 
# pygame.init() 
# sreen = pygame.display.set_mode((600, 800)) 
# screen.fill((230,230,230)) 
# #we need to take a newlog from finallog, and iterate over 
it three times, one for the column of turning, thrusting, 
and firing 
# current_log = final_log[0] 
# time_of_run = current_log[-1][0] #first item of last line 
# y_factor = 800 / time_of_run #multiply time by this 
factor to get y coordinate 
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#analyze2.py 
#for further evidence of strategy use - using the VLCTY 
counter, waiting for the mine, turning and thrusting more 
often over time 
from playback import * 
import os, math 
 
#things we want: Subject #, Hour (1-31), Session (1-8), 
Game # (1-248), Log version, Length of game 
#scores, number of ship deaths, number of fortress kills, 
number of friendly mines, number of friendly mines 
destroyed 
#number of foe mines, number of foe mines destroyed, number 
of bonus opportunities, number of shots bonus taken, number 
of pnts bonus taken 
#average distance from ship to fortress 
 
path = '/Users/destem/Documents/PhD/PSF data/final data/' 
dirtree = os.walk(path) 
outfile = open('/Users/destem/Desktop/strategy 
results.txt', "w") 
outfile.write("""Subject\tHour\tSession\tGame\tVersion\tNum
Thrusts\tNumTurns\tAvgThrust\tAverageTurn\tAvgVLNER@MineOns
et\t0-10\t11-20\t21-30\t31-40\t41-50\t51-60\t61-70\t71-
80\t81-90\t91-100\t100-110\t111-210\t121-130\t131-140\t141-
150\t151-160\t161-170\t171-180\t181-190\t191-200\t200-
210\t211-220\t221-230\t231-240\t241-250\t251-260\t261-
270\t271-280\t281-290\t291-300\n""") 
for direntry in dirtree: 
    for eachfile in direntry[2]: 
        if eachfile.endswith(".dat"): 
            print eachfile 
            foe_letters = [] 
            log_version = 0 
            log = open(os.path.join(direntry[0], 
eachfile)).readlines() 
            filename = [int(x) for x in 
eachfile.rstrip(".dat").split("-")] #list comprehensions 
rock! 
            if filename[2] == 1: 
                bonus_up = False #carries over!?! First 
game of session starts False 
            log = translate_log(log) 
            if len(log) == 0: 
                outfile.write("%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\n" 
%(filename[0], filename[1], filename[2], ((filename[1] - 1) 
* 8 + filename[2]))) 
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                continue 
            if log[0][0] == "Foe": #early log file, no 
tagged events, double printout per frame 
                log_version = 1.0 
                foe_letters = [log[0][1], log[0][2], 
log[0][3].rstrip()] 
                log = [line for i, line in enumerate(log) 
if (i % 2 == 1) and (type(line[0]) == type(1.1))] 
            else: #log file has event tags 
                #remove tags 
                log_version = 1.2 
                foe_letters = [log[3][5], log[3][6], 
log[3][7].rstrip()] 
                log = [line for line in log if line[0] != 
'#'] 
            num_thrusts = 0 
            avg_thrust = 0 
            thrust_durations = [] 
            thrust_timer = 0 
            num_turns = 0 
            avg_turns = 0 
            turn_durations = [] 
            turn_timer = 0 
            SHOTS_bonus = [0] * 30 
            PNTS_bonus = [0.0] * 30 
            mine_onsets = 0.0 
            VLNER_sum = 0 
            starttime = log[1][GAME_TIME] 
             
            for i, line in enumerate(log): #do all our 
counting of events! 
                if log[i-1][MINE_ALIVE] == 'n' and 
line[MINE_ALIVE] == 'y': #new mine 
                    mine_onsets += 1 
                    VLNER_sum += line[VLNER] 
                     
                if line[THRUST_KEY] == "y" and log[i-
1][THRUST_KEY] != 'y': 
                    num_thrusts += 1 
                    thrust_timer = line[GAME_TIME] 
                 
                if (line[LEFT_KEY] == 'y' and log[i-
1][LEFT_KEY] != 'y') or (line[RIGHT_KEY] == 'y' and log[i-
1][RIGHT_KEY] != 'y'): 
                    num_turns += 1 
                    turn_timer = line[GAME_TIME] 
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                if line[THRUST_KEY] != "y" and log[i-
1][THRUST_KEY] == 'y': 
                    thrust_timer = line[GAME_TIME] - 
thrust_timer 
                    thrust_durations.append(thrust_timer) 
                    thrust_timer = 0 
 
                if (line[LEFT_KEY] != 'y' and log[i-
1][LEFT_KEY] == 'y') or (line[RIGHT_KEY] != 'y' and log[i-
1][RIGHT_KEY] == 'y'): 
                    turn_timer = line[GAME_TIME] - 
turn_timer 
                    turn_durations.append(turn_timer) 
                    turn_timer = 0 
             
                #has a bonus been caputured? 
                if line[BONUS_SYMBOL] == "Bonus" and log[i-
1][BONUS_SYMBOL] != "Bonus": 
                    #successfully got bonus, which one? 
                    index = (line[GAME_TIME] - starttime) / 
10000 #gives a number between 0 and 29, binning into 10-
second intervals 
                    if line[SHOTS_KEY] == "y": 
                        SHOTS_bonus[index] += 1 
                    else: 
                        PNTS_bonus[index] += 1      
            avgVLNER = VLNER_sum / mine_onsets    
            bonus_proportion = [0] * 30 
            avg_turns = 
sum(turn_durations)/float(len(turn_durations)) 
            avg_thrust = 
sum(thrust_durations)/float(len(thrust_durations)) 
             
            for j in range(30): 
                if PNTS_bonus[j] + SHOTS_bonus[j] != 0: 
                    bonus_proportion[j] = str(PNTS_bonus[j] 
/ (PNTS_bonus[j] + SHOTS_bonus[j])) 
                else: 
                    bonus_proportion[j] = '' 
            
outfile.write("%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%.1f\t%d\t%d\t%.2f\t%.2f\t%.
2f\t%s\n" % \ 
               (filename[0], filename[1], filename[2], 
((filename[1] - 1) * 8 + filename[2]), log_version, 
num_thrusts, num_turns, avg_thrust, avg_turns, avgVLNER, 
"\t".join(bonus_proportion)))           
outfile.close() 
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#analyze3.py 
#pulls out last three bonus captures of each session 
from playback import * 
import os, math 
 
#things we want: Subject #, Hour (1-31), Session (1-8), 
Game # (1-248), Log version, Length of game 
#scores, number of ship deaths, number of fortress kills, 
number of friendly mines, number of friendly mines 
destroyed 
#number of foe mines, number of foe mines destroyed, number 
of bonus opportunities, number of shots bonus taken, number 
of pnts bonus taken 
#average distance from ship to fortress 
 
path = '/Users/destem/Documents/PhD/PSF data/final data/' 
dirtree = os.walk(path) 
outfile = open('/Users/destem/Desktop/vlcty results.txt', 
"w") 
outfile.write("""Subject\tHour\tSession\tGame\tVersion\tThi
rdtoLast\tSecondtoLast\tLast\n""") 
for direntry in dirtree: 
    for eachfile in direntry[2]: 
        if eachfile.endswith(".dat"): 
            print eachfile 
            foe_letters = [] 
            log_version = 0 
            log = open(os.path.join(direntry[0], 
eachfile)).readlines() 
            filename = [int(x) for x in 
eachfile.rstrip(".dat").split("-")] #list comprehensions 
rock! 
            if filename[2] == 1: 
                bonus_up = False #carries over!?! First 
game of session starts False 
            log = translate_log(log) 
            if len(log) == 0: 
                outfile.write("%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\n" 
%(filename[0], filename[1], filename[2], ((filename[1] - 1) 
* 8 + filename[2]))) 
                continue 
            if log[0][0] == "Foe": #early log file, no 
tagged events, double printout per frame 
                log_version = 1.0 
                foe_letters = [log[0][1], log[0][2], 
log[0][3].rstrip()] 
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                log = [line for i, line in enumerate(log) 
if (i % 2 == 1) and (type(line[0]) == type(1.1))] 
            else: #log file has event tags 
                #remove tags 
                log_version = 1.2 
                foe_letters = [log[3][5], log[3][6], 
log[3][7].rstrip()] 
                log = [line for line in log if line[0] != 
'#'] 
            bonus_list = [] 
             
            for i, line in enumerate(log): #do all our 
counting of events!     
                #has a bonus been caputured? 
                if line[BONUS_SYMBOL] == "Bonus" and log[i-
1][BONUS_SYMBOL] != "Bonus": 
                    #successfully got bonus, which one? 
                    if line[SHOTS_KEY] == "y": 
                        bonus_list.append(0) 
                    else: 
                        bonus_list.append(1)      
            thirdtolast = -1 
            secondtolast = -1 
            last = -1 
            if len(bonus_list) == 1: 
                last = bonus_list[0] 
            elif len(bonus_list) == 2: 
                last = bonus_list[1] 
                secondtolast = bonus_list[0] 
            elif len(bonus_list) > 2: 
                last = bonus_list[-1] 
                secondtolast = bonus_list[-2] 
                thirdtolast = bonus_list[-3] 
             
            
outfile.write("%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%.1f\t%d\t%d\t%d\n" % \ 
               (filename[0], filename[1], filename[2], 
((filename[1] - 1) * 8 + filename[2]), log_version, 
thirdtolast, secondtolast, last)) 
outfile.close() 
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Appendix E: R Code 

#analysis for R 
#NOTE! Removing 3838-8-4, 3838-8-5, and 7840-5-4. All had 
>=35 ship deaths 
 
library(reshape) 
m <- read.table("/Users/destem/Documents/PhD/PSF\ 
data/mcd.final.results.csv", header=TRUE, sep=",") 
m$Subject <- factor(m$Subject) 
m$Game <- factor(m$Game) 
m$Hour <- factor(m$Hour) 
m$Session <- factor(m$Session) 
attach(m) 
 
s5754 <- m[Subject==5754,] 
s4171 <- m[Subject==4171,] 
s3154 <- m[Subject==3154,] 
s1965 <- m[Subject==1965,] 
s1133 <- m[Subject==1133,] 
s1639 <- m[Subject==1639,] 
s1891 <- m[Subject==1891,] 
s2237 <- m[Subject==2237,] 
s3534 <- m[Subject==3534,] 
s3838 <- m[Subject==3838,] 
s6388 <- m[Subject==6388,] 
s6425 <- m[Subject==6425,] 
s6547 <- m[Subject==6547,] 
s7840 <- m[Subject==7840,] 
s9106 <- m[Subject==9106,] 
 
strat <- read.table("/Users/destem/Documents/PhD/PSF\ 
data/strategy\ results.csv", header=TRUE, sep=",") 
attach(strat) 
x <- 1:248 
st5754 <- strat[Subject==5754,] 
st4171 <- strat[Subject==4171,] 
st3154 <- strat[Subject==3154,] 
st1965 <- strat[Subject==1965,] 
st1133 <- strat[Subject==1133,] 
st1639 <- strat[Subject==1639,] 
st1891 <- strat[Subject==1891,] 
st2237 <- strat[Subject==2237,] 
st3534 <- strat[Subject==3534,] 
st3838 <- strat[Subject==3838,] 
st6388 <- strat[Subject==6388,] 
st6425 <- strat[Subject==6425,] 
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st6547 <- strat[Subject==6547,] 
st7840 <- strat[Subject==7840,] 
st9106 <- strat[Subject==9106,] 
 
#"Heatmaps" for last bonuses collected 
vl <- read.table("/Users/destem/Documents/PhD/PSF\ 
data/vlcty\ results.csv", header=TRUE, sep=',') 
attach(vl) 
vl5754 <- vl[Subject==5754,] 
vl4171 <- vl[Subject==4171,] 
vl3154 <- vl[Subject==3154,] 
vl1965 <- vl[Subject==1965,] 
vl1133 <- vl[Subject==1133,] 
vl1639 <- vl[Subject==1639,] 
vl1891 <- vl[Subject==1891,] 
vl2237 <- vl[Subject==2237,] 
vl3534 <- vl[Subject==3534,] 
vl3838 <- vl[Subject==3838,] 
vl6388 <- vl[Subject==6388,] 
vl6425 <- vl[Subject==6425,] 
vl6547 <- vl[Subject==6547,] 
vl7840 <- vl[Subject==7840,] 
vl9106 <- vl[Subject==9106,] 
 
v1639 <- matrix(c(vl1639[,8], vl1639[,7], vl1639[,6]), 
ncol=3) 
v5754 <- matrix(c(vl5754[,8], vl5754[,7], vl5754[,6]), 
ncol=3) 
v4171 <- matrix(c(vl4171[,8], vl4171[,7], vl4171[,6]), 
ncol=3) 
v3154 <- matrix(c(vl3154[,8], vl3154[,7], vl3154[,6]), 
ncol=3) 
v1965 <- matrix(c(vl1965[,8], vl1965[,7], vl1965[,6]), 
ncol=3) 
v1133 <- matrix(c(vl1133[,8], vl1133[,7], vl1133[,6]), 
ncol=3) 
v1891 <- matrix(c(vl1891[,8], vl1891[,7], vl1891[,6]), 
ncol=3) 
v2237 <- matrix(c(vl2237[,8], vl2237[,7], vl2237[,6]), 
ncol=3) 
v3534 <- matrix(c(vl3534[,8], vl3534[,7], vl3534[,6]), 
ncol=3) 
v3838 <- matrix(c(vl3838[,8], vl3838[,7], vl3838[,6]), 
ncol=3) 
v6388 <- matrix(c(vl6388[,8], vl6388[,7], vl6388[,6]), 
ncol=3) 
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v6425 <- matrix(c(vl6425[,8], vl6425[,7], vl6425[,6]), 
ncol=3) 
v6547 <- matrix(c(vl6547[,8], vl6547[,7], vl6547[,6]), 
ncol=3) 
v7840 <- matrix(c(vl7840[,8], vl7840[,7], vl7840[,6]), 
ncol=3) 
v9106 <- matrix(c(vl9106[,8], vl9106[,7], vl9106[,6]), 
ncol=3) 
 
image(v4171, col=gray((2:0)/2), axes=FALSE, asp = .02, 
xaxp=c(1,248,5) 
axis(1) 
image(v1639, col=gray((2:0)/2), axes=FALSE) 
image(v5754, col=gray((2:0)/2), axes=FALSE) 
image(v3154, col=gray((2:0)/2), axes=FALSE) 
image(v1965, col=gray((2:0)/2), axes=FALSE) 
image(v1133, col=gray((2:0)/2), axes=FALSE) 
image(v1891, col=gray((2:0)/2), axes=FALSE) 
image(v2237, col=gray((2:0)/2), axes=FALSE) 
image(v3534, col=gray((2:0)/2), axes=FALSE) 
image(v3838, col=gray((2:0)/2), axes=FALSE) 
image(v6388, col=gray((2:0)/2), axes=FALSE) 
image(v6425, col=gray((2:0)/2), axes=FALSE) 
image(v6547, col=gray((2:0)/2), axes=FALSE) 
image(v7840, col=gray((2:0)/2), axes=FALSE) 
image(v9106, col=gray((2:0)/2), axes=FALSE) 
 
aggregate(Total,list(Subject),mean, na.rm=T) 
 
barplot(t(s3154[c("PNTS", "CNTRL", "VLCTY", "SPEED")]), 
names = 1:248, col=c("#4E3C2A", "#BBAC6E", "#879457", 
"#324323"), xlab="Game Number", ylab="Sum Point Value", 
main="Subject 3154 score over 31 hours") 
legend("topleft", c("SPEED", "VLCTY", "CNTRL", "PNTS"), 
fill = c("#324323", "#879457", "#BBAC6E", "#4E3C2A"), 
bty="n") 
 
barplot(t(s3154[c("PNTS", "CNTRL", "VLCTY", "SPEED")]), 
names = 1:248, col=c("blue4", "blue", "cyan3", 
"aquamarine"), xlab="Game Number", ylab="Sum Point Value", 
main="Subject 3154 score over 31 hours") 
legend("topleft", c("SPEED", "VLCTY", "CNTRL", "PNTS"), 
fill = c("aquamarine", "cyan3", "blue", "blue4"), bty="n") 
 
barplot(t(s5754[,c("PNTS", "CNTRL", "VLCTY", "SPEED")]), 
names = 1:248, col=c("blue4", "darkcyan", "cyan2", 
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"aquamarine"), xlab="Game Number", ylab="Point Value", 
main="Subject 5754 score over 31 hours") 
legend("topleft", c("SPEED", "VLCTY", "CNTRL", "PNTS"), 
fill = c("aquamarine", "cyan2", "darkcyan", "blue4"), 
bty="n") 
 
barplot(t(s4171[,c("PNTS", "CNTRL", "VLCTY", "SPEED")]), 
names = 1:248, col=c("blue4", "darkcyan", "cyan2", 
"aquamarine"), xlab="Game Number", ylab="Point Value", 
main="Subject 4171 score over 31 hours") 
legend("topleft", c("SPEED", "VLCTY", "CNTRL", "PNTS"), 
fill = c("aquamarine", "cyan2", "darkcyan", "blue4"), 
bty="n") 
 
barplot(t(s1965[,c("PNTS", "CNTRL", "VLCTY", "SPEED")]), 
names = 1:248, col=c("blue4", "darkcyan", "cyan2", 
"aquamarine"), xlab="Game Number", ylab="Point Value", 
main="Subject 1965 score over 31 hours") 
legend("topleft", c("SPEED", "VLCTY", "CNTRL", "PNTS"), 
fill = c("aquamarine", "cyan2", "darkcyan", "blue4"), 
bty="n") 
 
barplot(t(s1133[,c("PNTS", "CNTRL", "VLCTY", "SPEED")]), 
names = 1:248, col=c("blue4", "darkcyan", "cyan2", 
"aquamarine"), xlab="Game Number", ylab="Point Value", 
main="Subject 1133 score over 31 hours") 
legend("topleft", c("SPEED", "VLCTY", "CNTRL", "PNTS"), 
fill = c("aquamarine", "cyan2", "darkcyan", "blue4"), 
bty="n") 
 
barplot(t(s6547[,c("PNTS", "CNTRL", "VLCTY", "SPEED")]), 
names = 1:248, col=c("blue4", "darkcyan", "cyan2", 
"aquamarine"), xlab="Game Number", ylab="Point Value", 
main="Subject 6547 score over 31 hours") 
legend("topleft", c("SPEED", "VLCTY", "CNTRL", "PNTS"), 
fill = c("aquamarine", "cyan2", "darkcyan", "blue4"), 
bty="n") 
 
barplot(t(s3838[,c("PNTS", "CNTRL", "VLCTY", "SPEED")]), 
names = 1:248, col=c("blue4", "darkcyan", "cyan2", 
"aquamarine"), xlab="Game Number", ylab="Point Value", 
main="Subject 3838 score over 31 hours") 
legend("topleft", c("SPEED", "VLCTY", "CNTRL", "PNTS"), 
fill = c("aquamarine", "cyan2", "darkcyan", "blue4"), 
bty="n") 
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barplot(t(s6388[,c("PNTS", "CNTRL", "VLCTY", "SPEED")]), 
names = 1:248, col=c("blue4", "darkcyan", "cyan2", 
"aquamarine"), xlab="Game Number", ylab="Point Value", 
main="Subject 6388 score over 31 hours") 
legend("topleft", c("SPEED", "VLCTY", "CNTRL", "PNTS"), 
fill = c("aquamarine", "cyan2", "darkcyan", "blue4"), 
bty="n") 
 
barplot(t(s1639[,c("PNTS", "CNTRL", "VLCTY", "SPEED")]), 
names = 1:248, col=c("blue4", "darkcyan", "cyan2", 
"aquamarine"), xlab="Game Number", ylab="Point Value", 
main="Subject 1639 score over 31 hours") 
legend("topleft", c("SPEED", "VLCTY", "CNTRL", "PNTS"), 
fill = c("aquamarine", "cyan2", "darkcyan", "blue4"), 
bty="n") 
 
barplot(t(s1891[,c("PNTS", "CNTRL", "VLCTY", "SPEED")]), 
names = 1:248, col=c("blue4", "darkcyan", "cyan2", 
"aquamarine"), xlab="Game Number", ylab="Point Value", 
main="Subject 1891 score over 31 hours") 
legend("topleft", c("SPEED", "VLCTY", "CNTRL", "PNTS"), 
fill = c("aquamarine", "cyan2", "darkcyan", "blue4"), 
bty="n") 
 
barplot(t(s2237[,c("PNTS", "CNTRL", "VLCTY", "SPEED")]), 
names = 1:248, col=c("blue4", "darkcyan", "cyan2", 
"aquamarine"), xlab="Game Number", ylab="Point Value", 
main="Subject 2237 score over 31 hours") 
legend("topleft", c("SPEED", "VLCTY", "CNTRL", "PNTS"), 
fill = c("aquamarine", "cyan2", "darkcyan", "blue4"), 
bty="n") 
 
barplot(t(s3534[,c("PNTS", "CNTRL", "VLCTY", "SPEED")]), 
names = 1:248, col=c("blue4", "darkcyan", "cyan2", 
"aquamarine"), xlab="Game Number", ylab="Point Value", 
main="Subject 3534 score over 31 hours") 
legend("topleft", c("SPEED", "VLCTY", "CNTRL", "PNTS"), 
fill = c("aquamarine", "cyan2", "darkcyan", "blue4"), 
bty="n") 
 
barplot(t(s6425[,c("PNTS", "CNTRL", "VLCTY", "SPEED")]), 
names = 1:248, col=c("blue4", "darkcyan", "cyan2", 
"aquamarine"), xlab="Game Number", ylab="Point Value", 
main="Subject 6425 score over 31 hours") 
legend("topleft", c("SPEED", "VLCTY", "CNTRL", "PNTS"), 
fill = c("aquamarine", "cyan2", "darkcyan", "blue4"), 
bty="n") 
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barplot(t(s7840[,c("PNTS", "CNTRL", "VLCTY", "SPEED")]), 
names = 1:248, col=c("blue4", "darkcyan", "cyan2", 
"aquamarine"), xlab="Game Number", ylab="Point Value", 
main="Subject 7840 score over 31 hours") 
legend("topleft", c("SPEED", "VLCTY", "CNTRL", "PNTS"), 
fill = c("aquamarine", "cyan2", "darkcyan", "blue4"), 
bty="n") 
 
barplot(t(s9106[,c("PNTS", "CNTRL", "VLCTY", "SPEED")]), 
names = 1:248, col=c("blue4", "darkcyan", "cyan2", 
"aquamarine"), xlab="Game Number", ylab="Point Value", 
main="Subject 9106 score over 31 hours") 
legend("topleft", c("SPEED", "VLCTY", "CNTRL", "PNTS"), 
fill = c("aquamarine", "cyan2", "darkcyan", "blue4"), 
bty="n") 
 
 
tapply(m[,"Total"], Game, mean, na.rm=T) -> xbar 
tapply(m[,"Total"], Game, sd, na.rm=T) -> s 
tapply(m[,"Total"], Game, length) -> n 
sem <- s/sqrt(n) 
stripchart(m[,"Total"]~Game, pch=1, cex=.5, vert = T, 
ylab="Total Score", xlab="Game Number", col="gray25", 
main="Average of Scores over Time") 
arrows(1:248, xbar+sem, 1:248, xbar-sem, angle=90,code=3, 
length=0.05, col="gray25") 
lines(1:248, xbar, pch=4, type="b", col="red") 
 
tapply(m[,"PNTS"], Game, mean, na.rm=T) -> xbar 
tapply(m[,"PNTS"], Game, sd, na.rm=T) -> s 
tapply(m[,"PNTS"], Game, length) -> n 
sem <- s/sqrt(n) 
stripchart(m[,"PNTS"]~Game, pch=1, cex=.5, vert = T, 
ylab="PNTS Score", xlab="Game Number", col="gray25", 
main="Average of PNTS Score Component over Time") 
arrows(1:248, xbar+sem, 1:248, xbar-sem, angle=90,code=3, 
length=0.05, col="gray25") 
lines(1:248, xbar, pch=4, type="b", col="red") 
 
tapply(m[,"CNTRL"], Game, mean, na.rm=T) -> xbar 
tapply(m[,"CNTRL"], Game, sd, na.rm=T) -> s 
tapply(m[,"CNTRL"], Game, length) -> n 
sem <- s/sqrt(n) 
stripchart(m[,"CNTRL"]~Game, pch=1, cex=.5, vert = T, 
ylab="CNTRL Score", xlab="Game Number", col="gray25", 
main="Average of CNTRL Score Component over Time") 
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arrows(1:248, xbar+sem, 1:248, xbar-sem, angle=90,code=3, 
length=0.05, col="gray25") 
lines(1:248, xbar, pch=4, type="b", col="red") 
 
tapply(m[,"VLCTY"], Game, mean, na.rm=T) -> xbar 
tapply(m[,"VLCTY"], Game, sd, na.rm=T) -> s 
tapply(m[,"VLCTY"], Game, length) -> n 
sem <- s/sqrt(n) 
stripchart(m[,"VLCTY"]~Game, pch=1, cex=.5, vert = T, 
ylab="PNTS Score", xlab="Game Number", col="gray25", 
main="Average of VLCTY Score Component over Time") 
arrows(1:248, xbar+sem, 1:248, xbar-sem, angle=90,code=3, 
length=0.05, col="gray25") 
lines(1:248, xbar, pch=4, type="b", col="red") 
 
tapply(m[,"SPEED"], Game, mean, na.rm=T) -> xbar 
tapply(m[,"SPEED"], Game, sd, na.rm=T) -> s 
tapply(m[,"SPEED"], Game, length) -> n 
sem <- s/sqrt(n) 
stripchart(m[,"SPEED"]~Game, pch=1, cex=.5, vert = T, 
ylab="SPEED Score", xlab="Game Number", col="gray25", 
main="Average of SPEED Score Component over Time") 
arrows(1:248, xbar+sem, 1:248, xbar-sem, angle=90,code=3, 
length=0.05, col="gray25") 
lines(1:248, xbar, pch=4, type="b", col="red") 
 
tapply(m[,"ShipDeaths"], Game, mean, na.rm=T) -> xbar 
tapply(m[,"ShipDeaths"], Game, sd, na.rm=T) -> s 
tapply(m[,"ShipDeaths"], Game, length) -> n 
sem <- s/sqrt(n) 
stripchart(m[,"ShipDeaths"]~Game, pch=1, cex=.5, vert = T, 
ylab="SPEED Score", xlab="Game Number", col="gray25", 
main="Average Number of Ship Deaths over Time") 
arrows(1:248, xbar+sem, 1:248, xbar-sem, angle=90,code=3, 
length=0.05, col="gray25") 
lines(1:248, xbar, pch=4, type="b", col="red") 
 
tapply(m[,"FortressKills"], Game, mean, na.rm=T) -> xbar 
tapply(m[,"FortressKills"], Game, sd, na.rm=T) -> s 
tapply(m[,"FortressKills"], Game, length) -> n 
sem <- s/sqrt(n) 
stripchart(m[,"FortressKills"]~Game, pch=1, cex=.5, vert = 
T, ylab="SPEED Score", xlab="Game Number", col="gray25", 
main="Average Number of Fortress Kills over Time") 
arrows(1:248, xbar+sem, 1:248, xbar-sem, angle=90,code=3, 
length=0.05, col="gray25") 
lines(1:248, xbar, pch=4, type="b", col="red") 
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tapply(m[,"FriendsDestroyed"], Game, mean, na.rm=T) -> xbar 
tapply(m[,"FriendsDestroyed"], Game, sd, na.rm=T) -> s 
tapply(m[,"FriendsDestroyed"], Game, length) -> n 
sem <- s/sqrt(n) 
stripchart(m[,"FriendsDestroyed"]~Game, pch=1, cex=.5, vert 
= T, ylab="SPEED Score", xlab="Game Number", col="gray25", 
main="Average Number of 'Friend' Mines Destroyed over 
Time") 
arrows(1:248, xbar+sem, 1:248, xbar-sem, angle=90,code=3, 
length=0.05, col="gray25") 
lines(1:248, xbar, pch=4, type="b", col="red") 
 
tapply(m[,"FoesDestroyed"], Game, mean, na.rm=T) -> xbar 
tapply(m[,"FoesDestroyed"], Game, sd, na.rm=T) -> s 
tapply(m[,"FoesDestroyed"], Game, length) -> n 
sem <- s/sqrt(n) 
stripchart(m[,"FoesDestroyed"]~Game, pch=1, cex=.5, vert = 
T, ylab="SPEED Score", xlab="Game Number", col="gray25", 
main="Average Number of 'Foe' Mines Destroyed over Time") 
arrows(1:248, xbar+sem, 1:248, xbar-sem, angle=90,code=3, 
length=0.05, col="gray25") 
lines(1:248, xbar, pch=4, type="b", col="red") 
 
tapply(m[,"pFriends"], Game, mean, na.rm=T) -> xbar 
tapply(m[,"pFriends"], Game, sd, na.rm=T) -> s 
tapply(m[,"pFriends"], Game, length) -> n 
sem <- s/sqrt(n) 
stripchart(m[,"pFriends"]~Game, pch=1, cex=.5, vert = T, 
ylab="SPEED Score", xlab="Game Number", col="gray25", 
main="Proportion of 'Friend' Mines Destroyed over Time") 
arrows(1:248, xbar+sem, 1:248, xbar-sem, angle=90,code=3, 
length=0.05, col="gray25") 
lines(1:248, xbar, pch=4, type="b", col="red") 
 
tapply(m[,"pFoes"], Game, mean, na.rm=T) -> xbar 
tapply(m[,"pFoes"], Game, sd, na.rm=T) -> s 
tapply(m[,"pFoes"], Game, length) -> n 
sem <- s/sqrt(n) 
stripchart(m[,"pFoes"]~Game, pch=1, cex=.5, vert = T, 
ylab="SPEED Score", xlab="Game Number", col="gray25", 
main="Proportion of 'Foe' Mines Destroyed over Time") 
arrows(1:248, xbar+sem, 1:248, xbar-sem, angle=90,code=3, 
length=0.05, col="gray25") 
lines(1:248, xbar, pch=4, type="b", col="red") 
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### Non-linear regression, testing hyperbolic vs. 
logarithmic 
x <- 1:248 
yPNTS <- tapply(m[,"PNTS"],Game,mean) 
yCNTRL <- tapply(m[,"CNTRL"],Game,mean) 
yVLCTY <- tapply(m[,"VLCTY"],Game,mean) 
ySPEED <- tapply(m[,"SPEED"],Game,mean) 
yTOTAL <- tapply(m[,"Total"], Game, mean, na.rm=T) 
fnPNTS <- function(p) sum((yPNTS - p[1]*(1-exp(-
p[2]*x)))^2) 
fnPNTS2 <- function(p) sum((yPNTS - (p[1]*x)/(p[2]+x))^2) 
fnCNTRL <- function(p) sum((yCNTRL - p[1]*(1-exp(-
p[2]*x)))^2) 
fnCNTRL2 <- function(p) sum((yCNTRL - (p[1]*x)/(p[2]+x))^2) 
fnVLCTY <- function(p) sum((yVLCTY - p[1]*(1-exp(-
p[2]*x)))^2) 
fnVLCTY2 <- function(p) sum((yVLCTY - (p[1]*x)/(p[2]+x))^2) 
fnSPEED <- function(p) sum((ySPEED - p[1]*(1-exp(-
p[2]*x)))^2) 
fnSPEED2 <- function(p) sum((ySPEED - (p[1]*x)/(p[2]+x))^2) 
outPNTS <- nlm(fnPNTS, c(3600, .02)) 
outPNTS2 <-nlm(fnPNTS2, c(3700, 25)) 
outSPEED <- nlm(fnSPEED, c(2900, .03)) 
outSPEED2 <- nlm(fnSPEED2, c(3100, 15)) 
outVLCTY <- nlm(fnVLCTY, c(2050, .15)) 
outVLCTY2 <- nlm(fnVLCTY2, c(2050, 1)) 
outCNTRL <- nlm(fnCNTRL, c(1750, .15)) 
outCNTRL2 <- nlm(fnCNTRL2, c(1750, 1)) 
 
plot(yPNTS~x, main="PNTS") 
sPNTS = tapply(m[,"PNTS"], Game, sd) 
nPNTS = tapply(m[,"PNTS"], Game, length) 
semPNTS <- sPNTS/sqrt(nPNTS) 
arrows(x, yPNTS+semPNTS, x, yPNTS-semPNTS, angle=90, 
code=3, length=0.05, col="gray25") 
lines(x, outPNTS$estimate[1]*(1-exp(-
outPNTS$estimate[2]*x))) 
lines(x, outPNTS2$estimate[1]*x/(x+outPNTS2$estimate[2]), 
col="red") 
legend("topleft", paste("y = ", 
format(outPNTS$estimate[1],digits=3,nsmall=3), "(1 - e^(-", 
format(outPNTS$estimate[2],digits=3,nsmall=3),"x)), 
min=",format(outPNTS$minimum),sep=''), bty="n",cex=0.7) 
legend("topleft", paste("\ny = ", 
format(outPNTS2$estimate[1],digits=3,nsmall=3), "x / (", 
format(outPNTS2$estimate[2], digits=3, nsmall=3)," + x), 
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min=", format(outPNTS2$minimum), sep=''), text.col="red", 
bty="n",cex=0.7) 
 
plot(ySPEED~x, main="SPEED") 
sSPEED = tapply(m[,"SPEED"], Game, sd) 
nSPEED = tapply(m[,"SPEED"], Game, length) 
semSPEED <- sSPEED/sqrt(nSPEED) 
arrows(x, ySPEED+semSPEED, x, ySPEED-semSPEED, angle=90, 
code=3, length=0.05, col="gray25") 
legend("topleft", paste("y = ", 
format(outSPEED$estimate[1],digits=3,nsmall=3), "(1 - e^(-
", format(outSPEED$estimate[2],digits=3,nsmall=3),"x)), 
min=",format(outSPEED$minimum,digits=3,nsmall=3), sep=''), 
bty="n",cex=0.7) 
lines(x, outSPEED$estimate[1]*(1-exp(-
outSPEED$estimate[2]*x))) 
lines(x, outSPEED2$estimate[1]*x/(outSPEED2$estimate[2] + 
x), col="red") 
legend("topleft", paste("\ny = ", 
format(outSPEED2$estimate[1],digits=3,nsmall=3), "x / (", 
format(outSPEED2$estimate[2], digits=3, nsmall=3)," + x), 
min=", format(outSPEED2$minimum), sep=''), text.col="red", 
bty="n", cex=0.7) 
 
plot(yVLCTY~x, main="VLCTY") 
sVLCTY = tapply(m[,"VLCTY"], Game, sd) 
nVLCTY = tapply(m[,"VLCTY"], Game, length) 
semVLCTY <- sVLCTY/sqrt(nVLCTY) 
arrows(x, yVLCTY+semVLCTY, x, yVLCTY-semVLCTY, angle=90, 
code=3, length=0.05, col="gray25") 
legend("bottomright", paste("y = ", 
format(outVLCTY$estimate[1],digits=3,nsmall=3), "(1 - e^(-
", format(outVLCTY$estimate[2],digits=3,nsmall=3),"x)), 
min=",format(outVLCTY$minimum,digits=3,nsmall=3), sep=''), 
bty="n", cex=0.7) 
lines(x, outVLCTY$estimate[1]*(1-exp(-
outVLCTY$estimate[2]*x))) 
lines(x, outVLCTY2$estimate[1]*x/(outVLCTY2$estimate[2] + 
x), col="red") 
legend("bottomright", paste("\ny = ", 
format(outVLCTY2$estimate[1],digits=3,nsmall=3), "x / (", 
format(outVLCTY2$estimate[2], digits=3, nsmall=3)," + x), 
min=", format(outVLCTY2$minimum), sep=''), text.col="red", 
bty="n", cex=0.7) 
 
plot(yCNTRL~x, main="CNTRL") 
sCNTRL = tapply(m[,"CNTRL"], Game, sd) 
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nCNTRL = tapply(m[,"CNTRL"], Game, length) 
semCNTRL <- sCNTRL/sqrt(nCNTRL) 
arrows(x, yCNTRL+semCNTRL, x, yCNTRL-semCNTRL, angle=90, 
code=3, length=0.05, col="gray25") 
legend("right", paste("y = ", 
format(outCNTRL$estimate[1],digits=3,nsmall=3), "(1 - e^(-
", format(outCNTRL$estimate[2],digits=3,nsmall=3),"x)), 
min=",format(outCNTRL$minimum,digits=3,nsmall=3), sep=''), 
bty="n",cex=0.7) 
lines(x, outCNTRL$estimate[1]*(1-exp(-
outCNTRL$estimate[2]*x))) 
lines(x, outCNTRL2$estimate[1]*x/(outCNTRL2$estimate[2] + 
x), col="red") 
legend("right", paste("\ny = ", 
format(outCNTRL2$estimate[1],digits=3,nsmall=3), "x / (", 
format(outCNTRL2$estimate[2], digits=3, nsmall=3)," + x), 
min=", format(outCNTRL2$minimum, digits=3, nsmall=3), 
sep=''), text.col="red", bty="n", cex=0.7) 
 
############ 
 
plot(yTOTAL~x, main="Average of Total Score over 
Time",ylim=c(0,10500), cex=0.7, xlab="Game Number", ylab = 
"Total Score") 
sTOTAL = tapply(m[,"Total"], Game, sd, na.rm=T) 
nTOTAL = tapply(m[,"Total"], Game, length, na.rm=T) 
semTOTAL <- sTOTAL/sqrt(nTOTAL) 
arrows(x, yTOTAL+semTOTAL, x, yTOTAL-semTOTAL, angle=90, 
code=3, length=0.05, col="gray25") 
 
lines(x,(outPNTS$estimate[1]*(1-exp(-
outPNTS$estimate[2]*x)) + outSPEED$estimate[1]*(1-exp(-
outSPEED$estimate[2]*x)) + outVLCTY$estimate[1]*(1-exp(-
outVLCTY$estimate[2]*x)) + outCNTRL$estimate[1]*(1-exp(-
outCNTRL$estimate[2]*x))),col="blue") 
 
yTotalPoly <- 
(outPNTS2$estimate[1]*x/(x+outPNTS2$estimate[2]) + 
outSPEED2$estimate[1]*x/(outSPEED2$estimate[2] + x) + 
outVLCTY2$estimate[1]*x/(outVLCTY2$estimate[2] + x) + 
outCNTRL2$estimate[1]*x/(outCNTRL2$estimate[2] + x)) 
yTotalLog <- (outPNTS$estimate[1]*(1-exp(-
outPNTS$estimate[2]*x)) + outSPEED$estimate[1]*(1-exp(-
outSPEED$estimate[2]*x)) + outVLCTY$estimate[1]*(1-exp(-
outVLCTY$estimate[2]*x)) + outCNTRL$estimate[1]*(1-exp(-
outCNTRL$estimate[2]*x))) 
minLog <- sum((yTOTAL-yTotalLog)^2) 
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minPoly <- sum((yTOTAL-yTotalPoly)^2) 
txtPNTS <- 
paste(format(outPNTS$estimate[1],digits=3,nsmall=3), "(1 - 
e^(-", format(outPNTS$estimate[2],digits=3,nsmall=3),"x))", 
sep='') 
txtPNTS2 <- 
paste(format(outPNTS2$estimate[1],digits=3,nsmall=3), "x / 
(", format(outPNTS2$estimate[2], digits=3, nsmall=3)," + 
x)", sep='') 
txtSPEED <- 
paste(format(outSPEED$estimate[1],digits=3,nsmall=3), "(1 - 
e^(-", 
format(outSPEED$estimate[2],digits=3,nsmall=3),"x))",sep=''
) 
txtSPEED2 <- 
paste(format(outSPEED2$estimate[1],digits=3,nsmall=3), "x / 
(", format(outSPEED2$estimate[2], digits=3, nsmall=3)," + 
x)",sep='') 
txtVLCTY <- 
paste(format(outVLCTY$estimate[1],digits=3,nsmall=3), "(1 - 
e^(-", 
format(outVLCTY$estimate[2],digits=3,nsmall=3),"x))",sep=''
) 
txtVLCTY2 <- 
paste(format(outVLCTY2$estimate[1],digits=3,nsmall=3), "x / 
(", format(outVLCTY2$estimate[2], digits=3, nsmall=3)," + 
x)", sep='') 
txtCNTRL <- 
paste(format(outCNTRL$estimate[1],digits=3,nsmall=3), "(1 - 
e^(-", 
format(outCNTRL$estimate[2],digits=3,nsmall=3),"x))", 
sep='') 
txtCNTRL2 <- 
paste(format(outCNTRL2$estimate[1],digits=3,nsmall=3), "x / 
(", format(outCNTRL2$estimate[2], digits=3, nsmall=3)," + 
x)", sep='') 
legend("topleft", paste(txtPNTS, "+", txtSPEED, "+", 
txtVLCTY, "+", txtCNTRL, ", SSE =",format(minLog, digits=3, 
nsmall=3)), text.col="blue", bty="n", cex=0.7) 
 
lines(x, (outPNTS2$estimate[1]*x/(x+outPNTS2$estimate[2]) + 
outSPEED2$estimate[1]*x/(outSPEED2$estimate[2] + x) + 
outVLCTY2$estimate[1]*x/(outVLCTY2$estimate[2] + x) + 
outCNTRL2$estimate[1]*x/(outCNTRL2$estimate[2] + x)), 
col="red") 
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legend("topleft", paste("\n", txtPNTS2, "+", txtSPEED2, 
"+", txtVLCTY2, "+", txtCNTRL2, ", SSE =", format(minPoly, 
digits=3, nsmall=3)), text.col="red", bty="n", cex=0.7) 
 
#### New stuff 
mFoes <- cbind(s1133$FoesDestroyed, s1639$FoesDestroyed, 
s1891$FoesDestroyed, s1965$FoesDestroyed, 
s2237$FoesDestroyed, s3154$FoesDestroyed, 
s3534$FoesDestroyed, s3838$FoesDestroyed, 
s4171$FoesDestroyed, s5754$FoesDestroyed, 
s6388$FoesDestroyed, s6425$FoesDestroyed, 
s6547$FoesDestroyed, s7840$FoesDestroyed, 
s9106$FoesDestroyed) 
matplot(mFoes, type="l", lty=1) 
 
hours_per_week <- 
c(1,0,25,20,40,16,6,3,2,40,10,16,15,15,10) 
hours_action_per_week <- 
c(1,0,10,4,8,5,4,1,2,4,10,10,3,8,8) 
hours_action_prior <- 
c(4,4,10,NA,8,4,4,10,8,10,10,10,8,10,8) 
moltentotal <- melt(m, measure="Total") 
casthours <- cast(moltentotal, Hour~Subject, mean, na.rm=T) 
tcasthours <- t(casthours[,-1]) 
 
hours_per_week_cor <- c(0.3290563, 0.2362805, 0.2306038, 
0.2829868, 0.1890124, 
0.1679775, 0.2675562, 0.06754836, -0.1181646, 0.07302082, 
0.1602849, 0.08956048, 0.02050047, 0.1223562, -0.2038890, 
-0.1231335, -0.008057095, -0.01780624, -0.1530164, -
0.2278175, 
-0.0652548, -0.09995083, -0.1339125, -0.2817189, -
0.3312504, 
-0.2774163, -0.05227434, -0.1844784, -0.1263204, -
0.3580929, -0.2319033) 
 
hours_action_per_week_cor <- c(0.5088936, 0.4338135, 
0.2977174, 0.1366243, 0.2721425, 
0.133994, 0.004912413, -0.1533385, -0.2057127, -0.02182911, 
0.1063910, -0.03699823, -0.09593857, -0.04278613, -
0.001134560, 
-0.1197404, -0.07962153, -0.06225678, -0.07867977, -
0.1229879, 
-0.02186477, -0.1726007, -0.1551662, -0.4032979, -
0.4242368, 
-0.1652142, -0.4507452, -0.3489625, -0.1562109, -0.2518108, 
-0.2883955) 
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hours_action_prior_cor <- c(0.4456952, 0.3122837, 
0.1256625, 0.07691883, 0.08861932, 
-0.05925831, -0.1193100, -0.04550576, -0.2564776, -
0.1043712, 
-0.08568011, -0.1312060, -0.1285640, -0.08546473, -
0.1774041, 
-0.2506602, -0.2521748, -0.2369939, -0.2270806, -0.231345, 
-0.2853564, -0.1825778, -0.2627650, -0.4155966, -0.4086286, 
-0.265547, -0.4186516, -0.3223854, -0.2335084, -0.3476007, 
-0.2798967) 
 
x <- 1:31 
 
high_scores = c(12006, 12003, 11905, 11755, 11515, 10794, 
10658, 10629, 10601, 10387, 10332, 10051, 9685, 9613, 9134) 
avg_scores = c(10776, 10893, 10825, 10992, 10617, 9946, 
8914, 9089, 8668, 9246, 9335, 7540, 7990, 7985, 8132) 
 
experts <- c(1,4,7,9,11) 
mid <- c(3,5,6,8,10,13) 
low <- c(2,12,14,15) 
 
expert_hpw <- hours_per_week[experts] 
mid_hpw <- hours_per_week[mid] 
low_hpw <- hours_per_week[low] 
 
exp_hpw_cor <- cor(tcasthours[experts,], expert_hpw, 
use="complete") 
mid_hpw_cor <- cor(tcasthours[mid,], mid_hpw, 
use="complete") 
low_hpw_cor <- cor(tcasthours[low,], low_hpw, 
use="complete") 
 
exp_hpw_cor_val <- cor(cor(tcasthours[experts,], 
expert_hpw, use="complete"), 1:31) 
mid_hpw_cor_val <- cor(cor(tcasthours[mid,], mid_hpw, 
use="complete"), 1:31) 
low_hpw_cor_val <- cor(cor(tcasthours[low,], low_hpw, 
use="complete"), 1:31) 
 
diffs <- matrix(c(hours_per_week_cor, exp_hpw_cor, 
mid_hpw_cor, low_hpw_cor), ncol=4) 
 
matplot(1:31, diffs, pch=15:18, ylab="Correlation", 
xlab="Hours of Pygame Space Fortress Gameplay", 
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main="Change Over Time in Correlation of Total Score\nwith 
Hours per Week of Any Gameplay") 
abline(lm(hours_per_week_cor~x)) 
abline(lm(exp_hpw_cor~x), col=2) 
 
abline(lm(mid_hpw_cor~x), col=3) 
abline(lm(low_hpw_cor~x), col=4) 
legend("bottomleft", c("All = -0.868", "Experts = 0.337", 
"Mid-level = -0.682", "Low performing = -0.698"), 
pch=15:18, col=1:4, bty="n", cex=0.7) 
 
##### CORRELATION OF CORRELATIONS 
x <- 1:31 
plot(1:31, hours_per_week_cor, ylab="Correlation", 
xlab="Hours of Gameplay", main="Change Over Time in 
Correlation of Total Score\nwith Hours per Week of Any 
Gameplay", ylim=c(-0.5, 0.5)) 
abline(lm(hours_per_week_cor~x)) 
legend("topright", "Correlation = -0.868323", bty="n", 
cex=0.7) 
#cor.test of correlations: -0.868323 
plot(1:31, hours_action_per_week_cor, ylab="Correlation", 
xlab="Hours of Gameplay", main="Change Over Time in 
Correlation of Total Score\nwith Hours per Week of Action 
Gameplay (Past Six Months)", ylim=c(-0.5, 0.5)) 
abline(lm(hours_action_per_week_cor~x)) 
legend("topright", "Correlation = -0.826328", bty="n", 
cex=0.7) 
#cor.test(1:31, hours_action_per_week_cor) 
#cor.test result: -0.826328 
plot(1:31, hours_action_prior_cor, ylab="Correlation", 
xlab="Hours of Gameplay", main="Change Over Time in 
Correlation of Total Score\nwith Hours per Week of Action 
Gameplay (Prior to Past Six Months)", ylim=c(-0.5, 0.5)) 
abline(lm(hours_action_prior_cor~x)) 
legend("topright", "Correlation = -0.8372818", bty="n", 
cex=0.7) 
#cor.test(1:31, hours_action_prior_cor) 
#cor.test result: -0.8372818 
 
##### 
max <- 
c(11515,9134,10601,12003,10658,10794,12006,10387,11755,1062
9,11905,9685,10332,10051,9613) 
maxh1 <- c(6164,-
1245,6311,5792,5720,5328,7722,6222,5652,6613,7435,6732,5649
,6174,5430) 
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plot(cbind(hpw,max)) 
abline(lm(max~hpw)) 
plot(cbind(hapw,max)) 
abline(lm(max~hapw)) 
plot(cbind(hapr,max)) 
abline(lm(max~hapr)) 
 
plot(cbind(hpw,maxh1)) 
abline(lm(maxh1~hpw)) 
plot(cbind(hapw,maxh1)) 
abline(lm(maxh1~hapw)) 
plot(cbind(hapr,maxh1)) 
abline(lm(maxh1~hapr)) 
 
plot(Total~Game, xlab="Game Number", ylab="Total Score", 
main="Increase of Total Score over Time") 
 
#NOTE: After adding 6000 to everything to make the nlm work 
(needs to be >=0 ?), SSE for hyp was  
#STILL LOWER THAN FOR LOG!!?!?!? 
x <- 1:248 
pnts1639 <- s1639[,"PNTS"] 
fn1639log <- function(p) sum((pnts1639 - p[1]*(1-exp(-
p[2]*x)))^2) 
fn1639hyp <- function(p) sum((pnts1639 - 
(p[1]*x)/(p[2]+x))^2) 
out1639log <- nlm(fn1639log, c(1500, .05)) 
out1639hyp <-nlm(fn1639hyp, c(1500, 25)) 
 
plot(pnts1639~x, main="1639 PNTS Score",ylim=c(-5800, 
3000)) 
lines(x,(out1639log$estimate[1]*(1-exp(-
out1639log$estimate[2]*x)))) 
lines(x, 
(out1639hyp$estimate[1]*x/(x+out1639hyp$estimate[2])), 
col="red") 
 
##### 
#For flight pattern analysis 
#fp <- read.table("/Users/destem/Documents/PhD/PSF\ 
data/flight.pattern.csv", header=TRUE, sep=",") 
fp <- read.table("/Users/destem/Documents/PhD/PSF\ 
data/flight.pattern.no.mines.sorted.csv", header=TRUE, 
sep=",") 
attach(fp) 
 
##WITH MINES 
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par(mfcol=c(5,1)) 
hist(fp[action_type=="fire", 12], breaks=250, 
xlim=range(0.75:2.5), xlab="Ship velocity",main="Most 
common ship velocities for\nfiring missile") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 1.327, ", 
rho, "= .271")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="startright", 12], breaks=250, 
xlim=range(0.75:2.5), xlab="Ship velocity",main="Most 
common ship velocities for\nstarting ship turning") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 1.386, ", 
rho, "= .280")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="endright", 12], breaks=150, 
xlim=range(0.75:2.5), xlab="Ship velocity",main="Most 
common ship velocities for\nstopping ship turning") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 1.378, ", 
rho, "= .280")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="startthrust", 12], breaks=150, 
xlim=range(0.75:2.5), xlab="Ship velocity",main="Most 
common ship velocities for\nstarting to thrust") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 1.278, ", 
rho, "= .263")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="endthrust", 12], breaks=150, 
xlim=range(0.75:2.5), xlab="Ship velocity",main="Most 
common ship velocities for\nending thrust") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 1.344, ", 
rho, "= .274")), bty="n") 
 
par(mfcol=c(5,3)) 
hist(fp[action_type=="fire", 11], breaks=250, 
xlim=range(160:195), xlab="Difference of angle between ship 
orientation\nand angle of ship to fortress",main="Most 
common orientation angle differences for\nfiring missile") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 180.1, ", 
rho, "= 15.78")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="startright", 11], breaks=250, 
xlim=range(160:195), xlab="Difference of angle between ship 
orientation\nand angle of ship to fortress",main="Most 
common orientation angle differences for\nstarting ship 
turning") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 187.8, ", 
rho, "= 18.08")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="endright", 11], breaks=150, 
xlim=range(160:195), xlab="Difference of angle between ship 
orientation\nand angle of ship to fortress",main="Most 
common orientation angle differences for\nstopping ship 
turning") 
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legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 175.3, ", 
rho, "= 12.24")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="startthrust", 11], breaks=150, 
xlim=range(160:195), xlab="Difference of angle between ship 
orientation\nand angle of ship to fortress",main="Most 
common orientation angle differences for\nstarting to 
thrust") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 180.8, ", 
rho, "= 10.29")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="endthrust", 11], breaks=150, 
xlim=range(160:195), xlab="Difference of angle between ship 
orientation\nand angle of ship to fortress",main="Most 
common orientation angle differences for\nending thrust") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 182.1, ", 
rho, "= 10.45")), bty="n") 
 
hist(fp[action_type=="fire", 10], breaks=50, 
xlim=range(220:320), xlab="Difference of angle between 
ship's velocity vector\nand angle of ship to 
fortress",main="Most common velocity angle differences 
for\nfiring missile") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 270.2, ", 
rho, "= 18.83")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="startright", 10], breaks=100, 
xlim=range(220:320), xlab="Difference of angle between 
ship's velocity vector\nand angle of ship to 
fortress",main="Most common velocity angle differences 
for\nstarting ship turning") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 270.4, ", 
rho, "= 17.96")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="endright", 10], breaks=100, 
xlim=range(220:320), xlab="Difference of angle between 
ship's velocity vector\nand angle of ship to 
fortress",main="Most common velocity angle differences 
for\nstopping ship turning") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 271.9, ", 
rho, "= 17.99")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="startthrust", 10], breaks=50, 
xlim=range(220:320), xlab="Difference of angle between 
ship's velocity vector\nand angle of ship to 
fortress",main="Most common velocity angle differences 
for\nstarting to thrust") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 276.3, ", 
rho, "= 16.73")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="endthrust", 10], breaks=50, 
xlim=range(220:320), xlab="Difference of angle between 
ship's velocity vector\nand angle of ship to 
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fortress",main="Most common velocity angle differences 
for\nending thrust") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 252.4, ", 
rho, "= 14.95")), bty="n") 
 
hist(fp[action_type=="fire", 9], breaks=100, 
xlim=range(60:120), xlab="Distance between ship and 
fortress",main="Most common distances for firing missile") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 90.22, ", 
rho, "= 17.42")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="startright", 9], breaks=100, 
xlim=range(60:120), xlab="Distance between ship and 
fortress",main="Most common distances for starting ship 
turning") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 88.47, ", 
rho, "= 16.88")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="endright", 9], breaks=100, 
xlim=range(60:120), xlab="Distance between ship and 
fortress",main="Most common distances for stopping ship 
turning") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 88.95, ", 
rho, "= 17.02")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="startthrust", 9], breaks=100, 
xlim=range(60:120), xlab="Distance between ship and 
fortress",main="Most common distances for starting to 
thrust") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 96.15, ", 
rho, "= 17.72")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="endthrust", 9], breaks=100, 
xlim=range(60:120), xlab="Distance between ship and 
fortress",main="Most common distances for ending thrust") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 95.2, ", 
rho, "= 17.76")), bty="n") 
 
##WITHOUT MINES 
par(mfcol=c(5,2)) 
hist(fp[action_type=="fire", 11], breaks=250, 
xlim=range(160:195), xlab="Difference of angle between ship 
orientation and angle of ship to fortress",main="Most 
common orientation angle differences for firing missile") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 179.5, ", 
rho, "= 6.56")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="startright", 11], breaks=250, 
xlim=range(160:195), xlab="Difference of angle between ship 
orientation and angle of ship to fortress",main="Most 
common orientation angle differences for starting ship 
turning") 
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legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 184.94, ", 
rho, "= 13.79")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="endright", 11], breaks=150, 
xlim=range(160:195), xlab="Difference of angle between ship 
orientation and angle of ship to fortress",main="Most 
common orientation angle differences for stopping ship 
turning") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 174.5, ", 
rho, "= 7.66")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="startthrust", 11], breaks=150, 
xlim=range(160:195), xlab="Difference of angle between ship 
orientation and angle of ship to fortress",main="Most 
common orientation angle differences for starting to 
thrust") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 180.19, ", 
rho, "= 9.78")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="endthrust", 11], breaks=150, 
xlim=range(160:195), xlab="Difference of angle between ship 
orientation and angle of ship to fortress",main="Most 
common orientation angle differences for ending thrust") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 181.3, ", 
rho, "= 9.79")), bty="n") 
 
hist(fp[action_type=="fire", 10], breaks=50, 
xlim=range(220:320), xlab="Difference of angle between 
ship's velocity vector and angle of ship to 
fortress",main="Most common velocity angle differences for 
firing missile") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 269.0, ", 
rho, "= 18.61")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="startright", 10], breaks=100, 
xlim=range(220:320), xlab="Difference of angle between 
ship's velocity vector and angle of ship to 
fortress",main="Most common velocity angle differences for 
starting ship turning") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 269.48, ", 
rho, "= 17.93")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="endright", 10], breaks=100, 
xlim=range(220:320), xlab="Difference of angle between 
ship's velocity vector and angle of ship to 
fortress",main="Most common velocity angle differences for 
stopping ship turning") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 271.41, ", 
rho, "= 18.31")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="startthrust", 10], breaks=50, 
xlim=range(220:320), xlab="Difference of angle between 
ship's velocity vector and angle of ship to 
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fortress",main="Most common velocity angle differences for 
starting to thrust") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 276.8, ", 
rho, "= 17.14")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="endthrust", 10], breaks=50, 
xlim=range(220:320), xlab="Difference of angle between 
ship's velocity vector and angle of ship to 
fortress",main="Most common velocity angle differences for 
ending thrust") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 252.51, ", 
rho, "= 15.28")), bty="n") 
 
hist(fp[action_type=="fire", 9], breaks=100, 
xlim=range(60:120), xlab="Distance between ship and 
fortress",main="Most common distances for firing missile") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 90.51, ", 
rho, "= 17.51")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="startright", 9], breaks=100, 
xlim=range(60:120), xlab="Distance between ship and 
fortress",main="Most common distances for starting ship 
turning") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 88.95, ", 
rho, "= 17.05")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="endright", 9], breaks=100, 
xlim=range(60:120), xlab="Distance between ship and 
fortress",main="Most common distances for stopping ship 
turning") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 89.51, ", 
rho, "= 17.13")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="startthrust", 9], breaks=100, 
xlim=range(60:120), xlab="Distance between ship and 
fortress",main="Most common distances for starting to 
thrust") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 97.03, ", 
rho, "= 17.85")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="endthrust", 9], breaks=100, 
xlim=range(60:120), xlab="Distance between ship and 
fortress",main="Most common distances for ending thrust") 
legend("bottomleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 96.31, ", 
rho, "= 17.9")), bty="n") 
 
##JUST THE ONES THAT MATTER 
par(mfcol=c(2,2)) 
hist(fp[action_type=="startright", 11], breaks=250, 
xlim=range(160:195), xlab="Difference of angle between ship 
orientation and angle of ship to fortress",main="Most 
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common orientation angle differences for starting ship 
turning") 
legend("topleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 184.94, ", 
rho, "= 13.79")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="endright", 11], breaks=150, 
xlim=range(160:195), xlab="Difference of angle between ship 
orientation and angle of ship to fortress",main="Most 
common orientation angle differences for stopping ship 
turning") 
legend("topleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 174.5, ", 
rho, "= 7.66")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="startthrust", 10], breaks=50, 
xlim=range(220:320), xlab="Difference of angle between 
ship's velocity vector and angle of ship to 
fortress",main="Most common velocity angle differences for 
starting to thrust") 
legend("topleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 276.8, ", 
rho, "= 17.14")), bty="n") 
hist(fp[action_type=="endthrust", 10], breaks=50, 
xlim=range(220:320), xlab="Difference of angle between 
ship's velocity vector and angle of ship to 
fortress",main="Most common velocity angle differences for 
ending thrust") 
legend("topleft", expression(paste(bar(x), "= 252.51, ", 
rho, "= 15.28")), bty="n") 
 
#for strategy analysis 
 
plot(st4171$AvgVLNER~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = "VLNER 
at Mine Onset", main="High-performing player, Average VLNER 
at mine onset over time") 
plot(st1639$AvgVLNER~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = "VLNER 
at Mine Onset", main="Low-performing player, Average VLNER 
at mine onset over time") 
plot(st5754$AvgVLNER~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = "VLNER 
at Mine Onset", main="5754, Average VLNER at mine onset 
over time") 
plot(st3154$AvgVLNER~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = "VLNER 
at Mine Onset", main="3154, Average VLNER at mine onset 
over time") 
plot(st1965$AvgVLNER~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = "VLNER 
at Mine Onset", main="1965, Average VLNER at mine onset 
over time") 
plot(st1133$AvgVLNER~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = "VLNER 
at Mine Onset", main="1133, Average VLNER at mine onset 
over time") 
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plot(st1891$AvgVLNER~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = "VLNER 
at Mine Onset", main="1891, Average VLNER at mine onset 
over time") 
plot(st2237$AvgVLNER~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = "VLNER 
at Mine Onset", main="2237, Average VLNER at mine onset 
over time", ylim=range(0:10)) 
plot(st3534$AvgVLNER~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = "VLNER 
at Mine Onset", main="3534, Average VLNER at mine onset 
over time") 
plot(st3838$AvgVLNER~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = "VLNER 
at Mine Onset", main="3838, Average VLNER at mine onset 
over time") 
plot(st6388$AvgVLNER~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = "VLNER 
at Mine Onset", main="6388, Average VLNER at mine onset 
over time") 
plot(st6425$AvgVLNER~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = "VLNER 
at Mine Onset", main="6425, Average VLNER at mine onset 
over time") 
plot(st6547$AvgVLNER~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = "VLNER 
at Mine Onset", main="6547, Average VLNER at mine onset 
over time") 
plot(st7840$AvgVLNER~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = "VLNER 
at Mine Onset", main="7840, Average VLNER at mine onset 
over time") 
plot(st9106$AvgVLNER~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = "VLNER 
at Mine Onset", main="9106, Average VLNER at mine onset 
over time") 
 
 
plot(st3534$AvgThrust~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = 
"Average time Thrust key depressed", main="High-performing 
player, Average time Thrust key depressed over time", 
ylim=range(0:600)) 
plot(st1639$AvgThrust~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = 
"Average time Thrust key depressed", main="Low-performing 
player, Average time Thrust key depressed over time", 
ylim=range(0:600)) 
plot(st5754$AvgThrust~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = 
"Average time Thrust key depressed", main="Low-performing 
player, Average time Thrust key depressed over time", 
ylim=range(0:600)) 
plot(st4171$AvgThrust~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = 
"Average time Thrust key depressed", main="Low-performing 
player, Average time Thrust key depressed over time", 
ylim=range(0:600)) 
plot(st3154$AvgThrust~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = 
"Average time Thrust key depressed", main="Low-performing 
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player, Average time Thrust key depressed over time", 
ylim=range(0:600)) 
plot(st1965$AvgThrust~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = 
"Average time Thrust key depressed", main="Low-performing 
player, Average time Thrust key depressed over time", 
ylim=range(0:600)) 
plot(st1133$AvgThrust~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = 
"Average time Thrust key depressed", main="Low-performing 
player, Average time Thrust key depressed over time", 
ylim=range(0:600)) 
plot(st1891$AvgThrust~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = 
"Average time Thrust key depressed", main="Low-performing 
player, Average time Thrust key depressed over time", 
ylim=range(0:600)) 
plot(st2237$AvgThrust~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = 
"Average time Thrust key depressed", main="Low-performing 
player, Average time Thrust key depressed over time", 
ylim=range(0:600)) 
plot(st3838$AvgThrust~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = 
"Average time Thrust key depressed", main="Low-performing 
player, Average time Thrust key depressed over time", 
ylim=range(0:600)) 
plot(st6388$AvgThrust~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = 
"Average time Thrust key depressed", main="Low-performing 
player, Average time Thrust key depressed over time", 
ylim=range(0:600)) 
plot(st6425$AvgThrust~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = 
"Average time Thrust key depressed", main="Low-performing 
player, Average time Thrust key depressed over time", 
ylim=range(0:600)) 
plot(st6547$AvgThrust~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = 
"Average time Thrust key depressed", main="Low-performing 
player, Average time Thrust key depressed over time", 
ylim=range(0:600)) 
plot(st7840$AvgThrust~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = 
"Average time Thrust key depressed", main="Low-performing 
player, Average time Thrust key depressed over time", 
ylim=range(0:600)) 
plot(st9106$AvgThrust~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = 
"Average time Thrust key depressed", main="Low-performing 
player, Average time Thrust key depressed over time", 
ylim=range(0:600)) 
 
 
#this is to get the rankings of the average of the last 20% 
of play 
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c(mean(st5754[199:248, 11]), mean(st4171[199:248, 11]), 
mean(st3154[199:248, 11]), mean(st1965[199:248, 11]), 
mean(st1133[199:248, 11]), mean(st1639[199:248, 11]), 
mean(st1891[199:248, 11], na.rm=T), mean(st2237[199:248, 
11], na.rm=T), mean(st3534[199:248, 11]), 
mean(st3838[199:248, 11]), mean(st6388[199:248, 11]), 
mean(st6425[199:248, 11], na.rm=T), mean(st6547[199:248, 
11]), mean(st7840[199:248, 11]), mean(st9106[199:248, 11])) 
-> last20 
matrix(c(last20,5754,4171,3154,1965,1133,1639,1891,2237,353
4,3838,6388,6425,6547,7840,9106), nrow=15) 
 
##superimpose 
plot(st1639$AvgVLNER~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = "VLNER 
at Mine Onset", main="Low-performing player, Average VLNER 
at mine onset over time", ylim=range(4:12)) 
par(new=T) 
plot(s1639[,"Total"], type='l', col=2, xlab="", ylab="", 
axes=FALSE, ylim=range(-4200:12200)) 
axis(4,col=2,col.axis=2) 
text(255,2500,"Total Score", col=2, srt=90) 
 
plot(st4171$AvgVLNER~x, xlab="Game Number", ylab = "VLNER 
at Mine Onset", main="High-performing player, Average VLNER 
at mine onset over time", ylim=range(4:12)) 
par(new=T) 
plot(s4171[,"Total"], type='l', col=2, xlab="", ylab="", 
axes=FALSE, ylim=range(-4200:12200)) 
axis(4,col=2,col.axis=2) 
text(255,2500,"Total Score", col=2, srt=90) 
 
 
########## 
## MODEL PERFORMANCE 
 
model <- read.table("/Users/destem/Documents/PhD/PSF\ 
data/model\ results.csv", header=TRUE, sep=",") 
top10 <- read.table("/Users/destem/Documents/PhD/PSF\ 
data/top10.csv", header=TRUE, sep=",") 
 
mean(model[,7:10]) -> xbar 
sd(model[,7:10]) -> s 
length(model[,10]) -> n 
 
mean(top10[,7:10]) -> xbar10 
sd(top10[,7:10]) -> s10 
length(top10[,10]) -> n10 
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scores = matrix(c(xbar10, xbar), byrow=T, 2) 
errors = matrix(c(s10,s), byrow=T, 2) 
 
xabs <- barplot(scores, beside=T, ylim=range(-1000:5000), 
names.arg=c("PNTS", "CNTRL", "VLCTY", "SPEED"), 
col=c("aquamarine", "blue4"), main="Subscore comparison", 
ylab="Points") 
arrows(xabs, scores+errors, xabs, scores-errors, angle=90, 
code=3, length = 0.05, col="gray25") 
legend("topright", c("Top Player", "Average Model"), fill = 
c("aquamarine", "blue4"), bty="n") 
 
mean(model[,12:13]) -> xbar 
sd(model[,12:13]) -> s 
length(model[,12:13]) -> n 
 
mean(top10[,12:13]) -> xbar10 
sd(top10[,12:13]) -> s10 
length(top10[,12:13]) -> n10 
 
values = matrix(c(xbar10, xbar), byrow=T, 2) 
errors = matrix(c(s10,s), byrow=T, 2) 
 
xabs <- barplot(values, beside=T, ylim=range(-1:45), 
names.arg=c("Ship Deaths", "Fortress Kills"), 
col=c("aquamarine", "blue4"), main="Comparison of PNTS 
factors") 
arrows(xabs, values+errors, xabs, values-errors, angle=90, 
code=3, length = 0.05, col="gray25") 
legend("topright", c("Top Player", "Average Model"), fill = 
c("aquamarine", "blue4"), bty="n") 
 
matrix(c(model[,17], model[,20]), ncol=2) -> p 
matrix(c(top10[,17], top10[,20]), ncol=2) -> p10 
 
mean(subset(model, select=c("pFriends.Destroyed", 
"pFoes.Destroyed"))) -> xbar 
sd(subset(model, select=c("pFriends.Destroyed", 
"pFoes.Destroyed"))) -> s 
length(subset(model, select=c("pFriends.Destroyed", 
"pFoes.Destroyed"))) -> n 
 
mean(subset(top10, select=c("pFriends", "pFoes"))) -> 
xbar10 
sd(subset(top10, select=c("pFriends", "pFoes"))) -> s10 
length(subset(top10, select=c("pFriends", "pFoes"))) -> n10 
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values = matrix(c(xbar10, xbar), byrow=T, 2) 
errors = matrix(c(s10,s), byrow=T, 2) 
 
xabs <- barplot(values, beside=T, ylim=c(-0.1,1.1), 
names.arg=c("Friend Mines Destroyed", "Foe Mines 
Destroyed"), col=c("aquamarine", "blue4"), main="Comparison 
of Mine Destructions", ylab="Proportion") 
arrows(xabs, values+errors, xabs, values-errors, angle=90, 
code=3, length = 0.05, col="gray25") 
legend("topright", c("Top Player", "Average Model"), fill = 
c("aquamarine", "blue4"), bty="n") 
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Appendix F: D-Bus High-Level Code 

;;; highdbus.lisp 
;;; this file provides the functionality to send strings 
over the DBus message system 
;;; such that they are represented in the language that 
calls them the same way 
;;; as in that language itself 
;;; further expansion will allow for any arbitrary object 
to be handled "natively" 
 
(defparameter *dbus-iter* (ffi:allocate-shallow 
'dbus:DBusMessageIter)) 
(defparameter *dbus-args* (ffi:c-var-address (ffi:foreign-
value *dbus-iter*))) 
 
(defun with-error (func) 
  "Call proc with a dbus-error struct." 
  (let ((error (ffi:allocate-shallow 'dbus:DBusError))) 
    (dbus:dbus_error_init error) 
    (let ((return-value (funcall func error))) 
      (if (not (= (dbus:dbus_error_is_set error) 0)) 
          (let ((msg (slot-value (ffi:foreign-value error) 
'dbus::message))) 
            (dbus:dbus_error_free error) 
            (error "DBus error ~A" msg)) 
          (progn 
            (dbus:dbus_error_free error) 
            return-value))))) 
 
(defun init-bus (type) 
    (with-error (lambda (error) 
        (defparameter *dbus-conn* 
            (dbus:dbus_bus_get (case type 
                                (:session 
dbus:DBUS_BUS_SESSION) 
                                (:system 
dbus:DBUS_BUS_SYSTEM)) error))))) 
                             
(defun call-external-method (target object interface method 
argument) 
    (progn 
        (defparameter *dbus-msg* (with-error (lambda 
(error) 
                        (dbus:dbus_message_new_method_call 
target object interface method)))) 
        ;append argument 
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        (dbus:dbus_message_iter_init_append *dbus-msg* 
*dbus-args*) 
        (ffi:with-foreign-object (param 'ffi:c-string 
argument) 
          (dbus:dbus_message_iter_append_basic 
           *dbus-args* dbus:DBUS_TYPE_STRING param)) 
        (defparameter *dbus-pending* 
          (multiple-value-bind (status pending) 
             ; send message and get a handle for a reply 
              (dbus:dbus_connection_send_with_reply *dbus-
conn* *dbus-msg* -1) ; -1 is default timeout 
            (assert (= status 1)) 
            pending)) 
        ;flush connection 
        (dbus:dbus_connection_flush *dbus-conn*) 
        ;free the message 
        (dbus:dbus_message_unref *dbus-msg*) 
        ; block until we receive a reply 
        (dbus:dbus_pending_call_block *dbus-pending*) 
        ;get the reply 
        (setq dbus-msg (dbus:dbus_pending_call_steal_reply 
*dbus-pending*)) 
        ; free the pending message handle 
        (dbus:dbus_pending_call_unref *dbus-pending*) 
        ;read the parameters. Assume it's a string for now 
        (dbus:dbus_message_iter_init *dbus-msg* *dbus-
args*) 
        (ffi:with-foreign-object (param 'ffi:c-string) 
          (dbus:dbus_message_iter_get_basic *dbus-args* 
param) 
          (dbus:dbus_message_unref *dbus-msg*) 
          ;return the external return value 
          (ffi:foreign-value param)))) 
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Appendix G: D-Bus Low-Level Code 

;;; dbus.lisp 
;;; low-level bindings for D-Bus 
;;; this version differs from the original only in how  
;;; the package is defined at the very beginning 
 
;;; D-Bus interface 
<http://www.freedesktop.org/Software/dbus> 
;;; 
;;; Copyright (C) 2008-2009 by Sam Steingold 
;;; This is Free Software, covered by the GNU GPL (v2+) 
;;; See http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html 
 
;; synced with dbus-1.2.1 
;; to update to a new release: 
;; git clone git://anongit.freedesktop.org/git/dbus/dbus 
;; cd dbus/dbus 
;; git diff dbus-1.2.1 dbus-<latest> dbus-types.h 
;; etc 
 
;(defpackage "DBUS" 
;  (:modern t) 
;  (:use "CL" "FFI") 
;  (:shadowing-import-from "EXPORTING" 
;    #:defconstant #:defvar #:defun #:defmacro #:define-
symbol-macro 
;    #:def-c-const #:def-c-type #:def-c-enum #:def-c-struct 
#:def-c-var 
;    #:def-call-out)) 
     
(defpackage "DBUS" 
  (:use :common-lisp :cffi :libdbus)) 
 
(in-package "DBUS") 
 
(setf (documentation (find-package "DBUS") 'sys::impnotes) 
"dbus") 
 
;;; foreign function definitions 
(default-foreign-language :stdc) 
(eval-when (compile) (setq *foreign-guard* t)) 
 
(c-lines "#include \"config.h\"~%") ; local dbus config 
(c-lines "#include <dbus/dbus.h>~%") 
 
;; === dbus-types.h 
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(def-c-type dbus_int64_t) 
(def-c-type dbus_int32_t) 
(def-c-type dbus_uint32_t) 
(def-c-type dbus_int16_t) 
(def-c-type dbus_unichar_t) 
(def-c-type dbus_bool_t) 
 
;; === dbus-macros.h - nothing 
 
;; === dbus-errors.h 
(def-c-struct DBusError 
  (name c-string)    ; public error name field 
  (message c-string) ; public error message field 
  (dummy1 uint) 
  (dummy2 uint) 
  (dummy3 uint) 
  (dummy4 uint) 
  (dummy5 uint) 
  (padding c-pointer)) 
 
;; void dbus_error_init (DBusError *error); 
(def-call-out dbus_error_init (:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (error (c-pointer DBusError)))) 
 
;; void dbus_error_free (DBusError *error); 
(def-call-out dbus_error_free (:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (error (c-pointer DBusError)))) 
 
;; void dbus_set_error (DBusError *error, const char *name, 
const char *message, ...); 
(def-call-out dbus_set_error (:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (error (c-pointer DBusError)) 
              (name c-string) (message c-string))) 
 
;; void dbus_set_error_const (DBusError *error, const char 
*name, const char *message); 
(def-call-out dbus_set_error_const (:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (error (c-pointer DBusError)) 
              (name c-string) (message c-string))) 
 
;; void dbus_move_error (DBusError *src, DBusError *dest); 
(def-call-out dbus_move_error (:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (src (c-pointer DBusError)) 
              (dst (c-pointer DBusError)))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_error_has_name (const DBusError *error, 
const char *name); 
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(def-call-out dbus_error_has_name (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (error (c-pointer DBusError)) (name c-
string))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_error_is_set (const DBusError *error); 
(def-call-out dbus_error_is_set (:return-type dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (error (c-pointer DBusError)))) 
 
;; === dbus-address.h 
;; Opaque type representing one of the semicolon-separated 
items in an address 
;;   typedef struct DBusAddressEntry DBusAddressEntry; 
(def-c-type DBusAddressEntry* c-pointer) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_parse_address (const char *address, 
DBusAddressEntry ***entry, int *array_len, DBusError 
*error); 
(def-call-out dbus_parse_address (:return-type dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (address c-string) 
              (entry (c-ptr (c-pointer DBusAddressEntry*)) 
:out) 
              (array_len (c-ptr int) :out) 
              (error (c-pointer DBusError)))) 
 
;; const char *dbus_address_entry_get_value 
(DBusAddressEntry *entry, const char *key); 
(def-call-out dbus_address_entry_get_value (:return-type c-
string) 
  (:arguments (entry DBusAddressEntry*) (key c-string))) 
 
;; const char *dbus_address_entry_get_method 
(DBusAddressEntry *entry); 
(def-call-out dbus_address_entry_get_method (:return-type 
c-string) 
  (:arguments (entry DBusAddressEntry*))) 
 
;; void dbus_address_entries_free (DBusAddressEntry 
**entries); 
(def-call-out dbus_address_entries_free (:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (entries (c-pointer DBusAddressEntry*)))) 
 
;; char* dbus_address_escape_value (const char *value); 
(def-call-out dbus_address_escape_value (:return-type c-
string) 
  (:arguments (value c-string))) 
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;; char* dbus_address_unescape_value (const char *value, 
DBusError *error); 
(def-call-out dbus_address_unescape_value (:return-type c-
string) 
  (:arguments (value c-string) (error (c-pointer 
DBusError)))) 
 
;; === dbus-memory.h 
 
;; void* dbus_malloc (size_t bytes); 
(def-call-out dbus_malloc (:return-type c-pointer) 
(:arguments (bytes size_t))) 
 
;; void* dbus_malloc0 (size_t bytes); 
(def-call-out dbus_malloc0 (:return-type c-pointer) 
(:arguments (bytes size_t))) 
 
;; void* dbus_realloc (void *memory, size_t bytes); 
(def-call-out dbus_realloc (:return-type c-pointer) 
  (:arguments (memory c-pointer) (bytes size_t))) 
 
;; void dbus_free (void *memory); 
(def-call-out dbus_free (:return-type nil) (:arguments 
(memory c-pointer))) 
 
;; void dbus_free_string_array (char **str_array); 
(def-call-out dbus_free_string_array (:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (str_array (c-array-ptr c-string)))) 
 
;; typedef void (* DBusFreeFunction) (void *memory); 
(def-c-type DBusFreeFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type nil) (:arguments (memory c-
pointer)))) 
 
;; void dbus_shutdown (void); 
(def-call-out dbus_shutdown (:return-type nil) 
(:arguments)) 
 
;; === dbus-message.h 
;; typedef struct DBusMessage DBusMessage; 
;; Opaque type representing a message iterator. 
;; Can be copied by value, and contains no allocated memory 
so never 
;; needs to be freed and can be allocated on the stack. 
;; typedef struct DBusMessageIter DBusMessageIter; 
(def-c-type DBusMessage* c-pointer) 
(def-c-type DBusMessageIter (c-struct DBusMessageIter 
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  (dummy1 c-pointer)            ; Don't use this 
  (dummy2 c-pointer)            ; Don't use this 
  (dummy3 dbus_uint32_t)        ; Don't use this 
  (dummy4 int)                  ; Don't use this 
  (dummy5 int)                  ; Don't use this 
  (dummy6 int)                  ; Don't use this 
  (dummy7 int)                  ; Don't use this 
  (dummy8 int)                  ; Don't use this 
  (dummy9 int)                  ; Don't use this 
  (dummy10 int)                 ; Don't use this 
  (dummy11 int)                 ; Don't use this 
  (pad1 int)                    ; Don't use this 
  (pad2 int)                    ; Don't use this 
  (pad3 c-pointer)              ; Don't use this 
  )) 
(def-c-type DBusMessageIter* (c-pointer DBusMessageIter)) 
 
;; DBusMessage* dbus_message_new (int message_type); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_new (:return-type DBusMessage*) 
  (:arguments (message_type int))) 
 
;; DBusMessage* dbus_message_new_method_call (const char 
*bus_name, const char *path, const char *interface, const 
char *method); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_new_method_call (:return-type 
DBusMessage*) 
  (:arguments (bus_name c-string) (path c-string) 
              (interface c-string) (method c-string))) 
 
;; DBusMessage* dbus_message_new_method_return (DBusMessage 
*method_call); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_new_method_return (:return-type 
DBusMessage*) 
  (:arguments (method_call DBusMessage*))) 
 
;; DBusMessage* dbus_message_new_signal (const char *path, 
const char *interface, const char *name); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_new_signal (:return-type 
DBusMessage*) 
  (:arguments (path c-string) (interface c-string) (name c-
string))) 
 
;; DBusMessage* dbus_message_new_error (DBusMessage 
*reply_to, const char *error_name, const char 
*error_message); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_new_error (:return-type 
DBusMessage*) 
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  (:arguments (reply_to DBusMessage*) (error_name c-string) 
              (error_message c-string))) 
 
;; DBusMessage* dbus_message_new_error_printf (DBusMessage 
*reply_to, const char *error_name, const char 
*error_format, ...); 
(defmacro dbus_message_new_error_format (reply_to 
error_name error_format 
                                         &rest args) 
  `(dbus_message_new_error ,reply_to ,error_name 
                           (format nil ,error_format 
,@args))) 
 
 
;; DBusMessage* dbus_message_copy (const DBusMessage 
*message); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_copy (:return-type DBusMessage*) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*))) 
 
 
;; DBusMessage* dbus_message_ref (DBusMessage *message); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_ref (:return-type DBusMessage*) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*))) 
 
;; void dbus_message_unref (DBusMessage *message); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_unref (:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*))) 
 
;; int dbus_message_get_type (DBusMessage *message); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_get_type (:return-type int) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_set_path (DBusMessage *message, 
const char *object_path); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_set_path (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*) (object_path c-
string))) 
 
;; const char* dbus_message_get_path (DBusMessage 
*message); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_get_path (:return-type c-string) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_has_path (DBusMessage *message, 
const char *object_path); 
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(def-call-out dbus_message_has_path (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*) (object_path c-
string))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_set_interface (DBusMessage 
*message, const char *interface); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_set_interface (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*) (interface c-string))) 
 
;; const char* dbus_message_get_interface (DBusMessage 
*message); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_get_interface (:return-type c-
string) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_has_interface (DBusMessage 
*message, const char *interface); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_has_interface (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*) (interface c-string))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_set_member (DBusMessage 
*message, const char *member); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_set_member (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*) (member c-string))) 
 
;; const char* dbus_message_get_member (DBusMessage 
*message); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_get_member (:return-type c-
string) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_has_member (DBusMessage 
*message, const char *member); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_has_member (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*) (member c-string))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_set_error_name (DBusMessage 
*message, const char *name); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_set_error_name (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*) (name c-string))) 
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;; const char* dbus_message_get_error_name (DBusMessage 
*message); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_get_error_name (:return-type c-
string) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_set_destination (DBusMessage 
*message, const char *destination); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_set_destination (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*) (destination c-
string))) 
 
;; const char* dbus_message_get_destination (DBusMessage 
*message); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_get_destination (:return-type c-
string) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_set_sender (DBusMessage 
*message, const char *sender); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_set_sender (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*) (sender c-string))) 
 
;; const char* dbus_message_get_sender (DBusMessage 
*message); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_get_sender (:return-type c-
string) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*))) 
 
;; const char* dbus_message_get_signature (DBusMessage 
*message); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_get_signature (:return-type c-
string) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*))) 
 
;; void dbus_message_set_no_reply (DBusMessage *message, 
dbus_bool_t no_reply); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_set_no_reply (:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*) (no_reply 
dbus_bool_t))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_get_no_reply (DBusMessage 
*message); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_get_no_reply (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
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  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_is_method_call (DBusMessage 
*message, const char *interface, const char *method); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_is_method_call (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*) (interface c-string) 
(method c-string))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_is_signal (DBusMessage 
*message, const char *interface, const char *signal_name); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_is_signal (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*) (interface c-string) 
              (signal_name c-string))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_is_error (DBusMessage *message, 
const char *error_name); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_is_error (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*) (error_name c-
string))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_has_destination (DBusMessage 
*message, const char *bus_name); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_has_destination (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*) (bus_name c-string))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_has_sender (DBusMessage 
*message, const char *unique_bus_name); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_has_sender (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*) (unique_bus_name c-
string))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_has_signature (DBusMessage 
*message, const char *signature); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_has_signature (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*) (signature c-string))) 
 
;; dbus_uint32_t dbus_message_get_serial (DBusMessage 
*message); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_get_serial (:return-type 
dbus_uint32_t) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*))) 
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;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_set_reply_serial (DBusMessage 
*message, dbus_uint32_t reply_serial); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_set_reply_serial (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*) (reply_serial 
dbus_uint32_t))) 
 
;; dbus_uint32_t dbus_message_get_reply_serial (DBusMessage 
*message); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_get_reply_serial (:return-type 
dbus_uint32_t) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*))) 
 
 
;; void dbus_message_set_auto_start (DBusMessage *message, 
dbus_bool_t auto_start); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_set_auto_start (:return-type 
nil) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*) (auto_start 
dbus_bool_t))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_get_auto_start (DBusMessage 
*message); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_get_auto_start (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*))) 
 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_get_path_decomposed 
(DBusMessage *message, char ***path); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_get_path_decomposed (:return-
type dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*) 
              (path (c-ptr (c-array-ptr c-string)) :out))) 
 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_append_args (DBusMessage 
*message, int first_arg_type, ...); 
;(def-call-out dbus_message_append_args (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
;  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*) (first_arg_type int) 
(... ))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_append_args_valist (DBusMessage 
*message, int first_arg_type, va_list var_args); 
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;(def-call-out dbus_message_append_args_valist (:return-
type dbus_bool_t) 
;  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*) (first_arg_type int) 
(var_args va_list))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_get_args (DBusMessage *message, 
DBusError *error, int first_arg_type, ...); 
;(def-call-out dbus_message_get_args (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
;  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*) (error (c-pointer 
DBusError)) (first_arg_type int) (... ))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_get_args_valist (DBusMessage 
*message, DBusError *error, int first_arg_type, va_list 
var_args); 
;(def-call-out dbus_message_get_args_valist (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
;  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*) (error (c-pointer 
DBusError)) (first_arg_type int) (var_args va_list))) 
 
 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_iter_init (DBusMessage 
*message, DBusMessageIter *iter); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_iter_init (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*) (iter 
DBusMessageIter*))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_iter_has_next (DBusMessageIter 
*iter); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_iter_has_next (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (iter DBusMessageIter*))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_iter_next (DBusMessageIter 
*iter); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_iter_next (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (iter DBusMessageIter*))) 
 
;; char* dbus_message_iter_get_signature (DBusMessageIter 
*iter); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_iter_get_signature (:return-type 
c-string) 
  (:arguments (iter DBusMessageIter*))) 
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;; int dbus_message_iter_get_arg_type (DBusMessageIter 
*iter); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_iter_get_arg_type (:return-type 
int) 
  (:arguments (iter DBusMessageIter*))) 
 
;; int dbus_message_iter_get_element_type (DBusMessageIter 
*iter); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_iter_get_element_type (:return-
type int) 
  (:arguments (iter DBusMessageIter*))) 
 
;; void dbus_message_iter_recurse (DBusMessageIter *iter, 
DBusMessageIter *sub); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_iter_recurse (:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (iter DBusMessageIter*) (sub 
DBusMessageIter*))) 
 
;; void dbus_message_iter_get_basic (DBusMessageIter *iter, 
void *value); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_iter_get_basic (:return-type 
nil) 
  (:arguments (iter DBusMessageIter*) (value c-pointer))) 
 
;; void dbus_message_iter_get_fixed_array (DBusMessageIter 
*iter, void *value, int *n_elements); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_iter_get_fixed_array (:return-
type nil) 
  (:arguments (iter DBusMessageIter*) (value c-pointer) 
              (n_elements (c-ptr int) :out))) 
 
 
 
;; void dbus_message_iter_init_append (DBusMessage 
*message, DBusMessageIter *iter); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_iter_init_append (:return-type 
nil) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*) (iter 
DBusMessageIter*))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_iter_append_basic 
(DBusMessageIter *iter, int type, const void *value); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_iter_append_basic (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (iter DBusMessageIter*) (type int) (value c-
pointer))) 
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;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_iter_append_fixed_array 
(DBusMessageIter *iter, int element_type, const void 
*value, int n_elements); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_iter_append_fixed_array 
(:return-type dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (iter DBusMessageIter*) (element_type int) 
              (value c-pointer) (n_elements int))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_iter_open_container 
(DBusMessageIter *iter, int type, const char 
*contained_signature, DBusMessageIter *sub); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_iter_open_container (:return-
type dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (iter DBusMessageIter*) (type int) 
              (contained_signature c-string) (sub 
DBusMessageIter*))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_iter_close_container 
(DBusMessageIter *iter, DBusMessageIter *sub); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_iter_close_container (:return-
type dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (iter DBusMessageIter*) (sub 
DBusMessageIter*))) 
 
 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_set_error_from_message (DBusError 
*error, DBusMessage *message); 
(def-call-out dbus_set_error_from_message (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (error (c-pointer DBusError)) (message 
DBusMessage*))) 
 
 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_allocate_data_slot 
(dbus_int32_t *slot_p); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_allocate_data_slot (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (slot_p (c-pointer dbus_int32_t)))) 
 
;; void dbus_message_free_data_slot (dbus_int32_t *slot_p); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_free_data_slot (:return-type 
nil) 
  (:arguments (slot_p (c-pointer dbus_int32_t)))) 
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;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_set_data (DBusMessage *message, 
dbus_int32_t slot, void *data, DBusFreeFunction 
free_data_func); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_set_data (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*) (slot dbus_int32_t) 
(data c-pointer) 
              (free_data_func DBusFreeFunction))) 
 
;; void* dbus_message_get_data (DBusMessage *message, 
dbus_int32_t slot); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_get_data (:return-type c-
pointer) 
  (:arguments (message DBusMessage*) (slot dbus_int32_t))) 
 
 
;; int dbus_message_type_from_string (const char 
*type_str); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_type_from_string (:return-type 
int) 
  (:arguments (type_str c-string))) 
 
;; const char * dbus_message_type_to_string (int type); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_type_to_string (:return-type c-
string) 
  (:arguments (type int))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_message_marshal (DBusMessage *msg, char 
**marshalled_data_p, int *len_p); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_marshal (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (msg DBusMessage*) 
              (marshalled_data_p (c-ptr c-pointer) :out) 
              (len_p (c-ptr int) :out))) 
 
;; DBusMessage* dbus_message_demarshal (const char *str, 
int len, DBusError *error); 
(def-call-out dbus_message_demarshal (:return-type 
DBusMessage*) 
  (:arguments (str c-pointer) (len int) (error (c-pointer 
DBusError)))) 
 
 
 
;; === dbus-shared.h 
 
(def-c-enum DBusBusType         ; see dbus_bus_get 
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  DBUS_BUS_SESSION              ; The login session bus 
  DBUS_BUS_SYSTEM               ; The systemwide bus 
  DBUS_BUS_STARTER)             ; The bus that started us, 
if any 
 
(def-c-enum DBusHandlerResult   ; Results that a message 
handler can return 
  DBUS_HANDLER_RESULT_HANDLED ; Message has had its effect 
- no need to run more handlers. 
  DBUS_HANDLER_RESULT_NOT_YET_HANDLED ; Message has not had 
any effect - see if other handlers want it. 
  DBUS_HANDLER_RESULT_NEED_MEMORY ; Need more memory in 
order to return #DBUS_HANDLER_RESULT_HANDLED or 
#DBUS_HANDLER_RESULT_NOT_YET_HANDLED. Please try again 
later with more memory. 
  ) 
 
;; Bus names 
(def-c-const DBUS_SERVICE_DBUS (:type c-string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus" 
  (:documentation "The bus name used to talk to the bus 
itself.")) 
 
;; Paths 
(def-c-const DBUS_PATH_DBUS (:type c-string) ; 
"/org/freedesktop/DBus" 
  (:documentation "The object path used to talk to the bus 
itself.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_PATH_LOCAL (:type c-string) ; 
"/org/freedesktop/DBus/Local" 
  (:documentation "The object path used in local/in-
process-generated messages.")) 
 
;; Interfaces, these #define don't do much other than catch 
typos at compile time 
(def-c-const DBUS_INTERFACE_DBUS (:type c-string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus" 
  (:documentation "The interface exported by the object 
with #DBUS_SERVICE_DBUS and #DBUS_PATH_DBUS")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_INTERFACE_INTROSPECTABLE (:type c-string) 
; "org.freedesktop.DBus.Introspectable" 
  (:documentation "The interface supported by 
introspectable objects.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_INTERFACE_PROPERTIES (:type c-string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Properties" 
  (:documentation "The interface supported by objects with 
properties.")) 
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(def-c-const DBUS_INTERFACE_PEER (:type c-string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Peer" 
  (:documentation "The interface supported by most dbus 
peers.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_INTERFACE_LOCAL (:type c-string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Local" 
  (:documentation "This is a special interface whose 
methods can only be invoked by the local implementation 
(messages from remote apps aren't allowed to specify this 
interface).")) 
 
;; Owner flags 
(def-c-const DBUS_NAME_FLAG_ALLOW_REPLACEMENT ; 0x1 
  (:documentation "Allow another service to become the 
primary owner if requested")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_NAME_FLAG_REPLACE_EXISTING ; 0x2 
  (:documentation "Request to replace the current primary 
owner")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_NAME_FLAG_DO_NOT_QUEUE ; 0x4 
  (:documentation "If we can not become the primary owner 
do not place us in the queue")) 
 
;; Replies to request for a name 
(def-c-const DBUS_REQUEST_NAME_REPLY_PRIMARY_OWNER ; 1 
  (:documentation "Service has become the primary owner of 
the requested name")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_REQUEST_NAME_REPLY_IN_QUEUE ; 2 
  (:documentation "Service could not become the primary 
owner and has been placed in the queue")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_REQUEST_NAME_REPLY_EXISTS ; 3 
  (:documentation "Service is already in the queue")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_REQUEST_NAME_REPLY_ALREADY_OWNER ; 4 
  (:documentation "Service is already the primary owner")) 
 
;; Replies to releasing a name 
(def-c-const DBUS_RELEASE_NAME_REPLY_RELEASED ; 1 
  (:documentation "Service was released from the given 
name")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_RELEASE_NAME_REPLY_NON_EXISTENT ; 2 
  (:documentation "The given name does not exist on the 
bus")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_RELEASE_NAME_REPLY_NOT_OWNER ; 3 
  (:documentation "Service is not an owner of the given 
name")) 
 
;; Replies to service starts 
(def-c-const DBUS_START_REPLY_SUCCESS ; 1 
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  (:documentation "Service was auto started")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_START_REPLY_ALREADY_RUNNING ; 2 
  (:documentation "Service was already running")) 
 
;; === dbus-connection.h 
 
;; documented in dbus-watch.c 
;; typedef struct DBusWatch DBusWatch; 
(def-c-type DBusWatch* c-pointer) 
 
;; documented in dbus-timeout.c 
;; typedef struct DBusTimeout DBusTimeout; 
(def-c-type DBusTimeout* c-pointer) 
 
;; Opaque type representing preallocated resources so a 
message 
;; can be sent without further memory allocation. 
;; typedef struct DBusPreallocatedSend 
DBusPreallocatedSend; 
(def-c-type DBusPreallocatedSend* c-pointer) 
 
;; Opaque type representing a method call that has not yet 
received a reply. 
;; typedef struct DBusPendingCall DBusPendingCall; 
(def-c-type DBusPendingCall* c-pointer) 
 
;; Opaque type representing a connection to a remote 
application 
;; and associated incoming/outgoing message queues. 
;; typedef struct DBusConnection DBusConnection; 
(def-c-type DBusConnection* c-pointer) 
 
;; Set of functions that must be implemented to handle 
messages 
;; sent to a particular object path. 
;; typedef struct DBusObjectPathVTable 
DBusObjectPathVTable; 
(def-c-type DBusObjectPathVTable* c-pointer) 
 
(def-c-enum DBusWatchFlags        ; Indicates the status of 
a #DBusWatch 
  (DBUS_WATCH_READABLE (ash 1 0)) ; As in POLLIN 
  (DBUS_WATCH_WRITABLE (ash 1 1)) ; As in POLLOUT 
  (DBUS_WATCH_ERROR (ash 1 2)) ; As in POLLERR (can't watch 
for this, but can be present in current state passed to 
dbus_watch_handle()). 
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  (DBUS_WATCH_HANGUP (ash 1 3)) ; As in POLLHUP (can't 
watch for it, but can be present in current state passed to 
dbus_watch_handle()). 
  ) 
 
;; Indicates the status of incoming data on a 
#DBusConnection. 
;; This determines whether dbus_connection_dispatch() needs 
to be called. 
(def-c-enum DBusDispatchStatus 
  DBUS_DISPATCH_DATA_REMAINS ; There is more data to 
potentially convert to messages. 
  DBUS_DISPATCH_COMPLETE ; All currently available data has 
been processed. 
  DBUS_DISPATCH_NEED_MEMORY ; More memory is needed to 
continue. 
  ) 
 
 
;; Called when libdbus needs a new watch to be monitored by 
the main loop. 
;; Returns #FALSE if it lacks enough memory to add the 
watch. 
;; Set by dbus_connection_set_watch_functions() 
;; or dbus_server_set_watch_functions(). 
;; typedef dbus_bool_t (* DBusAddWatchFunction) (DBusWatch 
*watch, void *data); 
(def-c-type DBusAddWatchFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type dbus_bool_t) 
              (:arguments (watch DBusWatch*) (data c-
pointer)))) 
(def-c-type DBusAddWatchFunction* (c-pointer 
DBusAddWatchFunction)) 
 
;; Called when dbus_watch_get_enabled() may return a 
different value than 
;; it did before.  Set by 
dbus_connection_set_watch_functions() or 
;; dbus_server_set_watch_functions(). 
;; typedef void (* DBusWatchToggledFunction) (DBusWatch 
*watch, void *data); 
(def-c-type DBusWatchToggledFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type nil) 
              (:arguments (watch DBusWatch*) (data c-
pointer)))) 
(def-c-type DBusWatchToggledFunction* (c-pointer 
DBusWatchToggledFunction)) 
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;; Called when libdbus no longer needs a watch to be 
monitored by the main 
;; loop. Set by dbus_connection_set_watch_functions() or 
;; dbus_server_set_watch_functions(). 
;; typedef void (* DBusRemoveWatchFunction) (DBusWatch 
*watch, void *data); 
(def-c-type DBusRemoveWatchFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type nil) 
              (:arguments (watch DBusWatch*) (data c-
pointer)))) 
(def-c-type DBusRemoveWatchFunction* (c-pointer 
DBusRemoveWatchFunction)) 
 
;; Called when libdbus needs a new timeout to be monitored 
by the main 
;; loop. Returns #FALSE if it lacks enough memory to add 
the watch. 
;; Set by dbus_connection_set_timeout_functions() or 
;; dbus_server_set_timeout_functions(). 
;; typedef dbus_bool_t (* DBusAddTimeoutFunction) 
(DBusTimeout *timeout, void *data); 
(def-c-type DBusAddTimeoutFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type dbus_bool_t) 
              (:arguments (timeout DBusTimeout*) (data c-
pointer)))) 
(def-c-type DBusAddTimeoutFunction* (c-pointer 
DBusAddTimeoutFunction)) 
 
;; Called when dbus_timeout_get_enabled() may return a 
different value than 
;; it did before.  Set by 
dbus_connection_set_timeout_functions() or 
;; dbus_server_set_timeout_functions(). 
;; typedef void (* DBusTimeoutToggledFunction) (DBusTimeout 
*timeout, void *data); 
(def-c-type DBusTimeoutToggledFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type nil) 
              (:arguments (timeout DBusTimeout*) (data c-
pointer)))) 
(def-c-type DBusTimeoutToggledFunction* (c-pointer 
DBusTimeoutToggledFunction)) 
 
;; Called when libdbus no longer needs a timeout to be 
monitored by the 
;; main loop. Set by 
dbus_connection_set_timeout_functions() or 
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;; dbus_server_set_timeout_functions(). 
;; typedef void (* DBusRemoveTimeoutFunction) (DBusTimeout 
*timeout, void *data); 
(def-c-type DBusRemoveTimeoutFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type nil) 
              (:arguments (timeout DBusTimeout*) (data c-
pointer)))) 
(def-c-type DBusRemoveTimeoutFunction* (c-pointer 
DBusRemoveTimeoutFunction)) 
 
;; Called when the return value of 
dbus_connection_get_dispatch_status() 
;; may have changed. Set with 
dbus_connection_set_dispatch_status_function(). 
;; typedef void (* DBusDispatchStatusFunction) 
(DBusConnection *connection, DBusDispatchStatus new_status, 
void *data); 
(def-c-type DBusDispatchStatusFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type nil) 
              (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) 
                          (new_status DBusDispatchStatus) 
(data c-pointer)))) 
(def-c-type DBusDispatchStatusFunction* (c-pointer 
DBusDispatchStatusFunction)) 
 
 
;; Called when the main loop's thread should be notified 
that there's now 
;; work to do. Set with 
dbus_connection_set_wakeup_main_function(). 
;; typedef void (* DBusWakeupMainFunction) (void *data); 
(def-c-type DBusWakeupMainFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type nil) 
              (:arguments (data c-pointer)))) 
(def-c-type DBusWakeupMainFunction* (c-pointer 
DBusWakeupMainFunction)) 
 
 
;; Called during authentication to check whether the given 
UNIX user 
;; ID is allowed to connect, if the client tried to auth as 
a UNIX user ID. 
;; Normally on Windows this would never happen. 
;; Set with dbus_connection_set_unix_user_function(). 
;; typedef dbus_bool_t (* DBusAllowUnixUserFunction) 
(DBusConnection *connection, unsigned long uid, void 
*data); 
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(def-c-type DBusAllowUnixUserFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type dbus_bool_t) 
              (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) 
                          (uid ulong) (data c-pointer)))) 
(def-c-type DBusAllowUnixUserFunction* (c-pointer 
DBusAllowUnixUserFunction)) 
 
 
;; Called during authentication to check whether the given 
Windows user 
;; ID is allowed to connect, if the client tried to auth as 
a Windows user ID. 
;; Normally on UNIX this would never happen. 
;; Set with dbus_connection_set_windows_user_function(). 
;; typedef dbus_bool_t (* DBusAllowWindowsUserFunction) 
(DBusConnection *connection, const char *user_sid, void 
*data); 
(def-c-type DBusAllowWindowsUserFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type dbus_bool_t) 
              (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) 
                          (user_sid c-string) (data c-
pointer)))) 
(def-c-type DBusAllowWindowsUserFunction* (c-pointer 
DBusAllowWindowsUserFunction)) 
 
;; Called when a pending call now has a reply available. 
;; Set with dbus_pending_call_set_notify(). 
;; typedef void (* DBusPendingCallNotifyFunction) 
(DBusPendingCall *pending, void *user_data); 
(def-c-type DBusPendingCallNotifyFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type nil) 
              (:arguments (pending DBusPendingCall*) 
(user_data c-pointer)))) 
(def-c-type DBusPendingCallNotifyFunction* 
  (c-pointer DBusPendingCallNotifyFunction)) 
 
 
 
;; Called when a message needs to be handled. The result 
indicates whether 
;; or not more handlers should be run. Set with 
dbus_connection_add_filter(). 
;; typedef DBusHandlerResult (* DBusHandleMessageFunction) 
(DBusConnection *connection, DBusMessage *message, void 
*user_data); 
(def-c-type DBusHandleMessageFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type DBusHandlerResult) 
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              (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) 
(message DBusMessage*) 
                          (user_data c-pointer)))) 
(def-c-type DBusHandleMessageFunction* (c-pointer 
DBusHandleMessageFunction)) 
 
 
;; DBusConnection* dbus_connection_open (const char 
*address, DBusError *error); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_open (:return-type 
DBusConnection*) 
  (:arguments (address c-string) (error (c-pointer 
DBusError)))) 
 
;; DBusConnection* dbus_connection_open_private (const char 
*address, DBusError *error); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_open_private (:return-type 
DBusConnection*) 
  (:arguments (address c-string) (error (c-pointer 
DBusError)))) 
 
;; DBusConnection* dbus_connection_ref (DBusConnection 
*connection); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_ref (:return-type 
DBusConnection*) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*))) 
 
;; void dbus_connection_unref (DBusConnection *connection); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_unref (:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*))) 
 
;; void dbus_connection_close (DBusConnection *connection); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_close (:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_connection_get_is_connected 
(DBusConnection *connection); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_get_is_connected (:return-
type dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_connection_get_is_authenticated 
(DBusConnection *connection); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_get_is_authenticated 
(:return-type dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*))) 
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;; dbus_bool_t dbus_connection_get_is_anonymous 
(DBusConnection *connection); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_get_is_anonymous (:return-
type dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*))) 
 
;; char* dbus_connection_get_server_id (DBusConnection 
*connection); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_get_server_id (:return-type 
c-string) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*))) 
 
;; void dbus_connection_set_exit_on_disconnect 
(DBusConnection *connection, dbus_bool_t 
exit_on_disconnect); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_set_exit_on_disconnect 
(:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) 
(exit_on_disconnect dbus_bool_t))) 
 
;; void dbus_connection_flush (DBusConnection *connection); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_flush (:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_connection_read_write_dispatch 
(DBusConnection *connection, int timeout_milliseconds); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_read_write_dispatch (:return-
type dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) 
(timeout_milliseconds int))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_connection_read_write (DBusConnection 
*connection, int timeout_milliseconds); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_read_write (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) 
(timeout_milliseconds int))) 
 
;; DBusMessage* dbus_connection_borrow_message 
(DBusConnection *connection); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_borrow_message (:return-type 
DBusMessage*) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*))) 
 
;; void dbus_connection_return_message (DBusConnection 
*connection, DBusMessage *message); 
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(def-call-out dbus_connection_return_message (:return-type 
nil) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (message 
DBusMessage*))) 
 
;; void dbus_connection_steal_borrowed_message 
(DBusConnection *connection, DBusMessage *message); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_steal_borrowed_message 
(:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (message 
DBusMessage*))) 
 
;; DBusMessage* dbus_connection_pop_message (DBusConnection 
*connection); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_pop_message (:return-type 
DBusMessage*) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*))) 
 
;; DBusDispatchStatus dbus_connection_get_dispatch_status 
(DBusConnection *connection); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_get_dispatch_status (:return-
type DBusDispatchStatus) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*))) 
 
;; DBusDispatchStatus dbus_connection_dispatch 
(DBusConnection *connection); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_dispatch (:return-type 
DBusDispatchStatus) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_connection_has_messages_to_send 
(DBusConnection *connection); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_has_messages_to_send 
(:return-type dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_connection_send (DBusConnection 
*connection, DBusMessage *message, dbus_uint32_t 
*client_serial); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_send (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (message 
DBusMessage*) 
              (client_serial (c-ptr dbus_uint32_t) :out))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_connection_send_with_reply 
(DBusConnection *connection, DBusMessage *message, 
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DBusPendingCall **pending_return, int 
timeout_milliseconds); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_send_with_reply (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (message 
DBusMessage*) 
              (pending_return (c-ptr DBusPendingCall*) 
:out) ;?? 
              (timeout_milliseconds int))) 
 
;; DBusMessage * dbus_connection_send_with_reply_and_block 
(DBusConnection *connection, DBusMessage *message, int 
timeout_milliseconds, DBusError *error); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_send_with_reply_and_block 
(:return-type DBusMessage*) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (message 
DBusMessage*) 
              (timeout_milliseconds int) (error (c-pointer 
DBusError)))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_connection_set_watch_functions 
(DBusConnection *connection, DBusAddWatchFunction 
add_function, DBusRemoveWatchFunction remove_function, 
DBusWatchToggledFunction toggled_function, void *data, 
DBusFreeFunction free_data_function); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_set_watch_functions (:return-
type dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) 
              (add_function DBusAddWatchFunction) 
              (remove_function DBusRemoveWatchFunction) 
              (toggled_function DBusWatchToggledFunction) 
              (data c-pointer) (free_data_function 
DBusFreeFunction))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_connection_set_timeout_functions 
(DBusConnection *connection, DBusAddTimeoutFunction 
add_function, DBusRemoveTimeoutFunction remove_function, 
DBusTimeoutToggledFunction toggled_function, void *data, 
DBusFreeFunction free_data_function); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_set_timeout_functions 
(:return-type dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) 
              (add_function DBusAddTimeoutFunction) 
              (remove_function DBusRemoveTimeoutFunction) 
              (toggled_function DBusTimeoutToggledFunction) 
              (data c-pointer) (free_data_function 
DBusFreeFunction))) 
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;; void dbus_connection_set_wakeup_main_function 
(DBusConnection *connection, DBusWakeupMainFunction 
wakeup_main_function, void *data, DBusFreeFunction 
free_data_function); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_set_wakeup_main_function 
(:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) 
              (wakeup_main_function DBusWakeupMainFunction) 
              (data c-pointer) (free_data_function 
DBusFreeFunction))) 
 
;; void dbus_connection_set_dispatch_status_function 
(DBusConnection *connection, DBusDispatchStatusFunction 
function, void *data, DBusFreeFunction free_data_function); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_set_dispatch_status_function 
(:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) 
              (function DBusDispatchStatusFunction) 
              (data c-pointer) (free_data_function 
DBusFreeFunction))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_connection_get_unix_user 
(DBusConnection *connection, unsigned long *uid); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_get_unix_user (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (uid (c-ptr 
ulong) :out))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_connection_get_unix_process_id 
(DBusConnection *connection, unsigned long *pid); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_get_unix_process_id (:return-
type dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (pid (c-ptr 
ulong) :out))) 
 
;; void dbus_connection_set_unix_user_function 
(DBusConnection *connection, DBusAllowUnixUserFunction 
function, void *data, DBusFreeFunction free_data_function); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_set_unix_user_function 
(:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (function 
DBusAllowUnixUserFunction) 
              (data c-pointer) (free_data_function 
DBusFreeFunction))) 
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;; dbus_bool_t dbus_connection_get_windows_user 
(DBusConnection *connection, char **windows_sid_p); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_get_windows_user (:return-
type dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) 
              (windows_sid_p (c-ptr c-string) :out))) 
 
;; void dbus_connection_set_windows_user_function 
(DBusConnection *connection, DBusAllowWindowsUserFunction 
function, void *data, DBusFreeFunction free_data_function); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_set_windows_user_function 
(:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) 
              (function DBusAllowWindowsUserFunction) (data 
c-pointer) 
              (free_data_function DBusFreeFunction))) 
 
;; void dbus_connection_set_allow_anonymous (DBusConnection 
*connection, dbus_bool_t value); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_set_allow_anonymous (:return-
type nil) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (value 
dbus_bool_t))) 
 
;; void dbus_connection_set_route_peer_messages 
(DBusConnection *connection, dbus_bool_t value); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_set_route_peer_messages 
(:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (value 
dbus_bool_t))) 
 
 
 
;; Filters 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_connection_add_filter (DBusConnection 
*connection, DBusHandleMessageFunction function, void 
*user_data, DBusFreeFunction free_data_function); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_add_filter (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (function 
DBusHandleMessageFunction) 
              (user_data c-pointer) (free_data_function 
DBusFreeFunction))) 
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;; void dbus_connection_remove_filter (DBusConnection 
*connection, DBusHandleMessageFunction function, void 
*user_data); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_remove_filter (:return-type 
nil) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (function 
DBusHandleMessageFunction) (user_data c-pointer))) 
 
 
;; Other 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_connection_allocate_data_slot 
(dbus_int32_t *slot_p); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_allocate_data_slot (:return-
type dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (slot_p (c-pointer dbus_int32_t)))) 
 
;; void dbus_connection_free_data_slot (dbus_int32_t 
*slot_p); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_free_data_slot (:return-type 
nil) 
  (:arguments (slot_p (c-pointer dbus_int32_t)))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_connection_set_data (DBusConnection 
*connection, dbus_int32_t slot, void *data, 
DBusFreeFunction free_data_func); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_set_data (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (slot 
dbus_int32_t) (data c-pointer) (free_data_func 
DBusFreeFunction))) 
 
;; void* dbus_connection_get_data (DBusConnection 
*connection, dbus_int32_t slot); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_get_data (:return-type c-
pointer) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (slot 
dbus_int32_t))) 
 
 
;; void dbus_connection_set_change_sigpipe (dbus_bool_t 
will_modify_sigpipe); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_set_change_sigpipe (:return-
type nil) 
  (:arguments (will_modify_sigpipe dbus_bool_t))) 
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;; void dbus_connection_set_max_message_size 
(DBusConnection *connection, long size); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_set_max_message_size 
(:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (size long))) 
 
;; long dbus_connection_get_max_message_size 
(DBusConnection *connection); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_get_max_message_size 
(:return-type long) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*))) 
 
;; void dbus_connection_set_max_received_size 
(DBusConnection *connection, long size); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_set_max_received_size 
(:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (size long))) 
 
;; long dbus_connection_get_max_received_size 
(DBusConnection *connection); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_get_max_received_size 
(:return-type long) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*))) 
 
;; long dbus_connection_get_outgoing_size (DBusConnection 
*connection); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_get_outgoing_size (:return-
type long) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*))) 
 
 
;; DBusPreallocatedSend* dbus_connection_preallocate_send 
(DBusConnection *connection); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_preallocate_send (:return-
type DBusPreallocatedSend*) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*))) 
 
;; void dbus_connection_free_preallocated_send 
(DBusConnection *connection, DBusPreallocatedSend 
*preallocated); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_free_preallocated_send 
(:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) 
              (preallocated DBusPreallocatedSend*))) 
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;; void dbus_connection_send_preallocated (DBusConnection 
*connection, DBusPreallocatedSend *preallocated, 
DBusMessage *message, dbus_uint32_t *client_serial); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_send_preallocated (:return-
type nil) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (preallocated 
DBusPreallocatedSend*) 
              (message DBusMessage*) 
              (client_serial (c-ptr dbus_uint32_t) :out))) 
 
 
;; Object tree functionality 
 
 
;; Called when a #DBusObjectPathVTable is unregistered (or 
its connection 
;; is freed).  Found in #DBusObjectPathVTable. 
;; typedef void (* DBusObjectPathUnregisterFunction) 
(DBusConnection *connection, void *user_data); 
(def-c-type DBusObjectPathUnregisterFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type nil) 
              (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) 
(user_data c-pointer)))) 
(def-c-type DBusObjectPathUnregisterFunction* 
  (c-pointer DBusObjectPathUnregisterFunction)) 
 
 
;; Called when a message is sent to a registered object 
path. Found in 
;; #DBusObjectPathVTable which is registered with 
;; dbus_connection_register_object_path() or 
;; dbus_connection_register_fallback(). 
;; typedef DBusHandlerResult (* 
DBusObjectPathMessageFunction) (DBusConnection *connection, 
DBusMessage *message, void *user_data); 
(def-c-type DBusObjectPathMessageFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type DBusHandlerResult) 
              (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) 
(message DBusMessage*) 
                          (user_data c-pointer)))) 
(def-c-type DBusObjectPathMessageFunction* 
  (c-pointer DBusObjectPathMessageFunction)) 
 
 
 
;; Virtual table that must be implemented to handle a 
portion of the object 
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;; path hierarchy. Attach the vtable to a particular path 
using 
;; dbus_connection_register_object_path() or 
;; dbus_connection_register_fallback(). 
(def-c-struct DBusObjectPathVTable 
  (unregister_function DBusObjectPathUnregisterFunction) ; 
Function to unregister this handler 
  (message_function DBusObjectPathMessageFunction) ; 
Function to handle messages 
  (dbus_internal_pad1 c-pointer) ; Reserved for future 
expansion 
  (dbus_internal_pad2 c-pointer) ; Reserved for future 
expansion 
  (dbus_internal_pad3 c-pointer) ; Reserved for future 
expansion 
  (dbus_internal_pad4 c-pointer) ; Reserved for future 
expansion 
  ) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_connection_try_register_object_path 
(DBusConnection *connection, const char *path, const 
DBusObjectPathVTable *vtable, void *user_data, DBusError 
*error); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_try_register_object_path 
(:return-type dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (path c-string) 
              (vtable DBusObjectPathVTable*) (user_data c-
pointer) 
              (error (c-pointer DBusError)))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_connection_register_object_path 
(DBusConnection *connection, const char *path, const 
DBusObjectPathVTable *vtable, void *user_data); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_register_object_path 
(:return-type dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (path c-string) 
              (vtable DBusObjectPathVTable*) (user_data c-
pointer))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_connection_try_register_fallback 
(DBusConnection *connection, const char *path, const 
DBusObjectPathVTable *vtable, void *user_data, DBusError 
*error); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_try_register_fallback 
(:return-type dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (path c-string) 
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              (vtable DBusObjectPathVTable*) (user_data c-
pointer) 
              (error (c-pointer DBusError)))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_connection_register_fallback 
(DBusConnection *connection, const char *path, const 
DBusObjectPathVTable *vtable, void *user_data); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_register_fallback (:return-
type dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (path c-string) 
              (vtable DBusObjectPathVTable*) (user_data c-
pointer))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_connection_unregister_object_path 
(DBusConnection *connection, const char *path); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_unregister_object_path 
(:return-type dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (path c-
string))) 
 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_connection_get_object_path_data 
(DBusConnection *connection, const char *path, void 
**data_p); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_get_object_path_data 
(:return-type dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (path c-string) 
              (data_p (c-ptr c-pointer) :out))) 
 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_connection_list_registered 
(DBusConnection *connection, const char *parent_path, char 
***child_entries); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_list_registered (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (parent_path c-
string) 
              (child_entries (c-ptr (c-array-ptr c-string)) 
:out))) 
 
;;  dbus_bool_t dbus_connection_get_unix_fd (DBusConnection 
*connection, int *fd); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_get_unix_fd (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (fd (c-ptr int) 
:out))) 
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;; dbus_bool_t dbus_connection_get_socket (DBusConnection 
*connection, int *fd); 
(def-call-out dbus_connection_get_socket (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (fd (c-ptr int) 
:out))) 
 
 
;; [removed in 1.2.1] char* dbus_get_local_machine_id 
(void); 
(def-call-out dbus_get_local_machine_id (:return-type c-
string) 
  (:arguments)) 
 
;; [deprecated in 1.2.1] int dbus_watch_get_fd (DBusWatch 
*watch); 
(def-call-out dbus_watch_get_fd (:return-type int) 
  (:arguments (watch DBusWatch*))) 
 
;; int dbus_watch_get_unix_fd (DBusWatch *watch); 
(def-call-out dbus_watch_get_unix_fd (:return-type int) 
  (:arguments (watch DBusWatch*))) 
 
;; int dbus_watch_get_socket (DBusWatch *watch); 
(def-call-out dbus_watch_get_socket (:return-type int) 
  (:arguments (watch DBusWatch*))) 
 
;; unsigned int dbus_watch_get_flags (DBusWatch *watch); 
(def-call-out dbus_watch_get_flags (:return-type uint) 
  (:arguments (watch DBusWatch*))) 
 
;; void* dbus_watch_get_data (DBusWatch *watch); 
(def-call-out dbus_watch_get_data (:return-type c-pointer) 
  (:arguments (watch DBusWatch*))) 
 
;; void dbus_watch_set_data (DBusWatch *watch, void *data, 
DBusFreeFunction free_data_function); 
(def-call-out dbus_watch_set_data (:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (watch DBusWatch*) (data c-pointer) 
              (free_data_function DBusFreeFunction))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_watch_handle (DBusWatch *watch, 
unsigned int flags); 
(def-call-out dbus_watch_handle (:return-type dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (watch DBusWatch*) (flags uint))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_watch_get_enabled (DBusWatch *watch); 
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(def-call-out dbus_watch_get_enabled (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (watch DBusWatch*))) 
 
 
 
;; int dbus_timeout_get_interval (DBusTimeout *timeout); 
(def-call-out dbus_timeout_get_interval (:return-type int) 
  (:arguments (timeout DBusTimeout*))) 
 
;; void* dbus_timeout_get_data (DBusTimeout *timeout); 
(def-call-out dbus_timeout_get_data (:return-type c-
pointer) 
  (:arguments (timeout DBusTimeout*))) 
 
;; void dbus_timeout_set_data (DBusTimeout *timeout, void 
*data, DBusFreeFunction free_data_function); 
(def-call-out dbus_timeout_set_data (:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (timeout DBusTimeout*) (data c-pointer) 
              (free_data_function DBusFreeFunction))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_timeout_handle (DBusTimeout *timeout); 
(def-call-out dbus_timeout_handle (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (timeout DBusTimeout*))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_timeout_get_enabled (DBusTimeout 
*timeout); 
(def-call-out dbus_timeout_get_enabled (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (timeout DBusTimeout*))) 
 
 
;; === dbus-bus.h 
 
;; DBusConnection *dbus_bus_get (DBusBusType type, 
DBusError *error); 
(def-call-out dbus_bus_get (:return-type DBusConnection*) 
  (:arguments (type DBusBusType) (error (c-pointer 
DBusError)))) 
 
;; DBusConnection *dbus_bus_get_private (DBusBusType type, 
DBusError *error); 
(def-call-out dbus_bus_get_private (:return-type 
DBusConnection*) 
  (:arguments (type DBusBusType) (error (c-pointer 
DBusError)))) 
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;; dbus_bool_t dbus_bus_register (DBusConnection 
*connection, DBusError *error); 
(def-call-out dbus_bus_register (:return-type dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (error (c-
pointer DBusError)))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_bus_set_unique_name (DBusConnection 
*connection, const char *unique_name); 
(def-call-out dbus_bus_set_unique_name (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (unique_name c-
string))) 
 
;; const char* dbus_bus_get_unique_name (DBusConnection 
*connection); 
(def-call-out dbus_bus_get_unique_name (:return-type c-
string) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*))) 
 
;; unsigned long dbus_bus_get_unix_user (DBusConnection 
*connection, const char *name, DBusError *error); 
(def-call-out dbus_bus_get_unix_user (:return-type ulong) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (name c-string) 
              (error (c-pointer DBusError)))) 
 
;; char* dbus_bus_get_id (DBusConnection *connection, 
DBusError *error); 
(def-call-out dbus_bus_get_id (:return-type c-string) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (error (c-
pointer DBusError)))) 
 
;; int dbus_bus_request_name (DBusConnection *connection, 
const char *name, unsigned int flags, DBusError *error); 
(def-call-out dbus_bus_request_name (:return-type int) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (name c-string) 
              (flags uint) (error (c-pointer DBusError)))) 
 
;; int dbus_bus_release_name (DBusConnection *connection, 
const char *name, DBusError *error); 
(def-call-out dbus_bus_release_name (:return-type int) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (name c-string) 
              (error (c-pointer DBusError)))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_bus_name_has_owner (DBusConnection 
*connection, const char *name, DBusError *error); 
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(def-call-out dbus_bus_name_has_owner (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (name c-string) 
              (error (c-pointer DBusError)))) 
 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_bus_start_service_by_name 
(DBusConnection *connection, const char *name, 
dbus_uint32_t flags, dbus_uint32_t *reply, DBusError 
*error); 
(def-call-out dbus_bus_start_service_by_name (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (name c-string) 
              (flags dbus_uint32_t) (reply (c-ptr 
dbus_uint32_t) :out) 
              (error (c-pointer DBusError)))) 
 
 
;; void dbus_bus_add_match (DBusConnection *connection, 
const char *rule, DBusError *error); 
(def-call-out dbus_bus_add_match (:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (rule c-string) 
              (error (c-pointer DBusError)))) 
 
;; void dbus_bus_remove_match (DBusConnection *connection, 
const char *rule, DBusError *error); 
(def-call-out dbus_bus_remove_match (:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (connection DBusConnection*) (rule c-string) 
              (error (c-pointer DBusError)))) 
 
 
;; === dbus-pending-call.h 
 
;; DBusPendingCall* dbus_pending_call_ref (DBusPendingCall 
*pending); 
(def-call-out dbus_pending_call_ref (:return-type 
DBusPendingCall*) 
  (:arguments (pending DBusPendingCall*))) 
 
;; void dbus_pending_call_unref (DBusPendingCall *pending); 
(def-call-out dbus_pending_call_unref (:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (pending DBusPendingCall*))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_pending_call_set_notify 
(DBusPendingCall *pending, DBusPendingCallNotifyFunction 
function, void *user_data, DBusFreeFunction 
free_user_data); 
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(def-call-out dbus_pending_call_set_notify (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (pending DBusPendingCall*) 
              (function DBusPendingCallNotifyFunction) 
              (user_data c-pointer) (free_user_data 
DBusFreeFunction))) 
 
;; void dbus_pending_call_cancel (DBusPendingCall 
*pending); 
(def-call-out dbus_pending_call_cancel (:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (pending DBusPendingCall*))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_pending_call_get_completed 
(DBusPendingCall *pending); 
(def-call-out dbus_pending_call_get_completed (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (pending DBusPendingCall*))) 
 
;; DBusMessage* dbus_pending_call_steal_reply 
(DBusPendingCall *pending); 
(def-call-out dbus_pending_call_steal_reply (:return-type 
DBusMessage*) 
  (:arguments (pending DBusPendingCall*))) 
 
;; void dbus_pending_call_block (DBusPendingCall *pending); 
(def-call-out dbus_pending_call_block (:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (pending DBusPendingCall*))) 
 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_pending_call_allocate_data_slot 
(dbus_int32_t *slot_p); 
(def-call-out dbus_pending_call_allocate_data_slot 
(:return-type dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (slot_p (c-pointer dbus_int32_t)))) 
 
;; void dbus_pending_call_free_data_slot (dbus_int32_t 
*slot_p); 
(def-call-out dbus_pending_call_free_data_slot (:return-
type nil) 
  (:arguments (slot_p (c-pointer dbus_int32_t)))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_pending_call_set_data (DBusPendingCall 
*pending, dbus_int32_t slot, void *data, DBusFreeFunction 
free_data_func); 
(def-call-out dbus_pending_call_set_data (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
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  (:arguments (pending DBusPendingCall*) (slot 
dbus_int32_t) 
              (data c-pointer) (free_data_func 
DBusFreeFunction))) 
 
;; void* dbus_pending_call_get_data (DBusPendingCall 
*pending, dbus_int32_t slot); 
(def-call-out dbus_pending_call_get_data (:return-type c-
pointer) 
  (:arguments (pending DBusPendingCall*) (slot 
dbus_int32_t))) 
 
 
;; === dbus-protocol.h 
 
;; Message byte order 
(def-c-const DBUS_LITTLE_ENDIAN ; ('l') 
  (:documentation "Code marking LSB-first byte order in the 
wire protocol.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_BIG_ENDIAN ; ('B') 
  (:documentation "Code marking MSB-first byte order in the 
wire protocol.")) 
 
(def-c-const DBUS_MAJOR_PROTOCOL_VERSION ; 1 
  (:documentation "Protocol version.")) 
 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_INVALID ; ((int) '\0') 
  (:documentation "Type code that is never equal to a 
legitimate type code")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_INVALID_AS_STRING (:type c-string) ; 
"\0" 
  (:documentation "#DBUS_TYPE_INVALID as a string literal 
instead of a int literal")) 
 
;; Primitive types 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_BYTE ; ((int) 'y') 
  (:documentation "Type code marking an 8-bit unsigned 
integer")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_BYTE_AS_STRING (:type c-string) ; 
"y" 
  (:documentation "#DBUS_TYPE_BYTE as a string literal 
instead of a int literal")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_BOOLEAN ; ((int) 'b') 
  (:documentation "Type code marking a boolean")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_BOOLEAN_AS_STRING (:type c-string) ; 
"b" 
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  (:documentation "#DBUS_TYPE_BOOLEAN as a string literal 
instead of a int literal")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_INT16 ; ((int) 'n') 
  (:documentation "Type code marking a 16-bit signed 
integer")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_INT16_AS_STRING (:type c-string) ; 
"n" 
  (:documentation "#DBUS_TYPE_INT16 as a string literal 
instead of a int literal")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_UINT16 ; ((int) 'q') 
  (:documentation "Type code marking a 16-bit unsigned 
integer")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_UINT16_AS_STRING (:type c-string) ; 
"q" 
  (:documentation "#DBUS_TYPE_UINT16 as a string literal 
instead of a int literal")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_INT32 ; ((int) 'i') 
  (:documentation "Type code marking a 32-bit signed 
integer")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_INT32_AS_STRING (:type c-string) ; 
"i" 
  (:documentation "#DBUS_TYPE_INT32 as a string literal 
instead of a int literal")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_UINT32 ; ((int) 'u') 
  (:documentation "Type code marking a 32-bit unsigned 
integer")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_UINT32_AS_STRING (:type c-string) ; 
"u" 
  (:documentation "#DBUS_TYPE_UINT32 as a string literal 
instead of a int literal")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_INT64 ; ((int) 'x') 
  (:documentation "Type code marking a 64-bit signed 
integer")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_INT64_AS_STRING (:type c-string) ; 
"x" 
  (:documentation "#DBUS_TYPE_INT64 as a string literal 
instead of a int literal")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_UINT64 ; ((int) 't') 
  (:documentation "Type code marking a 64-bit unsigned 
integer")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_UINT64_AS_STRING (:type c-string) ; 
"t" 
  (:documentation "#DBUS_TYPE_UINT64 as a string literal 
instead of a int literal")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_DOUBLE ; ((int) 'd') 
  (:documentation "Type code marking an 8-byte double in 
IEEE 754 format")) 
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(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_DOUBLE_AS_STRING (:type c-string) ; 
"d" 
  (:documentation "#DBUS_TYPE_DOUBLE as a string literal 
instead of a int literal")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_STRING ; ((int) 's') 
  (:documentation "Type code marking a UTF-8 encoded, nul-
terminated Unicode string")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_STRING_AS_STRING (:type c-string) ; 
"s" 
  (:documentation "#DBUS_TYPE_STRING as a string literal 
instead of a int literal")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_OBJECT_PATH ; ((int) 'o') 
  (:documentation "Type code marking a D-Bus object path")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_OBJECT_PATH_AS_STRING (:type c-
string) ; "o" 
  (:documentation "#DBUS_TYPE_OBJECT_PATH as a string 
literal instead of a int literal")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_SIGNATURE ; ((int) 'g') 
  (:documentation "Type code marking a D-Bus type 
signature")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_SIGNATURE_AS_STRING (:type c-string) 
; "g" 
  (:documentation "#DBUS_TYPE_SIGNATURE as a string literal 
instead of a int literal")) 
 
;; Compound types 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_ARRAY ; ((int) 'a') 
  (:documentation "Type code marking a D-Bus array type")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_ARRAY_AS_STRING (:type c-string) ; 
"a" 
  (:documentation "#DBUS_TYPE_ARRAY as a string literal 
instead of a int literal")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_VARIANT ; ((int) 'v') 
  (:documentation "Type code marking a D-Bus variant 
type")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_VARIANT_AS_STRING (:type c-string) ; 
"v" 
  (:documentation "#DBUS_TYPE_VARIANT as a string literal 
instead of a int literal")) 
 
;; STRUCT and DICT_ENTRY are sort of special since their 
codes can't appear 
;; in a type string, instead 
;; DBUS_STRUCT_BEGIN_CHAR/DBUS_DICT_ENTRY_BEGIN_CHAR have 
to appear 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_STRUCT ; ((int) 'r') 
  (:documentation "Type code used to represent a struct; 
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however, this type code does not appear in type signatures, 
instead #DBUS_STRUCT_BEGIN_CHAR and #DBUS_STRUCT_END_CHAR 
will appear in a signature.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_STRUCT_AS_STRING (:type c-string) ; 
"r" 
  (:documentation "#DBUS_TYPE_STRUCT as a string literal 
instead of a int literal")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_DICT_ENTRY ; ((int) 'e') 
  (:documentation "Type code used to represent a dict 
entry; \ 
however, this type code does not appear in type signatures, 
instead #DBUS_DICT_ENTRY_BEGIN_CHAR and 
#DBUS_DICT_ENTRY_END_CHAR 
will appear in a signature.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_TYPE_DICT_ENTRY_AS_STRING (:type c-
string) ; "e" 
  (:documentation "#DBUS_TYPE_DICT_ENTRY as a string 
literal instead of a int literal")) 
 
(def-c-const DBUS_NUMBER_OF_TYPES ; (16) 
  (:documentation "Does not include #DBUS_TYPE_INVALID, 
#DBUS_STRUCT_BEGIN_CHAR, 
#DBUS_STRUCT_END_CHAR, #DBUS_DICT_ENTRY_BEGIN_CHAR, or 
#DBUS_DICT_ENTRY_END_CHAR 
i.e. it is the number of valid types, not the number of 
distinct 
characters that may appear in a type signature.")) 
 
;; characters other than typecodes that appear in type 
signatures 
 
(def-c-const DBUS_STRUCT_BEGIN_CHAR ; ((int) '(') 
  (:documentation "Code marking the start of a struct type 
in a type signature")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_STRUCT_BEGIN_CHAR_AS_STRING (:type c-
string) ; "(" 
  (:documentation "#DBUS_STRUCT_BEGIN_CHAR as a string 
literal instead of a int literal")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_STRUCT_END_CHAR ; ((int) ')') 
  (:documentation "Code marking the end of a struct type in 
a type signature")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_STRUCT_END_CHAR_AS_STRING (:type c-
string) ; ")" 
  (:documentation "#DBUS_STRUCT_END_CHAR a string literal 
instead of a int literal")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_DICT_ENTRY_BEGIN_CHAR ; ((int) '{') 
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  (:documentation "Code marking the start of a dict entry 
type in a type signature")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_DICT_ENTRY_BEGIN_CHAR_AS_STRING (:type c-
string) ; "{" 
  (:documentation "#DBUS_DICT_ENTRY_BEGIN_CHAR as a string 
literal instead of a int literal")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_DICT_ENTRY_END_CHAR ; ((int) '}') 
  (:documentation "Code marking the end of a dict entry 
type in a type signature")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_DICT_ENTRY_END_CHAR_AS_STRING (:type c-
string) ; "}" 
  (:documentation "#DBUS_DICT_ENTRY_END_CHAR as a string 
literal instead of a int literal")) 
 
 
(def-c-const DBUS_MAXIMUM_NAME_LENGTH ; 255 
  (:documentation "Max length in bytes of a bus name, 
interface, 
or member (not object path, paths are unlimited). 
This is limited because lots of stuff is O(n) in this 
number, 
plus it would be obnoxious to type in a paragraph-long 
method name 
so most likely something like that would be an exploit.")) 
 
(def-c-const DBUS_MAXIMUM_SIGNATURE_LENGTH ; 255 
  (:documentation "This one is 255 so it fits in a byte")) 
 
(def-c-const DBUS_MAXIMUM_MATCH_RULE_LENGTH ; 1024 
  (:documentation "Max length of a match rule string; 
to keep people from hosing the daemon with some huge 
rule")) 
 
(def-c-const DBUS_MAXIMUM_MATCH_RULE_ARG_NUMBER ; 63 
  (:documentation "Max arg number you can match on in a 
match rule, 
e.g. arg0='hello' is OK, arg3489720987='hello' is not")) 
 
(def-c-const DBUS_MAXIMUM_ARRAY_LENGTH ; (67108864) 
  (:documentation "Max length of a marshaled array in bytes 
(64M, 2^26) 
We use signed int for lengths so must be INT_MAX or less. 
We need something a bit smaller than INT_MAX because the 
array is inside 
a message with header info, etc.  so an INT_MAX array 
wouldn't allow 
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the message overhead.  The 64M number is an attempt at a 
larger number than 
we'd reasonably ever use, but small enough that your bus 
would chew 
through it fairly quickly without locking up forever. If 
you have 
data that's likely to be larger than this, you should 
probably be 
sending it in multiple incremental messages anyhow.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_MAXIMUM_ARRAY_LENGTH_BITS ; 26 
  (:documentation "Number of bits you need in an unsigned 
to store the max array size")) 
 
(def-c-const DBUS_MAXIMUM_MESSAGE_LENGTH ; 
(DBUS_MAXIMUM_ARRAY_LENGTH * 2) 
  (:documentation "The maximum total message size including 
header and body; 
similar rationale to max array size.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_MAXIMUM_MESSAGE_LENGTH_BITS ; 27 
  (:documentation "Number of bits you need in an unsigned 
to store the max message size")) 
 
(def-c-const DBUS_MAXIMUM_TYPE_RECURSION_DEPTH ; 32 
  (:documentation "Depth of recursion in the type tree. 
This is automatically limited to 
DBUS_MAXIMUM_SIGNATURE_LENGTH since 
you could only have an array of array of array of ... 
that fit in the max signature.  But that's probably a bit 
too large.")) 
 
;; Types of message 
 
(def-c-const DBUS_MESSAGE_TYPE_INVALID ; 0 
  (:documentation "This value is never a valid message 
type, see dbus_message_get_type()")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_MESSAGE_TYPE_METHOD_CALL ; 1 
  (:documentation "Message type of a method call message, 
see dbus_message_get_type()")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_MESSAGE_TYPE_METHOD_RETURN ; 2 
  (:documentation "Message type of a method return message, 
see dbus_message_get_type()")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_MESSAGE_TYPE_ERROR ; 3 
  (:documentation "Message type of an error reply message, 
see dbus_message_get_type()")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_MESSAGE_TYPE_SIGNAL ; 4 
  (:documentation "Message type of a signal message, see 
dbus_message_get_type()")) 
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;; Header flags 
 
(def-c-const DBUS_HEADER_FLAG_NO_REPLY_EXPECTED ; 0x1 
  (:documentation "If set, this flag means that the sender 
of a message 
does not care about getting a reply, so the recipient need 
not send one. 
See dbus_message_set_no_reply().")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_HEADER_FLAG_NO_AUTO_START ; 0x2 
  (:documentation "If set, this flag means that even if the 
message bus 
knows how to start an owner for the destination bus name 
(see 
dbus_message_set_destination()), it should not do so. If 
this flag is 
not set, the bus may launch a program to process the 
message.")) 
 
;; Header fields 
 
(def-c-const DBUS_HEADER_FIELD_INVALID ; 0 
  (:documentation "Not equal to any valid header field 
code")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_HEADER_FIELD_PATH ; 1 
  (:documentation "Header field code for the path - the 
path is the 
object emitting a signal or the object receiving a method 
call. 
See dbus_message_set_path().")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_HEADER_FIELD_INTERFACE ; 2 
  (:documentation "Header field code for the interface 
containing a 
member (method or signal).  See 
dbus_message_set_interface().")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_HEADER_FIELD_MEMBER ; 3 
  (:documentation "Header field code for a member (method 
or signal). 
See dbus_message_set_member().")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_HEADER_FIELD_ERROR_NAME ; 4 
  (:documentation "Header field code for an error name 
(found in #DBUS_MESSAGE_TYPE_ERROR messages). 
See dbus_message_set_error_name().")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_HEADER_FIELD_REPLY_SERIAL ; 5 
  (:documentation "Header field code for a reply serial, 
used to match a #DBUS_MESSAGE_TYPE_METHOD_RETURN message 
with the 
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message that it's a reply to. See 
dbus_message_set_reply_serial().")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_HEADER_FIELD_DESTINATION ; 6 
  (:documentation "Header field code for the destination 
bus name of a message. See 
dbus_message_set_destination().")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_HEADER_FIELD_SENDER ; 7 
  (:documentation "Header field code for the sender of a 
message; usually initialized by the message bus. 
See dbus_message_set_sender().")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_HEADER_FIELD_SIGNATURE ; 8 
  (:documentation "Header field code for the type signature 
of a message.")) 
 
(def-c-const DBUS_HEADER_FIELD_LAST ; 
DBUS_HEADER_FIELD_SIGNATURE 
  (:documentation "Value of the highest-numbered header 
field code, 
can be used to determine the size of an array indexed by 
header field code. 
Remember though that unknown codes must be ignored, 
so check for that before indexing the array.")) 
 
(def-c-const DBUS_HEADER_SIGNATURE (:type c-string) 
    ;; DBUS_TYPE_BYTE_AS_STRING 
    ;; DBUS_TYPE_BYTE_AS_STRING 
    ;; DBUS_TYPE_BYTE_AS_STRING 
    ;; DBUS_TYPE_BYTE_AS_STRING 
    ;; DBUS_TYPE_UINT32_AS_STRING 
    ;; DBUS_TYPE_UINT32_AS_STRING 
    ;; DBUS_TYPE_ARRAY_AS_STRING 
    ;; DBUS_STRUCT_BEGIN_CHAR_AS_STRING 
    ;; DBUS_TYPE_BYTE_AS_STRING 
    ;; DBUS_TYPE_VARIANT_AS_STRING 
    ;; DBUS_STRUCT_END_CHAR_AS_STRING 
  (:documentation "Header format is defined as a signature: 
byte                            byte order 
byte                            message type ID 
byte                            flags 
byte                            protocol version 
uint32                          body length 
uint32                          serial 
array of struct (byte,variant)  (field name, value) 
 
The length of the header can be computed as the 
fixed size of the initial data, plus the length of 
the array at the end, plus padding to an 8-boundary.")) 
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(def-c-const DBUS_MINIMUM_HEADER_SIZE ; 16 
  (:documentation "The smallest header size that can occur. 
\(It won't be valid due to missing required header fields.) 
This is 4 bytes, two uint32, an array length. 
This isn't any kind of resource limit, just the 
necessary/logical outcome of the header signature.")) 
 
;; Errors 
;; WARNING these get autoconverted to an enum in dbus-
glib.h. 
;; Thus, if you change the order it breaks the ABI. Keep 
them in order. 
;; Also, don't change the formatting since that will break 
the sed script. 
 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_FAILED (:type c-string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.Failed" 
  (:documentation "A generic error; \"something went 
wrong\" - see the error message for more.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_NO_MEMORY (:type c-string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.NoMemory" 
  (:documentation "There was not enough memory to complete 
an operation.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_SERVICE_UNKNOWN (:type c-string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.ServiceUnknown" 
  (:documentation "The bus doesn't know how to launch a 
service to supply the bus name you wanted.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_NAME_HAS_NO_OWNER (:type c-string) 
; "org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.NameHasNoOwner" 
  (:documentation "The bus name you referenced doesn't 
exist (i.e. no application owns it).")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_NO_REPLY (:type c-string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.NoReply" 
  (:documentation "No reply to a message expecting one, 
usually means a timeout occurred.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_IO_ERROR (:type c-string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.IOError" 
  (:documentation "Something went wrong reading or writing 
to a socket, for example.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_BAD_ADDRESS (:type c-string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.BadAddress" 
  (:documentation "A D-Bus bus address was malformed.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_NOT_SUPPORTED (:type c-string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.NotSupported" 
  (:documentation "Requested operation isn't supported 
(like ENOSYS on UNIX).")) 
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(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_LIMITS_EXCEEDED (:type c-string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.LimitsExceeded" 
  (:documentation "Some limited resource is exhausted.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_ACCESS_DENIED (:type c-string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.AccessDenied" 
  (:documentation "Security restrictions don't allow doing 
what you're trying to do.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_AUTH_FAILED (:type c-string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.AuthFailed" 
  (:documentation "Authentication didn't work.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_NO_SERVER (:type c-string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.NoServer" 
  (:documentation "Unable to connect to server (probably 
caused by ECONNREFUSED on a socket).")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_TIMEOUT (:type c-string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.Timeout" 
  (:documentation "Certain timeout errors, possibly 
ETIMEDOUT on a socket. 
Note that #DBUS_ERROR_NO_REPLY is used for message reply 
timeouts. 
@warning this is confusingly-named given that 
#DBUS_ERROR_TIMED_OUT also exists. 
We can't fix it for compatibility reasons so just be 
careful.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_NO_NETWORK (:type c-string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.NoNetwork" 
  (:documentation "No network access (probably ENETUNREACH 
on a socket).")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_ADDRESS_IN_USE (:type c-string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.AddressInUse" 
  (:documentation "Can't bind a socket since its address is 
in use (i.e. EADDRINUSE).")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_DISCONNECTED (:type c-string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.Disconnected" 
  (:documentation "The connection is disconnected and 
you're trying to use it.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_INVALID_ARGS (:type c-string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.InvalidArgs" 
  (:documentation "Invalid arguments passed to a method 
call.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_FILE_NOT_FOUND (:type c-string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.FileNotFound" 
  (:documentation "Missing file.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_FILE_EXISTS (:type c-string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.FileExists" 
  (:documentation "Existing file and the operation you're 
using does not silently overwrite.")) 
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(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_UNKNOWN_METHOD (:type c-string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.UnknownMethod" 
  (:documentation "Method name you invoked isn't known by 
the object you invoked it on.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_TIMED_OUT (:type c-string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.TimedOut" 
  (:documentation "Certain timeout errors, e.g. while 
starting a service. 
@warning this is confusingly-named given that 
#DBUS_ERROR_TIMEOUT also exists. 
We can't fix it for compatibility reasons so just be 
careful.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_MATCH_RULE_NOT_FOUND (:type c-
string) ; "org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.MatchRuleNotFound" 
  (:documentation "Tried to remove or modify a match rule 
that didn't exist.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_MATCH_RULE_INVALID (:type c-string) 
; "org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.MatchRuleInvalid" 
  (:documentation "The match rule isn't syntactically 
valid.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_SPAWN_EXEC_FAILED (:type c-string) 
; "org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.Spawn.ExecFailed" 
  (:documentation "While starting a new process, the exec() 
call failed.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_SPAWN_FORK_FAILED (:type c-string) 
; "org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.Spawn.ForkFailed" 
  (:documentation "While starting a new process, the fork() 
call failed.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_SPAWN_CHILD_EXITED (:type c-string) 
; "org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.Spawn.ChildExited" 
  (:documentation "While starting a new process, the child 
exited with a status code.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_SPAWN_CHILD_SIGNALED (:type c-
string) ; "org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.Spawn.ChildSignaled" 
  (:documentation "While starting a new process, the child 
exited on a signal.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_SPAWN_FAILED (:type c-string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.Spawn.Failed" 
  (:documentation "While starting a new process, something 
went wrong.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_SPAWN_SETUP_FAILED (:type c-string) 
; "org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.Spawn.FailedToSetup" 
  (:documentation "We failed to setup the environment 
correctly.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_SPAWN_CONFIG_INVALID (:type c-
string) ; "org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.Spawn.ConfigInvalid" 
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  (:documentation "We failed to setup the config parser 
correctly.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_SPAWN_SERVICE_INVALID (:type c-
string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.Spawn.ServiceNotValid" 
  (:documentation "Bus name was not valid.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_SPAWN_SERVICE_NOT_FOUND (:type c-
string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.Spawn.ServiceNotFound" 
  (:documentation "Service file not found in system-
services directory.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_SPAWN_PERMISSIONS_INVALID (:type c-
string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.Spawn.PermissionsInvalid" 
  (:documentation "Permissions are incorrect on the setuid 
helper.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_SPAWN_FILE_INVALID (:type c-string) 
; "org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.Spawn.FileInvalid" 
  (:documentation "Service file invalid (Name, User or Exec 
missing).")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_SPAWN_NO_MEMORY (:type c-string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.Spawn.NoMemory" 
  (:documentation "Tried to get a UNIX process ID and it 
wasn't available.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_UNIX_PROCESS_ID_UNKNOWN (:type c-
string) ; "org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.UnixProcessIdUnknown" 
  (:documentation "Tried to get a UNIX process ID and it 
wasn't available.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_INVALID_SIGNATURE (:type c-string) 
; "org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.InvalidSignature" 
  (:documentation "A type signature is not valid.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_INVALID_FILE_CONTENT (:type c-
string) ; "org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.InvalidFileContent" 
  (:documentation "A file contains invalid syntax or is 
otherwise broken.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_SELINUX_SECURITY_CONTEXT_UNKNOWN 
(:type c-string) ; 
"org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.SELinuxSecurityContextUnknown" 
  (:documentation "Asked for SELinux security context and 
it wasn't available.")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_ERROR_OBJECT_PATH_IN_USE (:type c-string) 
; "org.freedesktop.DBus.Error.ObjectPathInUse" 
  (:documentation "There's already an object with the 
requested object path.")) 
 
;; XML introspection format 
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(def-c-const DBUS_INTROSPECT_1_0_XML_NAMESPACE (:type c-
string) ; "http://www.freedesktop.org/standards/dbus" 
  (:documentation "XML namespace of the introspection 
format version 1.0")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_INTROSPECT_1_0_XML_PUBLIC_IDENTIFIER 
(:type c-string) ; "-//freedesktop//DTD D-BUS Object 
Introspection 1.0//EN" 
  (:documentation "XML public identifier of the 
introspection format version 1.0")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_INTROSPECT_1_0_XML_SYSTEM_IDENTIFIER 
(:type c-string) ; 
"http://www.freedesktop.org/standards/dbus/1.0/introspect.d
td" 
  (:documentation "XML system identifier of the 
introspection format version 1.0")) 
(def-c-const DBUS_INTROSPECT_1_0_XML_DOCTYPE_DECL_NODE 
(:type c-string) ; "<!DOCTYPE node PUBLIC 
\""DBUS_INTROSPECT_1_0_XML_PUBLIC_IDENTIFIER"\"\n\""DBUS_IN
TROSPECT_1_0_XML_SYSTEM_IDENTIFIER"\">\n" 
  (:documentation "XML document type declaration of the 
introspection format version 1.0")) 
 
;; === dbus-server.h 
 
;; typedef struct DBusServer DBusServer; 
(def-c-type DBusServer* c-pointer) 
 
;; Called when a new connection to the server is available. 
;; Must reference and save the new connection, or close the 
new connection. 
;; Set with dbus_server_set_new_connection_function(). 
;; typedef void (* DBusNewConnectionFunction) (DBusServer 
*server, DBusConnection *new_connection, void *data); 
(def-c-type DBusNewConnectionFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type nil) 
              (:arguments (server DBusServer*) 
(new_connection DBusConnection*) 
                          (data c-pointer)))) 
(def-c-type DBusNewConnectionFunction* (c-pointer 
DBusNewConnectionFunction)) 
 
 
;; DBusServer* dbus_server_listen (const char *address, 
DBusError *error); 
(def-call-out dbus_server_listen (:return-type DBusServer*) 
  (:arguments (address c-string) (error (c-pointer 
DBusError)))) 
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;; DBusServer* dbus_server_ref (DBusServer *server); 
(def-call-out dbus_server_ref (:return-type DBusServer*) 
  (:arguments (server DBusServer*))) 
 
;; void dbus_server_unref (DBusServer *server); 
(def-call-out dbus_server_unref (:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (server DBusServer*))) 
 
;; void dbus_server_disconnect (DBusServer *server); 
(def-call-out dbus_server_disconnect (:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (server DBusServer*))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_server_get_is_connected (DBusServer 
*server); 
(def-call-out dbus_server_get_is_connected (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (server DBusServer*))) 
 
;; char* dbus_server_get_address (DBusServer *server); 
(def-call-out dbus_server_get_address (:return-type c-
string) 
  (:arguments (server DBusServer*))) 
 
;; char* dbus_server_get_id (DBusServer *server); 
(def-call-out dbus_server_get_id (:return-type c-string) 
  (:arguments (server DBusServer*))) 
 
;; void dbus_server_set_new_connection_function (DBusServer 
*server, DBusNewConnectionFunction function, void *data, 
DBusFreeFunction free_data_function); 
(def-call-out dbus_server_set_new_connection_function 
(:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (server DBusServer*) (function 
DBusNewConnectionFunction) 
              (data c-pointer) (free_data_function 
DBusFreeFunction))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_server_set_watch_functions (DBusServer 
*server, DBusAddWatchFunction add_function, 
DBusRemoveWatchFunction remove_function, 
DBusWatchToggledFunction toggled_function, void *data, 
DBusFreeFunction free_data_function); 
(def-call-out dbus_server_set_watch_functions (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (server DBusServer*) (add_function 
DBusAddWatchFunction) 
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              (remove_function DBusRemoveWatchFunction) 
              (toggled_function DBusWatchToggledFunction) 
              (data c-pointer) (free_data_function 
DBusFreeFunction))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_server_set_timeout_functions 
(DBusServer *server, DBusAddTimeoutFunction add_function, 
DBusRemoveTimeoutFunction remove_function, 
DBusTimeoutToggledFunction toggled_function, void *data, 
DBusFreeFunction free_data_function); 
(def-call-out dbus_server_set_timeout_functions (:return-
type dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (server DBusServer*) (add_function 
DBusAddTimeoutFunction) 
              (remove_function DBusRemoveTimeoutFunction) 
              (toggled_function DBusTimeoutToggledFunction) 
              (data c-pointer) (free_data_function 
DBusFreeFunction))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_server_set_auth_mechanisms (DBusServer 
*server, const char **mechanisms); 
(def-call-out dbus_server_set_auth_mechanisms (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (server DBusServer*) (*mechanisms c-string))) 
 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_server_allocate_data_slot (dbus_int32_t 
*slot_p); 
(def-call-out dbus_server_allocate_data_slot (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (slot_p (c-pointer dbus_int32_t)))) 
 
;; void dbus_server_free_data_slot (dbus_int32_t *slot_p); 
(def-call-out dbus_server_free_data_slot (:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (slot_p (c-pointer dbus_int32_t)))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_server_set_data (DBusServer *server, 
int slot, void *data, DBusFreeFunction free_data_func); 
(def-call-out dbus_server_set_data (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (server DBusServer*) (slot int) (data c-
pointer) 
              (free_data_func DBusFreeFunction))) 
 
;; void* dbus_server_get_data (DBusServer *server, int 
slot); 
(def-call-out dbus_server_get_data (:return-type c-pointer) 
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  (:arguments (server DBusServer*) (slot int))) 
 
;; === dbus-signature.h 
 
;; contains no public fields 
;; typedef struct DBusSignatureIter DBusSignatureIter 
(def-c-type DBusSignatureIter* c-pointer) 
 
;; void dbus_signature_iter_init (DBusSignatureIter *iter, 
const char *signature); 
(def-call-out dbus_signature_iter_init (:return-type nil) 
  (:arguments (iter DBusSignatureIter*) (signature c-
string))) 
 
 
;; int dbus_signature_iter_get_current_type (const 
DBusSignatureIter *iter); 
(def-call-out dbus_signature_iter_get_current_type 
(:return-type int) 
  (:arguments (iter DBusSignatureIter*))) 
 
 
;; char * dbus_signature_iter_get_signature (const 
DBusSignatureIter *iter); 
(def-call-out dbus_signature_iter_get_signature (:return-
type c-string) 
  (:arguments (iter DBusSignatureIter*))) 
 
 
;; int dbus_signature_iter_get_element_type (const 
DBusSignatureIter *iter); 
(def-call-out dbus_signature_iter_get_element_type 
(:return-type int) 
  (:arguments (iter DBusSignatureIter*))) 
 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_signature_iter_next (DBusSignatureIter 
*iter); 
(def-call-out dbus_signature_iter_next (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (iter DBusSignatureIter*))) 
 
 
;; void dbus_signature_iter_recurse (const 
DBusSignatureIter *iter, DBusSignatureIter *subiter); 
(def-call-out dbus_signature_iter_recurse (:return-type 
nil) 
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  (:arguments (iter DBusSignatureIter*) (subiter 
DBusSignatureIter*))) 
 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_signature_validate (const char 
*signature, DBusError *error); 
(def-call-out dbus_signature_validate (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (signature c-string) (error (c-pointer 
DBusError)))) 
 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_signature_validate_single (const char 
*signature, DBusError *error); 
(def-call-out dbus_signature_validate_single (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (signature c-string) (error (c-pointer 
DBusError)))) 
 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_type_is_basic (int typecode); 
(def-call-out dbus_type_is_basic (:return-type dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (typecode int))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_type_is_container (int typecode); 
(def-call-out dbus_type_is_container (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (typecode int))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_type_is_fixed (int typecode); 
(def-call-out dbus_type_is_fixed (:return-type dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments (typecode int))) 
 
 
;; === dbus-threads.h 
 
;; An opaque mutex type provided by the 
#DBusThreadFunctions 
;; implementation installed by dbus_threads_init(). 
;; typedef struct DBusMutex DBusMutex; 
(def-c-type DBusMutex* c-pointer) 
 
;; An opaque condition variable type provided by the 
;; #DBusThreadFunctions implementation installed by 
dbus_threads_init(). 
;; typedef struct DBusCondVar DBusCondVar; 
(def-c-type DBusCondVar* c-pointer) 
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;; Deprecated, provide DBusRecursiveMutexNewFunction 
instead. 
;; typedef DBusMutex* (* DBusMutexNewFunction) (void); 
(def-c-type DBusMutexNewFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type DBusMutex*) 
              (:arguments))) 
(def-c-type DBusMutexNewFunction* (c-pointer 
DBusMutexNewFunction)) 
 
;; Deprecated, provide DBusRecursiveMutexFreeFunction 
instead. 
;; typedef void (* DBusMutexFreeFunction) (DBusMutex 
*mutex); 
(def-c-type DBusMutexFreeFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type nil) 
              (:arguments (mutex DBusMutex*)))) 
(def-c-type DBusMutexFreeFunction* (c-pointer 
DBusMutexFreeFunction)) 
 
;; Deprecated, provide DBusRecursiveMutexLockFunction 
instead. 
;; Return value is lock success, but gets ignored in 
practice. 
;; typedef dbus_bool_t (* DBusMutexLockFunction) (DBusMutex 
*mutex); 
(def-c-type DBusMutexLockFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type dbus_bool_t) 
              (:arguments (mutex DBusMutex*)))) 
(def-c-type DBusMutexLockFunction* (c-pointer 
DBusMutexLockFunction)) 
 
;; Deprecated, provide DBusRecursiveMutexUnlockFunction 
instead. 
;; Return value is unlock success, but gets ignored in 
practice. 
;; typedef dbus_bool_t (* DBusMutexUnlockFunction) 
(DBusMutex *mutex); 
(def-c-type DBusMutexUnlockFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type dbus_bool_t) 
              (:arguments (mutex DBusMutex*)))) 
(def-c-type DBusMutexUnlockFunction* (c-pointer 
DBusMutexUnlockFunction)) 
 
 
;; Creates a new recursively-lockable mutex, or returns 
#NULL if not 
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;; enough memory.  Can only fail due to lack of memory.  
Found in 
;; #DBusThreadFunctions. Do not just use 
PTHREAD_MUTEX_RECURSIVE for 
;; this, because it does not save/restore the recursion 
count when 
;; waiting on a condition. libdbus requires the Java-style 
behavior 
;; where the mutex is fully unlocked to wait on a 
condition. 
;; typedef DBusMutex* (* DBusRecursiveMutexNewFunction) 
(void); 
(def-c-type DBusRecursiveMutexNewFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type DBusMutex*) 
              (:arguments))) 
(def-c-type DBusRecursiveMutexNewFunction* (c-pointer 
DBusRecursiveMutexNewFunction)) 
 
;; Frees a recursively-lockable mutex.  Found in 
#DBusThreadFunctions. 
;; typedef void (* DBusRecursiveMutexFreeFunction) 
(DBusMutex *mutex); 
(def-c-type DBusRecursiveMutexFreeFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type nil) 
              (:arguments (mutex DBusMutex*)))) 
(def-c-type DBusRecursiveMutexFreeFunction* (c-pointer 
DBusRecursiveMutexFreeFunction)) 
 
;; Locks a recursively-lockable mutex.  Found in 
#DBusThreadFunctions. 
;; Can only fail due to lack of memory. 
;; typedef void (* DBusRecursiveMutexLockFunction) 
(DBusMutex *mutex); 
(def-c-type DBusRecursiveMutexLockFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type nil) 
              (:arguments (mutex DBusMutex*)))) 
(def-c-type DBusRecursiveMutexLockFunction* (c-pointer 
DBusRecursiveMutexLockFunction)) 
 
;; Unlocks a recursively-lockable mutex.  Found in 
#DBusThreadFunctions. 
;; Can only fail due to lack of memory. 
;; typedef void (* DBusRecursiveMutexUnlockFunction) 
(DBusMutex *mutex); 
(def-c-type DBusRecursiveMutexUnlockFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type nil) 
              (:arguments (mutex DBusMutex*)))) 
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(def-c-type DBusRecursiveMutexUnlockFunction* (c-pointer 
DBusRecursiveMutexUnlockFunction)) 
 
 
;; Creates a new condition variable.  Found in 
#DBusThreadFunctions. 
;; Can only fail (returning #NULL) due to lack of memory. 
;; typedef DBusCondVar* (* DBusCondVarNewFunction) (void); 
(def-c-type DBusCondVarNewFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type DBusCondVar*) 
              (:arguments))) 
(def-c-type DBusCondVarNewFunction* (c-pointer 
DBusCondVarNewFunction)) 
 
;; Frees a condition variable.  Found in 
#DBusThreadFunctions. 
;; typedef void (* DBusCondVarFreeFunction) (DBusCondVar 
*cond); 
(def-c-type DBusCondVarFreeFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type nil) 
              (:arguments (cond DBusCondVar*)))) 
(def-c-type DBusCondVarFreeFunction* (c-pointer 
DBusCondVarFreeFunction)) 
 
 
;; Waits on a condition variable.  Found in 
;; #DBusThreadFunctions. Must work with either a recursive 
or 
;; nonrecursive mutex, whichever the thread implementation 
;; provides. Note that PTHREAD_MUTEX_RECURSIVE does not 
work with 
;; condition variables (does not save/restore the recursion 
count) so 
;; don't try using simply pthread_cond_wait() and a 
;; PTHREAD_MUTEX_RECURSIVE to implement this, it won't work 
right. 
;; Has no error conditions. Must succeed if it returns. 
;; typedef void (* DBusCondVarWaitFunction) (DBusCondVar 
*cond, DBusMutex *mutex); 
(def-c-type DBusCondVarWaitFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type nil) 
              (:arguments (cond DBusCondVar*) (mutex 
DBusMutex*)))) 
(def-c-type DBusCondVarWaitFunction* (c-pointer 
DBusCondVarWaitFunction)) 
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;; Waits on a condition variable with a timeout.  Found in 
;; #DBusThreadFunctions. Returns #TRUE if the wait did not 
;; time out, and #FALSE if it did. 
;; Has no error conditions. Must succeed if it returns. 
;; typedef dbus_bool_t (* DBusCondVarWaitTimeoutFunction) 
(DBusCondVar *cond, DBusMutex *mutex, int 
timeout_milliseconds); 
(def-c-type DBusCondVarWaitTimeoutFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type dbus_bool_t) 
              (:arguments (cond DBusCondVar*) (mutex 
DBusMutex*) 
                          (timeout_milliseconds int)))) 
(def-c-type DBusCondVarWaitTimeoutFunction* (c-pointer 
DBusCondVarWaitTimeoutFunction)) 
 
;; Wakes one waiting thread on a condition variable. 
;; Found in #DBusThreadFunctions. 
;; Has no error conditions. Must succeed if it returns. 
;; typedef void (* DBusCondVarWakeOneFunction) (DBusCondVar 
*cond); 
(def-c-type DBusCondVarWakeOneFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type nil) 
              (:arguments (cond DBusCondVar*)))) 
(def-c-type DBusCondVarWakeOneFunction* (c-pointer 
DBusCondVarWakeOneFunction)) 
 
 
;; Wakes all waiting threads on a condition variable. 
;; Found in #DBusThreadFunctions. 
;; Has no error conditions. Must succeed if it returns. 
;; typedef void (* DBusCondVarWakeAllFunction) (DBusCondVar 
*cond); 
(def-c-type DBusCondVarWakeAllFunction 
  (c-function (:return-type nil) 
              (:arguments (cond DBusCondVar*)))) 
(def-c-type DBusCondVarWakeAllFunction* (c-pointer 
DBusCondVarWakeAllFunction)) 
 
 
 
;; Flags indicating which functions are present in 
#DBusThreadFunctions. 
;; Used to allow the library to detect older callers of 
dbus_threads_init() 
;; if new possible functions are added to 
#DBusThreadFunctions. 
(def-c-enum DBusThreadFunctionsMask 
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  (DBUS_THREAD_FUNCTIONS_MUTEX_NEW_MASK (ash 1 0)) 
  (DBUS_THREAD_FUNCTIONS_MUTEX_FREE_MASK (ash 1 1)) 
  (DBUS_THREAD_FUNCTIONS_MUTEX_LOCK_MASK (ash 1 2)) 
  (DBUS_THREAD_FUNCTIONS_MUTEX_UNLOCK_MASK (ash 1 3)) 
  (DBUS_THREAD_FUNCTIONS_CONDVAR_NEW_MASK (ash 1 4)) 
  (DBUS_THREAD_FUNCTIONS_CONDVAR_FREE_MASK (ash 1 5)) 
  (DBUS_THREAD_FUNCTIONS_CONDVAR_WAIT_MASK (ash 1 6)) 
  (DBUS_THREAD_FUNCTIONS_CONDVAR_WAIT_TIMEOUT_MASK (ash 1 
7)) 
  (DBUS_THREAD_FUNCTIONS_CONDVAR_WAKE_ONE_MASK (ash 1 8)) 
  (DBUS_THREAD_FUNCTIONS_CONDVAR_WAKE_ALL_MASK (ash 1 9)) 
  (DBUS_THREAD_FUNCTIONS_RECURSIVE_MUTEX_NEW_MASK (ash 1 
10)) 
  (DBUS_THREAD_FUNCTIONS_RECURSIVE_MUTEX_FREE_MASK (ash 1 
11)) 
  (DBUS_THREAD_FUNCTIONS_RECURSIVE_MUTEX_LOCK_MASK (ash 1 
12)) 
  (DBUS_THREAD_FUNCTIONS_RECURSIVE_MUTEX_UNLOCK_MASK (ash 1 
13)) 
  (DBUS_THREAD_FUNCTIONS_ALL_MASK (1- (ash 1 14)))) 
 
 
;; Functions that must be implemented to make the D-Bus 
library 
;; thread-aware. The recursive mutex functions should be 
specified 
;; rather than the old, deprecated nonrecursive ones. 
 
;; The condition variable functions have to work with 
recursive 
;; mutexes if you provide those, or with nonrecursive 
mutexes if you 
;; provide those. 
 
;; If implementing threads using pthreads, be aware that 
;; PTHREAD_MUTEX_RECURSIVE is broken in combination with 
condition 
;; variables. libdbus relies on the Java-style behavior 
that when 
;; waiting on a condition, the recursion count is saved and 
restored, 
;; and the mutex is completely unlocked, not just 
decremented one 
;; level of recursion. 
 
;; Thus with pthreads you probably have to roll your own 
emulated 
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;; recursive mutexes, you can't use 
PTHREAD_MUTEX_RECURSIVE. This is 
;; what dbus_threads_init_default() does on platforms that 
use 
;; pthreads. 
(def-c-struct DBusThreadFunctions 
  (mask uint) ; Mask indicating which functions are 
present. 
  (mutex_new DBusMutexNewFunction) ; Function to create a 
mutex; optional and deprecated. 
  (mutex_free DBusMutexFreeFunction) ; Function to free a 
mutex; optional and deprecated. 
  (mutex_lock DBusMutexLockFunction) ; Function to lock a 
mutex; optional and deprecated. 
  (mutex_unlock DBusMutexUnlockFunction) ; Function to 
unlock a mutex; optional and deprecated. 
 
  (condvar_new DBusCondVarNewFunction) ; Function to create 
a condition variable 
  (condvar_free DBusCondVarFreeFunction) ; Function to free 
a condition variable 
  (condvar_wait DBusCondVarWaitFunction) ; Function to wait 
on a condition 
  (condvar_wait_timeout DBusCondVarWaitTimeoutFunction) ; 
Function to wait on a condition with a timeout 
  (condvar_wake_one DBusCondVarWakeOneFunction) ; Function 
to wake one thread waiting on the condition 
  (condvar_wake_all DBusCondVarWakeAllFunction) ; Function 
to wake all threads waiting on the condition 
 
  (recursive_mutex_new DBusRecursiveMutexNewFunction) ; 
Function to create a recursive mutex 
  (recursive_mutex_free DBusRecursiveMutexFreeFunction) ; 
Function to free a recursive mutex 
  (recursive_mutex_lock DBusRecursiveMutexLockFunction) ; 
Function to lock a recursive mutex 
  (recursive_mutex_unlock DBusRecursiveMutexUnlockFunction) 
; Function to unlock a recursive mutex 
  (padding1 c-pointer) ; Reserved for future expansion 
  (padding2 c-pointer) ; Reserved for future expansion 
  (padding3 c-pointer) ; Reserved for future expansion 
  (padding4 c-pointer) ; Reserved for future expansion 
  ) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_threads_init (const DBusThreadFunctions 
*functions); 
(def-call-out dbus_threads_init (:return-type dbus_bool_t) 
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  (:arguments (functions (c-pointer DBusThreadFunctions)))) 
 
;; dbus_bool_t dbus_threads_init_default (void); 
(def-call-out dbus_threads_init_default (:return-type 
dbus_bool_t) 
  (:arguments)) 
 
;;; === 
 
(pushnew :dbus *features*) 
(provide "dbus") 
(pushnew "DBUS" custom:*system-package-list* :test 
#'string=) 
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Appendix H: Customized Portfiles for DBus Installation 

The following code was used with the Macports system to install CLisp in such a way 

that the DBus low-level code could be called from the command prompt with the 

following command: 
>clisp –K full –i <input file> 
 
 
  
# $Id: Portfile 43614 2008-12-12 11:40:16Z 
ryandesign@macports.org $ 
 
PortSystem 1.0 
 
name            clisp 
version         2.47 
categories      lang 
maintainers     waqar@macports.org 
platforms       darwin 
description     The Clisp Common Lisp Implementation 
long_description        \ 
                CLISP is a Common Lisp implementation by 
Bruno Haible, \ 
                formerly of Karlsruhe University, and 
Michael Stoll, \ 
                formerly of Munich University, both in 
Germany. \ 
                It mostly supports the Lisp described in 
the \ 
                ANSI Common Lisp standard. \ 
                CLISP includes an interpreter, a compiler, 
almost all \ 
                of CLOS, a foreign language interface and a 
socket interface. \ 
                An X11 interface is available through CLX 
and Garnet. \ 
                Command line editing is provided by 
readline. 
 
homepage        http://clisp.cons.org/ 
master_sites    gnu:clisp/release/${version}    \ 
                sourceforge 
 
checksums md5     8fa89bb13e865fc7c7150b82682f35af \ 
  sha1    63749bf07409cee134c195547e6d911554b619d6 
\ 
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  rmd160  d376b0b16694bbaf60e61fc3465bfcdf5770e093 
 
use_bzip2       yes 
 
depends_lib     port:readline   \ 
                port:gettext    \ 
                port:libsigsegv 
 
build.dir       ${worksrcpath}/src 
 
variant dynffi { 
    ui_msg "enabling dynamic foreign function interface" 
    depends_lib-append   port:ffcall 
} 
 
variant dbus { 
    ui_msg "enabling dbus support" 
    depends_lib-append   port:dbus 
    configure.args-append --with-module=dbus 
} 
 
variant nolibsigsegv { 
    depends_lib-delete      port:libsigsegv 
    configure.args-append   --ignore-absence-of-libsigsegv 
} 
 
platform darwin 6 { 
    pre-fetch { 
        throw UNSUPPORTED "clisp is not supported on Jaguar 
(OS X 10.2.x)" 
    } 
} 
 
platform darwin { 
    # placeholder for use with variant_isset 
} 
 
platform darwin 7 { 
    depends_lib-delete      port:libsigsegv 
    configure.args-append   --ignore-absence-of-libsigsegv 
} 
 
platform darwin 9 { 
    configure.cflags-append -D_NONSTD_SOURCE 
    # build.env-append MACOSX_DEPLOYMENT_TARGET=10.4 
} 
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configure.cflags 
configure.args --prefix=${prefix} --with-libreadline-
prefix=${prefix} \ 
               --with-libsigsegv-prefix=${prefix} --with-
libiconv-prefix=${prefix} 
 
configure { 
    set cmdstring "CFLAGS='[join ${configure.cflags}]' \ 
                        ./configure [join 
${configure.args}]" 
    ui_debug "EXECUTING: $cmdstring" 
    system "cd ${configure.dir} && $cmdstring" 
} 
 
post-configure { 
    if {[variant_isset darwin]} { 
        if {[variant_isset dynffi]} { 
            set ffi_switch "--with-dynamic-ffi" 
        } else { 
            set ffi_switch "--without-dynamic-ffi" 
        } 
        set cmdstring "                                     
\ 
                CFLAGS=[join ${configure.cflags}]           
\ 
                    ./makemake [join ${configure.args}]     
\ 
                               --with-unicode               
\ 
                               --with-readline              
\ 
                               ${ffi_switch}                
\ 
                               --with-export-syscalls       
\ 
                               --with-gettext > Makefile && 
\ 
                make config.lisp" 
        ui_debug "EXECUTING: $cmdstring" 
        system "cd ${build.dir} && $cmdstring" 
    } 
} 
 
build { 
    set cmdstring "cd ${build.dir} && ulimit -s 16384 && \ 
                   unset LD_PREBIND 
LD_PREBIND_ALLOW_OVERLAP && \ 
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                   make" 
    ui_debug "EXECUTING: $cmdstring" 
    system $cmdstring 
    set cmdstring "$cmdstring check" 
    ui_debug "EXECUTING: $cmdstring" 
    system $cmdstring 
} 
 
livecheck.check regex 
livecheck.url   
http://ftp.gnu.org/gnu/${name}/release/?C=M&O=D 
livecheck.regex >(\[0-9.\]+)/< 
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The following code was used with the Macports system to install D-Bus in such a way 

that it would work with the modified low-level code in Appendix G. 

 
# -*- coding: utf-8; mode: tcl; tab-width: 4; indent-tabs-
mode: nil; c-basic-offset: 4 -*- vim:fenc=utf-
8:filetype=tcl:et:sw=4:ts=4:sts=4 
# $Id: Portfile 48109 2009-03-14 17:18:21Z 
mcalhoun@macports.org $ 
 
PortSystem      1.0 
PortGroup       muniversal 1.0 
 
name            dbus 
version         1.2.12 
distname        dbus-${version} 
revision        4 
maintainers     mcalhoun openmaintainer 
categories      devel 
platforms       darwin 
description     A message bus system, a simple way for 
applications to talk to one another. 
 
long_description \ 
    ${description} 
 
homepage        http://www.freedesktop.org/Software/dbus 
master_sites    http://dbus.freedesktop.org/releases/dbus 
 
checksums           md5     
39bd582c3b06a261cac44d4cab6fd60b \ 
                    sha1    
13de8dc28c9edae7b9d2928ff691549bb2bef21a \ 
                    rmd160  
779d76320f1343dae7447c82a683e372e6c11729 
 
                 
patchfiles      patch-dbus-sysdeps-unix.c.diff  
#                patch-launchd-integration-dist.diff 
 
post-patch { 
   reinplace "s|@@PREFIX@@|${prefix}|g" 
${worksrcpath}/dbus/dbus-sysdeps-unix.c 
} 
 
depends_build   port:pkgconfig 
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depends_lib     port:expat 
 
configure.args  --disable-doxygen-docs \ 
                --disable-xml-docs \ 
                --without-x  
#                --enable-launchd 
 
platform darwin 7 { 
    patchfiles              patch-dbus-launch-x11.c.diff \ 
                            patch-dbus-sysdeps-util-
unix.c.diff 
 
    depends_lib-append      port:xorg-libX11 
 
    configure.args-delete   --without-x  
#                            --enable-launchd 
    configure.args-append   --with-x 
} 
 
use_parallel_build  yes 
 
test.run        yes 
test.target     check 
 
pre-test { 
    if {![variant_isset test]} { 
        ui_error "test variant must be activated to enable 
test support." 
        error "Please enable test variant." 
    } 
} 
 
post-destroot { 
    foreach dir ${destroot.keepdirs} { 
        file mkdir $dir 
    } 
} 
 
destroot.keepdirs \ 
    ${destroot}${prefix}/share/dbus-1/services \ 
    ${destroot}${prefix}/var/run/dbus \ 
    ${destroot}${prefix}/var/lib/dbus \ 
    ${destroot}${prefix}/etc/dbus-1/system.d \ 
    ${destroot}${prefix}/etc/dbus-1/session.d 
 
startupitem.create  yes 
startupitem.name    dbus 
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startupitem.executable   ${prefix}/bin/dbus-daemon --system 
--nofork 
 
pre-activate { 
    addgroup messagebus 
    adduser messagebus gid=[existsgroup messagebus] 
realname=Message\ Bus 
} 
 
post-activate { 
    file attributes ${prefix}/var/run/dbus -group 
messagebus -owner messagebus 
    file attributes ${prefix}/libexec/dbus-daemon-launch-
helper -group messagebus 
    system "dbus-uuidgen --ensure" 
 
    if {![variant_isset darwin_7]} { 
        ui_msg 
"##########################################################
####################" 
        ui_msg "# It is absolutely necessary for dbus 
enabled programs to work to execute" 
        ui_msg "#" 
        ui_msg "# launchctl load 
/Library/LaunchAgents/org.freedesktop.dbus-session.plist" 
        ui_msg "#" 
        ui_msg "# once for every user. Don't use 'sudo', 
else it will work only for root!" 
        ui_msg "# You also have to unload it before 
deactivating/uninstalling this software!" 
        ui_msg 
"##########################################################
####################" 
    } 
} 
 
variant test description {enable tests} { 
    configure.args-append   --enable-tests 
} 
 
if {[variant_isset universal]} { 
    if { ${os.arch}=="i386" } { 
        if { ${os.arch}=="i386" } { 
            array set merger_configure_args { 
                ppc64   --config-cache 
            } 
            if { ${os.major} > 9 } { 
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                set merger_configure_args(ppc)  --config-
cache 
            } 
        } else { 
            array set merger_configure_args { 
                i386    --config-cache 
                x86_64  --config-cache 
            } 
        } 
 
        post-extract { 
            # Answers to questions configure can't 
determine without running a program. 
            copy ${filespath}/config.cache ${worksrcpath} 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
livecheck.check regex 
livecheck.regex {D-Bus (\d+(?:\.\d+)*)} 
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Appendix I: Subject Instructions 
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INSTRUCTIONS: SPACE FORTRESS 
 

 This game you will be playing is called “Space Fortress.” It is a complex and 
difficult game that requires a high degree of skill. You will be controlling a spaceship 
that is moving in a frictionless environment which includes hostile elements: a Space 
Fortress, and mines which will try to damage or destroy your spaceship. Your primary 
goal is to maximize your game points. To accomplish this, you will have to (1) Destroy 
the Fortress as many times as you can, (2) Hit as many mines as possible, and (3) 
Protect your own ship from being hit or damaged.  
 On the computer display, the upper part represents the environment in which you 
will fly your ship to accomplish your mission. An instrument panel is located at the 
bottom of the display which displays information necessary for flight and mission 
performance. 
 
Your Spaceship 
 Please point to the spaceship on the diagram now. You will be controlling the 
motion of your spaceship with the keyboard. Remember that the ship is moving in a 
frictionless environment, and is, thus, very sensitive to input. Pressing the “W” key will 
cause the ship to accelerate in the direction in which it is pointing. Pressing the “A” or 
“D” keys will rotate the ship counter-clockwise or clockwise, respectively. Pressing the 
“S” key will have no effect on the movement of the ship. You should realize that the 
ship will not slow down or stop unless you accelerate it in the direction opposite to that 
in which it is presently moving. 
 The boundaries of the region in which you should try to fly your ship are 
represented by two hexagons displayed on the screen. Please point to the hexagons now. 
 Your ship will be moving in a hostile environment in which it is constantly 
threatened by the Fortress and mines. After your ship has been damaged four times, it 
will be destroyed and the game will start again automatically. To defend yourself, you 
are given weapons which you may fire at either the Fortress or mines. The firing button 
is the space bar on your keyboard. When you press the space bar it will fire a missile in 
the direction in which the ship is pointing. At any given time, your ship can carry no 
more than 100 missiles. 
 
The Fortress  
 In this game, your principal opponent is the Space Fortress which is stationed in 
the center of the screen. Please point to the Fortress now. The Fortress can rotate, track, 
and lock onto your ship, firing a shell at your ship after a short delay. When a shell hits 
or passes very close to your ship, it will damage or destroy it. 
 Your mission is to destroy the Fortress. In order to do this, you have to hit the 
Fortress at least 10 times. The number of Fortress hits is displayed in the “Vulnerability 
Counter” (VLNER) on the instrument panel. Please point to the VLNER counter now. 
Once you hit the Fortress 10 times, it becomes vulnerable. Now you can destroy it by 
hitting it with a double shot – that is, two consecutive shots in less than 250 
milliseconds. It is okay to wait until you have hit the Fortress more than 10 times before 
you attempt the double shot. However, if you have hit it less than 10 times, and you fire 
a double shot at it, the VLNER counter will reset back to zero and you have to start 
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accumulating Fortress hits all over again.  
 
Mines 
 Mines constitute an additional threat to your ship. Approximately every 13 
seconds, a mine will appear somewhere on the screen. Please point to the mine now. 
Mines will actively pursue your ship and try to damage or destroy it, if you let them get 
close enough. You can destroy a mine by firing at it. If you do not destroy the mine, it 
will remain active for 10 seconds before it disappears. 
 A mine can be either a “friend” or a “foe”. Its type is identified by a letter that 
appears in the middle of the instrument panel under the label IFF (Identify Friend or 
Foe). Please point to the IFF indicator now. Before each 5-minute game, three letters 
will be displayed on the screen that designate the identities of “foe” mines. These 
identifiers will change from one game to the next. It is very important that you 
remember these letters. When you detect a mine on the display, check your instrument 
panel. If the letter is one of the three letters presented at the beginning of the game, the 
mine on the display is a “foe”. If the letter is not one of the three presented at the 
beginning, then it is a “friend”. 
 When you fire your missile at a “friendly” mine, you will “energize” it. Each time 
you energize a “friendly” mine you will receive 20 points and the vulnerability counter 
will increment by one point; energizing friendly mines increases the vulnerability of the 
Space Fortress. 
 Your weapon system is ineffective against “foe” mines until you have properly 
identified them. In order to identify a mine as a “foe”, you have to press the IFF button 
(the “J” key on the keyboard) two times. The interval between the two key presses must 
be between 250 and 400 milliseconds. Any interval that is shorter or longer than this 
range will not be effective. On the right side of the instrument panel, a counter displays 
the actual interval between your two button presses (INTRVL). Please point to the 
INTRVL counter now. If you did not succeed in hitting the two key presses at the right 
interval, you can try again. Each time you destroy a “foe” mine, you receive 30 points. 
 
 To summarize: A mine appears, you check the letter under IFF. If the mine is a 
“friend”, aim and press the space bar. If it is a “foe”, press the “J” key twice with the two 
presses within 250-400 msec, then aim and press the space bar. 
 IMPORTANT! When a mine appears on the screen, your weapon is not effective 
against the Fortress. However, once the mine disappears (or you have destroyed it), your 
weapons system automatically becomes effective against the Fortress again. 
 
Possible Errors in Mine Identification: 
1. The mine is a “friend” and you press the IFF button. 

Your weapon system becomes ineffective and all you can do is avoid the mine 
and the Fortress and wait until the mine disappears (10 seconds after its 
appearance). 

2. The mine is a “foe” and you do not press the IFF button. 
Your weapon system remains ineffective, but you can still press the IFF button, 
after which your weapon system becomes effective and you can shoot the mine. 

3. The mine is a “foe”, you press the IFF button, but the interval between button presses 
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was too long or too short. 
Your weapon system is ineffective, but you can try the double button press again. 

 
Resource Limitations 
 When the game begins, you have 100 missiles. The number of missiles your ship 
has remaining is displayed in the “SHOTS” counter on the right side of the instrument 
panel. Please point to the SHOTS counter now. Once your supply is depleted, you can 
still shoot, but every missile that you shoot will cost you 3 points. Underneath the 
Fortress, different symbols will appear (“/”, “@”, “$”, etc.). Please point to the symbol 
now. When a “$” appears twice in a row, you have the opportunity to obtain more 
resources. You can choose to get up to 50 missiles, or 100 more points. The choice is 
yours. You will have to decide each time which choice will be of more benefit. 
 

Select more points by pressing the “L” key. Select more missiles by pressing the 
“K” key. 

 
 If you press one of these buttons when the “$” symbol appears for the second time, 
you will get the bonus that you selected. However, if you press one of these two buttons 
when the symbol appears for the first time you will get nothing. Furthermore, pressing 
the button again when the “$” does appear a second time will have no effect. Whenever 
you have obtained either points or missiles, the word “BONUS” will flash near the 
Fortress. 
 
Ship Control 
 You must learn to acquire control of the ship and fly it in a planned trajectory. 
Your goal is to fly the ship in a clockwise direction around the Fortress while staying 
within the hexagon boundaries. By doing this, you will maximize your ship control 
points. 
 
Speed of Mine Handling 
 You will receive immediate feedback about your response time and success in 
handling each mine by the number of points added or lost to the SPEED score. Points 
will be subtracted from this score if you are slow to respond to a mine, or do not respond 
at all. You will always maximize your points in this area by handling mines quickly and 
appropriately. 
 
Points 
 Your total number of points for this subscore is continuously updated and 
displayed on the instrument panel underneath the label “PNTS”. Please point to the 
PNTS counter on the left side of the instrument panel now. 
 
 Point will be added to your Points score as follows: 
 
  100 points when you destroy the Fortress 
  20 points for “energizing” a “friendly” mine 
  30 points for destroying a “foe” mine 
  100 points if you select the points option when a bonus is available 
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 Points will be subtracted from your Points score as follows: 
 
  -3 points if you shoot a missile when you have none left 
  -50 points if the Fortress damages your ship 
  -50 points if a mine damages your ship 
  -100 points if your ship is destroyed 
 
Control 
 Your total number of points for this subscore is continuously updated and 
displayed on the instrument panel underneath the label “CNTRL”. Please point to the 
CNTRL counter on the instrument panel now. 
 
 Points will be added to your Control score as follows: 
 
  Maximum points – when your ship is on the screen, and within the hexagon 
  boundaries 

Half as many points – when the ship is on the screen, but outside the 
hexagon boundaries 

 
 
 Points will be subtracted from your Control score as follows: 
 

-35 points every time your ship leaves the screen and “warps” to the other 
side 

  -5 points every time your ship enters the inner hexagon 
 
 
Velocity 
 Your total number of points for this subscore is continuously updated and 
displayed on the instrument panel underneath the label “VLCTY”. Please point to the 
VLCTY counter on the instrument panel now.  
 
 Points will be added to your Velocity score as follows: 
 

7 points for moving at a low velocity (these points are accumulated 
continuously) 

 
 Points will be subtracted from your Velocity score as follows: 
 

-7 points for moving at a fast velocity (these points are accumulated 
continuously) 

 
Speed 
 Your total number of points for this subscore is continuously updated and 
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displayed on the instrument panel underneath the label “SPEED”. Please point to the 
SPEED counter on the instrument panel now. 
 
 Points will be added to and subtracted from your Speed score as follows: 
 
  -50 to +100 points depending on how you deal with a “friendly” mine 
  -50 to +100 points depending on how you deal with a “foe” mine 
 
 Remember, your main goal is to obtain the highest Total Score. Your Total Score 
is a combination of the following four subscores: Points, Control, Velocity, and Speed. 
To maximize the points in each of these categories, you must do the following:  
 
Points: Hit and destroy the fortress as many times as possible 
 Destroy as many mines as possible. 
 Avoid letting your ship get hit or destroyed by the fortress or mines. 

Select the bonus points whenever possible except when the shots counter is below 
50. 

 
Control: Stay on the screen and move clockwise within the hexagon boundaries. 
 
Velocity: Move the ship at a low velocity (speed). 
 
Speed: Destroy mines quickly and appropriately. 
 
 

You will not know your Total Score for a game until it has ended. 
 

Optimal Strategies 
 
1) Navigation 

• circle the Space Fortress slowly in a clockwise direction while staying within the 
region enclosed by the two hexagons. 

 
2) Mine Responses for Correctly Identified Mines 
 let the mines come to the ship, then turn and fire when they are close. 
 
3) Mine response for Incorrectly Identified Mines 

• a friend mine becomes a deadly enemy if the foe response is made when it 
appears, that is, if the IFF button is pushed. 

• if this happens, it cannot be destroyed and it can destroy the ship 
• in this situation, it is best not to run from the mine, stay on your hexagon course 

and let the mine destroy your ship. 
 
4) Missile Management 

• when bonus opportunities occur, take points unless this ship has less than 50 
missiles remaining. 
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SUMMARY OF INSTRUCTIONS 
 

Ship Control: 
 You cannot slow down or stop the ship by pressing the “S” key. Also, pressing 

the “thrust” key along with a “turn” key will not cause the ship to move 
diagonally. 

 To slow or stop the ship, remember to rotate the ship so that it is facing opposite 
its current direction and apply slight thrust. 

 
Fortress: 
 Vulnerability score must reach 10 before the Fortress can be destroyed. 
 Vulnerability points are accumulated by shooting the Fortress and friend Mines. 

 When the vulnerability counter reaches 10 or more, a rapid double shot will 
destroy the Fortress. 

 BUT, if you fire a rapid double shot before the VLNER counter reaches 10, the 
counter will rest to 0. 

 
Mines: 

 Every time a mine appears on the screen, a letter will appear under the IFF label 
on the instrument panel. 

 The 3 letters that represent foe mines are displayed on the screen before each 
game. 

 When the mine on the screen is a FOE mine, you must press the “J” key twice 
with an interval between key presses of 250-400 milliseconds. This interval is 
displayed on the instrument panel under the label INTRVL next to the IFF 
label. If you do not obtain the correct interval, you may try again as many times 
as you can. 

 When the mine on the screen is a FRIEND mine, all you have to do is shoot it to 
energize it. BUT, if you press the IFF key, you will not be able to destroy the 
mine. 

 Missiles are not effective against the Fortress while mines are on the screen. 
 
Resources and Bonuses: 
 You begin each new game with 100 missiles. 
 During the game, various symbols will appear on the screen beneath the Fortress 

 Every time the second $ symbol of a pair appears on the screen, you can select a 
bonus of 100 points by pressing the “L” key, OR a bonus of 50 missiles by 
pressing the “K” key. 

 BUT, if the “K” or “L” keys are pressed anytime before the second $ symbol 
appears, the bonuses for that pair of $ symbols are forfeited and you must wait 
for the next pair to appear. 
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Appendix J: IRB Approval Form 
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Appendix K: Experimenter Checklist 

RIN: ________________  Date:_____________  
Experimenter:___________________ 
 

Space Fortress 
Experimenter Checklist 

 
Before the Participant Arrives 
• Prepare the EEG net solution 
• Fill "soak" bucket with 1 liter of warm water 
• mix in 1 scoop of potassium chloride and 1 scoop of shampoo  
• Turn on the PC, the Mac Mini, and the EEG computer outside the door 
• Make sure participantʼs monitor is vertical and aligned with the tape 
• Make sure the chinrest is aligned with the tape 
• Do not move the eye-tracking cameras 
• Log onto PC: user, password = XXXXX 
• Log onto Mac Mini: Space Fortress, password = XXXXX 
• Log onto EEG computer: Electrical Geodesics, Inc., password = XXXXX 
 
Participant Arrives 
• Make sure participant is over 18. If under 18, they must have their parent sign 

the informed consent 
• Let participant read through the Informed Consent, and allow them to sign. 
• Have participant fill out Initial Questionnaire 
• Subject Information 
 Name:_______________________________________ Age:___________ 
 Last four digits of RIN:______________ Major:______________________ 
 Date: _______________________ Time: __________________________ 
• If the participant is not wearing eyeglasses, ask them if they are wearing 

contacts. If so, ask them to take them out and/or wear eyeglasses.  
• Measure the participantʼs head to determine the appropriate EEG net, soak the 

net in the net solution for 5 minutes. Net size ____________ 
• Explain to participant that all cell phones, mp3 players, etc. must be turned 

completely off. They can leave their bags in the waiting area for the duration of 
the experiment. 

 
The Experiment 
• Bring the participant to the experiment room, have them sit in the chair, and 

adjust the chair so that they are comfortable with their chin in the chin rest. 
• Make sure the green speaker cord is plugged into the Mac Mini so that thereʼs 

sound for the game 
• Open screenshot.png on the participantʼs computer and go through the gameʼs 

instructions 
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• Bring the participant back out of the room, measure and mark the center point of 
their head 

• Retrieve the EEG net from the solution and shake it out 
• Give the participant a towel to drape over their shoulders, and apply the EEG 

net 
• Have the subject sit back down in the experimental chair, and plug the net into 

the EEG amplifier 
• Launch Net Station on the EEG machine 
• Click "Session" on Net Station splash screen 
• Select “wdg session template” 
• Enter subject Info (use last four digits of RIN for Subject Identifier) and click 

“Begin Session” 
• Wait for gains to be measured 
• In upper-left of window, click “Events” to see events as they come in 
• Go to Panels -> Impedance, then click “Measure Impedance” on the panel 
• You want all the impedance levels to be below 100 (green). You may need to 

use the small pipette to apply extra net solution 
• To view filtered data (recommended): 
• Click Panels --> digital filter controls -> Simple 
• Select lowpass 30 hz and Highpass .3 hz and turn filter on. 
• Data stream should look much cleaner 
• Note: Data is still being recorded in its raw form (viewing filtered data just 

makes it easier to notice electrode problems) 
• On the PC, run EgServer.exe 
• On the experimental machine, run MultiWorld (eye icon in the Dock) 
• Under “Log File Name,” enter last four digits of RIN, “-”, then the session number 

(e.g. 8268-6) 
• Click “Start” and move mouse cursor to center of screen 
• Focus cameras if needed and calibrate participant 
• Calibration Successful?  Yes_____  No______ 
• if no, possible reasons (contacts, etc.) _______________________ 
• Turn off PC monitor 
• Click the icon in the upper-left to start eye recording 
• Run PSF 
 
After Experiment is Complete 
• Click the icon in the upper-left to stop eye recording 
• Click the icon in the upper-left to quit MultiWorld 
• Close EgServer.exe on the PC 
• End EEG session by clicking "close session" in (extreme) upper right corner 
• Move data file and movie from sessions folder (Documents -> Net Station User 

Data -> Sessions) to Documents -> Net Station User Data -> Studies -> Space 
Fortress 

• Disinfect net 


